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Abstract
Rationale
In recent years the overall benefit of breast screening has been a subject of debate,
and one of the criticisms is excessive false-positive recalls. Arbitration by a third
reader or group consensus can be integral in reducing these. Before the publication
of the Public Health England arbitration guidance (August 2016), the third person 
arbitrator or lead of consensus meetings had to be medically qualified (radiologists,
breast clinicians). How sensitive and specific the third reader should be, has never
been specified, but there is considerable variation between individuals undertaking
the task.
This research aimed to explore the different reporting and arbitration strategies in
breast screening within England to ascertain if specific systems work better in
differing units, and thereby inform recommendations to standardise processes.
Consideration is also given to advances in technology in this field.
Method
A mixed-methods approach was used to explore the complex factors associated with
decision making (reporting and arbitration) in breast screening and the effect on
recall rates. The research included two national surveys, analysis of chosen
performance metrics (recall rates, small cancer detection rates and Standardised
Detection Ratio) for all 80 breast screening units in England (KC62 data) and semi-
structured telephone interviews, based on a pre-determined sampling frame.
Interviews were undertaken to explore the opinions, experiences, perspectives and
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insights of reporting staff (varying professional roles). Methodological triangulation
was used to evaluate complementary and divergent findings.
Key findings 
The survey results demonstrated variability in all aspects of reporting and arbitration
practices. The reporters may be influenced by non-blind reading and arbitration,
resulting in biased decision-making. The PHE guidance on arbitration has had
minimal impact on the respondent units.
Analysis of the KC62 data demonstrated variations in the performance parameters
reviewed at the unit level, but in particular, recall rates. However, there was no
difference in mean recall rates between units for the cases reviewed; the arbitration
strategy; the reading type; professional role undertaking the third reader
arbitration/leading consensus or programme size. Also, there were no statistically
significant differences for the four-year average prevalent and incident SDR between
programme sizes nor between the arbitration strategies for small cancer detection
rates (prevalent and incident) or SDR (prevalent and incident).
The interview results generated five main themes relating to reporting and
arbitration practices: organisational factors, technology, clinician factors, teamwork
factors and PHE guidance factors.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) could potentially tackle some of the current challenges in
breast screening, including capacity issues/workforce planning, increased efficiency,
improved accuracy and advanced detection of early cancers. Further research is




         
         
         
 
           
         
           
 
        
























Conclusion and further research
This thesis has resulted in several organisational and national recommendations
regarding blind reading/arbitration to provide improved film reader data profiles
and standardisation, and considerations surrounding alternative models of service
delivery.
The research has revealed the potential for future work into:
1. the design of the breast screening reporting system
2. selection of arbitrators and alternative methods of group decision making,
and
3. determining cultural and organisational characteristics that may improve
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Glossary
Arbitration The use of a third reader to decide on case
management when there is disagreement 
between the initial reporters.
Blind reading The second reader is unaware of the first 
readers report.
Cancer Detection Rate The proportion of screened women with breast 
cancer who test positive for breast cancer.
Often expressed as a percentage.
Code A descriptive or conceptual label that is
assigned to extracts of raw data in a process
called ‘coding’.
Consensus A group of film readers who decide on case
management when there is disagreement 
between the initial reporters.
Coverage Defined as the percentage of women in the
population who are eligible for screening at a 
particular point in time who have had a test 
with a recorded result at least once within the
screening round (past 36 months).
Discrepant Cancer Rate The number which the first reader
recommended be returned to routine recall
which were ultimately recalled for assessment 
and diagnosed with cancer (shown as a rate per
1,000 women).
Double-reading A breast screening protocol in which two film
readers independently report the same images.
Eligible screening population Women between the ages of 50 to 70 are
eligible for screening who are registered with a 
GP. Women aged over 70 are eligible to be
screened if they self-refer.
False negative A decision made in error that a case is negative
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for cancer when the case is cancer.
False positive A decision made in error that a case is positive
for cancer when the case is cancer free.
Incident screen Screening of women previously screened within
the NHS breast screening programme who have
been screened within the last 5 years.
Interval cancer A cancer that presents clinically between
screening rounds.
Invasive cancer A malignant tumour which has spread to invade
cells beyond the cell wall.
KC62 A National statistical mandatory return that all
breast screening units in England are required
to undertake on an annual basis.
Non-blind reading The second reader is aware of the first readers
report
Non-invasive cancer An early form of carcinoma. There are
cancerous cells, but they have not started to
grow outside of the cell wall.
Positive Predictive Value The probability of screened women with a 
positive (malignant) test that have breast 
cancer. Often expressed as a percentage.
Prevalent screen Screening of women never previously screened 
within the NHS breast screening programme.
Within the standards it relates to women’s first 
ever screening appointment.
Reader An individual trained to report breast-screening 
mammograms.
Recall rate The proportion of screened women that are
asked to return for further assessment. Often
expressed as a percentage.




        
       
     
      
 
 
         
      
  
 
          
      
  
 
           
       
      
       
       
        
 
     
      
      




Screening round length The screening round length for the breast 
screening programme is 36 months and all
eligible women should receive a screening
invitation within 36 months of a previous
screen
Sensitivity The ability to correctly detect disease in the
eligible screening population who have the
disease.
Specificity The ability to correctly exclude disease in the
eligible screening population who do not have
the disease.
Standardised Detection Ratio This is the ratio of the observed number of
invasive cancers to the expected number based
on applying criteria from the Swedish Two
Counties randomised control trial which is used
as the comparator for performance. An SDR of
1 equates to parity with this trial.
Theme An interpretive concept describing or
explaining aspects of the data, following
analysis of the whole dataset.





     
       
         
      
 
        
       
        
     
  
          
         
         
          
        
        
         
        
          




ACR American College of Radiology
AGREE Appraisal of Guidelines, REsearch and
Evaluation
AHP Allied Health Professional
AI Artificial Intelligence
ANN Artificial Neural Networks
AUC Area Under the receiver operating
characteristic Curve
BIRADS Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System
BOS Bristol Online Survey
BSIS Breast Screening Information System
CAD Computer Aided Detection
CAT Computerised Adaptive Testing
CDR Cancer Detection Rate
CESM Contrast Enhanced Spectral Mammography
CI Collective Intelligence
CME Continuing Medical Education
CPD Continuing Professional Development
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CPG Clinical Practice Guidelines
DBT Digital Breast Tomosynthesis
DCIS Ductal Carcinoma In Situ
DFS Disease-Free Survival
DM Digital Mammography
DMIST Digital Mammographic Imaging Screening Trial
EBP Evidence-Based Practice
FFDM Full-Field Digital Mammography
FRQA Film Reader Quality Assurance
GCP Good Clinical Practice
GRAMMS Good Reporting of A Mixed Methods Study
HRA Health Research Authority
HRL High Risk Lesion
IIQM International Institute for Qualitative
Methodology
IRAS Integrated Research Application System
IT Information Technology
LCIS Lobular Carcinoma In Situ




        
        
         
          
     
         
      
 
         
        
          
           
 
      
 
         
         
       
          
         
      
          
MDT Multidisciplinary Team
MMR Mixed Methods Research
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging
NBSS National Breast Screening Service
NDROR Non-Discordant Radiographer Only Reporting
NHS National Health Service
NHSBSP National Health Service Breast Screening
Programme
ODR Office for Data Release
OS Overall Survival
OTST Oslo Tomosynthesis Screening Trial
PACS Picture Archiving and Communication System
PERFORMS Personal Performance in Mammographic
Screening
PHE Public Health England
PPV Positive Predictive Value
QA Quality Assurance
RAC Research Advisory Committee
RCR Royal College of Radiologists
ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic
SCoR Society and College of Radiographers
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SDR Standardised Detection Ratio
SFM Screen-Film Mammography
SOP Standard Operating Procedure
SPSS Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
TA Thematic Analysis
TNM Tumour–Node–Metastasis
TOMMY TOMosynthesis with digital MammographY
URL Uniform Resource Locator
WHO World Health Organization
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Breast cancer is a significant health burden worldwide, and the second most 
common cause of cancer-related deaths in UK females (Cancer Research UK
2020). Certain factors predispose an individual to a higher risk of developing breast 
cancer, and these can be categorised as those which are modifiable and non-
modifiable. Although breast cancer incidence rates have risen or stabilised in some
countries over the last decade, mortality rates have declined (Cancer Research UK
2020). Reductions in mortality are attributed to earlier diagnosis via screening and
improved treatment; although the respective influences of each are uncertain
(Malvezzi et al. 2019). The intent of breast screening to reduce mortality from the
disease is only successful if specific measures are met, and breast screening units are
monitored to ensure programme safety and effectiveness (PHE 2017).
The current technique for population-based screening is mammography, but this
procedure has inherent limitations. The variability in the performance of a 
screening unit can be attributable to many factors relating to the characteristics of
the population screened, the reporting personnel, variances in practice (recall
standards, screening interval, number of readers, arbitration processes) and imaging
technologies (Mohd Norsuddin et al. 2015). To increase the cancer detection rate
double reading has become the standard practice in many countries (Perry et al.
2007). However, there is an international variance in how this is undertaken.
Double reading inherently creates a probability that the two reporters may disagree
on their radiological opinion (Klompenhouwer et al. 2015b). Discordant findings
require resolution, and this is commonly achieved by some form of group consensus
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or third reader arbitration. A systematic scoping review of the evidence on the use
of these processes within breast screening (Hackney et al. 2017) found a limited
body of evidence, and specifically a lack of prospective studies to determine
effectiveness in real-life clinical settings. Only a few studies reported true interval
cancer rates and many reported results with an insufficient follow-up which 
compromised the ability to conclude the effectiveness of the processes. Within
England, there is a wide variation in recall rates with some units not achieving the
NHS Breast Screening Programme (NHSBSP) standards for prevalent assessment 
recall (NHSBSP Central Return Data Set KC62). Arbitration can be integral to
achieving this.
1.1 Clinical Resources/Skills Mix
A potential obstacle for breast screening units in sustaining the current quality
standards is the chronic shortage and predicted workforce retirement of specialist 
Radiologists in England (The Royal College of Radiologists 2020). Concerns about the
future availability of breast Radiologists are highlighted in the report, which predicts
that 26% (n=134) of breast Radiologists will retire in the next five years, combined
“with a potential 2.2 million increase in women eligible for screening if the age
extension is implemented (based on current population figures)”(Moser et al. 2011). 
Coupled with the unification of high-risk family history screening (in particular breast 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging) into the NHSBSP, increasing interventional radiology
procedures (diagnosis and excision of lesions by vacuum-assisted biopsy) and the
potential expanded use of emergent technologies (Digital Breast Tomosynthesis)




           
             
           
           
          
         
             
            
        
          
          
       
    
           
        
       
           
           
          
           
           
           
1.2 Task Shifting/Role Extension
One eminent approach to addressing human resource problems is the extension of
duties from medics to Allied Health Professionals (AHP’s). In the literature, this was
also referred to as up-skilling, role extension, task-shifting or task optimisation
(Debono et al. 2015, Torres-Mejía et al. 2015, Singh et al. 2017 and Moran and
Warren-Forward 2016). Task shifting is considered one method of restructuring
roles and responsibilities (changing professional boundaries) to make the most 
effective and efficient use of skill mix (Singh et al. 2017). Radiographers in the UK
have long been familiar with the concept of role extension and its associated
opportunities and challenges. Wells and Cooke (1996) first report Radiographers
formally undertaking mammography reporting in NHS screening units. Over the next 
sixteen years, this progressed to double Radiographer reporting following the Non-
Discordant Radiographer Only Reporting (NDROR) trial (Bennett et al. 2012).
1.3 Public Health England Arbitration Guidance
Prior to August 2016 single third-person arbitration or lead of consensus meetings,
was a responsibility only of medically qualified professions (Radiologists, Breast 
Clinicians). Severe breast Radiologist shortages necessitated a review of national
guidance in order to maintain current quality standards and avoid delays in patient 
management. The revised Public Health England guidance (Public Health England
2016) (Appendix 1) recognised that the skills to perform arbitration/lead consensus
were not necessarily associated with the profession of the arbitrator, and delegation
of these duties would help to decrease the current pressure on services.
A survey undertaken by Culpan (2016) reported that 23% (n=15/66) of UK
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Radiographers were already undertaking third reader arbitration or providing the
definitive vote in discordant screening cases. This suggests that some breast 
services had already started to implement changes in practice through local
governance systems in advance of the guidance. Individual healthcare organisations
are renowned for developing distinctive professional cultures based on an evolution
of local practice over time. The concepts of organisational culture and climate have
been extensively described in the literature (Ginsburg and Gilin Oore 2016, Erasmus
et al. 2017, Everest, Fitzgerald, and Tate 2014). Zohar and Hofmann (2012) affirm
that climate relates to an employees’ perceptions of procedures, practices and
behaviours. In contrast, culture is entrenched and can be characterised as shared
underlying assumptions, values and beliefs that typify a setting and help to explain
why things happen in a particular way (Ostroff, Kinicki, and Muhammad 2013,
Schneider, Ehrhart, and Macey 2013). Zohar and Hofmann (2012) emphasise that 
climate and culture are multilevel constructs, and employees will develop
perceptions of both the organisational and sub-group climate within which they
work. It was thus predicted that the philosophies regarding arbitration practices and
delegation of these duties to Radiographers would be multifaceted, with a variation
in the current landscape.
Given the PHE guidance (Public Health England 2016) supports delegation of
arbitration duties to Radiographers, there is a need to establish the current national
practice for recalls within breast screening services and to identify if this process
may be improved. Evidence from the pilot data in the NDROR study (Bennett et al.
2012) suggested that double Radiographer reporting could increase recall rates but 
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was considered unlikely to have significant impacts on performance in the NHSBSP if
“fully supported and carefully monitored (particularly recall rates) (Bennett et al.
2012: 120)”.
Currently, it is unknown what the implications are within England of the new PHE
arbitration guidance and the potential barriers and facilitators to implementation.
The researcher hypothesises that Radiographer arbitration may only be
implemented in services with a severe shortage of Radiologists and not delegated in
services where the radiology workforce is sufficient.
Unlike the NHSBSP standards of quality that define the acceptable and achievable
levels of performance that must be adhered to, Eddy (1990) states that guidance
should allow for some degree of flexibility. Three approaches are described
concerning the introduction of clinical guidance: diffusion, dissemination, and
implementation (Lomas 1993). Culleton (2015: 444) expresses that conventionally, 
“clinical practice guidelines were consensus-based statements derived from expert
opinion.
It is now accepted that they should be constructed via a transparent process to
minimise bias, ensure a systematic approach to evidence collation and evaluation,
with an emphasis on patient-relevant outcomes. The principles defined by Culleton
(2015) are summarised in Table 1. Culleton (2015) states that CPG’s frequently arise
in response to a service need such as task shifting. A principal barrier identified with
the adoption and use of clinical guidelines in health care relates to the provider’s
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overall attitude towards the guidance or uncertainty regarding its reliability.
Table 1 Proposed Principles for Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) Development
(Taken from Culleton 2015)
• Processes for developing and evaluating CPG should focus on outcomes.
• CPG should be based on the best available evidence and graded according to 
the level, quality, relevance, and strength of evidence
• CPG development should be multidisciplinary and include consumers
• CPG should be flexible and adaptable to local conditions. They should
include evidence for different target populations and take into account
patient preferences.
• COG should be developed with resource constraints in mind.
• Implementation plans should be developed along with CPG.
• The implementation of CPG should be evaluated
• CPG should be revised regularly to account for new evidence
1.4 Thesis Aims 
This research aims to explore the current variation in reporting and arbitration
strategies within breast screening services in England. It seeks to correlate findings
with performance based on specific criteria from published national service data 
(KC62 2013/2014 -2016/2017) to ascertain if there are characteristics associated
with decision-making in higher and lower performance units that could inform the
future effective use of existing arbitration processes. A further aim was to
comprehend the future role of new technology, in particular, Artificial Intelligence
(AI) in this setting.
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The main objectives are:
Objective 1: Extend the systematic scoping review of published literature to identify
research evidence on the barriers and facilitators for decision-making in
mammogram reading and, use narrative synthesis to develop a conceptual
framework.
Objective 2: Undertake two surveys of Breast Screening Units within England to
explore how and why arbitration systems were established, why practice varies and
the consequences of such variation for imaging professionals, and service user
outcomes.
Objective 3: Collect and analyse published data (KC62) on a series of unit 
characteristics – the size of the unit (population screened), and higher/lower
performance (recall rates, cancer detection rates) to map consistency across
multiple NHSBSP units.
Objective 4: Devise a sampling frame based on the survey responses and KC62
breast unit performance data.
Objective 5: Triangulate findings from the literature review, national survey, and
interviews to develop the evidence base for how guidance can best be developed




           
            
              
            
     
         
    
 
    
       
        






    
     
 
    




    
    
    
     
     
  
    




      
     
 
    




   
  
   
  
   





               
           
1.5 Thesis Content
This research is informed by a literature review and anecdotal evidence that the
majority of breast screening units based in one large region have moved to
consensus review in favour of third reader arbitration. Table 2 provides an overview
of the thesis and demonstrates how the individual components of the research
informed the following elements.
Table 2 Overview of Thesis Content Relative to the Research Objectives
Research Objective Methods Chapters
Identify research evidence on the barriers and
facilitators for decision-making in mammogram 
reading. Use a narrative synthesis to develop a







Explore current arbitration systems. Variance in 
practice, the consequences of such variation for
imaging professionals, service providers and





Collect and analyse data on a series of unit
characteristics - higher/lower performance
(overall recall rates, incident small cancer 
detection rates, and size of the unit (population 
screened) to map consistency across multiple
NHSBSP units.
Analysis of published KC62
data. Utilise specified 
performance criteria to 
develop a sampling frame.
7
Explore current arbitration systems. Variance in
practice, the consequences of such variation for
imaging professionals, service providers and





Develop the evidence base on how evidence-
based guidelines on reporting/arbitration can 
best be developed and improved.
Triangulation of findings





Chapter 2 of the thesis sets the context of the study providing an overview of the
disease of breast cancer, the evidence base relating to breast cancer risks, screening
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and diagnosis. The complexity of a breast screening programme is highlighted
through discussion of inter-related performance measures, inter-observer variability,
emergent technologies, and how arbitration can play a fundamental role in
achieving performance standards. The factors influencing breast screening
outcomes are critically discussed, emphasising the cognitive complexity of diagnostic
decision-making and errors. This provides the rationale for exploring what can be
learnt from case studies of decision-making in higher and lower performance units
to inform the future effective use of arbitration processes in breast screening. The
chapter concludes with the fact that Quality Assurance outcomes of arbitration are
not intently reported in contrast to first reader performance, but potentially has the
same variability which necessitates consideration.
Chapter 3 is a review of the published literature on clinical decision-making,
beginning with a definition, moving on to factors affecting the process, and the
theoretical models that underlie decision-making in clinical practice. The chapter
concludes with an overview of strategies for reducing error in clinical reasoning and
a review of the evidence from medical clinical reasoning studies.
As groups of staff may assess discordant cases, Chapter 4 reviews the published
literature on group decision-making and the team-based nature of consensus
processes, critically discussing how organisational behaviour and team dynamics can
influence the outcome and concluding with how algorithms and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) may support the decision-making process.
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Chapter 5 discusses the rationale underpinning the design and methodology
adopted in this research. The advantages and disadvantages of undertaking a Mixed
Method Study are discussed. The priority and sequence of methods are explained
along with the phase of the study integration. Ethical considerations are presented,
critically reviewing the measures to protect participants from harm. Study quality
and rigour are introduced, but as three distinct study phases are undertaken, the
detailed methods are described in the respective chapters (6,7 and 8).
Throughout the thesis, the study findings are discussed as they are presented.  
Chapter 6 presents the first stage of the study in which national online surveys were
undertaken. The methodological approach of survey construction is evaluated while
critically appraising the data collection method. The chapter provides a systematic
analysis of the results from the quantitative responses, with qualitative analysis of
the free-text comments.
Chapter 7 presents the second stage of the study, providing an overview of the KC62
data set and Breast Screening Information System (BSIS). A rationale for the chosen
performance metrics is presented. These performance metrics are analysed with
the survey responses on reporting and arbitration strategies.
The third stage of the study is presented in Chapter 8, which discusses the
methodological approach of using semi-structured telephone interviews, offering a 
rationale for selection while critically appraising the data collection method. The
theoretical justification of the study sites and participant sampling strategy are
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discussed along with the key research findings.
The final chapter (Chapter 9) compares and contrasts the data with triangulation to
provide a succinct summary of the thesis findings. The benefits and limitations of
the study design are discussed. Recommendations for practice and potential future
projects arising from this research are suggested.
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Chapter 2. Background
This chapter aims to consider the main issues and complexity of decision-making
within a breast screening setting to explore how discordant reports are reconciled
and appropriate action taken. To provide an insight into the complex nature of a 
screening programme, the concepts of performance measures and inter-observer
variability are described, together with the international variance in reporting
strategies. After first explaining the aetiology and prevalence of breast cancer, the
chapter critically reviews the limitations of current screening using mammography
and discusses the role of future technologies. The chapter justifies the reason for
exploring variations in reporting and arbitration strategies and the influence on
breast screening units within England of the Public Health England (PHE) arbitration
guidance.
2.1 Epidemiology of Breast Cancer
Breast cancer represents the most common female cancer worldwide (Worldwide
Cancer Data | World Cancer Research Fund, 2018). Figures from the worldwide
cancer data confirm that there were 2,088,849 new cases of breast cancer
diagnosed in 2018 (represents 25% of all female cancers) and 0.6 million deaths
from the disease globally. Figure 1 demonstrates the variance in incidence rates and
mortality rates worldwide. Although hereditary and genetic factors account for 5% 
to 10% of breast cancer cases (Bray et al. 2018), non- hereditary factors are
considered the leading cause of the international and interethnic variation in
incidence (Ziegler et al. 1993). Higher incidence rates in some countries are
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attributed to a higher prevalence of established risk factors which are discussed
further in section 2.3 and increases in breast cancer screening and awareness.	 
Figure 1 2018 Region-Specific Incidence and Mortality Age-Standardized Rates for Female Breast
Cancers.
Source: GLOBOCAN, 2018.
2.1.1 Breast Cancer Prevalence in the UK
In the UK, there were 54,722 invasive female breast cancers diagnosed in 2017
(Cancer Research UK 2020), and there were 11,371 related deaths. The
International Agency for Research on Cancer (World Health Organisation 2018)
predicts a rise in incidence in the UK from 55 439 cases to 66 612 (11 173 +20.2%)
between 2018 and 2040. Reductions in mortality rates are an outcome of improved
detection, earlier diagnosis via screening and more effectual treatments delivered
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by specialist multi-disciplinary teams (Weedon-Fekjær, Romundstad, and Vatten
2014, Seely and Alhassan 2018).
In recent years, the overall benefit of breast screening has been a subject of debate.
The Marmot report evaluated the evidence on the benefits and harms of breast 
screening from a UK perspective (Marmot et al. 2013). Although the investigation
concluded that screening
“prevents around 1,300 breast cancer deaths in the UK per year”
criticism remains regarding excessive false-positive recalls, limited sensitivity, and
overdiagnosis (Autier and Boniol 2018). A retrospective comparative study (Újhelyi 
et al. 2016) of screen-detected and symptomatic cancers reported that screen-
detected patients did not show any significant improvement in overall survival (OS)
or disease-free survival (DFS) compared to the symptomatic group. However, the
tumour size was significantly smaller in the screen-detected group (P < 0.01), 
together with a higher prevalence of negative regional lymph nodes (P < 0.01). In the
symptomatic cohort, there was a higher incidence of distant metastases (17% 
compared to 10%) and chemotherapy (17% higher). The study states the data 
supports a trend of disease-free survival in the screening group but had not reached
statistical significance. However, there was only a median follow-up of 65 and 80
months and therefore, a more extended follow-up period possibly will show a 
statistical significance of DFS and/or OS of the screening patients. A further
important consideration mentioned in the study is that symptomatic patients may
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require more aggressive treatments, and this may significantly reduce the patient’s
quality of life.
Currently, population-based breast cancer screening is focussed merely on the age
of the woman (50-70, on a three-yearly basis). The exception to this is increased
screening for a small cohort of women with a moderate/high increased lifetime risk
(>30 %) or high-susceptibility genes (BRCA1 and BRCA2). The AgeX is a nationwide
randomised controlled trial to establish if extending the age range further (47–73 
years) is beneficial (Moser et al. 2011). The trial commenced in 2009, but the
information is not expected until the mid-2020s. The trial received ethical approval
for three yearly invitations for ages 71–76 or 71–79 to evaluate the effects of
continuous screening after the age of 70. However, routine screening was
suspended in the UK in March 2020 due to COVID. The trial investigators, therefore,
decided that there would be no further randomisation into the trial as the pandemic
has created a considerable backlog on breast screening services.
Screening programmes in other countries generally have a shorter interval between
mammograms typically 1- or 2-yearly and additionally may offer to screen from an
earlier age, as demonstrated in Table 3. The optimal age range and screening
interval remain a topic of debate (Blanks 2011).
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Table 3 The International Institutional Variance in Recommended Screening Age and Interval.
Taken from the Institutions Listed in the Table (2018)
Institution Screening Interval High-risk
Society Country 40-49 Interval 50-
70












USA Y 1 Y 1 Y 1 Y 1
National Cancer
Institute












































- Y 3 Y 3 Y 1
Swedish
National Board
of Health and 
Welfare







2.2 Breast Cancer Aetiology and Pathology 
Numerous genes are involved in controlling the process of normal cell division. This
process requires an equilibrium of activity between the genes that stimulate and
suppress cell proliferation and those that signify when damaged cells should
undergo apoptosis, which is a form of controlled cell death. Once mutations
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accumulate in the genes responsible for cell proliferation, cancerous cells develop
(Broustas and Lieberman 2014). 
Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease with multiple subtypes (Sinn and Kreipe
2013). The majority of breast cancers develop from epithelial cells and may be in-
situ disease (pre-invasive) or invasive disease. At a pre-invasive (in-situ) stage, the
malignant cells have not breached the basement membrane surrounding the ducts
and lobules. In-situ disease is further classified as ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) or
lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS), with further subdivision by nuclear grade and
architectural features. High-grade DCIS is deemed to represent a higher risk of
progression to invasive cancer. Low and low-intermediate grade DClS are now
considered lower risk, and this represents the hypothesis of the current breast 
screening LOw RISk DCIS trial (LORIS) (Francis et al. 2015). The purpose of the trial is
to determine if the historical practice of surgical excision (local excision or
mastectomy) of low-risk DCIS is substantiated.
LCIS can be a difficult disease to manage, as it is more likely to be multifocal,
multicentric and affect both breasts (bilateral disease). LCIS termed ‘classic’,
represents a very low risk of progression to invasive cancer over 25 years (Stewart et 
al. 2014). However, LCIS classified as ‘pleomorphic’ is considered a higher-grade
variant and the rate of progression of this is uncertain at present. DCIS detected via 
screening is usually asymptomatic, depicted as minute deposits of micro-
calcification on a mammogram. The introduction of breast screening led to a 
substantial rise in the incidence of DCIS/LCIS and hence, the concerns of over-
diagnosis have been discussed extensively in the literature and lay press.
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Consequently, women undergo treatment for a low-grade disease that may be
considered unnecessary, as if left undiagnosed and untreated; it may never progress
to invasive cancer (Gøtzsche 2012).
Morphological features also characterise invasive breast cancers. The majority (80%) 
of invasive cancers are from the heterogeneous group of ductal carcinomas (no
specific type)(Sandhu et al. 2010). The most frequent of the special subtype is 
lobular carcinoma (10%). The less common subtypes include mucinous, tubular, 
medullary, cribriform, micropapillary, papillary, metaplastic, and inflammatory
carcinomas (Sandhu et al. 2010).




The histological grade determines how similar a tumour is to the tissue of origin.
Table 4 demonstrates the scoring calculation, and the final grading used as an
indicator of patient prognosis.
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Table 4. The World Cancer Report (2014)
Semi-quantitative method for assessing histological grade
Feature Score
Tubule and gland formation
Majority of tumour (> 75%)
Moderate degree (10–75%)





Small, regular, uniform cells 






Dependent on microscope field area 1–3
Final grading
Add scores for tubule and gland formation,





Total score 6 or 7
Total score 8 or 9
The histopathological analysis also enables assessment of disease stage, which is
determined by tumour size and regional lymph node involvement. The overall
staging for the patient is recorded using the tumour–node–metastasis (TNM)
classification (Appendix 2). Supplementary prognostic information regarding
lymphovascular invasion and levels of response to neoadjuvant treatment can also
be collated from the histopathological assessment. However, limitations are
acknowledged in this pathological assessment for managing breast cancer. Over the
last decade, substantial advances have been made in comprehending the biology of
breast cancer and translating some of the molecular data to inform clinical care.
DNA microarray technology for gene expression profiling has been employed to
classify breast cancers, develop indicators of good and poor prognosis tumours, and
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classify those that may or may not respond to specific therapies (van de Vijver et al.
2002, Sandhu et al. 2010).
2.3 Risk Factors
2.3.1 Age
The most influential risk factor for breast cancer in women is age, with increasing
age the higher the risk. Figure 2 from Cancer Research UK (2015-2017) demonstrates 
a plateau after 50-54 when breast screening is first routinely offered and relates to
the detection of prevalent cases.
Figure 2 Demonstrating the Average Number of New Female Breast Cancer Cases per Year Relative
to Age, UK, 2015-2017
(Taken from Cancer Research UK)
2.3.2 Endocrine/Reproductive/Lifestyle Factors
Multiple risk factors are associated with increasing an individual’s probability of
developing the disease (Stewart et al. 2014). These involve endocrine and
reproductive factors; nulliparity (never borne a child), age at first birth, age at 
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menarche and menopause; exogenous hormone intake (hormone replacement 
therapy or oral contraceptives use); lifestyle factors relating to nutrition, alcohol
consumption, anthropometry, physical inactivity and exposure to ionising radiation.
Barnes et al. (2011) state that for invasive cancers the population risk for non-
variable factors (menarche and menopause age, family history of breast cancer, and
personal history of benign breast disease) was 37.2% (27.1–47.2%, 95% CI). HRT
(19.4%; 15.9–23.2%, 95% CI) and lack of exercise (12.8%; 5.5–20.8%, 95% CI) were
attributed to the highest population risks of modifiable factors. These results varied
depending on the hormone receptor status of invasive cancers.
2.3.3 High-Risk Groups
The majority of breast cancers are not familial. A small percentage of women are
identified as having a high risk, a consequence of mutations in the BRCA1 and BRCA2
(breast cancer susceptibility) genes (Ford et al. 1998). Mutations in these genes are
classified as high-penetrance with an average relative risk of 11.4 and 11.7
respectively, along with the rare gene TP53 (Li-Fraumeni syndrome) with an age-
adjusted relative risk 105 (90% CI 62–165) (Wendt and Margolin 2019). Moderate
risk genes, for example, CHEK2, ATM, PALB2 and RECQL confer average relative risks
of 2.26-5.3 (Wendt and Margolin 2019), with further low-penetrance gene variants
also identified (Turnbull and Rahman 2008).
2.3.4 Breast Density
The mammographic density (MD) of a breast relates to the breast parenchyma that 
is denser than the adipose (fatty) tissue. MD can be assessed qualitatively, being a 
visual observation of parenchymal patterns/distribution using one of the
classification systems (Wolfe 1976, Gram, Funkhouser, and Tabár 1997, D’Orsi 2013).  
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Table 5 demonstrates the latest American College of Radiology (ACR) breast density
classification.
Table 5 The American College of Radiology BI-RADS Atlas Fifth Edition – Breast density classification
(Taken from D’Orsi et al. 2013).
Breast Composition a. The breasts are almost entirely fatty 
b. There are scattered areas of fibroglandular density 
c. The breasts are heterogeneously dense, which may obscure
small masses 
d. The breasts are extremely dense, which lowers the sensitivity 
of mammography
However, these classifications are subjective with varying reproducibility of results
(Vinnicombe 2018). Quantitative methods may also be visual as in the BI-RADS 4th
edition which categorised density into percentages (0-24%; 25-49%; 50-74%, and
75%) (D’Orsi 2013) or the Boyd six category classification (Boyd et al. 1995) and
visual analogue scales (Duffy et al. 2008). There are also validated semi-automated
methods. Several studies have shown these systems to correlate well with breast 
cancer risk (Boyd et al. 2007, Eng et al. 2014). However, as they require user input,
they are considered impractical clinically (Vinnicombe 2018). Automated volumetric
methods have demonstrated consistency in density grading and have also shown a 
good correlation with breast cancer risk (Eng et al. 2014, Brand et al. 2014).
Various studies have established that women with a high-density breast tissue (> 
75% glandular tissue) have a higher risk (4-6 times) of developing a breast carcinoma,
comparative to those with a low breast density (<5 % glandular tissue) (Winkel et al.
2016 and Zhang et al. 2018). A recent study (Engmann et al. 2017) has affirmed that 
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high breast density was considered the predominant risk factor equally for
premenopausal and postmenopausal women representing the main effect on
population-attributable risk proportion of breast cancer. The other main problem
associated with a high breast density is that the mammographic sensitivity is
reduced, as dense glandular tissue conceals the detection of tumours and therefore
the risk of an interval carcinoma is greater (Boyd et al. 2007). Destounis et al.
(2017) report a linear association relating to mammographic sensitivity and breast 
density, with sensitivity decreasing from 95% in a fatty breast to 65% in an
extremely dense breast. This predicament has been a source of much of debate
(Onega et al. 2014 and Schousboe et al. 2011), with personalised screening based on
risk factors and mammographic density assessment considered to be the future.
Legislation laws have been put into effect in 38 states in the USA so that women
who have undergone mammography are informed of their breast density and
associated risk (Vinnicombe 2018). Computer software analysis, although capable of
measuring breast density, is still being evaluated to assess the consistency of results
relative to density changes over time (Oliver et al. 2015). Therefore, the Australian
Standing Committee on Breast Screening states that until more evidence is available
on breast density assessment, management and clinical pathways, routine recording
of breast density and supplementary screening would not be undertaken. Currently,
there is no requirement within the NHSBSP to record breast density. Public Health




   
            
            
           
        






   
 



















   
 
          
           
         
  
         
      
       
            
        
2.4 Breast Cancer Screening 
A population-based screening programme can only be effectual if specific measures
are sustained, such as adequate coverage and uptake, high sensitivity and specificity
with a resultant low rate of interval cancers and false-positive screens. Table 6
demonstrates the possible results following a screening mammogram.
Table 6 Possible Results of a Screening Test
Cancer Outcome
+ Patient confirmed to 
have breast cancer









mammogram False-negative (FN) True negative (TN)
Many factors contribute to the quality of a mammography programme, including
the knowledge/skills and experience of the staff, the imaging equipment used, and
the organisation of service delivery at a given breast screening unit (Hopkins 2011).
2.4.1 Detection and Diagnosis
Mammography is currently the technique for population-based screening. Full-field 
digital mammography (FFDM) was a significant evolution over screen-film 
mammography (SFM), providing consistent higher contrast resolution images with a 
lower radiation dose (Juel et al. 2010). The results of the Digital Mammographic
Imaging Screening Trial (Pisano et al. 2008) established that FFDM revealed a 
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substantial improvement for imaging younger women (< 50 years) and those with
mammographically dense breasts. However, conventional 2-Dimensional (2D)
digital mammography still has limitations, mainly the overlapping of glandular breast 
tissue which may obscure underlying lesions or mimic a significant finding (Laming
and Warren 2000).
2.4.2 Mammographic Interpretation of Images
Mammographic images are examined for abnormalities in the form of masses,
microcalcifications, asymmetric densities, and architectural distortions. However,
due to a plethora of normal variants and some overlap of features associated with
benign and malignant lesions, reporting mammograms remains challenging
(Heywang-Köbrunner, Hacker, and Sedlacek 2011). Approximately 10–15% of 
cancers in women of screening age are not visible on mammography. The UK based
TOMosynthesis with digital MammographY (TOMMY) trial (Gilbert et al. 2015)
stated FFDM has a sensitivity of 87% but a specificity of only 58%. The specificity of
screening mammography can be lower on initial screening examinations but may
increase to 93% or higher on subsequent screens, when previous images are
available for comparison. Visibility of a lesion on mammography is dependent upon
several confounding factors; image quality, the tumour type, the breast density as
previously discussed and inter-observer variability. Certain tumour types exhibit 
minimal mammographic changes and can be extremely subtle to visualise,
particularly lobular carcinomas. Even large tumours may be occult (not visible on




           
          
          
          
            
             
       
            
 
   
  
               
              
           
       
 
 
    
 
              
       
 
 
          
         
         
            
               
           
              
2.5 NHSBSP Standards/Performance Measures
The NHSBSP developed quality standards to ensure that local programmes are safe
and efficient. The performance of a breast screening unit is measured by meeting
specific indicators that relate directly to patient outcomes (Appendix 3). KC62 is a 
statutory annual return completed by individual screening units that record activity
and outcome data in the NHSBSP. Table 7 demonstrates the definitions of what the
NHSBSP classify as an acceptable and achievable threshold for services to attain.
Table 7 The NHSBSP Classifications of Acceptable and Achievable Thresholds
(taken from NHS Breast Screening Programme Consolidated Standards Public Health England 2017)
Acceptable threshold
Is the lowest level of performance services are expected to attain to ensure patient safety and
service effectiveness. All units are expected to exceed the acceptable threshold and to agree on
service improvement plans that develop performance towards an achievable level. Programmes
not meeting the acceptable threshold are expected to implement recovery plans to ensure rapid 
and sustained improvement.
Achievable threshold
Represents the level at which the services are likely to be running optimally; screening services
should aspire towards attaining and maintaining performance at this level.
The difficulty is achieving the appropriate balance between high detection
(sensitivity) of early-stage disease while limiting false-positive findings that cause
unnecessary further tests, patient anxiety, and additional cost (time and resources
of staff) (Welch and Passow 2014). NHSBSP standards (PHE 2017) pertinent to this
research are Standards 9, 11, 15, and 16 (Table 8) as they are associated with
maximising the number of cancers identified (standard 15) and detecting the
cancers at an early stage (standard 16). Standard 9 is of particular importance as
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arbitration of discrepant reads is influential in reducing recalls of false positive cases.
A systematic scoping review undertaken by (Hackney et al. 2017) highlighted that 
some units were reviewing concordant recalls in an attempt to lower benign recalls.
However, units are required to reach a definitive diagnosis promptly to ensure that 
results are received within the NHSBSP standard (8) of two weeks from attendance
for the mammogram or recalled to an assessment clinic within three weeks
(standard 11). Early stage cancers can present as small, subtle lesions with a 
minimal mammographic change from prior imaging and hence the decision-making
on discrepant cases are particularly demanding. The process of arbitration is,
therefore, paramount to ensure cases are rigorously evaluated and minimise the risk
of a cancer case presenting between screening episodes (standard 19).
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Table 8 Selected National Performance Thresholds for the NHSBSP 
(Taken from PHE 2017).
Objective Criteria Performance thresholds
Acceptable Achievable
9. To minimise the
number of women 
screened who are
referred for further 
tests whilst trying to
minimise false
negative rates.
The proportion of eligible
women with a technically
adequate screen who are












The percentage of women 
who are offered an
appointment at an 
assessment centre within 




15. To maximise the 
number of cancers
detected
The SDR is the ratio of the
observed number of
invasive cancers to the








The standardised detection 
ration (SDR) is the ratio of
the observed number of
invasive cancers to the
expected number in the 
eligible population invited
and screened. Small cancers
(<15mm in diameter) should
be 55% of the expected 
overall number of invasive
cancers.
1.00 1.40





The number of interval
cancers per 1000 women 
screened
<0.65/1000 diagnosed 
<12 months of the
previous screen 
<1.40/1000 diagnosed 
between 12 and <24 
months of the previous
screen
<1.65/1000 diagnosed 
between 24 and <36 













   
     
             
           
   
         
         
             
             
          
         
              
            
          
          
           
   
       
            
         
2.5.1 Coverage/Uptake Rates
Coverage is classified as
“The percentage of women in the population who at a particular point in time are
eligible for screening and have a recorded result within the last three years” (Public 
Health England 2017:12).
Coverage incorporates women routinely invited, self-referred or referred via their
GP. The 2020 NHS Digital data (data 2018-2019) demonstrates that national
coverage (women 53-70) fell to 74.6% from 74.9% in the previous year but remains
above the NHSBSP acceptable level of 70%. However, the uptake rates (women who
attend for screening within six months of invitation) vary by regions. The North
East reported the highest uptake (75.3%). London reported the lowest uptake
(64.0%) and the North West (69.5%) was also below the acceptable level of 70%.
The uptake rates are fundamental if breast screening is to remain effective in
reducing mortality from breast cancer. However, it may be challenging to achieve
dependent on local population demographics. Deprivation and high populations of
certain ethnic minority groups are associated with lower uptake (Massat et al. 2015).
2.5.2 Recall Rate
The recall rate is defined as
“The number of screened women recalled for further assessment as a proportion of
all women who had a screening examination” (PHE 2017: 18).
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Recall rates to assessment are reported by prevalent (first invitation for screening 
and routine invitations to previous non-attendees) and incident (routine invitations
to previous attendees screened within five years) status. It is envisaged that recall
rates are lower for incident screens as, only new disease that has developed since
the last screening mammogram will be detected. The NHSBSP define the acceptable
(<10% Prevalent screen and <7% Incident screen) and achievable thresholds (<7%
prevalent screen and <5% incident screen) for recall rates (standard 9 Table 8).
However, as identified in a systematic scoping review (Hackney et al. 2017), there is
international variance in the achievable standards with lower European guidelines
(<5% for prevalent screens and <3% for incident screens). The Dutch Screening
Programme reports the lowest recall rates worldwide averaging 1.6% with the
American College of Radiology recommending an overall recall rate of <10% (USA
<12%). However, recall rates are not comparable internationally, due to the variance
in the recommended screening age range and time interval as discussed previously.
It is established that a correlation exists between recall rates and early detection of
breast cancers (Otten et al. 2005). However, what may be an ‘optimal’ recall rate
remains a source of debate. High recall rates would infer that a unit is over-recalling
women who will undergo additional assessment (false positive) and is an inefficient 
use of a service’s resources. Conversely, low recall rates may result in lower cancer




         
    
       
 
                
           
 
 
            
               
         
 
  




          
          
           
          
           
            
           
            
          
           
           
            
  
Table 9 Demonstrating the Potential Relationship Between Recall Rates, Cancer Detection Rates
and Positive Predictive Value (PPV)
(Taken from D’ Orsi and Sickles 2017).
(a) A screening recall rate at or below the benchmark level associated with a low cancer detection
rate (CDR) indicates poor performance because the primary goal of screening is early detection.
(b) A PPV substantially higher than the benchmark level may indicate poor performance because, 
in this scenario, only those lesions with a much greater probability of malignancy are considered
actionable, forgoing earlier detection of the subtler albeit less specific malignancies.
(c) A below benchmark screening recall rate coupled with above-benchmark CDR indicates optimal
performance.
Yankaskas (2004) states that variations in recall rates are not fully comprehended 
and maintains this may be a result of differences in programme constitution,
variance in recall definition and data collection. This may be justifiable for
international differences but would not explain the variation in recall rates across
England in established programmes operating under the same NHSBSP guidance.
Notably, historical literature discussed recall rates as a single measure. Otten et al.
(2005) assert that the correlation between recall rate and cancer detection rates are
complicated; a view supported by Mohd Norsuddin et al. (2015) who depicted this in
a conceptual framework. This framework has been modified (Figure 3) to represent 
UK practice and standards and to also highlight that error occurs in interpretation,
not just in perception. Emergent technologies are included, and the framework also








   
  
   
   
  
  
    
  
  
    
      
  
   
 
   
    
  
    
      








   
   




     
 
 	 	 	 	 	  Figure 3 Conceptual Diagram of Factors	 that Affect	 Recall RatesBreast Screening
Benefits Adverse effects False positive result: Patients
Clinical/real life Unit performance
Impacts EconomyMissed cancer (10-15%)reporting Measure: Sensitivity, Specificity,
Recall rate, False Positive, False 
negative, PPV, Standardised 




Imaging technologies (FFDM, Variances in practice Reporting personnel Characteristics of screened population (Patient)
Tomosynthesis, CAD, AI)
Age
Recall standards (international variance) Training/Experience
Race
Volume of reporting 
Screening interval (international variance) Symptom at screening
Perception error
Breast parenchymal density
Number of readers +/- CAD Interpretation error
Family history/ personal history of breast cancer
Radiographer Vs Radiologist Vs
Arbitration Expert Radiologist Mammographic appearance/tumour type
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Table 10 (Appendix 4 Studies exploring the association between recall rates and
performance measures) summarises the empirically based studies that have
considered the association between programmes recall rates and performance
measures. The study undertaken by Gur et al. (2004) claimed a statistically
significant linear fit between recall and cancer detection rates. However, only a 
small number of experienced Radiologists were involved in the study. Nevertheless,
it did demonstrate a substantial variation between individual readers for both
measures (recall rates ranged from 7.7% - 17.2% and CDR 2.6 - 5.4 per 1000 
mammograms). Conversely, some researchers advocate that there is not a strong
correlation between recall rates and cancer detection, particularly above a certain
threshold (Yankaskas et al. 2001a and Otten et al. 2005). Recall rates in the USA are
reported to be higher, and malpractice concerns may be a contributory factor in
particular screening programmes (Otten et al. (2005). A recent USA study
undertaken by Grabler et al. (2017) maintains that a recall range of 12%- 14% would
provide optimal cancer detection rates. Previously radiology groups in the USA have
considered double reporting as labour-intensive and not cost-effective. However, 
Mullen et al. (2017) advocate that time efficiencies saved from recalls and
subsequent workup could be offset against the second reading of all screening cases
to improve quality.
The NHSBSP guidelines (Public Health England 2017a) acknowledge that screening
units may not always strive to reduce recall rates dependent upon cancer detection
rates. In services with especially high cancer detection rates reducing referral to
assessment rates may not be realistic. The NHSBSP also states that recall rates will
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vary with experience of the readers; experienced readers are likely to have lower
recall rates on average than inexperienced readers. The emphasis on recall rates in
this current study pertains to the belief that arbitration can play a fundamental part 
in units recall rates. Ideally, arbitration can decrease the number of false-positive
findings while maintaining (or improving) cancer detection rates, therefore
sustaining the overall purpose of screening. However, regional data presented at the
Symposium Mammographicum Conference 2016 (Steel) confirm that third person
arbitration results vary widely depending upon the individual undertaking the task.
Significant differences were reported in the proportions of cases going to
arbitration, cases recalled, and cancers detected following arbitration (all p < 0.001).
2.5.3 Cancer Detection Rate (CDR)/Age Standardised Detection Ratios
(SDR) for Invasive Cancers
Evaluating cancer detection rates between breast screening units is imperative. The
revised 2017 PHE Consolidated Standards for NHSBSP has withdrawn reporting of
invasive cancer detection rates (CDR) and replaced it with standardised detection
ratios (SDR). CDR is no longer considered valid in England due to the variability in
the mean age of women screened. This is a result of some units participating in the
age extension trial. As discussed previously, age is a significant risk factor affecting
cancer detection rates, and the SDR allows for correction of the age distribution of
the eligible population invited and screened by comparing the observed invasive
cancers to the expected number of invasive cancers. The ratio is based on measures
from the Swedish Two Counties randomised control trial (Tabár et al. 1985), which is
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utilised as the performance comparator. An SDR of 1.00 represents equivalence with
this trial. NHSBSP Standard 15 in Table 8 states that 1.00 is acceptable with 1.40 an
achievable performance threshold. Small cancers are those classified <15mm in size
and should represent 55% of the expected overall number of invasive cancers
(Standard 16 NHSBSP). However, caution must be applied when comparing
performance rates for small units relative to large units. It is acknowledged that the
frequency of screen-detected cancers is low, and therefore the yearly CDR/SDR for
small services may lack sufficient statistical accuracy to be meaningful.
2.5.4 Interval and Missed Cancers
Cancers that develop between scheduled screening episodes (3 years in the
NHSBSP) are termed interval cancers. Evans et al. (2016) state that 40% of tumours
develop in this 3-year interval. These cancers are associated with a worse prognosis
and subsequently can reduce the potential effectiveness of breast screening (Howell
et al. 2005). Interval cancers can include fast-growing tumours becoming
mammographically detectable and clinically apparent after the screen. Also, they
may exist, but are mammographically occult (not visible- a limitation of
mammography) or have been missed by the reporter(s) (Heywang-Köbrunner, 
Hacker, and Sedlacek 2011). Interval cancers are classified into three categories, as
demonstrated in Table 11.
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Table 11 NHSBSP Classification for Interval Cancers
(Taken from Public Health England 2017b).
Category Radiological Action Warranted Disclosure of Audit/Duty
of Candour
1 Satisfactory Normal, benign 
mammographic
features















recalled, all readers 
reviewing the films 
agree that they would 
recall
Classify as a notifiable 
safety incident under 
Duty of Candour process
The NHSBSP aims to minimise the number of interval cancers. The 2017 PHE
guidance (Public Health England 2017a) deemed a revision of interval cancer
thresholds (Standard 9) was required to correspond with the natural increase in
incidence (25% from 1995) of breast cancers. Previously performance thresholds
were reported at <24 months and 24-36 months. They are now divided into three
values to reflect each subsequent year following a normal screening. It is
acknowledged that yearly interval cancer rates are small in individual units and
therefore PHE state that analysis should be undertaken on an accumulation of
several years’ performance. It is also essential that they are not analysed in isolation
from other performance data, specifically SDR.
2.6 Factors Influencing Breast Screening Outcomes 
2.6.1 Double Reporting
Double reading has been implemented in many European countries (e.g. Sweden,
Hungary, Netherlands) to increase cancer detection rates and minimise reporter
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error. However, a systematic scoping review (Hackney et al. 2017) highlighted that 
there is international inconsistency in how screen reporting is conducted. There is
variance in the professional roles undertaking breast screen reporting. The
European standard is double reporting by Radiologists specialised in breast 
screening. In the United States, single Radiologist reporting or single Radiologist 
reporting with Computer-Aided Detection (CAD) is the norm. Breast Clinicians are
also utilised in Australia and the UK, but exclusive to the UK is double reporting by
Radiographers. When the NHSBSP was founded, only medically qualified
professions (Radiologists, Clinicians) were eligible to interpret and report the
mammographic images. A subsequent shortage of breast Radiologists necessitated a 
change in service delivery. In the UK, Radiographers were formally trained to report 
screening mammograms, and Pauli et al. (1996) confirmed that Radiographer
reporting was as accurate as that of Radiologists. A further progression occurred in
2012 following an extensive research project (NDROR) (Bennett et al. 2012) which
endorsed double Radiographer reporting. The success of role extension in the UK
has preceded international researchers to consider training mammographers in the
reporting of mammograms (Debono et al. 2015, Torres-Mejía et al. 2015, and Moran
and Warren-Forward 2016). 
2.6.2 Blinded vs Non-Blinded Reporting
The systematic scoping review (Hackney et al. 2017) also identified variance with
regards to reading practices. Some services utilise true blind reading (the second 
reader is not aware of the first reader’s decision on the computer software or
assessment paperwork); in other units, the second reader is blinded to the first 
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reader’s decision on the computer software but can see the final report by looking
at the assessment paperwork. Alternatively, non-blinded (the first reader’s decision
is available on the computer screen) reading occurs. Klompenhouwer et al. (2015)
identified that there is a dearth of studies comparing the advantages and
disadvantages of blinded vs non-blinded reporting and concluded that blind reading
increases a unit’s sensitivity but generates more discrepant cases. It is currently
unknown what strategies units within England are utilising, and the value of second
reading could be questioned if not blinded.
2.6.3 Resolving Discordant Readings
Discordant readings may be resolved either by the two reporters discussing and
attempting to reach an agreement; or referring to a single third reader or group of
reporters for evaluation. Consensus approaches encompass a diverse range of
scenarios, and it was not possible from the scoping review to establish the rationale
for the variance or how consensus meetings could be optimally structured. In
particular, no studies were retrieved, which evaluated the influence of the
component factors, e.g. group structure, group size, group dynamics within a 
hierarchical structure in a clinical environment. Complex pathways were also
described in the literature where both group consensus and third reader arbitration
are undertaken, or decision processes weighted by the initial scoring (level of
suspicion) of the lesion.
Each system requires differing amounts of personnel and time, with resultant 
differences in cost. Double reading with a consensus of concordant and /or
discordant cases would be one of the costliest and personnel-intensive approaches. 
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It has been suggested that interval cancer rates can be considerably higher in cases
that have undergone arbitration or consensus review comparative to rates of
concordant normal screens (Jenkins et al. 2014 and Hofvind et al. 2009). This raises
the question of whether arbitration could be refined to aid earlier detection in such
cases.
2.6.4 Reader Performance
Numerous studies have reported that the interpretive acumen of mammography
reporters is hugely variable (Miglioretti et al. 2007, Elmore et al. 2009, Skaane et al.
2008, Duijm et al. 2009, Lehman et al. 2017, Giess et al. 2019). Contributory factors
include the low frequency of screen-detected cancers; decision-making in complex
clinical settings and the uncertainties associated with human decision-making. The
elements of the NHSBSP guidelines (Hopkins 2011) which relate to interpretive
performance include: (1) formal audit; (2) requirements related to initial training,
maintaining knowledge and Continuing Medical Education (CME)/ continuing
professional development (CPD); (3) interpretive volume (minimum of 5000
screening and/or symptomatic cases per year); (4) participate in PERFORMS
(Personal Performance in Mammographic Screening) and (5) participate in screening
assessment and MDTs.
The volume of mammograms reporters are required to interpret per year varies
internationally (‘Mammography Quality Standards Act’ 1992, Perry et al. 2007,
Public Health England and PHE 2011, European Commission Initiative on Breast 
Cancer 2019). Some researchers maintain that there is inconsistent evidence
between the numbers reported and recall/cancer detection rates, but this may be
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attributable to the many other variables amongst international programs (Buist et al.
2011a, Théberge et al. 2014, Duncan and Scott 2011). However, several studies
have shown a stronger correlation between increased volume and lower false-
positive rates, (Buist et al. 2011, Perry et al. 2007 and Hofvind et al. 2008) and those
increasing years of experience correlated with decreasing recall rates (the inverse is
true for PPV) (Miglioretti et al. 2009). A regional Film Reader Quality Assurance
(FRQA) performance report, which is based on data as a first reader (data 2012-
2015) demonstrates that the group of reporters who were reading <10,000
mammograms over the three years had significantly higher recall rates, lowest PPV
and the highest discrepant cancer rate. Those who read 20,000-25,000 cases had the
highest cancer detection rate. Reporters reading >25,000 had a significantly lower
recall rate, the highest PPV and no decrease in discrepant cancer rate. The report 
concluded that the differences were not significant but demonstrated a trend
towards an improved performance for those reading more than 10,000 cases over
three years, and therefore substantiating the minimum number of reads advised by
the NHSBSP.
Onega et al. (2014) found that centres with higher volumes of reporting were
notably detecting small (<15mm) early-stage (and lymph node-negative) disease
compared to those with lower volumes. Many of the NHSBSP guidelines pertinent to
reporting have been transposed into the recent PHE arbitration guidance (PHE 2016).
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2.7 Human Error
2.7.1 The Nature of Diagnostic Errors
Diagnostic errors can adversely impact on patient well-being leading to adverse
health outcomes, psychological distress, and financial costs (Singh et al. 2017). The
World Health Organization (WHO) acknowledged the significance of errors in
diagnosis (Cresswell et al. 2013). Diagnostic images represent raw data, which the
reporter has to interpret via processes of visual detection, pattern recognition,
memory exemplars and cognitive reasoning. These processes are influenced by the
individual’s knowledge, experience and cognitive biases (Brady 2017), and diagnostic
reports are, therefore, a subjective interpretation.
2.7.2 Errors in the Context of Screen Reading
Errors in reporting can occur as there is a requirement for prolonged periods of
concentration, with a requirement to report quickly. A recent systematic review
(Stec et al. 2018) concluded that these factors contribute to fatigue with eyestrain
and blurred vision intensifying relative to the number of images reported. Breast 
screen reporting is a repetitive task, and in UK practices where large volumes of
films may be read sustaining focus may be difficult, leading to fatigue and affecting
diagnostic accuracy. Interestingly, a large randomised clinical trial in breast screen
reporting was conflicting with a vigilance decrement not being observed (Taylor-
Phillips et al. 2016).
A false-negative (missed cancer) report is either due to a perceptive error or
interpretative error (Cornford et al. 2005). Yankaskas et al. (2001b) and Hoff et al.
(2011) report that almost one-third of cancers are visible retrospectively on the
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previous mammography images. Even with vigilance and experience, perception
errors can still occur due to the non-specific features of certain lesions (i.e. seen on
one view only, low-density lesions, developing asymmetries particularly within
dense breast tissue) (Goergen et al. 1997). Interpretative errors occur when an
abnormality is identified but misinterpreted. This may be a result of a knowledge
deficit or cognitive bias. Wadhwa et al. (2016) state that misinterpretation is often
associated with microcalcification, well-defined masses and progressive
asymmetries. Stability of a lesion can also represent a pitfall as this does not always
equate to benignity. Slow-growing, low-grade tumours may not show any or only
minimal change over a period of time. Bankier et al. (2010) state that even when
two readers agree or achieve consensus on an image, this does not necessarily
equate to a correct decision.
In the NHSBSP regular audit and review of personal and team results are mandatory.
However, the outcomes of third reader arbitration and group consensus are not as
closely studied or reported as first and second reader performance. The
inconsistency in third reader performance has not been depicted and may have a 
considerable effect clinically (Steel 2016). Third reader variability requires this same
level of attention.
“Quantitative guidelines may be helpful for new arbitrators in the NHSBSP” (Steel
2016).
A culture of reflective learning by reviewing interval cancers and screen-detected
cancers aims to provide feedback on diagnostic performance in an attempt to
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improve diagnosis and reduce errors. However, Berenson et al. (2014) and Croskerry
(2012) also assert that poorly understood characteristics of the diagnostic and
clinical reasoning processes, also contribute to error.
2.8 Emergent Technologies that may Improve Cancer Detection 
Although the Digital Mammography Screening Trial (DMIST study) (Pisano et al.
2008) demonstrated Full-Field Digital Mammography (FFDM) improved sensitivity in
younger women (less than 50 years) and those with mammographically dense
breasts, it did not show an overall sensitivity improvement compared to film-screen 
mammography. Two further technologies, Digital Breast Tomosynthesis (DBT) and
Contrast-Enhanced Spectral Mammography (CESM) have since been developed.
2.8.1 Digital Breast Tomosynthesis (DBT)
Digital Breast Tomosynthesis image acquisition results in multiple reconstructed thin
slices, thereby minimising the problem of overlying breast structures associated with
two-dimensional (2D) mammography. Evidence has been accumulating for DBT as a 
supplementary screening tool to 2D-mammography or a stand-alone technique.
DBT aims to increase the detection of invasive cancers while simultaneously
reducing false-positive results (Friedewald et al. 2014). Results from DBT trials and
observational studies have demonstrated differing results, some reporting lower
false-positive rates with the use of DBT compared to DM, while others have
suggested higher rates (Bernardi et al. 2016, Lowry et al. 2020, Skaane et al. 2013a,
Lång et al. 2016, Friedewald et al. 2014, Sankatsing et al. 2020).
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Multiple studies report reductions in recall rates when comparing DBT with DM.
Two prospective single-site European screening studies (Skaane et al. 2013 and
Ciatto et al. 2013) reported a 15% and 17% reduction in recall rates. Two
observational single-site studies in the USA (Rose et al. 2013 and Haas et al. 2013)
demonstrated substantial reductions in recall rates of 37% and 30%, respectively.
However, a 2018 meta-analysis undertaken by Marinovich et al. (2018) stated that 
reductions in recall rates were mainly found in USA studies. The USA has a higher
baseline recall rate comparative to European countries and, therefore, the decrease
in recalls and false-positive results are dependent on the initial DM rate. A UK
prospective randomised study (Maxwell et al. 2017) reported that the addition of
DBT to 2D-mammography in incident screening did not show a significant reduction
in recall rates, but may increase indecisiveness until reporter experience is 
developed.
The evolving literature shows that DBT increases detection of invasive breast 
cancers compared with DM alone (Houssami and Miglioretti 2016, Ciatto et al. 2013,
Marinovich et al. 2018, Durand et al. 2015, Rose et al. 2013, Friedewald et al. 2014,
Skaane et al. 2013b). However, there is currently a dearth of evidence to establish
if DBT reduces breast cancer mortality or the effect on potential overdiagnosis
(Welch and Passow 2014, Hovda et al. 2020). Outcome measures such as interval
cancers are required, and the results from the prospective population-based Oslo
Tomosynthesis Screening Trial (OTST) (Skaane et al. 2018) did not demonstrate any
significant change in interval cancers after one round of screening. In this study, the
additional cancers detected were small, node-negative cancers and molecular
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subtypes recognised to have a good prognosis. These findings are supported by
recent studies (Conant et al. 2019, Hovda et al. 2020).  
If DBT is to be used as an adjunct to DM, there is also the associated significant 
increase in the mean reading time (Sechopoulos, Teuwen, and Mann 2020,
Tagliafico et al. 2017). Therefore, further research is required to evaluate the
features of interval cancers and DBT, combined with results from consecutive
screening episodes, to fully comprehend the potential benefits and harms of
implementing DBT in screening programs (Hovda et al. 2020). The UK PROSPECTS
Trial is a multi-centre prospective study (Michell and Batohi 2018) aiming to address
these questions. The Tomosynthesis Mammographic Imaging Screening Trial
(TMIST) is a large randomised multicentric study aiming to assess whether DBT 
combined with 2D-mammography is more effectual in decreasing the incidence of
advanced breast cancer (National Cancer Institute 2020).
2.8.2 Contrast Enhanced Spectral Mammography (CESM)
In dual-energy contrast-enhanced mammography low energy and high-energy 
images are acquired after the administration of a contrast agent. These images are
used to construct a recombined image. James and Tennant (2018) advocate that 
CESM should be considered as a first-line test in patients presenting symptomatically
with a clinically palpable abnormality replacing conventional FFDM. Conversely, a 
recent systematic review and meta-analysis (prospective studies only) (Suter et al.
2020) reported that CESM demonstrated a sensitivity of 85% and a specificity of
77%, and with a 20% false-negative rate is currently considered suboptimal as a first-
line diagnostic test. The authors state that CESM might be used as a second-line
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investigation in situations when MRI is contraindicated. There is ongoing research
to evaluate the role of CESM in screening high and medium-risk patients.
2.8.3 Computer-Aided Detection (CAD) /Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Mammography Computer-Aided Detection (CAD) systems are fundamentally based
on highly complex pattern recognition. They are designed to aid reader perception
by marking areas for the interpreting reporter to reconsider as a potential
abnormality. However, historically, while achieving high sensitivities, CAD systems
had low specificities, and the benefits of using this technology remain a topic of
debate. A retrospective review was undertaken by Lehman et al. (2015) on CAD in 
screening mammography and concluded there was no significant effect on cancer
detection rates, and the sensitivity was significantly decreased when Radiologists
reported with CAD compared to without. Helvie (2007) acknowledged this potential
weakness in a clinical application stating that CAD can affect human behaviour or
decision-making. This is especially pertinent if readers used the CAD as a first-line
tool highlighting potential abnormalities, rather than reviewing the visual prompts
after the image analysis. Alberdi et al. (2004) speculated that this might be a result 
of automation bias (Radiologists vigilance decreased) or characterisation bias
(Radiologists defer to CAD instead of relying on their findings). As discussed
previously, the recall rate is one of the performance measures utilised in monitoring
screening units with standards set to avoid excessive false-positive recalls. A seminal 
trial (CADET II) (Gilbert et al. 2008) conducted in the UK demonstrated no statistical
difference in cancer detection rates when comparing a single reader with CAD and
two readers. However, the overall recall rates were higher and significant (P<0.001)
compared to double reading.
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2.8.3.1 Machine Learning
New cognitive technologies, which are advancing rapidly, present the possibility of 
substantially improving CAD not only for radiology, but for images from pathology
laboratories, and combining them with supplementary diagnostic data. The principal
technology is deep neural networks (deep learning) to improve the efficacy of
imaging-based diagnosis. Machine learning is a form of artificial intelligence (AI) in 
which computer algorithms can learn and improve directly from the data utilising
artificial neural networks (ANN). Deep learning is the type of machine learning that 
uses multiple ANNs, and the UK breast screening programme provides an ideal
database with known pathological outcomes in cases that have undergone a Needle
Core Biopsy. There are many potential benefits of assimilating AI into clinical 
practice, and these are discussed further in Chapter 9.  
2.9 Summary
This chapter has described the complexity of mammographic interpretation, the
nature of breast cancer and the limitations of current imaging techniques in
detection of the disease. The complexity of performance measures within a breast 
screening setting and the variability in service outcomes has been critically
reviewed. The international variance in breast screening systems was highlighted.
An essential factor identified was that new technologies might be effective in
detecting more cancers and subsequently result in more recalls to assessment.
Therefore, the process of arbitration becomes paramount in reducing the excess of
false positives, as human resources and capacity within assessment clinics are hard-
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pressed in some services. Although technological advancements have been made in
the equipment (FFDM) and techniques, (DBT, CESM) currently, the interpretation of
the images is still crucially dependent on individual human decision-making skills.
The interpretive performance of mammography is variable, and human decisions are




         
           
        
         
            
          
        
          
           
          
   
    
           
           
          
          
          
           
          
         
         
             
            
Chapter 3. Human Decision-Making: A Review of the Literature
The last chapter gave an overview of the breast screening program exploring the
challenges in reporting screening mammography. It concluded that the
interpretation of the images is dependent on individual human decision-making
skills, which are prone to error. Pearson (2013) proposes that the challenges
associated with decision-making are amplified in a healthcare setting as a result of
increasing workloads, reduced resources and complex patient presentations.
Therefore, to understand the theoretical and practical implications this section
reviews the published literature, beginning with a definition, moving on to factors
affecting the process, and concluding with the models that underlie decision-making
in clinical practice.
3.1 Clinical Diagnosis
Croskerry and Nimmo (2011) affirm that in all medical domains, thinking, reasoning,
and clinical decision-making are the essential skills underpinning the process of
diagnosis. However, there is a general assumption that these skills are instinctively
learnt throughout medical training. The probability of error is higher in the
diagnostic radiology setting in which subjective interpretation of images is
undertaken. Evidence from several studies (Brady 2017, Khullar et al. 2015, Schiff et 
al. 2009 and Berlin 2007) implies decision-making is not a reliable process as
diagnostic errors are frequent (10-15%) and undervalued. Berlin (2007) reports
average daily real-time Radiologist error rates of 3–5% but with a retrospective
review of studies, this increase to averages of 30%. Discordance between two
reporters is acknowledged in all fields of radiology with a 5.4 % disagreement rate
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reported within an Accident Emergency study (Hardy, Snaith, and Scally 2013). 
Quantifying error is easier to achieve when a solitary person is involved in the image
interpretation and final report (as per single third reader arbitration). However, this
is more difficult when multiple opinions are included in the process (as per
consensus meetings). Bankier et al. (2010) state that even when two readers agree
or achieve consensus on an image, this does not necessarily equate to a correct 
decision. However, of more significant concern is the high false-positive rate of up
to 61% cited by Nelson et al. (2016) in screening mammography, which has
substantial consequences on patient anxiety and morbidity.
3.2 Defining Clinical Decision-Making
The literature review revealed inconsistencies in the terminology utilised to define
decision-making. In healthcare, clinical decision-making was the predominant 
phrase (Trimble and Hamilton 2016, Crebbin et al. 2013, Banning 2007, Pearson
2013). However, diagnostic reasoning (Elstein, Schwartz, and Schwarz 2002), clinical
judgment (Redelmeier et al. 2001), critical reasoning (Baird 2008) and critical
thinking (Pieterse, Lawrence, and Friedrich-Nel 2016) are all used relative to
decision-making. Within the appraised literature, the terms judgement and
decisions were also used interchangeably.
Barrows and Tamblyn (1980: 19) define clinical reasoning as




           
          
            
            
             
           
       
        
               
           
       
         
           
          
            
           
            
       
              
         
           
        
          
Croskerry (2003) and Graber et al. (2005) assert that clinical reasoning processes are
a factor in diagnostic error and therefore understanding the process and
contributory factors are essential in improving diagnostic accuracy. This view is also
supported by Stark and Fins (2014) who maintain that although the body of
knowledge relative to cognitive errors and medical error is expanding, there is still a 
deficiency in the evaluation and implementation of strategies to improve critical
thinking skills and medical judgement.
Clinical reasoning is a cerebral function that involves judgement under uncertainty
and may be facilitated or impeded by the work system. The deficiencies of medical
clinical reasoning were emphasised over 70 years ago (Bakwin 1945) but have
gained more attention in the last decade.
Thompson and Dowding (2002) express clinical decision-making as a selection
between alternatives. In breast screening arbitration, this pertains to whether the
arbitrator can perceive a mammographic abnormality identified by one of the
readers and consider if the imaging features of the abnormality indicate the
presence of malignancy. An abnormality may be present but benign, for example, a 
cyst, or fibroadenoma. It is the clinical decision-making skill that is required to
prevent over-recalling of benign lesions while not erroneously discharging a 
malignancy. However, as discussed in Chapter two, there may be an overlap in
mammographic features common to both, and therefore the judgement becomes
intricate. Banning (2007) affirms that clinical decision-making is a complex activity.
Therefore, for Allied Health Professionals to undertake independent clinical
decisions requires training and education that provides and advances the clinical
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acumen and cognitive skills to process complex information and make sound
judgements. The results of Pieterse and colleagues (2016) implied that the majority
of third-year radiography students lacked critical thinking skills at the level
demanded. This stance is supported by literature relating to critical thinking skills
within other Allied Health Professionals; occupational therapy and nursing students
(Çubukcu 2006, Velde, Wittman, and Vos 2006).
3.3 Factors That Affect Decision-Making
Clinical decision-making is a method which requires a combination of experience,
knowledge, awareness, peer support and evidence-based practice to guide the
process (Anderson et al. 2013). In a healthcare setting the system encompasses not 
just the healthcare professionals and patients but includes management structures,
organisational policies and procedures, leadership styles, staffing levels, unit sizes,
interpersonal communications, and resources available for delivering care
(Kahneman 2011., Lipshitz et al. 2001 and Adams, Greiner and Corrigan 2004). Klein
(1998: 151) reliably found that in unclear situations expert decision-makers could
‘detect patterns and typicality in a glance and realise that they have seen it
previously’, define the situation as typical or atypical, and quickly make effective
decisions.
The cores skills of clinical decision-making are summarised in Table 12.
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Table 12 Principal Skills Required in Clinical Decision-Making.
(Taken from NHS Education for Scotland (NES) Effective Practitioner n.d.).
• Pattern Recognition: Learning from experience
• Critical Thinking: Conceptualise, analyse, and evaluate information 
from a variety of sources
• Evidence-based approaches: Integrating clinical expertise with research
evidence and best practice guidelines into the 
decision- making process
• Communication Skills: Active listening, individual contributions 
respected
• Teamwork: Support and advice characterised by trust,
respect, and collaboration of the team members 
to assist in decision-making
• Sharing: Partaking in giving and receiving feedback on
decision-making with peers. Learning from cases
• Reflection: Consciously analyse decision-making. Critically
examine and evaluate outcomes as a process of
continual learning to improve service
delivery/patient outcomes.
Each element has the potential to impact effective decision-making. In a perfect 
setting, decisions would be impartial, with prior imaging available, no resource
constraints, time pressures, interruptions or diminished vigilance. In clinical practice,
this is rarely the reality, and clinical decision-making requires a balance of the
factors to make an informed decision.
The literature identifies that clinical decision-making is complex. Therefore, to
explore clinical decision-making and the inferences for Radiographers undertaking
arbitration, theories of decision-making are concisely reviewed to gain an




            
           
          
         
            
       
         
          
             
           
          
           
           
         
   
 
   








    
       
      
    
    
        
    
     
      
       
    
    
    
3.4 Theories of Decision-Making
Over the last 30 years, social and cognitive psychologists have been engaged in
categorising barriers and facilitators that influence the effective use of evidence in
decision-making (Bell et al. 1988 and Kahneman and Klein 2009). Biases and
irrational stratagems in decision-making have been investigated in non-medical
fields, particularly the aviation industry with analogies compared to the medical field
(Bornstein, Emler, and Chapman 1999, Dolan 1999).
Croskerry and Nimmo (2011) emphasise that difficulties in teaching decision-making
relate to there being a minimal agreement regarding the process itself, with a 
diversity of paradigms. The dual-process theory has transpired to be the consensus
model providing a varied and robust approach. The most basic version of the theory
suggests that there are two modes of thinking, with distinctive characteristics that 
provide an understanding of how information is processed and the cognitive
components of decision-making. These are summarised in Table 13 (Croskerry 2009).
Table 13 Selected Characteristics of Type 1 and Type 2 Decision-Making Processes
(Taken from Croskerry 2009).










Verbal behaviour None to minimal Yes
Action Reflexive and skilled Deliberate and rule-based
Automaticity High Low
Speed Fast Slow
Channels Multiple and parallel Single and linear
Effort Minimal Considerable 
Cost Low High
Vulnerability to bias Yes Less so
Reliability Low and variable High and consistent
Errors Common Few
Hard-wired Maybe No
Scientific rigour Low High
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Type 1 intuitive reasoning is typified by a gut feeling and is a fast, spontaneous,
reflexive approach requiring little effort. Intuition encompasses thinking that may
involve several characteristics, for example, biases, heuristics, prejudices, emotion,
and lateral thinking. Croskerry (2009) assert that type 1 reasoning is less 
reproducible than type 2 decision-making and is prone to error. Non-analytical
models are interpreted via pattern-recognition and attempt to comprehend clinical
reasoning by how individuals’ group and classify practices.
Type 2 analytical thinking is at the opposite end of the spectrum (Elliott 2010 and
Evans and Stanovich 2013), characterised by a slow, deliberate, rule-based approach
that requires individuals to generate mental models. This system requires a 
considerable effort but is associated with few errors. These models imply that in
radiology, a diagnosis is made by combining patient presentations to the exemplar
stored in the individual’s memory (Norman 2005 and Levitin 2002). Higgs (2008) also 
describes that experienced clinicians pattern recognition may engage illness scripts,
which incorporate detailed knowledge of the disease such as risk factors,
pathophysiology, signs and symptoms.
Heuristics also termed decisional shortcuts or cognitive strategies are involuntary
and allow individuals to expedite judgements and decisions. Although heuristics can
enable decision-making, they may also introduce errors, particularly in cases
presenting with atypical symptoms (Kahneman 2011 and Lipshitz et al. 2001). Failure
of a heuristic strategy can lead to cognitive biases (predictable errors in judgment 
from reliance on heuristics). Kahneman (2011) advocates that continued learning in
a traditional setting creates efficient heuristics, while ambiguous and unstable
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environments are a primary cause for a heuristic to fail. Dawson and Arkes (1987)
contended that heuristics and cognitive biases could have adverse effects on the
judgement of probability and synthesis of information which is considered
fundamental proficiencies in medicine. There are multiple heuristics and biases
associated with clinical decision-making; a summary of those relevant to a breast 
imaging setting are defined in Table 14.
Table 14 Heuristics and Biases That Can Affect Clinical Reasoning
(Taken from Bornstein and Emler 2001, Stiegler and Ruskin 2012)
Heuristic or Bias Definition
Anchoring Bias Prematurely accepting prominent
features/diagnosis based on the initial
impression.  No adjustment made even when
further information becomes available.
Affective bias Numerous behaviours (feelings, biases,
emotions) influence our judgment. Convincing 
yourself that what you want to be true is right,
instead of less appealing alternatives
Availability bias refers A propensity to retrieve examples that are easily
recalled, common, or seen recently
Context errors reflect Misinterpretation of the findings resulting in an
erroneous conclusion
Search satisfying The inclination to prevent further searching once
an abnormality has been found. The explanation 
for why other lesions are missed. Accepting the
first response that may explain the findings 
without considering other explanations
Base rate neglect Disregard the prevalence of the disease.
Confirmation bias Pursue information that substantiates the 
hypothesis being tested
Hindsight bias Overestimate the ability to predict an outcome
although there is no objective basis for predicting 
it.




     
             
          
            
           
          
            
           
             
 
       
            
             
            
           
         
           
         
             
            
           
           
           
3.5 Models of Clinical Reasoning
Several theories exist as to the relationship between Type 1 and Type 2 dual
processing. Brekhus (2015) interpret the dual processes theory as a system in which
decisions are principally made using one method or the other and that researchers
are merely required to distinguish what actions (questions) are associated with each
process. Moore (2017) entitles this system where one process at a time determines
the outcome as the "either/or" model. Bonikowski (2016) and Friedman (2016) have
described particular research methods as naturally initiating Type 1 processing, for
example, surveys and visual cues, while in-depth interviews tend to activate Type 2
processing.  
Others, (Vila-Henninger 2015) endorse a "default interventionist" system, in which
Type 1 processes are the default responses used in the majority of daily decision-
making and are responsible for our moral decisions, but this can be superseded by
Type 2 processing (Evans and Stanovich 2013). Type 1 processing frequently delivers
correct answers (Kahneman 2011). Type 2 overriding may be considered to produce
enhanced decision-making as analytical reasoning is employed, but this does not 
necessarily ensure a correct decision. The same applies to Type 1 processing
superseding Type 2 processing which can result in irrational judgements. Croskerry
et al. (2013) advocate that intervention by Type 2 processing is liable to occur with
inexperience, lack of knowledge or in an attempt to modify a recognised bias.
Kahneman and Klein (2009) and Stanovich (2009) affirm that the processes function
best in specific clinical practice settings. Type 1 performs optimally in consistent and
specific settings but is suboptimal in indecisive cases. Type 2 processing is
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considered supreme in hassle-free, methodical settings. This theory suggests that 
third reader arbitration and consensus are associated with Type 2 processing where
there is the uncertainty of an abnormality or its clinical significance. Elements such
as fatigue, distractions, and interruptions may influence an individual’s working
recollection (memory) and the ability to acknowledge that a Type 1 decision requires
re-evaluation (Croskerry 2009). The default interventionist model supports the
stance of two unique processing systems; however, they work more collectively than
previous theories have implied.
3.6 Dual Process Theory and Diagnosis
More recently, theorists (Evans and Stanovich 2013, Kruglanski and Gigerenzer
2011) have criticised the “either/or” model. Associating Type 1 processes with bias
and Type 2 processes with logical deduction was deemed too simplistic, and a 
misconception as both methods result in correct responses on some occasions and
incorrect on others. This theory is supported by evidence that some judgments, for
example, simple logical arguments (traditionally equated with Type 2 processing) are
achieved easily (Bago and De Neys 2017, Trippas et al. 2016), suggesting in some
cases, Type 1 processing is used. Similarly, there is evidence to support that on
occasion persuasion judgments may necessitate extra time and energy (Handley and
Trippas 2015), and can be dependent upon various mediating factors (Wiswede et al.
2013). Many cognitive and social psychologists, propose that logical and belief-based
processing are activated concurrently, and it is not straightforward to differentiate
by separable domains (Handley and Trippas 2015, Pennycook, Fugelsang, and
Koehler 2015). Data from these studies support a model of parallel processing in
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which the complexity of the task governs the speed and accuracy of the response.
In circumstances where Type 1 and Type 2 processes unite with the same outcome
(i.e. no conflict), rapid decisions are made with high accuracy. In circumstances
when the processes conflict, there is the potential for the methods to affect each
other.
Croskerry and Nimmo (2011) applied the dual-process model to real-life diagnostic
clinical decision-making. This is portrayed in Figure 4.
Figure 4 Diagnostic Scheme Based on the Dual-Process Theory.
(Taken from Croskerry and Nimmo 2011).
The model depicts a symptomatic setting in which a patient presents with signs and
symptoms of a disease. In a breast screening context, although the majority of
women are asymptomatic, there is an opportunity to determine if there are relevant 
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symptoms, for example, a lump. If the mammographic signs are recognised, there is
a high probability that intuition (Type 1 processing) is initiated and a quick decision
is made. Conversely, if the mammographic pattern is not familiar, the analytical
mode (Type 2 processing) is employed, defined by a slower, deliberate effort to
reach a decision. Several features characterise the model:
1. Revisiting the analytical mode will ultimately lead to pattern recognition,
engaging intuition. This is the development occurring as expertise is acquired.
2. Logical thinking can supersede intuition if the first impression is
considered wrong or requires further contemplation.
3. Intuition can override the analytic mode. Intuition predominates, resulting
in an unfounded decision.
4. In the diagram, the blue arrow line denotes swapping between the two
processes, representing a dynamic model to produce a sensible decision.
5. The intuitive mode is the default, as it avoids cognitive effort.
In the medical model of dual-process theory, the calibration phase relates to when a 
patient is reassessed. In practice, this refers to the diagnosis being correct, partially
correct or wrong and the patient outcome either staying the same, improving or
deteriorating. However, in a breast screening setting the result is only known to be
correct if the woman is recalled and confirmed to have a cancer diagnosis or returns
for screening in three years with a normal screen. Incorrect diagnosis is likely to
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present symptomatically as an interval cancer or will be portrayed as a progression
on the subsequent screening mammogram. Therefore, the calibration opportunity
for the clinician to switch between intuitive and analytical processes is not 
applicable, as there is no concurrent patient monitoring.
Length of experience is identified as a contributory factor, with novices
predominantly using the analytic mode, while experienced clinicians mainly use the
intuitive mode. From a clinical perspective, this is significant for third reader
arbitrators as Croskerry and Nimmo (2011) assert that the majority of biases and
heuristics are a result of intuition and where many of our thinking failures are
derived. In a breast consensus meeting, the dual-process theory implies that the
analytical mode offers development as expertise is acquired, and potentially
providing safer decision-making.
3.7 Strategies for Reducing Error in Clinical Reasoning
Several strategies have been suggested that improve intuitive performance (Hanoch
and Wallin 2003). The elements pertinent to a breast screening environment are
summarised in Table 15. However, it is recognised that many of these strategies are
directed to inexperienced or novice clinicians.
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Table 15 Strategies for Improving Intuitive Performance 
(Adapted from Hogarth 2010).
Optimise decision-
making environment
Optimal decision-making is made in high-quality environments. They should be
ergonomically designed and avert interruption and distractions. They should afford
the opportunity for expert tutoring and mentoring, providing clinical practice
development of domain-specific skills.
Improve feedback Feedback should be impartial, pertinent, accurate, unequivocal, dependable and
delivered promptly. Specify the attributes of the skill that is under emphasis.
Impose circuit
breakers








Promote cognitive forcing functions to prevent biases, rather than trusting
intuitions.
Several studies (Coderre et al. 2003, Mamede, Schmidt, and Penaforte 2008,
Mamede et al. 2010b) propose that it is a failing of clinical reasoning rather than a 
deficit of knowledge that cause cognitive diagnostic errors. Thammasitboon and
Cutrer (2013) summarise the cognitive solutions to improving diagnostic decisions
into the three approaches in Table 16.
Table 16 Strategies for Improving Diagnostic Decisions
(Taken from Thammasitboon and Cutrer 2013)
Increase clinical
expertise 
Individuals identify gaps in their knowledge and skills.  Feedback on
performance in real life and test case scenarios. Education on the science
of decision-making and applying to clinical practice. Engage in continued 
professional development/CME and competency-based certification.
Avoid cognitive
processing errors
Use pattern recognition, slowing down/time-out to avoid faulty intuitive
reasoning. Targeted training on errors identified in clinical practice.
Improving metacognition promoting reflective practice.
Reduce the 
cognitive burden 
Consult and learn from experts – a second opinion, second reading, a fresh 
pair of eyes. Use group decision-making. Diagnostic decision support
systems – CAD, AI.
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3.8 Review of Evidence from Medical Clinical Reasoning Studies
3.8.1 Speed of Diagnosis
The suggestion that Type 1 processing errors can be rectified by taking more time
(using Type 2 processing) and using a methodical approach to deliver greater
accuracy Evans (2003) has not been conclusively demonstrated in the medical
domain. Conversely, Sherbino et al. (2012) reported that rapid diagnosis was
accurate. Other investigative studies comparing automatic versus analytical thought 
demonstrated no difference in accuracy (Ilgen et al. 2011, 2013 and Norman et al.
2014). An experimental study which allowed medical residents to reflect and revise
their initial diagnosis (Monteiro, Sandra D et al. 2015) resulted in longer processing
times and were significantly less accurate than diagnoses that were not amended.
Evidence from these studies implies that more processing time (deliberation) does
not reduce errors, but there is some evidence to support that under time pressure
diagnostic accuracy is lower particularly for inexperienced staff (ALQahtani et al.
2016). The literature from the medical studies, therefore, proposes that extra 
processing time, reflection and identification of biases will have little effect on
resolving errors and that knowledge and experience are the major contributory
factors of diagnostic performance (Monteiro et al. 2015).
3.8.2 Cognitive Biases
A systematic review (Blumenthal-Barby and Krieger 2015) of biases and heuristics
studied in medical decision-making demonstrated that the vast majority of studies
pertain to patient decision-making, or joint (patient/clinician) decision-making
regarding treatment options. A limited number of studies in the review (n=15)
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investigated cognitive bias in diagnostic error, and these were experimental or
retrospective reviews of error, with only two relating to actual clinical practice
(Graber et al. 2005, and Zwaan et al. 2012). The experimental studies established
search satisficing and availability biases, which affected diagnostic accuracy
(Berbaum et al. 2013, Hatala, Norman, and Brooks 1999, Schmidt et al. 2014,
Mamede et al. 2010b). Contrary to this were two studies where recalled cases
enabled accurate diagnosis (Allen et al. 1988, Brooks, Norman, and Allen 1991). 
However, several of the experimental studies are conducted with students rather
than practitioners with years of clinical experience (Norman et al. 2017). 
Similarly, some studies have demonstrated that cognitive biases are inclined to
diminish with increasing expertise (Weber et al. 1993 and Christensen et al. 1995). 
Although some researchers encourage education of biases and de-biasing strategies,
Norman et al. (2017) assert that the evidence to support this is lacking, with no
studies currently demonstrating useful results in practice. Hypothetical scenarios
are not synonymous with ‘real-world’ clinical settings, where decision-making is
influenced by technology and teamwork (Patel, Kaufman, and Arocha 2002).
3.8.3 Knowledge-Based Strategies
There are a plethora of studies providing evidence to support that further education
and knowledge are related to reductions in error (Custers, Regehr, and Norman
1996, Minda and Smith 2001, Schmidt and Rikers 2007, Norman 2005). However,
many of the studies are comparing error rates between junior and experienced 
practitioners. Schmidt and Mamede (2015) narrative review on teaching clinical
reasoning proposes that for novice’s knowledge-based approaches where the
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underlying process of the disease are appreciated and learning from ‘look-alike’
diseases demonstrated the most promising results.
Reflective practice has been extensively studied as a method of improving diagnostic
accuracy (Mamede et al. 2010a, 2012, Schmidt et al. 2014, Mamede and Schmidt
2004, 2014). Experimental studies have assessed simple versus complex case
analysis (Mamede and Schmidt 2004), inducing availability bias to ascertain if
reflection would diminish its effect (Mamede et al. 2010a) and intentionally
including distraction features (Mamede et al. 2014). Evidence from these studies
supports that reflective practice is useful; however, effectiveness is variable
dependent on the complexity of the case and experience of the individual. Again,
the studies have not been undertaken in a real-life clinical setting. A prospective
experimental study by Friedman et al. (2005) which comprised of participants with
varying levels of expertise, reported that increasing expertise was associated with
greater accuracy and confidence. Expertise comprises of real-life clinical experience 
supported by feedback on the definitive diagnosis (Kahneman and Klein 2009). The
ability to associate past cases with new cases, not only increases the speed of
information recall but also the accuracy of a new diagnosis (Brush, Sherbino, and
Norman 2017).
3.9 Conclusion
This chapter has provided an overview of the theoretical and practical implications
of decision-making. The dual-process theory outlines two types of thinking and the
limitations of each approach. A review of the literature substantiates that errors
occur in both processing modes. The methods by which clinicians think represents a 
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valuable part of providing safe healthcare, particularly in the context of correct 
diagnosis. However, the supposition that training to recognise and reduce biases is
effective in clinical reasoning is not supported by the evidence. Likewise, caution
directed at slowing down and inducing Type 2 processing had a negligible effect. The
precise way in which clinical decisions are made is highly variable, and as yet poorly
understood. Studies have identified that environmental and contextual factors
influence decision-making. The current study aims to explore decision-making on
discrepant breast screening cases and the contributory factors that may influence
the process. No literature was identified that directly related to this scenario.
Uncertainty in clinical practice is inevitable. Experience via extensive clinical
exposure coupled with regular feedback on patient outcomes provides the
knowledge fundamental for improving diagnostic accuracy. A consensus review of
discordant breast cases is a collective approach. Therefore, it was felt necessary to
examine the literature on group decision-making for the next phase of this research
to assess whether this method can enhance the quality of decision-making.
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Chapter 4. Review of the Literature on Group Decision-Making
The previous chapter identified the paucity of research regarding the validated
efficacy of decision-making theories and models in real-life clinical settings. An
overview was also provided of the complexities associated with human decision-
making and the associated heuristics and biases. This section reviews the published
literature on group decision-making and the team-based nature of consensus
processes, critically discussing how practices and team dynamics can influence the
outcome and concluding with how algorithms may support the decision-making
process in the future.
4.1 Group Decision Making
In group decision-making, a group (classified as two or more people) with subjective
experience, knowledge, and attitudes articulate their viewpoint to achieve a 
consensus decision (Lu et al. 2007 and Montero 2007). The final decision is the
responsibility of the group as a whole rather than a specific individual. There are
multiple factors entrenched in diagnostic processes and the subsequent decision-
making (Tsalatsanis et al. 2015, Donald and Barnard 2012, Trimble and Hamilton
2016 and Balogh et al. 2015). The work system is composed of the task and
processes (workflow), the technology, organisational characteristics, the physical
environment and the team members. The complexity of systems is confounded by
factors such as the structure of the group (size, roles, norms and cohesiveness) the
processes (decision-making rules), and factors associated with group dynamics,
communication, and group diversity. These are summarised in Figure 5. The




       
   
   
   
             
          
     
     
 
        
       
       
           
 



















   









































Figure 5 The External and Internal Determinants Influencing Group Decision Making
(Taken from Stanek 2013).
4.2 The Decision-Making Process
4.2.1 Decision-Making Rules
There are several methods by which group decisions can be made (Taylor et al.
2013). The standard procedures are detailed in Table 17.
Table 17 Decision-Making Methods
(Taken from Taylor et al. (2013).
Unanimity- all members of the group agree on the outcome.
Consensus – through discussion, the group achieves a decision.
Authority – the leader of the group, makes the final decision.
Majority – all group members state their opinion, the majority judgement informs the final
decision.
Minority- an individual dominates the group into a decision.
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The term consensus suggests a shared endeavour towards an agreement, which is
preferably obtained via active collaboration rather than passive compromise
(Bankier et al. 2010). Consensus represents a united decision where individual
opinions have been considered, although this does not necessarily denote that 
everyone’s voice within the group is given an equal weighting. A key element of
consensus is the ability to actively listen to others viewpoints, and a willingness for
individuals to change their view following rational argument and persuasion
(Rothstein 1987). Differences of opinion are inherent in the subjective area of
breast radiology, and a unanimous agreement on a case may be challenging to
obtain. Consensus decision-making requires openness, trust, cooperation and
respect for team members to concur (Simons and Peterson 2000). A consensus that 
is easily attained may reflect an environment where individuals do not feel
comfortable or confident enough to express their disagreement.
4.3 Organisational Behaviour
Schermerhorn (2012) defines organisational behaviour as
‘An academic discipline devoted to understanding individual and group behaviour,
interpersonal processes, and organisational dynamics.’ 
The main principle to understanding organisational behaviour is the situation or
context in which the behaviour occurs. Johnson et al. (2016) state that the most 
substantial contextual influence on organisational behaviour is that of culture.
Organisational culture is classified as a learned set of shared values and beliefs 
within an organisation. The culture of an environment defines the boundaries of a 
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group and influences the way people feel and interact. Schermerhorn (2012)
indicates that in organisations with an authoritarian and hierarchical culture,
individuals are reluctant to make individual decisions, and seek approval of others,
often exhibiting less initiative. Other cultures are described as competitive with an
emphasis on performance results, or innovative with the main focus of generating
new ideas and systems of work. How an individual interacts within a particular
organisational culture reflects on their confidence and job satisfaction.
4.4 The Diversity of the Team
A vital aspect of any organisation is the individuals within it. Curry et al. (2018)
affirm that a positive culture utilises the attributes of all members representing a 
diverse workforce and embraces respect and inclusiveness. Heterogeneity within a 
team can be beneficial in that a variety of perspectives, experience and knowledge
are constructive. Within teams, there will be individual differences and similarities
in how people think, feel and behave. Although these disparities may cause
difficulties in working together, they can also confer significant benefits by
combining the effects of different skills, approaches and experiences (Roth and
Markova 2012). 
4.5 TeamWorking
A review of the literature regarding effective team working in a variety of health
care settings revealed a plethora of studies (Nagpal et al. 2010, Schroder et al. 2011
and Jesmin et al. 2012). Despite increased significance placed on improving
teamwork, the majority of studies related to a surgical setting, Accident and
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Emergency, or nursing teams; with the diagnostic setting not well-studied. Valentine
et al. (2014) undertook a systematic review of survey instruments designed to
measure teamwork in healthcare settings and concluded that a few studies reported
tools that comprehensively captured the team dynamics. The review highlighted
that measures of teamwork were either too specific or too generalised and lacked
standard psychometric criteria necessary for survey validation. Song et al. (2015)
developed a framework for team dynamics within a primary care setting, and
although in a different clinical context this was pertinent to the current study, as the




The conceptual model by Song et al. (2015) hypothesised that for a team to function
effectively certain organisational conditions must be present, and without these
members do not behave or feel like a team. If supportive conditions are in place, the
supposition was that members would report more effective and efficient care from
both the patient and professional perspective. Decision-making within breast 
consensus teams involves professionals of varying roles and expertise, and therefore
it is considered that the majority of enabling conditions would be transferable to a 
breast screening group. Factors deemed relevant were assessed as part of the




         
            
             
           
             
            
           
           
        
            
          
        
          
           
           
        
          
          
         
         
            
         
4.5.1 Conditions for Team Effectiveness
Performance in an organisational behaviour context is determined by effectiveness.
The performance of an effective team relates to the achievement of tasks regarding
quality, quantity and timeliness of results. In breast screening, this would relate to
units achieving the NHSBSP standards detailed in Chapter 2. Group decision-making
may be deemed inefficient comparative to an individual as the resources in terms of
personnel and time are greater. This is particularly pertinent in breast imaging given
the national shortage of screen reading personnel. Group decision-making requires
discussion, consideration, and coordination. As with any group, it is imperative to
have structure and leadership to ensure a productive outcome.
Stability in a team was deemed favourable by Song et al. (2015) as it endorses
shared responsibility and facilitates group learning. Cohesive teamwork has been
associated with improved patient outcomes, efficiency, quality and professional
satisfaction (Grumbach and Bodenheimer 2004 and Weaver et al. 2014). However,
cohesiveness is reported to decline as a group size increases. Statistical
disagreements regarding the influence of group size and individual’s competence on
group performance are longstanding (Einhorn, Hogarth, and Klempner 1977). 
Statistical models report that group performance should improve with an increase in
group size, with the most significant effect when the individual members are highly
competent. These models adopt a statistical method of combining opinions, often
with proportional weighting of the individual’s input based on competence
(Grofman, Feld, and Owen 1984, Shapley and Grofman 1984). Davis (1992) states
that realistic data on group performance reveal that human groups are commonly
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less effective and relatively inefficient compared to statistical expectancies. This is a 
result of the social combination and can be attributed to decreased member
motivation or the organising and combining of member contributions.
Disparate views exist regarding the intelligence of a group. Some psychologists
propose that the intelligence of the group is the average of the individuals, while
others imply it is merely that of the most intellectual colleague, who controls and
coordinates the group (Deary 2000, Devine and Philips 2001). Woolley, Aggarwal,
and Malone (2015) disagreed with both of these theories stating that group
performance was not predicted by the intelligence of the individual members but 
was a collective intelligence (CI). It was proposed that group intelligence was not 
associated with accumulated knowledge but was governed by the ability of
individuals to interpret colleague’s emotions; termed social perceptiveness. A
Collective Intelligence (CI) study undertaken by Wolf et al. (2015) reported that 
improvements in true positives and decreases in false positives levelled off around a 
group size of nine. However, it is essential to note that this study aggregated
individual performance data based on three CI rules (quorum, weighted quorum and
majority rule) and this was not a face to face interaction and discussion between the
Radiologists. Interestingly, Sorkin et al. (2001) report that group efficiency 
decreased as group size increased and concluded that this is a result of ineffective
group function, which may be attributed to complexities in individual interactions,
individual effort or difficulties in combining opinions.
Highly cohesive teams may also be more susceptible to the phenomenon of
groupthink resulting in performance-reducing effects (Moorhead 1982). Groupthink
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is a vital factor which occurs when the desire for agreement or compliance may
produce incorrect or unsound decision-making outcomes. By repressing opposing 
opinions to minimise conflict, individuals change their judgment to what they
“believe others want to hear” (Bankier et al. 2010: 16).
The outcome is a ‘pseudo’ decision made without critical evaluation of different 
opinions (Schermerhorn 2012), resulting in a consensus that may not be judicious.
The phenomenon of group polarisation represents an inclination for some groups to
make riskier decisions than they would individually. As a case is discussed,
individuals become less cautious, and in strongly cohesive groups, people may feel 
pressured to conform (Schein 2010).
4.5.2 Supportive Processes
Song et al. (2015) describe three supportive processes which reinforce teamwork:
1. Accountability
2. Decision-making and conflict resolution
3. Communication and sharing of information
Schermerhorn et al. (2012) stipulate that just as an individual is responsible for their
performance, a team is also collectively responsible. However, Walters et al. (2016)
report that one of the main shortcomings of group decision-making can be a lack of
accountability. Comparative to an individual who is responsible for their work and
repercussion of their actions, group decision-making can create a diffusion of
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responsibility. As there is no single ownership, it is easier for individuals to negate
personal responsibility for incorrect decisions.
Group decision-making is purported to be advantageous to individual decision-
making as it provides the opportunity for collaboration and information sharing
between individuals with varying levels of experience and knowledge. However, the
merit of the team is dependent upon the members working collaboratively (Baker, 
Day, and Salas 2006). The supposition is that a collective judgement obtained via 
discussion, questioning and teamwork will result in a more accurate outcome than
an individual. A systematic scoping review in 2017 (Hackney et al.), found no
evidence to support this hypothesis in a breast screening context. Conversely, in
breast screening Blanks et al. (1998) concluded that the Standardised Detection
Ratio (SDR) was higher for double reading with third-person arbitration compared to
consensus. This applied to both prevalent and incident screens and smaller cancers
(<15mm).
Although group decision-making is generally inferred to be positive, multiple studies
report the problems associated with this process. Bankier et al. (2010) and Wolf et al.
(2015) describe the complexities of dynamics that exist within group discussions
where one member is dominant, and individuals with strong influential
characteristics can coerce decisions. Effective teamwork is dependent upon
adequate procedures to manage conflict in decision-making. A certain amount of
disagreement is considered advantageous as this explores cases thoroughly, working
through the possible outcomes (Huczynski and Buchanan 2013). However,
significant conflict can result in strained relationships and initiate negative team
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dynamics. Edmondson and Bohmer (2001) state that effective conflict management 
is essential so that decisions made can be critiqued in a safe setting. This can be
achieved by openly discussing an individual’s judgements as part of a learning
process (Argyris and Schön 1978).   
The final critical process to reinforce teamwork is communication and information
exchange, which supports safe and effectual care (Weiss and Davis 1985). A breast 
screening consensus group is commonly comprised of film readers with differing
professional backgrounds (Radiologists and Radiographers) and education (medical
and Allied Health Professional) with varying levels of experience. A conscious effort 
is required to disseminate knowledge between team members, to support 
colleagues with less confidence to encourage their input into the group discussion
(Gardner, Gino, and Staats 2012).
4.5.3 Behaving and Feeling Like a Team
Although some studies indicate that those team members who behave and feel like
a team, experience a higher level of team effectiveness (Kozlowski and Ilgen 2006
and Brennan et al. 2013), there can be striking disparities in the perceived quality of
teamwork reported by the different professional groups (Manser 2009). Several
studies have demonstrated nursing staff expressing lower levels of quality of
teamwork comparative to doctors (Flin et al. 2006, Thomas et al. 2003, Fleming et al.
2006, and Huang et al. 2007). These differences were also reported within
professional groups at varying levels of experience (trainee doctors stating lower
levels than senior colleagues) (Flin et al. 2006, Thomas et al. 2003, Fleming et al.
2006, and Huang et al. 2007). Establishing a culture that fosters intra-and
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interprofessional collaboration is essential. Taplin et al. (2015) assert that it is the
identification and management of distinct but symbiotic roles that differentiate a 
team from a group. West and Lyubovnikova (2012) describe teams as real and
pseudo. In real teams, there is clarity of roles and responsibilities and trust is
exhibited between colleagues. Value and respect for team members’ views and roles
are manifested (Schroder et al. 2011), with individuals experiencing a sense of
belonging. This is supported by Searle and Skinner (2011) who confirm that member
satisfaction within an effective team is deemed high if individuals believe their
contribution and involvement are valued. Conversely, pseudo teams demonstrate
silo working, a lack of clarity in tasks and accountability, and subsequently little trust 
amid individuals. In a power structure, individuals use social power as influences
over one another.
AbuAlRub et al. (2012) propose that trust is acquired and supported via effective
leadership, which is associated with evident improvements in patient care, quality
and safety. Building a culture of trust and commitment is essential in a breast 
consensus group to gain the associated improvements in performance, efficiencies,
behaviours and collaboration.
4.6 Conclusion
Although the value of teamwork is recognised, a recent systematic review of
validated survey instruments of team effectiveness in healthcare states
“There are no consensus strategies to help healthcare organisations achieve optimal
teamwork” (Kash et al. 2018).
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Furthermore, Kash et al. (2018) conclude that future research is required across a 
range of healthcare fields to determine if there are characteristics (skills and
behaviours ) associated with higher-performing teams (outside of composition) that 
would facilitate improvements in productivity, effectiveness, and quality. A limited
number of studies in their review had patient outcomes as a fundamental
component within the survey tools. This is important if improvements in team
effectiveness are to translate to improvements in patient care.
This literature review highlighted that the dynamics of consensus group decision-
making are complex. Human decision-making is associated with inherent subjectivity,
error and imprecision in the expression of opinions. Only a limited number of
studies have utilised CI in medical decision-making. Some studies reported that 
diagnostic accuracy improved with group decision-making (Wolf et al. 2015, Kurvers
et al. 2015, Hautz et al. 2015 and Kattan et al. 2016), whereas other studies found
insignificant or adverse effects (Kee, Owen, and Leathem 2004, Christensen et al.
2000). Wolf et al. (2015) propose that CI rules offer several advantages to
conventional direct group discussion and interaction. Algorithmic CI rules offer a 
transparent collective decision circumventing the concept of groupthink and
preserving diversity. Also, convening a face to face group consensus may be difficult 
to facilitate in busy departments with limited staffing resources.
Conversely, CI rules only require an independent review which may also confer
valuable time efficiencies. Furthermore, with the advent of AI, several questions for
future research are raised in how this new technology may enhance decision-making




   
            
         
          
         
          
           
           
 	
          
          
         
  
       
       
      
        
         
           
 
             
  
Chapter 5. Methodology
The preceding chapters have established the limited body of evidence relating to
arbitration practices within breast screening and the complexities of human
decision-making. This chapter discusses the rationale underpinning the design and
methodology adopted in this research. Ethical considerations are presented,
critically reviewing the measures to protect participants from harm. Study quality
and rigour are introduced, but as three distinct study phases are undertaken, the
detailed methods are described in the respective chapters (6,7 and 8).
5.1 Research	 Problem 
This thesis explores the current variation in reporting and arbitration strategies
within breast screening services in England. It correlates findings with performance
based on specific criteria from published national service data (KC62 2013/2014 -
2016/2017).
The study sought to explore and explain:
• what factors determined the strategies used
• how services were organised
• the implications of the varying strategies
• what factors affected the implementation of Radiographer arbitration and
hence, what was the effect within England of the new PHE arbitration
guidance?




    
          
          
          
         
          
           
        
         
     
      
        
         
           
            
           
             
           
           
             
         
       
          
5.2 Methodological Considerations
There are diverse world views on what constitutes authentic knowledge and
relevant subjects to research (Gerrish and Lacey 2012). Lincoln and Guba (1989: 221)
define a paradigm as a ‘basic belief system that guides the investigation’. This can be
characterised by ontology (the assumptions regarding the nature of reality), 
epistemology (beliefs on how you know something or might discover knowledge)
and methodology (the tools and techniques used to conduct the research).
Together these characteristics create a comprehensive understanding of our
perception relative to culture, how we interpret knowledge and the subsequent 
methodological approach utilised (Crotty 1998). 
Morse et al. (2001) maintain that explicit philosophical assumptions support 
different methodologies, and that consistency between the philosophical basis and
methods produce more valid results. Underpinning the positivist paradigm (scientific
approach) is the belief that there is a measurable reality, and thus a quantitative
approach is utilised (Keele 2011). The naturalistic paradigm seeks to gain an
understanding of people (actions, decisions, beliefs, values) in their social world,
aiming to examine the phenomenon from the perspective of those experiencing it.
Within this paradigm, a qualitative approach is employed (Keele 2011). There is a 
general view that mixed methods research is relatively new, but De Lisle (2011)
describe studies dating back to the 1920s and ‘30s. However, mixed methods have
progressively developed (Creswell and Plano Clark 2011), officially recognised within
the last twenty years (Teddlie and Tashakkori 2009). 
Denscombe (2008) deems mixed methods as the third paradigm, but Stockman
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(2015) argues that this is unhelpful to surmounting the lasting prejudices as it 
propagates a paradigm debate. While there is continuing debate about which
worldview(s) mixed methods research (MMR) associates with, pragmatism is
commonly accepted (Creswell and Plano Clark 2011 and Tashakkori and Teddlie
2010). This thesis utilised a mixed-methods approach to map current arbitration
practices within England via a national survey. However, to understand why there is
variance in practice and what can be learnt from higher-performing units, qualitative
interviews were undertaken. Pragmatism aligns with health service research as
prominence is placed on practice and interactions within specific environments
(Pluye and Hong 2014).
The principal of a mixed-methods approach is that combining and integrating
quantitative and qualitative approaches enhances the understanding of research
problems relative to a single approach, allowing flexibility to optimise quality
(Creswell and Plano Clark 2011). This concept is summarised by (Baars, 1980: 15)
“without naturalistic facts, experimental work may become narrow and blind: but 
without experimental research, the naturalistic approach runs the danger of being
shallow and uncertain”.
Four main types of mixed-methods designs are described in the literature;
explanatory, exploratory, embedded and triangulation (Mertens 2005, Tashakkori
and Teddlie 2010). Mixed-methods research is advantageous for understanding
complex health settings in which individuals and environmental factors influence
behaviour, policies and systems of work (Ivankova and Kawamura 2010). Utilising
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mixed-methods allows researchers to explore multiple perspectives, outline trends,
evaluate and triangulate findings, and assess processes and outcomes (Creswell and
Plano Clark 2011). Blandford (2013) describe four different methods of triangulation
(Table 18). In the current study, methodological triangulation was used (highlighted)
as the results from the interviews were used to strengthen and, or explain the
results from the surveys and KC62 data (Morgan 1998). Although triangulation can
lead to convergent results or complementary results, it can also highlight divergent 
findings which require further exploration (Erzberger and Kelle 2003).    
Table 18.  The Four Triangulation Methods and Associated Descriptors
(Taken from Blandford 2013) 
Triangulation Methods Description
Data triangulation Comparison of data from varying
sources; may support generalisability of
findings.
Investigator triangulation Data is collected and analysed by various
researchers.
Theory triangulation Employing different theoretical
frameworks.
Methodological triangulation (used in
this study)
Using various data gathering
techniques to corroborate findings.
Chapter 1 described how third reader arbitration and consensus teams may be
entrenched within complex organisational structures, and therefore a mixed-
methods study was deemed appropriate to establish ‘what works, in what context,
for whom, and to what effect?’.
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5.3 Research Design: A Mixed-Methods Approach 
A mixed methods research design has a philosophical framework that influences the
collation and data analysis in several phases of the research process. This approach
allows the researcher flexibility in emphasising the quantitative or qualitative
component or equal priority given to both parts (Molina-Azorin 2016).  
The specific questions that the study sought to answer were:
1. Is there variation in the approaches and processes used in decision-making within
the 80 breast screening units within England, and how has this developed over time?
What is the future role of new technology?
2. What are the potential barriers and facilitators of different decision-making
processes (along the arbitration spectrum) in breast screening?
3. What are the implications (time to report/clinical resources & skill-mix/ perceived
benefits) of the different strategies; and does time/resources invested in reviewing
concordant recalls result in any significant reductions in recall rates?
4. What are the implications within England of the new PHE arbitration guidance?
5. What can be learnt from decision-making in higher and lower performance units
to inform the future efficient use of arbitration processes in breast screening?
Within this study, the collection of data was undertaken in phases (sequential
design) with the primary administration of the surveys to obtain national
quantitative and descriptive data of practice from a Director and breast screening
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reporter perspective. Second, quantitative unit performance data (KC62) was
collected and used to stratify upper- and lower-unit performance. A secondary
purpose of using MMR was connected integration, with survey responses and
performance data used to define a sampling frame for the interview phase (Curry
and Nunez-Smith 2015). Qualitative interviews also allowed the investigation of
staff opinions on how the arbitration guidance may be improved together with
barriers and facilitators of Radiographer arbitration. Interviews were also critical for
the explanation and expansion of particular findings emergent from the quantitative
data, for example, the organisational variance in reporting and arbitration practices,
and interesting comments provided in the free text. Each method had equal







        
  
      
Figure 6 Demonstrating the Sequential Explanatory Study Design and Mapping to the
Thesis Structure.
(Adapted from Curry and Nunez-Smith (2015)
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Mixed methods research enables triangulation of one set of results with another to
enrich the knowledge gained and increases the validity of inferences (Creswell and
Plano Clark 2007). Within this study triangulation of the literature review was
undertaken with unit performance data, survey results and interview data to 
establish if there are common characteristics within higher performing units relative
to the processes used, the skill mix, and unit size. However, there are disadvantages
to MMR, which are detailed in Table 19.
Table 19 Advantages and Disadvantages of MMR 
(Denscombe 2008)
Advantages Disadvantages
A comprehensive explanation of the research
topic by merging insights from multiple
perspectives.
A combination of qualitative and quantitative
methods enable exploratory and explanatory
research; results tend to offer a broader range of
questions relating to ‘what’ ‘why’ ‘how’ ‘when’
and ‘who’.
Labour intensive and may be costlier.
Data collection and analysis may be more time-
consuming.
MMR emphasises the integration of data, how A requirement for the researcher to acquire and
the data compare and contrast and the employ skills in multiple methods (qualitative 
benefits/complement of multiple sources and quantitative approaches).
More demanding on a novice researcher.
MMR embraces triangulation – validate data via Complex methodology
cross verification from multiple sources to 
demonstrate consistency Pragmatism may be misconstrued.
Practical, problem-driven method of research Findings from different methods may notsubstantiate each other. Further research may
be required to explain the disparity.
5.4 Ethical Considerations
Researchers encounter ethical challenges at all stages of a study, starting from the
initial proposal to final reportage. Governance structures are in place to primarily
protect research participants from harm and to ensure that they are always treated
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with respect (Hope, Savulescu, and Hendrick 2008). However, researchers must be
conversant with several considerations to include informed consent, anonymity,
confidentiality, researchers’ potential influence on the participants and contrariwise
(Sanjari et al. 2014). The key ethical issues for this study were anonymity and
confidentiality. 
5.4.1 Impact on Participants
In qualitative studies, the relationship formed between the researcher and
participants is paramount to achieving honest and open interactions, preventing
misrepresentations and subsequently acquiring useful quality data (Richards et al.
2002). The researcher must attempt to minimise intrusion on participants in clinical
practice (Coombs and Ersser 2004), and therefore the surveys were open for six
weeks to facilitate time for completion. Telephone interviews were carefully
planned to accommodate available days/times within the participant’s
commitments. The study was conducted in accordance with Coventry University
research ethics and governance committee; the principal ethical considerations are
detailed below.
5.4.2 Informed Consent
Informed consent is an integral part of ethics in research. Informed consent 
represents the agreement given by a research participant to take part in a clinical
research study, and for validity, this must be: - informed, voluntarily given and the
participant competent to consent. The participant information sheet specified in
advance the data that would be collected and clarified the nature and objectives of
the study. The researchers identify, the participants’ potential role and information
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on how results would be utilised and published were also detailed. The first page of
the online questionnaire also provided this background information. Before
commencing the questionnaire, participants were required to answer a mandatory
question “Do you agree to take part in this study”, Yes or No. If they agreed to take
part, they were automatically directed to the questionnaire. If they declined to take
part, they were automatically directed to the end, therefore being unable to view or
complete the questionnaire.
The online surveys had a final section which asked participants if they would be
willing to partake in further research associated with the project in the form of a 
semi-structured telephone interview. If willing, they provided a contact e-mail
address. Ethically this had to be kept separate so that it remained anonymous.
Individuals were e-mailed the study participant information sheet and a consent 
form. After first contacting the potential participants, they had two weeks to decide
if they wanted to partake in the study. Radiographers and Radiologists were
requested to return the signed consent form to indicate their willingness to
participate.
Consent was re-affirmed verbally just before each interview commenced. Interviews
were audio-recorded with the approval of the respondents. Participants were able
to withdraw from the study at any time before and during the interviews. The 
Participant Information Sheet explained that after this time, it would not be possible





           
        
             
         
          
        
            
        
        
       
        
      
  
        
             
            
             
             
          
         
        
         
         
5.4.3 Anonymity
The concept of confidentiality is reinforced by the principle of respect for autonomy
and denotes that identifiable information collected about individuals during the
research process will not be disclosed (Bryman 2015). Anonymity is one method by
which confidentiality is accomplished. Discussing departmental issues can be
difficult, and consequently, healthcare professionals may have been reluctant to talk
openly. Therefore, throughout the process, participants were assured that the
information provided would remain confidential. To protect the identity of the staff
and the unit, each participant was allocated an anonymous study-specific code. This 
safeguarded participant identities in survey data, interview transcripts and
subsequent research dissemination. Participants were requested not to mention
staff names in their interviews but were reassured that inadvertent disclosures
would be removed from the transcripts.
5.4.4 Confidentiality and Data Protection
Ethical guidelines are explicit that confidentiality is a principal element of social
research and that participants should be made aware of who will have access to
their data, as well as being informed about the procedures for anonymisation (Oliver
2010). Study data was handled in accordance with the UK policy framework for
health and social care research (UK Policy Framework for Health and Social Care
Research - Health Research Authority 2017) and Coventry University safeguarding
data policy. All identifiable information (electronic data) retrieved relative to breast 
care units, performance data, individual participant’s (consent forms) and
interviewees (interview transcripts) were stored electronically on a secure (Coventry
university password protected) server (student one drive). Digital audio recordings
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of interviews were uploaded daily to encrypted data sticks and the secure University
server. All data is scheduled to be deleted from the researcher’s data stick and
University ‘one’ drive three years after the PhD has been completed.
5.4.5 Disclosure
The literature states that researchers must consider situations that may require
confidentially to be broken, and there is an obligation to explicitly state this in the
consent process (Ritchie, Jane and Lewis 2003). The risk of disclosure was
considered extremely low within this study as there was no direct patient contact,
observation of clinical practice or intervention. Surveys and interviews covered the
professional practices of existing NHS Radiographers, Radiologists and Breast 
Clinicians and did not relate to personal or sensitive information. The provision was
made to discuss any potential bad practice described with research supervisors.
Before commencing the telephone interviews, participants were informed that in
this scenario, they would be notified of any action taken. No disclosures occurred
during the study.
5.4.6 Risk of Harm
The researcher had undertaken Good Clinical Practice (GCP) training. A primary
value of ethical research is to minimise the risk of harm to participants (Hope,
Savulescu, and Hendrick 2008). The principles of beneficence and non-maleficence
are adhered to (Polit and Beck 2016, Offredy and Vickers 2010, Gerrish and Lathlean
2015) within this study as no significant harm was foreseen to the NHS staff from
taking part in the research surveys or interviews. The interviews were undertaken by
telephone, requiring no fieldwork, and therefore no harm was foreseen to the
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researcher. The participants openly documented in the surveys or willingly talked
about their practice and experience (positive and negative) in the interviews. Hence,
it was considered that the participants were reassured; there was no harm by
partaking.
5.4.7 Ethical Approval
Ethical approval for the study was granted by Coventry University Research Ethics
and Governance Committee stage 1 (reference: P45921) on (06th February 2017) and
stage 2 (reference: P50587) on (26th May 2017). Following the Health Research
Authority (HRA) guidance (2016) studies led from England, involving the NHS in
England, should now obtain HRA Approval via the Integrated Research Application
System (IRAS). HRA approval (IRAS:228030) was received on 31st July 2017 
(Appendix 5).  
5.5 Study Quality and Rigour
Four main factors reinforce quality and rigour in research studies. The conventional
standards of quality and the criteria used for evaluating qualitative and quantitative
studies are summarised by O Cathain (In Tashakkori and Teddlie 2010) in Table 20.  
Examples of the strategies used to ensure rigour in this study are included.
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Table 20 Conventional Standards of Quality and Appraisal Criteria.





Examples of strategies to ensure rigour in this study
Veracity Credibility – The degree to which the results
plausibly explain the subject under exploration
Internal Validity – The extent to which the
findings signify an accurate indication of 
a causative relationship between variables
▸ Representativeness:
Surveys distributed to all 80 breast screening units in England
The sample of 18 professionals working within the NHSBSP willing to share their experiences of arbitration/consensus
enabled in-depth clarification.
The interview sample was taken from a pre-determined framework and included units from a wide geographical area.
Utilising verbatim extracts from the free text survey comments and interviews allows the reader to judge if definitive
themes are authentic
Impartial representation of varying experiences allowing comparisons and contrast between different units and
practitioners
Interview protocol tested using a pilot interview
Data triangulation from survey comments and interviews
Consistency Dependability – The extent to which the changing
context and circumstances are documented and
defined. Relies on documentation of transparent
decisions and the ‘trustworthiness’ by which the
research has been conducted. 
Reliability – repeatability of findings. The
dependability of the analysis. Explanation 
and justification of biases
▸ Achieving auditability:
Transparent description of the study from inception, justification of methodology and reporting of findings. Recording
decisions and the rationale for them, documenting challenges to sustain consistency between the study's aim, design and 
methods.
Trustworthiness was validated by subjecting the study findings to researcher peer review.
A sample of interviews coded by a member of the supervisory team to confirm reliability.
Cronbach's α used to determine the internal consistency of the survey.
Applicability Transferability – the degree to which the results
relate to other populations/settings
Generalisability (external validity) – The
extent to which results are reliable 
outside the study population or in other 
settings
▸ Application to other contexts:
Used purposive sampling techniques
Provided a rich detail of the study context and phenomenon, including the inclusion/exclusion of participants
Potential for findings to transfer to other team settings with inter-professional skill mix and hierarchical structures.
Mixed Methods Research with data triangulation
Neutrality Confirmability –the extent to which the participants
rather than the researcher influences the findings
Objectivity – impartiality by the researcher ▸Reflexivity
Reflective journal summarising the researchers understanding of the data acquired and documentation of decisions
documented.
Methodological triangulation
Two of the interviewees were known to the researcher. The researcher remained formal and followed the standard 
procedural guidelines to maintain rigour.
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Demonstrating rigour in mixed methods research is multifaceted and a subject of
debate. Tashakkori and Teddlie (2010) describe the evidence on mixed methods
quality as inconsistent; regarding the terms used, the concepts that should be
evaluated, and data collection/analysis. Several authors emphasise the critical issues 
of assessing interpretation and integration and the requirement to defend mixed
methodology (Wisdom et al. 2012, Curry and Nunez-Smith 2015). The predominant 
statement is that transparency should be evident in the explanation of the research
process so that readers can appraise the quality (Bryman, Becker, and Sempik 2008,
Wisdom et al. 2012). The standards of veracity, consistency, applicability and
neutrality are discussed in the subsequent individual chapters.
O’Cathain et al. (2008) devised the Good Reporting of A Mixed Methods Study
(GRAMMS) guidelines which were considered pertinent to this study as they
specifically apply to mixed methods, assessing quantitative and qualitative methods
within the design. Table 21 details the pragmatic statements and the sections which
have addressed these within this study.
Table 21 The GRAMMS Guidelines.
(Taken from O’cathain et al. 2008)
Statement Section/Chapter
1) Justifying the rationale for using an MMR approach Section 5.2 and 5.3
2) Explain the study design, describing the purpose,
priority and sequence of methods
Section 5.3
3) Explain sampling, data collection and analysis for 
each method
Chapter 6,7 & 8
4) Explain at what phase of the study integration 
occurred, and how it was undertaken
Section 5.3
5) Explain any limitations associated with using 
qualitative and quantitative methods
Chapter 9 




          
           
          
           
            
            
          
            
           
          
           
          
  
5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter has discussed the relevance of a mixed-methods approach concerning
the current study, describing the precedence, and order of methods. The research
questions have been defined and the ethical conduct critically reviewed.
The following three chapters present the three successive stages of the study,
detailing sampling, data collection and analysis and the quality and rigour of the
individual methods. Chapter six presents the first stage of the study in which
national online surveys were undertaken. Chapters seven and eight present the
second and third stages of the study which include analysis of unit performance data 
and critical analysis of the qualitative data collection (telephone interviews) with the
theoretical justification of the study sites and participant sampling strategy.
Comparison and contrast of data linked with triangulation are discussed in Chapter 9,
along with the benefits and limitations of the study design.
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Chapter 6. Mapping Current Reporting and Arbitration/Consensus
Practice in Breast Screening Units; A National Survey
This chapter discusses the methodological approach of two national surveys,
offering a rationale for selection while critically appraising the data collection
method. As emphasised in Chapter 2, there is a paucity of research investigating
reporting practices and processes to resolve discordant reports in breast screening;
hence, the requirement for a survey to map current practice. This chapter provides
a systematic analysis of survey responses provided by Directors of Breast Screening
Units (Study A) and Breast Screening Reporters (Study B). Descriptive statistics are
presented analysing quantitative responses, including number, percentage, mean,
and standard deviation (SD) where appropriate. Qualitative analysis of free-text 
comments is presented to support specific quantitative results.
6.1 Aim and Objectives of the Surveys
6.1.1 Aim
The surveys aimed to explore the development of current reporting and arbitration
practices within breast screening units in England, from a Director and breast screen
reporter perspective.
6.1.2 Objectives: 
1. To identify current reporting and arbitration practices
2. To identify the factors influencing the development of current practice
3. To identify the perceived advantages/disadvantages of the varying strategies,
together with the resources required (average number of cases requiring
review, time to report/clinical resources & skill-mix)
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4. To gather and compare opinions on the PHE guidance on arbitration;
identifying barriers and facilitators to implementing Radiographer third
reader arbitration/lead of consensus review meetings
5. To identify the impact of the PHE guidance on arbitration
6.2 Methods
A descriptive, cross-sectional survey was deemed appropriate as this provides the
ability to collate data from a wide geographical area (Parahoo 2014). Ellis (2016)
validates descriptive surveys as a research tool in a situation where little is known
about a subject enabling description and comparison of any variance across the
units. Additionally, questionnaires offer the researcher the ability to collect 
quantitative data and qualitative data dependent on the questions and the
formatting of how participants are required to respond (Greenhalgh 2014).
6.3 Population and Sampling 
Moule, Aveyard and Goodman (2014) stipulate that defining the study population
and ensuring a representative sample is essential in survey research. A sample is
considered representative if it provides a cross-section of the population that 
comprises of all relevant factors and variables and provides a balance to the
proportions occurring in the overall population. Thus, allowing valid conclusions to
be drawn from the research data.
This element of the study comprised of two semi-structured questionnaires; Study A
(Director of breast screening units) (Appendix 6) and a complementary survey, Study
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B (NHSBSP Breast screening reporting staff of varying professional disciplines) 
(Appendix 7).
6.3.1 Director of Breast Screening Units in England (Study A)
In Study A, a purposive sampling method of all Directors of breast screening units
within England was utilised. Published data (KC62) provides a list of the 80 units. In
August 2017, Public Health England (PHE) was used as the primary source for the
distribution of the survey via a covering e-mail and electronic letter to Directors at 
each identified breast screening unit. This approach was chosen to ensure no bias,
precise identification of the Directors and ensured current contact e-mail addresses.
Also, as an e-mail from a known agency of the Department of Health is less likely to
be considered spam and deleted without opening (Edwards 2010). The survey was
not extended to the United Kingdom as the arbitration guidance pertains to units
within England, and performance data that would be utilised to stratify participants
for subsequent telephone interviews would be published Public Health England
(KC62) data.
6.3.2 Breast Screen Reporting Film Readers in Units in England (Study B)
In Study B, snowball sampling was utilised as a means of recruiting screen reading
Radiographers, Radiologists and Breast Clinicians. The Directors were requested to
cascade the link to the film reading survey to relevant staff within their unit 
(including locum staff). Parahoo (2014) affirm that sampling frames reduce bias,
confirming a representative population. The SCoR were contacted, but at present,
there is no register of Radiographers undertaking breast screen reading, and
therefore the actual number within England is unknown. Thus, a probability
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sampling technique could not be utilised. It is acknowledged that the snowball
sampling method is not deemed a representative sample for statistical purposes and
may introduce bias (Parahoo 2014). However, it is a reputable technique for
research involving a population that is difficult to identify or locate.
Participants in both Study A and B were requested to provide the name of their
breast screening unit to assist with identification of responses, enable correlation of
Director and film reader responses from the same unit and grouping of responses by
geographical regions. This information was then anonymised.
6.4 Data Collection Instrument
Survey questionnaires provide the ability to accrue opinions, attitudes, beliefs, and
experiences on a large scale (Parahoo 2014). Rattray and Jones (2007) stipulate that 
it is preferable to use established questionnaires that have verified reliability and
validity and therefore allow comparative analysis of study findings. The researcher
did not identify any validated questionnaires relating to breast screening arbitration,
and therefore a new instrument was constructed.
6.4.1 Types of Survey
A variety of survey modes exist regarding the distribution and completion. Each has




          
       
    
  
      
     
    
       
         
    
    
         
     
  
        
   
    
            
          
   
             
           
 
          
 
    
       
       
    
      
  
   
   
    
     
       
      
    
  
        
         
   
     
     
  
     
         
 
     
  
     
   
 




     
      
       
Table 22 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Types of Survey and Completion Methods
(Adapted from Boynton and Greenhalgh 2004, Jones et al. 2013)
Advantages Disadvantages
Distribution method
Post/Paper Large-scale study covering a wide geographical area
Letters can be deemed a more personal contact
No requirement for digital information technology
Cost – associated with printing, packing and postage 
Delay associated with turnaround time – posting and returning
Response rates – generally low
Potential for incomplete returns
Routing of irrelevant questions potentially more difficult for participants
Potential for data inputting and transcription errors
Electronic Cost-effective
Quicker to complete - Online-ease of answering – tick boxes
Can be anonymous
Ability to make questions compulsory
Ability to highlight data entry errors – missing response, too many options selected
Ability to indicate participants progress in the survey – may aid completion
Re-route inapplicable questions
Questionnaire can be saved and restarted at the same point on multiple occasions
Provide an invitation e-mail letter and contact details if technical problems encountered
Information Technology readily available in hospital environments
Data in a format ready for analysis – downloaded to excel, SPSS
No transcription errors
Quicker turnaround - instantaneous delivery of completed surveys
Dependent on an individual’s incentive to partake
Potential for participants to misinterpret the question
Response rates variable




Clarify and validate data on collection
No travel required – target wide geographical area
Participant needs to allocate a set period of time 
Confidential, quiet space required for the participant
Potential for transcription errors
Labour intensive
May be costly if to a mobile number
Group administered Quick turnaround – questionnaires distributed, completed and returned in one process
High response rates
Potential for researcher influence on the group
Small numbers – small-scale research
Labour intensive
Costs – associated with travel
Face to face individual Potential to gain more depth of information
Immediate validation of data
Potential for researcher influence on the individual
Labour intensive
Expensive – researcher time and travel costs
Smaller scale research
Self-completion No direct researcher influences
Cost-effective
Large-scale research
Response rates may be low
Researcher not immediately available to clarify questions





          
            
              
           
         
              
             
            
            
          
         
         
          
  
  
           
           
               
   
           
           
            
6.4.2 Web-based Electronic/Self-Completion Survey
For the advantages outlined in Table 22 a web-based electronic self-completion
survey was deemed most suitable. The online survey software, Bristol Online Survey
(BOS) was utilised as it complies with all UK data protection laws and is supported by
Coventry University. The system is designed to support academic research allowing
direct export of data into Microsoft Excel and Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS), thus saving the researcher time on data entry. Utilising an online
system has several other advantages in that there is a reliable system of tracking
responses. Comparative to traditional paper surveys, an electronic survey offers the
ability to test and adapt the survey, provide direct links to an e-mail address, and
allows document uploading. Skip sequencing is considered beneficial as it reduces
participant burden; questions are tailored to meet response patterns. The
participant information sheet (Appendix 6 +7) detailed the contact details for the
researcher should participants require any assistance or encounter problems with
the survey.
6.5 Survey Construction
The surveys were constructed with sections presented in a logical order linking
themes of reporting and arbitration practices. Fink (2005) describes that a logical
flow in the survey reduces the onus on participants and increases the chance of the
questionnaires being completed.
To enable accurate mapping of service configuration, it was first necessary to define
arbitration and consensus as the systematic scoping review highlighted the terms




             
       
            
           
          
            
            
           
             
            
          
                
          
      
           
            
          
            
              
         
            
           
            
solitary third reader who makes the final decision on their own, or via a consensus 
(defined as a group of 2 or more individuals) decision-making process. The surveys 
were divided into six main themes. Initial workforce data were requested regarding
the professional background and number of reporters. Screen reading experience
and professional status of staff undertaking arbitration or leading consensus
meetings were also sought. Secondly, the detail of reporting practices for prevalent 
and incident screens was requested. The third section pertained to strategies for
resolving discordant cases. In particular, why these systems were implemented and
what evidence and guidance were used to endorse them. Section four related to
the amount of time and scheduling afforded to third reader arbitration or consensus
review. Decision-making strategies and group dynamics within consensus teams
was the focus of section five. The final section of the survey was associated with
implementation and current status on Radiographers’ ability to comply with the
recommendations within the PHE guidance.
There was a requirement to balance the survey so that the burden to participants
was minimised while aiming to obtain quality data. Many factors have been
associated with burden: questionnaire length, layout, format, frequency of sampling,
using financial incentives and the mental onus required to complete the survey
(Rolstad, Adler, and Rydén 2011, Draper et al. 2009). A strong emphasis has been on
questionnaire length, with lengthy questionnaires alluded to represent barriers to
completion in clinical practice with fatigue impeding the accuracy of the information
provided (Subar et al. 2001 and Mark et al. 2008). Subsequently, the impetus to




         
          
            
            
           
           
               
      
          
           
           
        
             
         
          
          
            
           
      
 
 
meta-analysis undertaken by Rolstad et al. (2011), although concerned with patient 
completion of surveys concluded that there is only weak evidence demonstrating a 
correlation between questionnaire length and response burden. The quality of the
questionnaire, rather than the length, was considered the primary influence. This
view is supported by Draper et al. (2009), who stated that shorter questionnaires
and offering a prize draw monetary incentive did not influence responses in a postal
survey of GPs. In this study, the length of the questionnaire was determined by the
minimum data required to ascertain the different practices.
Specific elements of the questionnaire were mandatory, and questions were
formatted to allow respondents to select from given fixed options or provide free-
text comments when ‘other’ was selected to define this specifically (Hagell et al.
2010). Closed-ended questions facilitate the prompt accumulation of data, but as
the choice of answers is determined by the researcher, the richness of data is
significantly reduced (Greenhalgh 2014). Optional open elements were included
throughout the survey to allow input of free-text comments to apportion scope to
capture any particular opinions participants wished to express. This provided a 
qualitative element and richness to the survey results. A summary of the
advantages and disadvantages of open and closed-ended questions are detailed in




           
      
 







     
   
  
      
      
     
    
    
       
       
   
   
          
  
   
   
        
     
    
   
 
 
    








       
   
 
   
   
    




     
 
      
 
 
          
          
              
      
           
          
        
            
         
          
Table 23 Advantages and Disadvantages of Open and Closed Survey Questions
(Taken from Boynton and Greenhalgh 2004).
Pros Cons
Closed-ended
Appear quick and easy to
complete, which may
encourage participation.
Reliant on the participants understanding the
question and instructions. Assumed understanding
of preference or rating scales.
Participants are not required
to construct an answer
Potential for participants to randomly select an
option or guess if they are unsure.
Socially undesirable options
can be included




No option for participants to elaborate on their
responses or provide alternative views.
Less effort required for
standardisation, coding and
analysis.






Longer completion time which may deter people
from participating
Acquires responses, opinions
and ideas that researchers
may not have considered.
Analysis is time-consuming, requiring interpretation
and coding.
Flexibility for participants to 
provide as much or as little
information as they desire.
Dependent on participants willingness to be
expressive
Multi-item responses were also included, but the options were not ranked in a 
specific order. Variability exists within studies reporting that options presented first 
or last are more likely to be selected; with some studies reporting no influence on
order at all (Krosnick and Presser 2009).  
Respondents were also asked to complete their response regarding how strongly
they agreed or disagreed with statements about consensus team dynamics and
Radiographer arbitration. Song et al. (2015) provided a validated survey instrument 
designed to measure team dynamics. From the 31-items, groups were selected that 
were considered to reflect a breast consensus team, while maintaining the original




          
            
               
            
          
           
         
          
           
   
          
          
           
           
           
           
             
           
           
         
           
      
supportive processes, acting and feeling like a team and perceived team
effectiveness. Items were excluded if they were not applicable in the context of this
study (for example, changes in patient status or timely reporting of care plans). The
administered survey included 15 items measuring the four factors to assess the
dynamics of consensus teams, in particular similarities and differences between
units relative to views of group diversity, integration, respect, accountability, and
effectiveness. A five-point Likert response scale, ranging from strongly agree to
strongly disagree was used. Likert Scale questions are a conventional method of
collecting data, which provides a means of drawing conclusions, results and graphs
from the responses.
Abbott et al. (1998) maintain that survey research can be prone to reactivity;
participants complete the survey repetitively selecting the mediocre answer.
Therefore, in this survey, questions requiring a response on a Likert-type scale were
phrased to incorporate both negative and positive worded questions; although this
method is not commonly recognised (Jones, Baxter, and Khanduja 2013). There are
some studies (Diefenbach, Weinstein, and O’Reilly 1993, Russell and Bobko 1992)
that advocate larger scales (7 and 9-point) should be used to increase reliability.
There is also evidence suggesting that the neutral mid-option should be excluded (4-
point scale) (Garland 1991). A Likert scale merely provides a rank order and does not 
provide a measurement of how much the responses differ (i.e. it cannot be
presumed that the difference between adjacent levels is equal). However, it does




    
  
           
          
         
            
            
          
     
            
          
          
             
        
     
         
        
        
            
           
        
           
        
           
6.6 Validity and Reliability
6.6.1 Validity
The validity of a questionnaire denotes its ability to measure what it claims to
measure (Rebar and Gersch 2014). Jones and Rattray (2007) endorse a literature
review and involvement of potential participants to substantiate face and content 
validity. Face validity alone is considered an inadequate measure (Svedbo Engström
et al. 2018). To reduce potential researcher bias (Maltby et al. 2010) and improve
the content validity, the questionnaire content was drawn from the literature, with
input from a Consultant Breast Radiologist, Assistant Professor of Screening,
Research Fellow, and the former Director of the NHS Cancer Screening Programmes.
Constructive feedback on survey design, content, ambiguity, bias and constructs
were sought, following which refinement was undertaken. One reviewer was asked
to read the questions and think aloud to ascertain relevance and comprehension, as
recommended in the literature (Dietrich and Ehrlenspiel 2010).
6.6.2 Reliability: Piloting the Survey
Boynton and Greenhalgh (2004) state that inapt instruments will produce poor
quality data, ambiguous conclusions and result in vague recommendations. Edwards
(2010) stipulated that questionnaires should be piloted; specifically gaining
preliminary information on how the survey works in a realistic clinical setting, and
thus adding reliability to the findings. Brace (2008) advocates pilot-testing by
reviewers who represent the study’s sample. The revised questionnaires were
therefore pre-tested online (BOS) for clarity and comprehensive with two clinical
experts of different professional roles (Director and Consultant Radiographer) from




          
    
           
           
            
             
            
         
 
         
         
          
          
           
         
    
   
      
               
            
            
               
              
filtering and subsidiary questions were presented logically, response categories were
compatible with the participants’ experience, and sufficient space was allocated for 
free-text comments, thus aiming to maximise completion and value of the responses.
Piloting also offered the opportunity to review the data collected, which would
reveal poorly defined questions or concepts and estimate the time required for
completion. One further revision was made to clarify which professional role had
responsibility for the sign-off report on NBSS. In this study, the questionnaire was
not re-tested as the pilot responses corroborated only minimal changes were
required.
Questionnaires are considered reliable if they produce consistent results when
completed by a repeat sample at a different time (Fink 2005). Variances in results
are then considered trustworthy differences from the participants, rather than
discrepancies in how the questions are understood or interpreted. It was not 
considered realistic to repeat the survey at a different time, as the purpose was to
obtain a current cross-sectional response of services, and there was a conscious
effort of clinician’s time.
6.6.3 Response Rates
It is acknowledged that a survey does not provide a precise measurement (Salant 
and Dillman 1994); instead, it provides an estimate of the population in the study.
Questionnaire response rates are variable, and there is no ruling on what represents
an adequate response rate. Non-response rates fall into two categories; refusal to
complete, or non-contact. Both elements may induce bias in the survey findings. In




              
           
         
           
              
            
         
             
          
            
          
           
          
            
           
             
             
           
  
           
       
           
         
within England. Also, a variety of strategies were used to promote awareness of the
survey in an attempt to increase response rates. These included advertisements in
Synergy news, a radiography journal automatically distributed to all Radiographers
registered with their professional body (The Society and College of Radiographers
SCoR) and via the Royal College of Radiologists (RCR) mailing list. A social media 
(SCoR Facebook) site and Twitter were also used, providing a direct link to the BOS
internet Uniform Resource Locator (URL). An online Glasscubes collaboration
platform was an additional source to advertise the survey to members of the
Consultant Radiographer group. This approach resulted in overall responses from
61% (49) of units, deemed a moderate return (Burns et al. 2008, Burkell 2003).  
Higher response rates provide external validity (Burns et al. 2008). It is
acknowledged that non-response is a potential source of bias if it is deemed the
non-responders are significantly different from the responders. Potentially this can
dispute the robustness of the results (Atif et al. 2012) with over-representation of
findings from the responders and under-representation of findings from those who
do not participate. The surveys were primarily open for six weeks; a reminder e-mail
containing the survey link was resent from PHE to all the breast screening units two
weeks before closure, which did prompt some Directors to complete.
6.7 Trustworthiness
To increase the comprehensive and trustworthiness of a study Maltby et al. (2010)
propose methodological triangulation combining quantitative and qualitative
methods to obtain information about the research problem. This process may result 




        
          
          
 
          
         
         
           
            
          
          
   
     
           
         
           
        
  
     
            
             
        
verification. Complementary results may emphasise different aspects of the
phenomena or new phenomenon but enhance the individual results. Alternatively,
it produces divergent results which may initiate new explanations (Heale and Forbes
2013).
In this study, quantitative data (national surveys, KC62 performance data) and
qualitative data (telephone interviews) were utilised to provide a rich account of
reporting and arbitration practices. The inclusion of verbatim quotes from free-text 
comments in the surveys provided depth and trustworthiness in conveying the
survey findings (Moule et al. 2014). At the outset of the study, the researcher had
limited experience with quantitative data collection and analysis. This was
addressed by internal training courses on questionnaire development, BOS training
and SPSS workshops.
6.8 Data and Statistical Analysis
All survey data were exported into SPSS® version 24 and Microsoft Excel. Descriptive
statistics were used to analyse quantitative responses, including frequencies,
percentages and cross-tabulations. Also, the surveys were imported into NVivo 11
(QSR International) to allow a qualitative review of the free-text comments.
6.9 Survey Results    
6.9.1 Combined Survey Response Rates
33 of the 80 surveys distributed to Directors of breast screening units were
completed, providing an overall response rate of 41%. As there is an unknown




              
           
         
         
      
        
             
             
             
     
 
        
rates could not be calculated for the film reader survey. Combining the results from
both surveys’ provided information from 49/80 units (61%). Denscombe (2014)
recommends that response rates be assessed against comparable studies. A 2016
survey (Rajan and Sharma) assessing breast screening prevalent recall rates had a 
response rate of 49% (39/80 units).
Graph 1 demonstrates the respondent professional groups, indicating that they
were a representative sample of the reporting personnel in the NHSBSP. If there
was a disparity in responses within the same unit, the Director response was taken
to be the instruction/process in place. Otherwise, all responses have been evaluated.
Discordant views are discussed throughout the relevant sections.





          
             
          
     
       
    
 




     
      
    
   
  
   
     
     
     
     
    
	
  
             
          
        




6.9.2 Geographic Location of Breast Screening Units
Table 24 shows the geographic location of the respondent breast screening units
and the percentage of units replying. Response rates include both Director and
Breast Screening Reporters surveys. The table indicates that regional response rates
range from 33% to 100%.
Table 24 Number of Units Responding by Region.
Region Units responded to
survey




East Midlands 4 9 44%
East of England 6 11 55%
London 2 6 33%
North East, Yorkshire & 
the Humber
5 12 42%
North West 6 11 55%
South East 10 14 71%
South West 9 9 100%
West Midlands 7 8 88%
Total 49 80 61%
6.9.3 Workforce
As discussed in Chapter 1, there is a chronic shortage and a diminishing number of
breast Radiologists in England. Data from this survey (Table 25) supports the RCR 
workforce survey (2020) highlighting that 48.5% (n=16) of the units that responded




           
      
     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
            
           
             
             
            
        
          
             
         
     
Table 25 The number of Radiologist’s per unit (frequency) undertaking breast screening work.




































This survey did not seek to address whether the Radiologists were semi-retired or
imminently due to retire, but it does demonstrate the vulnerability of some services
in which there is limited provision during periods of annual leave or long-term
sickness. Also, seven units were operating with one or two Locum Radiologists
which may also result in less stability. The results (Graph 2) also emphasise a 
reduction of professionals (Radiologists, Radiographers and Breast Clinicians) with
considerable (20+ years’) experience in breast screening and more staff with less
than ten year’s practice. This rationale stimulated the researcher to investigate the
potential for centralising arbitration practice, which is explored via the subsequent 





           
          
            
           
          
             
             
              
           
    
 
 
Figure 8 Graph 2. Demonstrating the Respondent’s Years of Breast Screen Reading Experience.
Consultant Radiographer roles are often developed in response to several drivers,
but mainly to address gaps in service delivery. All 33 Director responses confirmed
that units had Advanced Practitioners, with numbers ranging from 1-6 (median=4).
However, cross-tabulation of the data (Table 26) demonstrated that in those units
with only 1 or 2 Radiologists (n=16) 10 had no Consultant Radiographers. These
results indicate there is the potential to consider the cost-effectiveness of skill mix
further in these units to support the radiology staff. Only 11 units (33.3%) had





        
 
    
            
              
            
            
          
       
 
  
    




            
            
            
            
            
            
     
            
    
        
    
            
 
          
 
Table 26 The Consultant Staff Structure of Units.
Count
Radiologist - Number Total




0 2 8 1 3 2 1 0 2 0 1 20
1 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 8
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2
Total 4 12 3 4 3 2 1 2 1 1 33
6.9.4 Reporting Practices
When breast screening commenced, some units opted to use more than one reader
from the outset. Units self-selected reading protocols (double reading with recall if
one reader suggests, double reading by consensus opinion, and double reading with
arbitration by a third reader) based on local operational restrictions. The reporting
options currently available on NBSS are displayed in Table 27. 
Table 27 Breast Screening Reading Types Currently on NBSS.
Automatic recall when unanimous (percentage)
Double reading: with automatic recall when unanimous (automatically choose opinion if unanimous)
Automatically choose abnormal (percentage)
Double reading: automatically choose abnormal (automatically choose most pessimistic)
Arbitrate when abnormal (percentage)
Double reading: with arbitration when abnormal (arbitrate unless all readers agree normal)
No automatic arbitration (percentage)




            
         
           
            
             
         
              
            
               
         
               
          
           
 
   
         
           
           
             
          
             
A seminal NHSBSP study (Blanks, Wallis, and Moss 1998) had demonstrated that 
double reading, and particularly double reading with arbitration, demonstrated a 
significant increase in the detection of small invasive cancers compared to single
reading. Hence, although the NHSBSP is currently organised to operate on double
reading with arbitration, an interview with the former Director of the NHS Cancer
Screening Programmes highlighted that this practice had evolved naturally.
Consequently, this can explain the variations in practice observed in this study.
“When the screening programme was set up originally, and I'm going back 30 years
now it was set up for single reading. So, the answer is it was never set up, and
people just started doing double reading however; however, they did. There was 
never a policy to switch the program over to double reading, and you do it like this.
It was just something that grew, so people started doing it all different ways and
erm that's why it is like it is now” (Former Director NHS Cancer Screening
Programmes).
6.9.4.1 Blinded vs Non-Blinded Reading
To establish current reporting systems, several questions were asked about reading
restrictions and practices. Responses demonstrated that the majority of units (63%,
n=31) report non-blinded, i.e. the first reader’s decision is visible on the NBSS
reporting screen. In 29% (n=14) of units, the second reader cannot see the first 
reader’s decision on the computer software, but this is evident from the assessment 





             
         
          
       
         
        
           
       
          
  
Figure 9 Graph 3. Demonstrating the Varying Reporting Practices of the Respondent Breast Units.
Analysis of free-text comments within the survey emphasised that complete blind
reading is difficult to achieve with the current technology (NBSS system) requiring a 
paper recall system (Appendix 8 Table 28/1A).
“The screen reading workflows remain heavily dependent on paper that is difficult 
to both maintain and keep hidden” Director 9
However, participation in some clinical trials may require blind reading necessitating
a change in local right result procedures to facilitate this.





           
         
         
  
          
             
 
             
           
       
          
        
              
               
     
             
          
       
            
           
            
Several individuals stated that they tried not to look at the first reader’s decision as
they preferred to make an independent judgement on a case and acknowledged
that being aware of another reader’s decision potentially influence’s their decision-
making.
“Our current reading practice is very biased towards the first reader’s opinion. I 
would prefer a much more objective approach for the second reader” Film reader 1-
Consultant Radiographer
For units only reviewing discordant cases the potential to bias the second reader is
significant as this ultimately affects the number of cases automatically recalled to
assessment. However, some survey responses indicated a benefit to non-blinded 
reading, describing that individuals have the opportunity to review a case and
potentially change their decision or reinforce their judgement.
“It gives us time to reconsider and may cut down on discordant if we agree to recall
or strengthen our opinion that there is nothing to recall and the case should go to
consensus” Film reader 20 - Radiologist
Currently, the NHSBSP requires film readers to report >5000 films per year (4000
screening mammograms) including 1500 first reads. 1000 cases are a necessity for
sufficient data analysis, with first reads providing true data for measuring
competence. If fully blinded reading were implemented as routine practice, this
would provide twice as much accurate blinded data to monitor readers and




             
             
              
 
       
  
          
          
        
   
          
          
       
        
            
        
             
             
          
         
“It can be hard as Radiologists to get sufficient FIRST reads…” Director 3
It is noteworthy that awareness of the staff who have reported the cases also has
the potential to influence the decision made by the third reader arbitrator or group
consensus.
“Stay impartial, don't let film reader names /positions affect our decisions” Film 
reader 41 - Radiologist
Therefore, the issue of non-blinded reading, the impact on the subsequent reader’s
decision-making and the limitations of the current reporting software (NBSS) were
explored further in the qualitative interviews (Chapter 8).
6.9.4.2 Reporting Restrictions
It is recognised that certain combinations of readers will generate more recalls
and/or arbitration cases. The NHSBSP Quality Assurance (QA) guidelines (Public 
Health England and PHE 2011) specify that:
“Inexperienced readers should be paired with experienced readers and, ideally, 
readers with high recall rates should be paired with readers who have below-
average recall rates and low cancer miss rates”
In just over half of the units (51%) reporters were restricted from reading together
and this was predominantly based on professional role (n=13), the experience of the
reader (n=7) with minimal responses (n=5) based on individual performance data 




           
    
            
       
           
         
      
          
         
       
        
     
            
           
      
reporting restriction was dependent upon whether the majority of cases in the
reporting batch were prevalent screens.
“For a clinic with over 50% prevalent screens, one of the readers must be a
Radiologist with 3years experience” Film reader 54 - Radiologist
Professional role restriction was principally based on the requirement for one reader
to be a Radiologist or Breast Clinician or limiting Advanced Practitioners to first 
reading, as demonstrated in Table 28/1B (Appendix 8).
“At least one must be a Radiologist or Breast Clinician” Director 8
While in two of the respondent units, Advanced Practitioners could not report 
together, they could read against a Consultant Radiographer.
“Advanced Practitioners do not read together, but can read against a Consultant 
Radiographer or Radiologist” Director 2
Even though double Radiographer reporting was endorsed in 2012 by the NHSBSP
(Bennett et al. 2012) only just over half (53.1%) of the respondent units employ this





             
         
        
            
     
          
           
            
              
          
Figure 10 Graph 4. The Number of Responding Units Utilising Double Radiographer Reporting
One Director commented that this situation was historical and furthermore
expressed a concern that it would be detrimental to unit performance measures
(cancer detection and recall rates). However, they acknowledged they did not have
data to substantiate this.
“I wouldn’t necessarily say that they are considered equal to Radiologists in the
sense that unit policy dictates that at least one reader is a Radiologist. This is
historic and I presume is due to tradition, and the fear in the past that this might 
lead to an increase in recall rates and a decrease in cancer detection. I am not 




        
         
  
           
         
       
      
        
       
       
          
           
           
        
         
         
         
            
      
Interestingly, one Director emphasised that although she supported double
Radiographer reporting, it was the Radiographers who were reluctant to adopt this
role extension.
“We would be happy to use double Radiographer reporting routinely, but the
Radiographers themselves are not completely happy with this. Both Advanced
Practitioner Radiographers happy to report with Consultant Radiographer but 
normally not with each other” Director 23
Unusually, although one unit did not utilise double Radiographer reporting, a 
Radiographer could undertake the third reader arbitration.
“Double Radiographer reporting (first and second reader Radiographer) not 
performed, but third reader can be a Radiographer if at least one Radiologist has
read images as first or second reader” Film reader 25 - Advanced Practitioner
Although some units stated reporter restrictions were based on experience, the
free-text comments (Appendix 8 Table 28/1B) highlighted that there was
considerable variance in what units classified as an ‘experienced reader’.
“Inexperienced film readers either Radiologists or Radiographers are paired with
senior (>3 years' experience) Radiologist” Film reader 54 – Radiologist
“Policy going through for Radiographers of 5 years’ experience to read against each
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Only a small number of respondent units reported actively managing pairing based
on individual reader performance.
“New readers do not read together for at least a year and longer if their FRQA is not 
within two standard deviations of the mean. Also, any outlying FRQA film readers
do not read against readers with the same type of outlying reader practice” Director
Therefore, it appears that the pairing of readers based on individual performance
measures is currently difficult to achieve and impractical in the current climate of
staffing shortages and split-site working.
“We do not have the luxury of being able to pair certain readers with others!” Film 
reader 17 - Radiologist
Although reporting restrictions were not currently evident in one unit, the imminent 
retirement/semi-retirement of three Radiologists within a short period may
necessitate a change as limited personnel fulfil the departmental criterion for third
reader arbitration.
“The arbitration cases are done on a daily basis provided someone suitable is
available. If no one is available on any given day, they wait until someone is. This
may alter our practice in the future and may push us to having readers that cannot 





           
           
           
 
 
    
         
            
           
       
           
      
           
  
          
           
In the survey respondents generally categorised experience in years (ranging from 2-
5), but this is debatable, and hence the classification of what constitutes an
experienced reader was also explored further in the qualitative interviews (Chapter
8).
6.9.5 Current Arbitration/Consensus Practice
Information was sought for both prevalent and incident screens to determine which
cases are arbitrated by a third person or reviewed at consensus meetings and the
strategies used to resolve the discordant cases. The results (Graph 5) demonstrated
national variance in whether just discordant or both concordant and discordant 
cases are reviewed. For prevalent screening, the majority of units (55%) review
discordant only cases, but a significant number (37%) are reviewing concordant 
cases. The units selecting ‘other’ explained that technical recall cases formed part of
the workload
“We have consensus meetings which include discordant recalls and technical recalls





         
           
       
     
         
             
         
       
            
      
 
   Prevalent Cases Reviewed
Figure 11 Graph 5. Prevalent Cases Arbitrated or Reviewed at Consensus Meetings.
For incident screening, fewer units arbitrated (third reader or group consensus) the
concordant cases demonstrating units have different policies for prevalent and
incident screens (Graph 6).
“We arbitrate disagreement cases only. Then, all prevalent cases that would have
been recalled (all, i.e. concordant recalls and arbitrated in recalls) are reviewed in a
consensus meeting to ensure prevalent recall really justified” Director 5
“Incident recall within NHSBSP standard therefore single reader arbitration.  
Prevalent recall as a unit, too high, therefore all recalls subject to a consensus





         
          
          
         
  
           
    
           
           
       
 
                                                        Incident Cases Reviewed
Figure 12 Graph 6. Incident Cases Arbitrated or Reviewed at Consensus Meetings.
One respondent replied that if staffing levels were not an issue, they would:
“Ideally treat prevalent and incident cases differently - our preference would be to
arbitrate ALL cases recalled (whether concordant or discordant) in prevalent round”
Director 24
The responses indicate that strategies have primarily been adopted in an attempt to
reduce prevalent recall rates.
“We are not complying with the prevalent recall target and we now arbitrate all
prevalent recalls. This is a new measure. The unit has historically struggled to




       
            
           
           
         
         
 
         
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
6.9.5.1 Strategies to Resolve Discordant Cases
A combination of strategies is used in different units to resolve discordant cases. The
graphs below (7+8) demonstrate that a consensus group which may include one or
both of the original reporters is predominantly used to resolve both discordant 
prevalent and incident cases, followed by a single third-person arbitrator. One
responding unit reported automatic recall if one reader specifies.
Consensus group (3 or more readers including 
one or both of the original reporters)
3rd Reader Arbitrator has the final decision 
Consensus pair (2 readers - 1 of which may be
an original reporter)
Consensus group (3 or more readers different
from the original reporters)
Consensus pair (2 readers different from the
original reporters) 
Other 
Automatically recall if 1 reader specifies 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Percent of cases 











        
 
        
        
              
      
           
              
        
          
           
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	








Consensus group (3 or more readers including 
one or both of the original reporters)
3rd Reader Arbitrator has the final decision 
Consensus pair (2 readers - 1 of which may be
an original reporter)
Consensus group (3 or more readers different
from the original reporters)
Consensus pair (2 readers different from the
original reporters) 
Other 
Automatically recall if 1 reader specifies 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Percent of cases 
Figure 14 Graph 8. Strategies Used to Resolve Discordant Incident Cases.
The survey comments (Appendix 8 Table 28/1C) highlighted that the predominant 
factor determining the process was staffing resources.
“We need the flexibility of third reader arbitration in case of annual/study leave etc.
where consensus is difficult” Director 24
“We would aim for consensus 3 or more readers different from the original 2 at 
times due to staffing we accept the other options, even 2 readers one of whom may
read originally (in effect arbitration)” Film reader 61 – Consultant Radiographer
The units selecting ‘other’ describe a more complicated stratagem consisting of a 2-




               
             
           
   
            
      
             
     
              
         
  
           
     
            
      
        
          
            
“A third reader arbitrates all concordant recalls. If the outcome of a case is likely to
be benign, that case will be put for consensus review for discussion. If the features
are frankly suspicious, the third reader will ratify the recall to assessment 
independently” Director 9
“Third reader arbitrator first-line, but if third reader recalls then goes to consensus
meeting next” Film reader 15 - Radiologist 
Two respondents depicted an option of deferring difficult cases to the next day if the
two/three reporters could not achieve concordance.
“The method of passing the cases to the next day's readers gives the benefit of a
fresh look at challenging cases or those where agreement can't be reached”
Director 1
Time constraints and the volume of cases also dictated whether concordant cases
went for a review (Appendix 8 Table 28/1C).
“If time pressured and unable to consensus then if concordant for recall it is
recalled” Film reader 14 – Advanced Practitioner
However, all units confirmed that they did not employ different practice dependent 
upon the professionals undertaking the reporting, i.e. if two Radiographers




       
           
            
            
    
     
    
    
       
   
        
     
         
       
        
             
             
          
 
          
   
6.9.5.2 Rationale/Data to Support the Strategy Used
To determine the rationale for the strategies used to resolve discordant cases
(prevalent and incident), participants were asked to provide the main reasons and to
explain any supporting data. Themes for using consensus from respondents were:
• Collaborative decision-making/team approach
• Learning and educational experience
• Historical practice
• Evolution of practice
• Group opinion better than an individual
• Ensure consistent standards/openness
• Reduce recall rates – overall or prevalent
• Increase the recall rate
• Small unit -facilitates consensus with a limited number of readers
One free-text comment also asserted that consensus devolved the responsibility,
alleviating the pressure of the decision from individuals.
“To reduce recalls for benign disease and reduce the number of women being
recalled unnecessarily and inflicting anxiety on them. It also took the onus off one
person having to make the decision alone” Film reader 42 – Consultant 
Radiographer





    
        
      
           
     
     
    
       
          
               
            
        
           
         
           
       
              
          
    
            
            
• Unbiased opinion
• Experienced Radiologists keep the recall rates down
• Limited staffing resources/ Workload
• Meeting NHSBSP targets to avoid breaches – arbitration performed daily
• Logistics and split-site working
• A consensus is time-consuming/resource-intensive
• Most efficient in a small unit
• Consensus did not reduce the prevalent recall rate
The above themes demonstrate that either stratagem (group or experienced third
reader) has been used to try to reduce recall rates. The survey comments (Appendix
8 Table 28/1D) show that a consensus review is viewed by some as an educational
and learning opportunity, providing a transparent process and the belief that a 
group opinion will result in a more accurate outcome than an individual opinion.
“Previously we had consensus meetings…..it was a great learning opportunity, and
I feel that going from consensus to arbitration instead has been a step backwards
really” Film reader 53 - Advanced Practitioner
“A group opinion is better than that of an individual” Director 17
However, divergent views were also apparent, demonstrating a conformity of reader
practice and cultural dynamics.
“I think it affects reading - if you know your recall will not get through arbitration




             
               
             
            
 
          
        
             
           
            
             
       
              
          
            
      
          
              
           
      
in that differences in how people read is how single reader cancers get picked up. I 
wish we could just do a third read in a dark room” Film reader 12 - Radiologist
“In another unit, I worked for some time in the Arbitration meeting was very
dominated by the Unit Director and their opinion usually prevailed” Film reader 17 -
Radiologist
It was notable that consensus meetings are utilised in different ways. One
respondent described that normal and benign assessment cases were also reviewed
in consensus meetings; therefore, using this as a formal method of feedback. The
consensus was also portrayed as a filtering mechanism with readers sending any
cases they would like to be discussed, knowing that it was not necessarily going to
influence the unit recall rate. However, this system of working does influence the
individual readers recall statistics and subsequent performance outcomes.
“A relatively high proportion of cases are recalled at first read, and there is no real
pressure on readers not to recall for consensus/ arbitration. It is not uncommon
that a case recalled by two readers will be put to routine recall following
consensus” Film reader 7 - Radiologist
Conversely, third reader arbitration was deemed to represent an unbiased opinion
that is not influenced by more vocal team members or by professional roles.
“The reader who recalled it is often present - whoever shouts loudest gets their




           
          
              
              	
            
              
        
            
            
            
           
            
     
           
  
         
              
              
         
            
          
“Radiographers easily swayed by the doctors!” Director 8
Several respondents believed this was the most cost-effective (time and resources)
for their unit, and a solitary third read was often employed due to staffing shortages,
logistics of cross- site working and job plans. One of the NHSBSP quality standards is 
that ³ 95% of women who do not require further tests are sent their result within
two weeks of screening and > 98% who do require further tests are offered an
appointment at an assessment centre within three weeks. Consequently, the
Directors were asked if their unit had failed screen to assessment or screen to
routine recall as a result of cases awaiting arbitration. From the 33 Director
responses, 17 (51.5%) selected this had happened on occasion within the last five
years, free-text comments stated this was usually during peak holiday times or
awaiting previous images. However, this may increase with the reduction in
professionals to undertake the task.
“Retirements and work patterns can cause delays in arbitration taking place” Film 
reader 1 – Consultant Radiographer
Interestingly, only one unit had sent cases externally to another breast screening
service to be arbitrated, and this was due to no Radiologist being available during an
annual leave period. The availability of previous films is an essential factor for
decreasing inappropriate recalls and appreciating the subtle but significant change.
In units that are struggling to report on time, awaiting acquisition of images from




            
             
           
             
          
          
         
 
          
             
                
               
            
               
  
         
             
             
   
 
 
“Policy on whether one waits for priors” Director 30
Only 23/33 of the Directors completed the question which asked for any data used
to support the arbitration system implemented in their unit. The vast majority (61%)
responded that no data was used to support the system in place. Of the nine
completed responses, statements related to review of unit/film reader statistics (n= 
6), audit advised by QA (n=1) and local review of Advanced Practitioner/Consultant 
Radiographer film reading and arbitration data (n=2) showing parity to Consultant 
Radiologists.
“I have reviewed and circulated film reading data (volume, recall rate, cancers
detected) for the last decade in a format where the individual can see their data
compared to their colleagues, as well as their own linear data so we can look for
trends. If I see changes in a reader (e.g. drop in CDR), we discuss strategies to
optimise. If I see changes in unit performance - e.g. prevalent round recall rate, we
discuss as a unit, audit, present data, review examples and try to change as a team”
Director 2
Four units had trialled consensus meetings either for prevalent screens (concordant 
and discordant) or for all recalls but reverted to their original practice as it incurred





        
 
     
        
    
        
      
   
     
         
    
       
   
       
     
       
      
 
 
       
     
       
   
       
      
     
         
      
      
       
      
        
        
     
     
  
 
              
      
     
 
Table 29 Reasons Units Changed Strategies and Reverted to Their Original Practice.
Strategy trialled Reasons for reverting back
3-month trial trying to consensus ALL recalls (at the
request of QA Radiologist).
• Disaster - could not keep within NHSBSP targets
so reverted to reviewing discordant cases only
Concordant prevalent round arbitration introduced
a couple of years ago.
• Initially improved recall rates in this group. A
benefit was no longer evident
• Exercise considered rather wasteful of limited
time resources.
• Replaced the regular consensus meeting with
third reader arbitration and separate
educational activities. Resulted in reductions
in delays, but the educational aspect has never
been resourced.
For a time, had a consensus meeting for all
prevalent recalls. The consensus meetings were
established to reduce the number of unnecessary
recalls for first-timers. 
• Very time consuming, required multiple people
to be available at the meetings, very
problematic as split-site working.
• Meetings likely included one or both of the
original readers who rarely changed their
opinion. Overall very few women were
subsequently returned to routine recall, and so
the practice was discontinued.
• An unwritten rule that any person making the
final decision should be able to perform an
assessment workup and reach an appropriate
conclusion; therefore, film readers do not 
currently arbitrate
Previously used consensus for all first screen recall • Limitations of staff availability led to
unacceptable delays in final reporting so





            
           
             
    
            
          
            
            
      
 
         
 
6.9.6 Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
A crucial feature of any Quality System is working in accordance with standardised
and clear Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). Working from an agreed and
formal process has the potential to reduce the risk of errors and establish
consistency regardless of variance in who is undertaking the task. 30 (61.2%) units 
responded that they adhered to SOPS for arbitration, 9 (18.4%) units responded no,
with 10 (20.4%) who did not know. However, it was apparent that there were
differences in responses from the Director and film readers, and between peers
within the same unit (Graph 9). This may reflect a communication issue within some
centres where policy has not been disseminated.
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6.9.7 Scheduling of Arbitration/Consensus Meetings
Several questions in the survey attempted to understand the resource implications
(time, clinical resources, number of sessions and cases) involved in consensus review
meetings. It was acknowledged that there would be a variation in the number of
cases requiring review every week due to the prevalent/incident ratio. However,
the aim was to gain an overview of whether the time/resources invested in
consensus, and in particular, the review of concordant recalls, correlated with units
recall rates. This is explored further in Chapter 7.
Primarily the survey assessed whether third reader arbitration or consensus review
meetings were scheduled or occurred ad-hoc. In the majority of cases (63.3%),
there was no scheduled time (Appendix 8 Table 28/1E). 
“We do not have the luxury of scheduled protected time for arbitration/case
discussion which we all find extremely frustrating and know is not ideal” Director
Moreover, the predominant determining factor for when it was performed was
again the availability of sufficient staff with the relevant clinical skills (Appendix 8 
Table 28/1E).  
“When staff are available- often staff shortage, just doing our best to get it done
asap!” Director 21





          
            
        
            
                
       
               
          
          
            
       
          
            
  
            
             
         
      
  
It was apparent from the survey comments in Table 28/1E (Appendix 8) that clinical
workload impacts on the opportunities to review the cases with some units
balancing competing demands which is proving particularly difficult.
“It is a constant pressure, but seen as highly valuable” Director 2
“Scheduled time for this was tried but failed as invariably personnel were required 
for clinical needs” Film reader 8 – Consultant Radiographer
In those units with dedicated time for a review of cases this was either first thing in
the morning before a clinic commencing, or after Multidisciplinary Team (MDT)
meetings to maximise the number of staff available.
“Consensus meetings are at the same time each week, so everyone (readers and
office) know when they are” Director 13
One-unit utilising both a third reader arbitrator and group consensus, had a weekly
team meeting reserved to discuss the more complex cases (integrated screening and
symptomatic patients).
“Third reader arbitration may occur at any time during a working week according
to the availability of the Radiologists. We have a single consensus meeting to
discuss more complicated screening and symptomatic cases, cases from third read





              
              
             
              
          
  
           
          
            
               
        
            
              
           
            
                
          
              
  
             
           
In another unit, two or three readers report all films for a particular day (usually two
working days after the images were obtained). At the end of the day, these readers
hold a consensus meeting. If there is no explicit agreement, then the case is passed
for arbitration to the two/three readers on for the following day. Although this
system guarantees a timely review of cases, it is entirely dependent upon having
sufficient film readers.
Interestingly, only one respondent mentioned the time of day as a factor for
performing arbitration. However, nothing in the literature review highlighted the
time of day for reviewing complex cases when attentiveness may not be optimum.
“Try to avoid doing at the end of the day due to time and alertness, but this
happens if necessary” Film reader 5 – Advanced Practitioner
The number of sessions to undertake third reader arbitration or group consensus
varied greatly, ranging from 1 to 8. The time dedicated to reviewing cases was
invariably dependent upon if it was a solitary third reader who may be undertaking
arbitration within their dedicated reporting session or a group review. However, in
a typical week, the time was stated to range from 15 minutes up to 6 hours, and
subsequently, the number of cases reviewed was wide-ranging (4-200).
“Takes a lot of time up of all our reading staff to meet every morning” Film reader
12 - Radiologist
The reported group size was also highly variable with consensus undertaken in pairs,




               
            
  
        
                
  
           
             
             
        
         
          
             
           
              
           
 
           
        
             
          
“All team members are at consensus unless on leave, /still in clinic” Director 13
Across the remaining programmes, group sizes ranged from 3 up to 10.
6.9.8 Consensus Practice
PHE acknowledges that arbitration may be undertaken in different ways;
“A third image reader or a small group or panel of image readers to arbitrate on
these cases”.
The introduction to the survey highlighted that for this study, arbitration was
classified as either a single arbitrator (third reader) and a consensus was any form of
group/pair review of cases. When respondents were asked if they undertook any
form of consensus (group/pair) a number (10) answered no, but in free-text,
comments described a group process. This emphasises a current problem in
understanding the terminology of arbitration and consensus, with the two
interchanged, and this was reflected in the survey results with individuals from the
same units selecting differing practices. Hence, these ten respondents were not 
directed via the routing within BOS to the consensus sections within the survey. In
total, 66 respondents of varying professional roles completed this component of the
survey.  
To establish a clearer picture of consensus review, various questions were posed
about team membership, decision-making strategies and team dynamics. To 
understand the group composition of consensus (grade and /or the number of staff),




             
        
 
       
         
          
          
         
              
         
                    
 
required for the meeting to go ahead. Of the 36 programmes which undertook some
form of consensus review, 25 required quorate and 11 did not (Graph 10).
Figure 16 Graph 10. Necessity for QuorumMembership.
Quorum requirements varied (Appendix 8 Table 28/1F) ranging from merely
specifying the number of staff that must be present (predominantly 2 or 3),
stipulating the presence of a particular professional role, to mandating that the
group must consist of staff who had not already reported the cases.
“Minimum of 2 and one of them has to be Radiologist” Director 28
“Consultant Radiologist or Consultant Radiographer must be present” Director 16





      
             
           
           
               
               
     
	
        
           
        
            
            
         
6.9.9 Decision-Making Strategy at a Consensus
As discussed in Chapter 4, group decision-making can be achieved in several ways.
Consensus denotes that discussion results in the group achieving a decision. Graph
11 demonstrates that in the main (69.4%, n=25) a majority decision (equal skills
assumed) is used in consensus meetings. In 13.9% (n=5) of units, the decision to
recall was weighted by experience, and in 2 units (5.6%) this was undertaken if any
individual specified recall.
Figure 17 Graph 11. Decision-Making Strategies at a Group Consensus
Although some units reported that a majority decision was the strategy used, four
responses selecting ‘other’ highlight that decision-making is multifaceted and may
include many different options and recall would be instigated if one individual had
strong views on a particular case. This likely explains why there were conflicting




            
            
    
              
        
           
            
     
          
         
            
       
       
            
      
         
           
         
             
“If one reader is really concerned and asks that the patient be recalled then
despite the consensus group not wanting to recall - the patient will be recalled”
Film reader 42 – Consultant Radiographer
A strength of opinion could also be conveyed to the consensus group by individuals
documenting this on the assessment recall sheet (Appendix 8 Table 28/1G).
“If the film reader/Radiologist/ Breast Clinician wants the cases to come back for
further views regardless of the consensus process they write on the paperwork”
Film reader 3 – Advanced Practitioner
Although opinions were deemed equally weighted in principle, some respondents
acknowledged that experience is an influential factor (Appendix 8 Table 28/1G).
“Two readers are usually able to reach an opinion, regardless of pairing, but I am 
sure that experience carries weight in practice” Director 2
Other comments described that it is a different decision-making process when
reviewing cases in consensus compared to film reading and on reflection, individuals
may alter their original decision.
“I find that I approach consensus with a different mindset to reading, and will
often change my opinion at consensus after deliberation and discussion” Director 2
It is recognised that a different skill set is required when arbitrating; in particular,





              
             
           
  
         
           
           
           
            
   
        
            
          
       
                 
           
            
         
          
           
             
6.9.10 Team Dynamics Within Consensus Groups
As discussed in Chapter 4, a key element of consensus is the disposition of the team
members and the ability to actively listen to other viewpoints. Survey comments in
Table 28/1H (Appendix 8) demonstrate a positive team culture in some units with
collaborative working
“We are fortunate to have a very strong team of film reading/Consultant 
Radiographers who are held in very high regard by their Radiologist colleagues,
and I do not have any sense that their opinions are not highly valued. The
Consultant Radiographers are in the unit 5 days a week, unlike Radiologists who
have other roles outside the department, and hence are very good at maintaining
consistency” Director 2
Conversely, some free-text comments (Appendix 8 Table 28/1H) supported evidence
from the literature review (Bankier et al. 2010, Wolf et al. 2015) regarding the
complexities of dynamics that exist within teams where one member is dominant,
and individuals with strong influential characteristics drive decisions.
“Depends on the mix of staff in the group on the day as to how valued and
respected any member’s opinion is. The day I generally attend (I am part-time) the
consensus is led by a Radiologist who does not generally value other opinions but if
it is led by a different Radiologist or Consultant Radiographer all opinions are
valued and treated with respect” Film reader 51 – Advanced Practitioner
To gain an understanding of how team dynamics affect consensus group meetings




          
            
           
     
         
             
           
           
          
            
            
              
         
          
              
            
            
           
         
            
            
            
      
disagreed with 15 items (0=strongly disagree, 1=disagree, 2= Neither agree nor
disagree, 3=Agree, and 4=strongly agree). There was only one negatively worded
item which was reverse scored. Survey properties assessed were means, minimum,
maximum, and variance.
The survey responses suggest that on average respondents perceived a neutral to a 
positive level of team dynamics within consensus groups (Table 30). Mean scores for
individual items ranged from 1.56 to 3.52, indicating a potential for some
improvement in team dynamics measured by this survey. The item with the most 
positive response was ‘Consensus meetings provide an opportunity for educational
learning from cases. The item with the least positive response was ‘Membership of
the consensus group changes frequently, so there is not a set team’. The conceptual
model developed by Song et al. (2015) states that a stable team is one of the three
enabling conditions for increased effectiveness. In a diagnostic setting, changeable
team membership is recognised as a strategy when pre-planned coordination is not 
feasible (Bushe and Chu 2011 and Vashdi et al. 2013). Although instability of a team
can be associated with a diminished sense of belonging for the individuals, (Bushe
and Chu 2011 and Shumate et al. 2010) in a breast consensus group variation of
team members can be beneficial as individuals have different aptitudes for detecting
the differing types of mammographic abnormality (for example, architectural
distortions). This lower score is, therefore not considered detrimental to the team
dynamics in this study. However, the next least positive response was ‘Our team has
mechanisms in place to monitor consensus outcomes’ which suggests in some units a 




           
             
             
            
           
              
                 
          
    
              
            
           
          







Nevertheless, it is essential to note that overall responses were variable with 8 out 
of the 15 items demonstrating a polarised opinion. This is demonstrated by the
minimum and maximum scores displayed in Table 30. One unit described a recall
book, and the outcomes of the consensus group are documented, which provides a 
feedback mechanism for team members who are not present at the meeting.
“If a team member who recalled a case is NOT present and the consensus is to
return to screen, a note is made of their initials on the margin of our “recall” book
for that case so that reader can review decisions against their suggested recall”
Film reader 20 - Radiologist
Although the number of negative responses in the survey was small, they related to
all items in the factor ‘Process for communication and information exchange’, and
specific items within ‘process for conflict resolution’, ‘acting and feeling like a team’
and ‘perceived effectiveness’. This implies that team dynamics are problematic in




             
 
          
   
 
    
  
 
    
      
   
    
  
  
    
       
     
   













    
   
  
 
    
     
      
  
    
       
    
    
   
 
     
    
   
 
    
      
  
   
 
    
     
 
     
   
    
    
      
    
  
    
  
 
   
    
   
    
      
 
    
    
     
  




Table 30 Team Dynamic Factors with Mean values and Standard Deviations of the Conceptual
Variables
Factor Name Item number and Text Mean SD Min. Max
Conditions for team
effectiveness
Membership of the consensus
group changes frequently so there
isn’t a set team*
1.56 1.490 0 4
The consensus group has the right
“mix” of staff—a group of people
who bring different clinical
perspectives and
experiences to the discussion
3.29 .602 2 4
Shared Understanding There is a real desire among team
members in the consensus group
to work collaboratively
3.39 .782 1 4
Process for
accountability
Each group member shares
accountability for consensus group 
decisions and outcomes




Consensus meetings provide an 
open, comfortable, safe place to 
discuss cases
3.32 .963 0 4
Consensus meetings provide an 
opportunity for educational
learning from cases
3.52 .707 0 4
During the meeting, team
members ask for and give each
other constructive feedback.
2.82 1.036 0 4
Our team has mechanisms in place
to monitor consensus outcomes
2.76 1.039 0 4
Process for conflict
resolution
When teammembers disagree, all
points of view are considered 
before deciding on the final
outcome
3.33 .810 0 4
Within the consensus group, we
are able to work through 
differences of opinion without
damaging relationships
3.35 .774 1 4
Acting and feeling like a
team
Members of the consensus team
depend on each other for their
special knowledge and expertise
3.30 .744 1 4
Members of the consensus group
show respect for each other's
roles and expertise
3.35 .813 0 4
Perceived team
effectiveness
The way the consensus group 
members interact improves the
quality of patient care
3.26 .900 0 4
I feel integral to the consensus
group
3.38 .799 1 4
I experience excellent teamwork
with the members of the
consensus group





        
            
        
            
          
             
          
      
     
 
                                  
                                                 
                                         
                                                  
                                                     
                                                      
	
          
       
            





Cronbach’s alpha for all variables was 0.915 representing excellent internal
consistency. Mean scores were calculated for the five multi-item factors.
Computing Cronbach’s alpha coefficients assessed factor reliability. The internal
consistency is categorised into five categories, as demonstrated in Table 31. Four of 
the five multi-item factors showed acceptable to excellent reliability ranging from
0.676 to 0.920. The one factor scoring < 0.5 was ‘Conditions for team effectiveness’,
but as previously discussed, this measures a team’s stability by a fixed membership.
Table 31 Cronbach’s Alpha Scores Relative to Internal Consistency
(Taken from Rose Jemutai and Wambua 2016)
Cronbach's alpha Internal consistency
α ≥ 0.9 Excellent (High-Stakes testing)
0.7 ≤ α < 0.9 Good (Low-Stakes testing)
0.6 ≤ α < 0.7 Acceptable
0.5 ≤ α < 0.6 Poor
α < 0.5 Unacceptable
Correlations among factors were moderate, averaging 0.56. There was a strong
positive relationship apparent between communication and perceived team
effectiveness (r = 0.845) and acting and feeling like a team and perceived team




          
   
   




        
  
 
        
   
 
        









     






       
 

























	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
































0.268* 0.613** 0.507** 0.699* 1
















0.203 0.679** 0.598** 0.845** 0.783** 0.822** 1
*Cronbach s alpha not reported as the	 scale	 is based on a single	 




           
           
         
           
         
          
        
             
           
             
           








To determine if there were differences in responses between professional roles, a 
Kruskal- Wallis test was conducted. The results in Table 33 demonstrate a significant 
difference in response between Advanced Practitioners and Directors regarding
‘Members of the consensus group showing respect for each other's roles and
expertise’ (H (3) 10.19, p=0.017). Advanced Practitioners scored this variable low
compared to the Directors scoring it high, demonstrating a difference in how
professional roles perceived they are valued.
There were also very weak differences (H (3) 7.81, p=0.05 and H (3) 7.75, p=0.052
respectively) in responses between Radiologists and Directors for the two categories
of ‘all points of view are considered’ and ‘constructive feedback given’ with the
Radiologists scoring this lower. Potentially, with more participants, these two




         
 
     
           
         
          
           
   
 
      
    
 
       
      
     
 
         
     
 
       
    
 
       
    
 
         
       
 
         
    
 
         
 
 
         
     
 
 
         
      
 
        
    
 
      
     
 
       
      
   
 
      
   
 
 
Table 33 Differences in Team Dynamic Responses From all Professional Groups
Team dynamic questions P-value – comparing responses
from all professional roles
Membership of the consensus group changes
frequently so there isn’t a set team*
0.823
The consensus group has the right “mix” of staff—a 
group of people who bring different clinical perspectives
and experiences to the discussion
0.085
There is a real desire among team members in the
consensus group to work collaboratively
0.064
Each group member shares accountability for consensus
group decisions and outcomes
0.235
Consensus meetings provide an open, comfortable, safe
place to discuss cases
0.172
When team members disagree, all points of view are
considered before deciding on the final outcome
0.050
During the meeting, team members ask for and give
each other constructive feedback
0.052
Our team has mechanisms in place to monitor consensus
outcomes
0.897
Within the consensus group, we are able to work
through differences of opinion without damaging
relationships
0.131
Members of the consensus team depend on each other
for their special knowledge and expertise
0.146
Members of the consensus group show respect for each
other's roles and expertise
0.017
The way the consensus group members interact 
improves the quality of patient care
0.252
I feel integral to the consensus group 0.070
I experience excellent teamwork with the members of
the consensus group
0.186
Consensus provides an opportunity for educational
learning from cases
0.601
6.10 Public Health England Arbitration Guidance
To ascertain the impact of the PHE arbitration guidance, various questions were
asked to establish which professionals undertake solitary third reader
arbitration/lead consensus, if this practice was implemented before the guidance,




             
   
       
         
          
          
           
             
            
             
       
          
           
          
      
     
         
        
        
            
             
      
suitability. Subsequently, the survey assessed if the guidance had/or will change
practice in units.
6.10.1 Professionals Currently Undertaking Third Reader Arbitration
Graph 12 demonstrates that third reader arbitration (professionals make a final
solitary decision) is predominantly undertaken by Radiologists (51% of cases), but 
interestingly slightly more Advanced Practitioners carrying out this task compared to
Consultant Radiographers (14.3% vs 12.2%). Two responses in the other category
specified that third reader arbitration was rarely used or as an emergency measure.
Although third reader statistics can be run from the FRQA, performance measures
are not reported to the same extent as first and second reads. As discussed in
Chapter two, regional data has (Symposium Mammographicum Conference 2016 )
demonstrated that third person arbitration results vary widely depending upon the
individual undertaking the task. Hence arbitration has the potential to significantly
affect how many assessment clinics are required and how many cancers are
detected. Only one free-text comment specified the requirements that a Radiologist 
must meet in order to perform arbitration.
“To arbitrate a Radiologist must have three years’ film reading experience and
consistent recall rates below minimum” Film reader 54 - Radiologist
One Breast Clinician commented that some Radiologists shun arbitration cases
which places stress on colleagues. Subsequently, this limits the number of personnel
undertaking the task and, as all readers have personal blind spots, this may




             
          
 
           
        
	
         
  
 
       
           
             
             
            
          


















“Some Radiologists avoid it, which increases the pressure on those doing it and the
problem of reader weak points being overexposed” Film reader 13 – Breast
Clinician
The complexities of defining quantitative guidelines for third reader arbitration were








Locum Breast Clinician 
Locum Advanced Practitioner…
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Percent of cases 
Figure 18 Graph 12. The Professional Roles Currently Undertaking Third Reader Arbitration Based 
on the Returned Survey’s
6.10.2 Professionals Currently Coordinating/Leading Consensus Meetings
In units adopting a consensus review, the PHE arbitration guidance states that the
delegated individual may be the coordinator or lead of such a group. Again, there
was variation between the Director response and film reader response (n=6). Seven
units selected they had no lead (Graph 13). However, free-text comments clarified it 





              
       
         
         
	
          
 
         
         
          
         
            
             















“We arbitrate as pairs – there is no lead, both individuals take responsibility, and
both are captured on NBSS” Director 2
The one participant selecting the response ‘other’ described that consensus was








Locum Consultant Radiographer 
Locum Breast Clinician 
Locum Advanced Practitioner Radiographer 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Percent of cases 
Figure 19 Graph 13. The Professional Roles Currently Coordinating/Leading Consensus Review
Meetings
Interestingly, although the lead was predominantly still a Radiologist (63.3% of
cases), there was a much higher proportion of Consultant Radiographers (26.5%)
undertaking this role compared to third reader arbitration.
Several free-text comments in Table 28/1I (Appendix 8) highlight that there is no
standardised way of recording of the consensus group decision onto the NBSS
system. Some units are entering under the Radiologist’s code (leading the meeting),




         
           
                 
      
          
            
           
           
       
          
   
            
         
  
        
  
          
            
          
            
           
        
present during the discussion. Interestingly, one unit captured this information via 
unique reader codes, which is then a valuable electronic record for audit purposes.
“This is captured on NBSS as numerical pairs of coding, e.g. 1011” Director 2
6.10.3 Timeframe for Radiographer Arbitration/Lead of Consensus
In units utilising Radiographers to perform third reader arbitration or lead/co-
ordinate consensus meetings, there were limited responses as to when this policy
was established. However, the survey comments in Table 28/1J (Appendix 8)
indicate that some units adopted this practice several years before the guidance
supported through local trust governance. One respondent commented that 
Radiographers were stopped from arbitrating and then recommenced when the
guidance was issued.  
“Since my appointment two years ago, this was underpinned by the Trust until the
NHSBSP guidance was published allowing Radiographers to arbitrate” Film reader
1 – Consultant Radiographer
6.10.4 Criteria for Delegation of Third Reader Arbitration/Consensus Lead 
to Radiographers
To establish the inclusive aspect of delegation, it was considered necessary to
explore what criteria units had used to determine an individual was suitable to
undertake third read arbitration or lead/coordinate a consensus meeting. The
requirements varied ranging from purely years of experience as a film reader, an
expectation as part of a Consultant Radiographer role, to full compliance with all the




        
 
          
         
 
 
            
        
 
         
       
  
    
       
 
        
  
 
        
     
  
  
    
   
      
       
    
    
    
            
 
         
     
  
 
         
      
 
            
    
 
 
Table 34 Criteria Used to Delegate Third Reader Arbitration/Consensus Lead.
Criteria Example of responses
Experience Experienced film readers
Expertise, time duration as an image reader
Fulfil departmental protocol with regard to years of
experience reading
Unit policy as a Consultant Radiographer It is part of my role
Works autonomously within breast imaging
Consultant Radiographer only
Being Consultant Radiographer
Education Master’s degree required
Experience and qualifications
FRQA data NHSBSP film reading statistics
Excellent proven track record of FRQA data in cancer
detection & recall rates
Sensitivity being over 90%
PERFORMS data Performs performance
Number of films read per annum Minimum 5,000 reads per year.
Audit/Interval cancer review Participate in an Arbitrated Cancer audit with
continuous assessment and feedback, and Interval
Cancer reviews
Responsible assessor in assessment clinics Undertaking assessment clinics
Acted as the responsible assessor in assessment 
clinics  
Active participation in MDT’s Actively participate in MDT meeting
Accreditation Accredited practitioner
Interestingly, one response denoted that upon qualification as a film reader; there
was no distinction from the other professional roles undertaking
arbitration/consensus.
“From Day 1 of reading, Radiographers are regarded as being of equivocal status
to all other readers and perform arbitration” Director 7
In those units that have recently adopted this practice, free-text comments




          
         
 
           
          
 
      
        
           
          
       
         
           
              
             
             
   
“I had to meet the recommendations in the NHSBSP publication "Guidance on
who can undertake arbitration (2016)” Film reader 27 – Consultant Radiographer
“The person that arbitrates must be active in assessment clinics, i.e. acts as the
responsible assessor and must fully participate in MDT meetings” Director 14
6.10.5 Implementation of PHE Arbitration Guidance
The literature review emphasised that producing and disseminating written
guidance may have small effects on changes to clinical practice (van Bodegom-Vos 
et al. 2012). Various factors facilitate or impede guidance use which includes 
guideline characteristics, professional characteristics and environmental factors
(organisational, political, and social factors) (van Bodegom-Vos et al. 2012). To 
determine the impact of the arbitration guidance respondents were asked if this
had/or will change practice in their unit. The results in Graph 14 demonstrate that 
from a Director’s perspective, the guidance has changed practice in only 3 of the






            
  
           
           
        
 
                
   
	 	 	 	
	








I	 don't know 
I	 don't know about the guidance 
Yes 
0 5 10 15 
Frequency 
20 25 
Figure 20 Graph 14. Director Response on Whether PHE Guidance Has or Will Change Practice in 
Their Unit
Amalgamating data from the Director and film reader surveys produced nine overall
non-responses from the 49 units, but the results predominantly still show only a 






 I	 don't know 
I	 don't know about the guidance 
Yes 
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Figure 21 Graph 15. Response From the 49 Units on Whether PHE Guidance Has or Will Change




          
          
 
          
           
            
      
 
            
           
  
      
          
         
             
          
          
          
          
   
“Consultant Radiographers were permitted to lead the group instead of there
having to be a medic always present” Film reader 42 – Consultant Radiographer
However, it was apparent that there were varying responses to this question from
different professional groups working within the same unit. Again, this may reflect 
that policy has not been disseminated in some units, and there is a variation in
understanding and knowledge at different levels of staff.
“We would introduce it if PHE guidance allowed as it would help out our workflow
on occasions getting appointments out in a timely manner” Film reader 14 –
Advanced Practitioner
6.10.5.1 Potential Barriers to Radiographer Arbitration/Lead of Consensus
In an attempt to understand why Radiographer arbitration (third reader or
lead/coordinator of consensus) may not be implemented, non-adopters from both
surveys were requested to rate on a 5 point Likert scale how strongly they agreed or
disagreed with 11 items (0=strongly disagree, 1=disagree, 2=neither agree nor
disagree, 3=agree, 4=strongly agree). The list was non-hierarchical and included
clinical performance, cultural, pragmatic and organisational options, and a ‘no good
reason’ statement. Results were aggregated into agreement, neutral and





        
          
          
        
            
         
        
          
          
           
          
      
 
         
Figure 22 Potential Barriers to Implementing Radiographer Arbitration/Lead of Consensus
Fifty-two respondents (Directors and film readers) completed the above Likert table
(Figure 22). The results demonstrate that the main reasons not to implement 
Radiographer arbitration were units currently had ‘sufficient Radiologists’ (46.1%),
‘the organisational culture means it takes time to change’ (40.3%), along with there
is ‘no good reason’ (42.3%) not to implement it. To a slightly lesser extent was
‘individual Radiologists being resistant to change’ (34.6%), ‘no organisational
support to delegate arbitration’ (28.8%) and ‘concern that recall rates may increase
if undertaken by Radiographers’ (28.8%). 23% agreed with the statement that 
‘Radiographers do not want to undertake the role’. A minority (9.6%) agreed that 
‘cancer detection rates may decrease’, or that ‘Radiographers lack the leadership
skills to lead/co-ordinate consensus meetings’ (1.9%).




        
          
           
          
            
 
             
             
    
 
             
         
 
         
          
            
          
 
 
       
 
 
         
           
            
implementing Radiographer arbitration/lead of consensus and elucidated that in
one unit it was the recommendation at a prior QA visit (3 years ago) that stipulated
a Radiologist should perform this task. In some centres, Radiographers were
relatively new to film reading, but there was support to delegate when Consultant 
Radiographer status was achieved and if there became a departmental need.
“Readers are fairly new hence inexperienced but will eventually acquire Consultant
Mammographer status in the years to come. Following which they could lead the
arbitration process” Director 20
“This has not been necessary, however, if required in the future there are no team 
objections to having a Consultant Radiographer lead consensus” Director 21
One Director remarked that they did not have any Consultant Radiographers, and
the Advanced Practitioners did not meet the recommended requirements. In their
opinion, the guidance was “overly restrictive and has missed the boat” describing
that units with staffing shortages had already adopted what they feel is best 
practice.
“Horses and stable doors” Director 22
21.1% of the respondents were in agreement that Radiographers within their unit 
did not meet the recommended requirements as specified within the PHE guidance.




        
            
 
          
       
       
          
         
       
         
         
      
         
 
       
     
        
            
         
         
         
               
           
          
(Advanced practitioners and Consultant Radiographers) to a specific sub-section.
The results are presented in section 6.10.6 (Figure 23 and Figure 24).
To assess the extent to which responses differed between individual professional
roles, a Kruskal-Wallis test was undertaken. This demonstrated significant 
differences (p=0.013 and p=0.041 respectively) between Consultant Radiographers
and Advanced Practitioners in response to ‘no organisational support to delegate
arbitration’. The Advanced Practitioners agreed with this statement scoring the
highest and Consultant Radiographers disagreed with the statement. Again,
Advanced Practitioners perceive that the ‘organisational culture means it takes time
to change’, but the Consultant Radiographer responses did not support this. These
results indicate that Consultant Radiographers have a different perception to
Advanced Practitioners regarding task shifting and local organisational culture.
6.10.6 Radiographers Attaining the Recommended Requirements for
Delegation of Arbitration/Lead of Consensus
Third reader arbitration/lead of consensus requires individuals to be highly specific 
and hence reduce needless recalls. This skill is acquired via continuous learning and
consequently, why the PHE guidance recommends feedback from decision-making,
audit, continuous professional development (CPD) and case review. To determine
the extent to which Radiographers perceived they met the recommendations within
the guidance, they were asked to rate how often they met the criteria. The results
(Figure 23) demonstrate that in the vast majority of cases respondents are annually




         
     
 
      
   
         
             
           
           
          
           
         
        
       
        
        
first reads, 97.4%), undertaking the PERFORMS test (94.9%) and undergoing an
appraisal with a subsequent personal development review (97.4%).
Figure 23 The Frequency of Respondent Radiographers Meeting the Performance Criteria Within
the PHE Guidance
However, Figure 24 demonstrates that while the majority undertake a regular audit 
of their reading practice (97.4%), less are involved in team audit (69.2%). This
echoes the findings in section 6.9.10, where team mechanisms to monitor
consensus outcomes scored lower. 82.1% stated they evidenced reflective learning
from the review of interval cancers, previously assessed intervals and screen-
detected cancers. Less than 100% in this response could reflect that reflective
learning is taking place, but not necessarily being evidenced. Nevertheless, the
categories not being consistently met relate to autonomous decision-making in
assessment clinics and actively participating in decision-making and subsequent 
patient management within MDT’S. Interestingly, cross-tabulation of the results




        
           
          
	
        
 
 
          
      
           
          
         
 
    
 
      
      
 
      
  
   
  
 
mainly Advanced Practitioners, two Consultant Radiographers reported they did not 
currently meet these criteria. A further two did not undertake regular audit and
review of team results or were working towards reflective practice.
Evidence reflective learning 
Undertake regular audit and review of team 
results 
Undertake regular audit and review of personal 
reading results 
Contribute to decision-making (not just attend) at 
MDT meetings 
Undertake autonomous decision making in 
assessment clinics 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Number of radiographers
(Consultant and Advanced practitioners) 
Yes No Working towards 
Figure 24 The Number of Respondent Radiographers Attaining the Recommended Requirements
for Delegation of Arbitration/Lead of Consensus
While the PHE guidance does not stipulate accreditation with the SCoR is a 
requirement, it incorporates the statement.
“The Society and College of Radiographers (SCoR) can provide accreditation of
Advanced and Consultant Practitioners regarding the four pillars of practice which





       
         
          
      
 
        
  
 
        
           
             
          




    
The survey result shows that in the main (71.8%) respondent Consultant 
Radiographers and Advanced Practitioners have never been accredited (Figure 25).  
The context of the above statement within national guidance was explored further
in the subsequent qualitative interview’s (Chapter 8).
Consultant Radiographer 
Locum Consultant Radiographer 
Advanced Practitioner 
Other 
0 5 10 15 20 
Yes, currently No, but previously Never been accredited 
Figure 25 The Number of Respondent Consultant Radiographers and Advanced Practitioners
Accredited with the SCoR
6.11 Other Issues Raised by Survey Respondents
One Director raised the critical issue of Radiographers being subjected to a medico-
legal claim if they dismissed cancer when acting as the third reader arbitrator
“I have personal concerns about exposing a third read arbitrating Radiographer to




          
            
    	      
             
           
          
      
             
         
          
           
  
  
             
             
   
           
   
        
          
          
This issue was explored with the respondent in the subsequent telephone interview
(Chapter 8). However, e-mail correspondence with the professional officer for The
Society and College of Radiographers conveyed that they do not have specific data 
on this. This led to contact with the organisation NHS Resolutions who reported
that the highest number of claims where they were asked to identify an expert 
witness was for missed foetal anomaly examinations (undertaken and reported
almost exclusively by sonographers). They stated:
“We have had a few breast reporting related cases but have also had cases where
physical injury as a result of the mammogram has been alleged”.
It is inevitable that as Radiographers are increasingly involved with reporting and
arbitration of screening cases that the numbers of claims against these staff may
increase.
6.12 Chapter Summary
This chapter has discussed the relevance of a national electronic survey in relation to
the current study and presented an analysis of the survey responses. The main
findings demonstrate that:
• There is national variance in all elements of reporting and arbitration
practices.
• From the respondent results, non-blinded reading is predominantly
undertaken, which may have repercussions on the decision-making of the




             
         
           
        
               
     
              
         
     
            
          
     
    
          
             
            





• The pairing of the reporters is mainly based on a professional role rather
than performance measures as suggested by the NHSBSP.
• There is also variation as to which cases (concordant/discordant) are
evaluated and the professional roles undertaking/leading the process.
• Staff are influenced by knowing who has recalled a case, and this may bias
decision-making at the review.
• There is a lack of clarity of the definition of arbitration and consensus, with
the two, interchanged and divergent views on the advantages and
disadvantages of the processes.
• The PHE guidance on arbitration has had minimal impact on the units that 
responded. However, there are several recommended requirements in the
guidance that Radiographers (Advanced Practitioners and Consultant 
Radiographers) are not currently attaining.
The next chapter explains the NHSBSP Central Return Dataset (KC62), and the
rationale for the parameters used to compare the performance of units. Recall rates
are correlated with cancer detection rates. Survey results on reporting and




      
 
    
          
               
          
         
            
           
            
   
           
             
         
               
             





Chapter 7. KC62 Performance Data and Analysis of Unit Performance 
Based on Specific Metrics
7.1 Introduction
The NHSBSP Central Return Dataset (KC62) captures statistical data on an annual
basis. KC62 data is validated and analysed by NHS Digital to monitor the quality and
effectiveness of breast screening. It is also utilised to monitor individual
programmes performance regarding the achievement of cancer targets and facilitate
comparisons with other units regionally and nationally. The annual KC62 central
return dataset provides published data on the numbers and age groups of women
invited, the acceptance of screening, and the outcomes from the 80 breast screening
units in England.
Breast Screening Information System (BSIS) is a tool that has been created by the
screening group of PHE. Compared to the previous regional reports, the BSIS system
provides reports which demonstrate how a particular reader has performed
compared to all other readers in England. PPV of recalls, cancer detection rates and
discrepant cancer detection rate are the metrics used. The benefits of the report for




     




              
             
         
      
      
          
         
           
        
 
           
          
  
         
        
            
            
 
 
             
      
           
      
         
             
          
 
 
           
            
 
Table 35.  The Benefits of the BSIS Generated Report
(Taken from FRQAWorking Group 2017)
Individual reader, the report: 
1. Provides a unique, unbiased insight into your reading practice
2. Identifies personal strengths and any weaknesses
3. Provides sequential reports that show a drift in detection rates or other parameters
4. Enables the targeting of personal development to address any possible issues
The service, the report: 
1. Provides greater granularity than gross statistics, e.g. recall to assess, standardised detection
ratios (SDRs), invasive cancer rates
2. Informs film reading developments and strategies, highlighting instances where protocols
should be reviewed and revised
3. Enables targeting of personal development for team members
4. Highlights readers within the team possessing particular strengths that may be useful to
support other team members, helping to determine optimal reader pairings
The programme: 
1. Informs policy, guidance and, in the future, potentially standards
2. Identifies excellent, specific services from whom all services can learn
7.2 KC62 Data Reviewed for this Study
An advisory group was convened to recommend on the parameters to use to review
the performance of units relative to data obtained from the survey. The group
consisted of an Assistant Professor of Screening and Test Evaluation (Warwick
University), Breast Radiologist and regional QA Radiologist (University Hospital
Coventry and Warwickshire), Breast Radiologist (Cambridge University Hospitals)
who previously sat on various committees (NHSBSP Radiology QA committee, The
Association of Breast Surgeons Audit group, National Evaluation group and the
President of the European Society of Breast Imaging) and the National Lead for
Screening QA Services at PHE Screening.
Initial discussions involved using CDR, PPV and recall rates. It was advised that 




            
           
           
            
              
          
           
          
         
             
            
        
            
            
         
 
 
           
       
          
         
            
            
the USA do not report SDR. However, on reviewing the KC62 published data tables,
PPV and overall CDR are not reported (CDR are split by prevalent and incident). To
obtain this information would require an Office for Data Release (ODR) request form
to be approved by the PHE Breast Screening Research Advisory Committee (RAC). At 
that time the RAC was still in the set-up phase with no confirmed meeting dates
scheduled. Therefore, this would have delayed the study significantly past the
identified timeframe and the decision was made to use the performance criteria 
that was published and freely available. The published outcome statistics and
explanations are provided in Table 36. It is acknowledged that cancer detection
rates are affected by the age distribution and the background incidence of the
disease in specific catchment areas (Blanks, Wallis, and Moss 1998). It is also
recognised that the SDR was not intended as a measure between individual
programmes (Blanks, Wallis, and Moss 1998). Incidence rates usually increase with
age, and although the KC62 returns provide invasive cancers detected for five-year
age bands, this was not split by prevalent and incident screens at the individual unit 
level. 
The chosen performance metrics were therefore limited to recall rates (overall,
prevalent and incident), small <15mm CDR (prevalent and incident) and SDR 
(prevalent and incident) (Appendix 9). These metrics were correlated with
arbitration strategies, reading type (blinded vs. non-blinded), units utilising
Radiographer arbitration and programme size. The resources (time, number of staff,




              
 
          
    
   
 
  
            
   
           
    
          
    
    
  
       
    
 
   
  
      
 
    
        
     
          
         
 
   
    
  
        
    
 
    
 
      
     
  
             
        
 
 
analysed relative to overall recall rates and SDR. The results are discussed in section
7.12.
Table 36.  The Outcome Statistics and Explanations for Recall Rates, and Cancer Detection Rates
Published for Individual Screening Programmes
(taken from PHE NHSBSP, 2016-17 Publication)
Measure Explanation
Overall Assessment Rate Number of women referred for assessment as a percentage
of all women screened
Prevalent Assessment Rate Number of women referred for assessment as a percentage
of all prevalent women screened
Incident Assessment Rate Number of women referred for assessment as a percentage
of all incident women screened
Prevalent – small cancers detected
(<15mm) per 1,000
The number of women with invasive cancers smaller than




Prevalent cancers. Measures the ratio of screen-detected 
invasive cancers divided by the expected number of invasive
cancers. Applies criteria from the Swedish Two-County 
randomised control trial, which is used as a benchmark of
performance. An SDR of 1 would imply the observed number
of invasive cancers is the same as that expected, greater
than 1 would indicate higher, and less than 1 lower than the
Swedish
Two-county study.
Incident - small cancers detected
(<15mm) per 1,000
The number of women with invasive cancers smaller than
15mm in diameter detected per 1,000 incident women 
screened
Incident Standardised Detection Ratio
(SDR)
Incident cancers. The ratio of screen-detected invasive
cancers to the expected number of invasive cancers
pertaining to criteria from the Swedish Two County 
randomised control trial. An SDR of 1 with an uptake of 70%




7.3 Size of Unit 
The population covered by screening units varies considerably in size.  The Forrest 
report (Forrest 1986) recommendations regarding target populations (41,150) were 
based on inviting women 50-64 years, on a three-yearly basis with an assumed 
uptake of 70%.  Based on these figures, and allowing for technical recalls and self-
referrals, a screening centre was estimated to have 12,000 attendances per annum.   
Uptake rates will naturally fluctuate yearly across individual programmes. 
Programmes that have lower uptakes would, therefore, have to invite from larger 
target populations to accomplish the same minimum volume comparative to 
programmes with high uptakes. The smallest unit in 2017-2018 screened 5,586 
women aged 50-70 and the largest screened 50,429.  Unit size is particularly 
important when comparing data for prevalent screens as this represents a much 
smaller number of women.  Hence, the comparison between units can be prone to 
error and less reliable. 
Research undertaken by Blanks et al. (2002) reported that the performance of 
smaller screening programs was inferior to medium and large programmes.  The 
performance was based on the number of cancers detected, recall rate to 
assessment and positive predictive value (PPV) for assessment. The size of the 
program was classified by the uptake (number of women attending for prevalent 
and incident screening) within a calendar year, and categorised into three groups 
(small, medium, large). Small programmes were classified as the bottom 25%, 
medium programmes as the middle 50% and a large programme, the top 25%. An 
explanation for the differences in performance was not evident, but it was 
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acknowledged that for smaller unit’s underperformance may be difficult to identify 
as there is statistical instability when dealing with relatively small numbers.  
Since 2002, an amalgamation of units has occurred, and in 2016/17, there were 80 
breast screening units rather than 95, and the NHSBSP routinely invited women 
aged 50-70. The Blanks et al. (2002) division of small, medium and large was deemed 
appropriate for the classification of unit size in this study. However, performance 
data over four years was considered a minimum to account for any peaks or troughs 
within a single year.   The size of the program was classified by the average uptake 
(number of women attending for prevalent and incident screening) from 1 April 
2013 to 31st March 2017.  Data collated was limited to the screening age 50-70 that 
all programmes routinely invited as the age extension (47-73) has been phased in at 
different time intervals across units.  
Based on this data with 80 programmes, there are 20 small programmes, 40 
medium, and 20 large. Following this principle, a small programme was classified as 
one with a total annual screening attendance of 6,659 -14,726, a medium size 
programme was 14,929 -30,226 and a large programme 30,277 – 50,224. The 
median number of women screened is detailed in Table 37. 
Table 37.  The Median and Range of Women Screened by Programme Size 
Size of unit                    
(no of programmes) 
Median(range) of programme sizes  
(2013-2017 data) 
Small (20) 10,939 (6,459 -14,726) 
Medium (40) 21,401 (14,929 -30,226) 
Large (20) 35,929 (30,277– 50,224) 
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7.4 Overall Recall Rates 
As discussed in Chapter 2, there is national variance in recall rates, and third reader 
arbitration or consensus group review can be fundamental in achieving the national 
standards. Graph 16 demonstrates the current overall recall rates for the individual 
80 breast screening units, which range from 2.04% to 7.04% with a mean of 3.80% 
(statistics for 2016-2017).  
 
*Red line=mean of 3.80% 
Figure 26 Graph 16.  Demonstrating the Overall Recall Rates (2016-2017) for all 80 Breast Screening 
Units in England 
To account for yearly variation, the data was also reviewed for the last four years.  
This demonstrates that there is little difference in the 4-year average overall recall 
rates ranging from 2.14% to 6.92% with the same mean of 3.80%, as shown in Graph 
17.  The data also demonstrate that units are relatively constant in their recall rates, 
the positions of most units on the graph being consistent.  Units with lower overall 
























recall rate of 2.0% and a 4- year average of 2.14%.  Similarly, units with high overall 
recall rates (unit 79, 2016-2017 7.0%) were consistently high over the four years 
(6.9%).   
 
*Red line=mean of 3.80 over four years 
Figure 27 Graph 17.  Demonstrating the 4 Year Average Overall Recall Rates (2013-2017) for all 80 
Breast Screening Units in England. 
 
7.5 Prevalent and Incident Recall Rates 
Four-year (2013-2017) data for prevalent and incident recall rates were also 
reviewed separately. Graph 18 demonstrates that prevalent recall rates ranged from 
4.2% to 13.7% with ten units failing to meet the NHSBSP acceptable threshold of 



































Solid red line=Acceptable threshold of 10%, Dashed red line=Achievable standard of 7% 
Figure 28 Graph 18.  Demonstrating the 4 Year Average Prevalent Recall Rates (2013-2017) for all 
80 Breast Screening Units in England. 
For incident screens, Graph 19 demonstrates that incident recall rates ranged from 
1.6% to 5.5% with all units below the NHSBSP acceptable threshold of <7% and only 
one unit above the achievable threshold of <5%. 
 
Solid red line=Acceptable threshold of 7%, Dashed red line=Achievable standard of 5% 
 
 
Figure 29 Graph 19.  Demonstrating the 4 Year Average Incident Recall Rates (2013-2017) for all 80 
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This demonstrates that units are struggling to achieve the NHSBSP recall targets for 
prevalent screens but not for incident screens.  However, the impact of over 
recalling in the incident screens is more significant as there are four times as many 
clients (53-70 age). 
7.6 Prevalent and Incident SDR (2013-2017) 
KC62 data for the same period (2013-2017) was reviewed for prevalent and incident 
SDR.  The NHSBSP minimum standard SDR is ≥ 1.00, with a target of ≥ 1.4 for both 
prevalent and incident screens. Graph 20 shows that during this period for prevalent 
screens, only one unit fails to meet the minimum standard, but an additional sixteen 
fail to meet the target for prevalent SDR. Graph 21 shows the results for incident 
screens. All units achieved the minimum standard for incident SDR, but twenty fail 
to meet the target.  
 
Solid red line=minimum standard of ≥ 1.00, Dashed red line= target SDR of ≥ 1.4 
 
Figure 30 Graph 20.  Demonstrating the 4 Year Average Prevalent SDR (2013-2017) for all 80 Breast 



























Solid red line=minimum standard of ≥ 1.00, Dashed red line= target SDR of ≥ 1.4 
Figure 31 Graph 21.  Demonstrating the 4 Year Average Incident SDR (2013-2017) for all 80 Breast 
Screening Units in England. 
Based on the KC62 SDR results for the past four years, the SDR for both prevalent 
and incident screens showed considerable variability in some units.  When the 80 
units were ranked in ascending order, a unit that was at the bottom in 2015-2016 
with an incident SDR of 1.04 was near the top in 2016-2017 with an SDR of 1.95.  A 
different unit with a low prevalent SDR in 2015-2016 ranked fourth moved to one of 
the highest (ranked 78th) for prevalent SDR in 2016-2017.  Thus, performance based 
on the average SDR for four years is difficult with data influenced by the extreme 
values in single years.   
7.7 Correlations 
7.7.1 Four Year Average Prevalent Recall rates and Prevalent <15mm 
CDR’s (2013-2017) 
The literature review highlighted the international variance in recall rates and the 
difficulty in achieving a balance between high detection (sensitivity) while limiting 
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correlation between recall rates and cancer detection (Gur et al. 2004, Yankaskas et 
al. 2001b, Otten et al. 2005, Grabler et al. 2017). A recent observational study 
(Burnside et al. 2018) has analysed screening data from 11,258,620 women in 
England aged 45-70, between April 2009 and March 2016.  The authors concluded 
that 99% of invasive cancers and high-grade DCIS were detected at an estimated 
recall rate of 7%.  Above this level low and intermediate-grade DCIS continues to be 
detected, but this is associated with rapid increases in false-positives. 
Data were analysed for all 80 breast units in England.  A bivariate correlation 
coefficient was used to determine if there was a correlation between the two 
variables of prevalent recall rates and prevalent small (<15mm) cancer detection 
rates. To account for yearly variation, the data was analysed for the four years 
between 2013-2017. Inspection of the scatterplot of the two variables identified one 
outlier unit with a high recall rate.  Pearson's correlation coefficient, r, is sensitive to 
outliers (Pernet, Wilcox, and Rousselet 2012), which can lead to a value that is an 
inaccurate summary of the data as a whole. Therefore, the analysis was also 
conducted with the outlier removed.   Both variables were normally distributed, as 
assessed by Shapiro-Wilk's test (p > .05) (with the outlier removed). 
The results demonstrate there was no statistically significant correlation between 
the 4-year average prevalent recall rates and small (<15mm) cancer detection rates 
regardless of whether the outlier was included or excluded r (77) = 0.220, p = 0.051 
(outlier excluded); r (78) = 0.205, p = 0.068 (with outlier included).  Although the p-
value is close to significance with the outlier excluded, it would only represent a 
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weak correlation (0.220). Prevalent recall rates explained 4.8% of the variation in 
small cancer detection rates.   
7.7.2 Four Year Average Prevalent Recall rates and Prevalent SDR’s (2013-
2017) 
Data for the same period (2013-2017) was analysed for prevalent recall rates and 
prevalent SDR’s.  Again, the analysis was conducted with and without the outlier 
removed.   With the outlier removed, both variables were normally distributed, as 
assessed by Shapiro-Wilk's test (p > .05).  The results demonstrate that there is a 
statistically significant, weak positive correlation between the prevalent recall rate 
and prevalent SDR, r (77) = 0.255, p=0.023 (outlier excluded) r (78) = 0.288, p = 0.01 
(outlier included). However, it is recognised that analysis and comparison between 
units can be prone to error and less reliable in smaller units as the numbers of cases 
associated with prevalent data can be small.  
7.7.3 Four-year Average Incident Recall rates and Incident <15mm CDR’s 
(2013-2017) 
A bivariate correlation coefficient was also used to determine if there was a 
correlation between the two variables of incident recall rates and incident small 
(<15mm) cancer detection rates. Both variables were normally distributed, as 
assessed by Shapiro-Wilk's test (p > .05) (outlier removed).  As with the prevalent 
results, there was no evidence to suggest a statistically significant correlation 
between the 4-year average incident recall rates and small <15mm CDR, r (77), 
=0.098, p = 0.39 (outlier excluded) r (78), 0.095, p=0.42 outlier included.  
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7.7.4 Four-Year Average Incident Recall rates and Incident SDR’s (2013-
2017) 
Data for the same period was analysed for incident recall rates and incident SDR. As 
with the prevalent data, the analysis was conducted with and without the outlier 
removed.   With the outlier removed, both variables were normally distributed, as 
assessed by Shapiro-Wilk's test (p > .05).  The results of Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient show that there is a statistically significant, moderate positive correlation 
between the incident recall rate and incident SDR, r (77), = 0.306, p = 0.006 (outlier 
excluded) r (78), =0.357, p = 0.001 (outlier included) as demonstrated in Graph 22.  
 
Figure 32 Graph 22.  Scatter Plot Demonstrating the Moderate Positive Linear Relationship of 4 
Year Average Incident recall rates and Incident SDR (outlier excluded) 
 
Visual inspection of the scatter plot shows that incident SDR increases as a function 
of recall rates but, above approximately 4% the SDR decreases and so the strength 
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of the association between recall rates and SDR depends upon how high the recall 
rate is.  A quadratic model was used to predict the maximum recall value on the 
current data.  Graph 23 demonstrates the linear and quadratic trend. For the linear 
trend, the F-ratio is 7.949, and this is significant at the 0.006 level.  For the quadratic 
trend, the F-ratio is 4.601, significant at the 0.013 level.  With a quadratic trend, the 
peak SDR in this data occurs with a recall rate of 3.781%. 
 
The form of this relationship is 
Y=ax2 + bx + c 
Where x= the recall rate, y= the incident SDR, a=-0.032 and b=0.242 
 
‘A quadratic expression is a parabola, so it has either a maximum value or a 
minimum value’ (Khan Academy 2019). 
 
and therefore, as the b2 is negative the max value is at	 !"#$	&	"$     b1= 0.242, b2= -0.032 
-0.242/ 2 x -0.032 = 3.781%   
 
These findings support the NHSBSP achievable standard of <5% for incident screens 
and are also in keeping with the 2018 (Burnside et al.) study  which states that 
 
‘a quarter of English screening units currently have recall rates below 2.6%.’ 
 
and suggests that a recall rate of approximately 3.1% for incident screens would 




Figure 33 Graph 23.  Demonstrating the 4 Year Average Incident recall rates and Incident SDR with 
a Linear and Quadratic Trend (outlier excluded) 
 
7.8 ANOVA 
7.8.1 Prevalent Cases Reviewed and Recall Rates 
In the survey, some units responded that the cases arbitrated/reviewed at 
consensus differed depending on whether it was a prevalent or incident case.  
Therefore, the strategies were analysed separately. ANOVA tests the null hypothesis 
that all group means are equal and produces an F-statistic or F-ratio.  This was, 
therefore considered the appropriate statistical test to use.  A one-way ANOVA was 
conducted to determine if the prevalent recall rates were different for the varying 
strategies. Strategies from the survey were classified into four groups: review 
discordant cases only (n = 27), review all recalls (concordant and discordant) (n = 
18), other (n = 4) and unknowns from non-responders (n = 31). The other category 
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included units specifying that they reviewed discordant recalls and technical recalls 
(even if both readers agreed in the technical recall).  Also, there was a variation in 
one unit using a third reader to arbitrate all concordant recalls. If the outcome of the 
case was likely to be benign, that case also went for consensus review. If the 
features were considered suspicious, the third reader would ratify the recall to 
assessment independently. 
 
Data for 2013-2017 was analysed.  There was one outlier unit in the unknown 
category as assessed by inspection of a boxplot. Although one-way ANOVA is 
reported to be rather robust to deviations from normality and does not significantly 
affect Type I error rates (Maxwell, Delaney, and Kelley 2017), the data were 
analysed with and without the outlier included (Weisberg 2014).  With the outlier 
excluded data was normally distributed for each group, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk 
test (p > .05); but the Levene's test for the mean (p = <.05) showed there was 
heterogeneity of variances.  Field (2009 pg: 152) describe homogeneity of variance 
as: 
‘The assumption that the spread of scores is roughly equal in different groups of 
cases’ 
ANOVA is considered robust when sample sizes are equal, but the accuracy of the F 
statistic is affected if group sizes are unequal (Wilcox 2012).  In this situation, 
ANOVA is not robust to violations of homogeneity of variance.  Not accounting for 
homogeneity of variance can result in conservative F-ratios producing a result that is 
non-significant when an actual difference exists in the population.  Conversely, a 
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significant result may be produced when there is no difference between the groups 
(the Type I error rate is not controlled) (Glass, Peckham, and Sanders 1972).  
ANOVA automatically provides a robust ANOVA (Welch’s ANOVA) if homogeneity of 
variance is violated.  As there were no specific hypotheses about the effect the 
strategy might have on recall rates, post hoc tests (Tukey and Games–Howell)  were 
selected (Field 2009) rather than custom contrasts.  Tukey is recommended 
(Westfall et al. 2011, Kirk 2013) when homogeneity of variances is not violated.  
However, this test is designed for equal numbers in the groups of the independent 
variable.  In this study, there were unequal numbers in the groups, but SPSS 
Statistics automatically runs the Tukey-Kramer post hoc test if group sample sizes 
are different (Hayter 1984). 
Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Recall rates were highest in units 
reviewing all recalls (8.4 ± 2.0), then for the other strategy (8.0 ± 3.5), discordant 
only cases (7.8 ± 1.7) and lowest (7.5 ± 2.0) for the unknown (7.3 ± 1.6 outlier 
excluded), in that order, but the differences between the strategies was not 
statistically significant, F (3, 12.777) = 1.444, p = 0.276 (outlier excluded) and 




Figure 34.  Histogram showing the Mean +/- SD of 4yr Average Prevalent Recall Rates with Cases 
Reviewed (outlier excluded)  
The results in Figure 34 indicate that the strategies are operating the same, i.e. there 
was no difference in mean prevalent recall rates for those units reviewing all recalls.  
7.8.2 Incident Cases Reviewed and Recall Rates 
A one-way ANOVA was also conducted to determine if the incident recall rates were 
different for the varying strategies. As before, strategies were classified into four 
groups: discordant cases only (n = 32), all recalled cases (n = 15), other (n = 2) and 
unknowns from non-responders (n = 31). Data for the 4-year average was analysed 
(2013-2017).  The same unit was an outlier in the data as assessed by inspection of a 
boxplot.  As before, this meant the data was not normally distributed for the 
unknown category, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk test (p <.05).  The one outlier was 
removed, and the analysis repeated.  Variances were homogeneous, as assessed by 
Levene's test for equality of variances p=.440.   
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Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation.  Recall rates were highest for the 
discordant only cases (3.1 ± 0.7), all recalls (3.1 ± 0.7), unknown units (2.8 ± 0.6), and 
lowest for the other strategy (2.7± 0.4).  Again, there is no significant difference in 
the mean incident recall rate between the different strategies regardless of whether 
the outlier was removed F (3, 75) = 0.917, p=0.437 or included F (3, 76) = 0.388, 
p=0.762 as demonstrated in Figure 35. 
 
Figure 35. Histogram showing the Mean +/- SD of 4yr Average Incident Recall Rates with Cases 
Reviewed (1 Outlier removed) 
The suggestion to review all recalls is often made at Quality Assurance visits to units 
with high recall rates, particularly in the prevalent round.  However, it is interesting 
that although not statistically significant, the highest recall rate in the prevalent 
screens was units reviewing all recalls (concordant and discordant). Without 
knowing if a significant amount of concordant recalls were returned to routine 
screening following a review, it is not possible to ascertain if reviewing all recalls is 
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worthwhile. It may be that a significant proportion of cases are considered 
benign/normal as per some of the survey comments and that this process brings 
those unit’s recall rates on par with units only reviewing discordant cases. However, 
survey comments also highlighted that although there were initial improvements in 
recall rates (decreasing), the benefit was no longer evident and reviewing all recalls 
was considered rather wasteful of limited time resources. Is the root of the problem 
actively improving individual film reader recall rates?  As discussed in the literature 
review correlations between recall rates and cancer detection rates are complex, 
and therefore these are analysed further by mapping to the arbitration strategies in 
section 7.9.  
7.8.3 Arbitration Type and Four Year Average Overall Recall Rates 
The survey results demonstrated variance in the arbitration strategies used, some 
units using both a third reader first –line and if the decision is to recall, then the case 
is reviewed at a consensus meeting.  One-way ANOVA was conducted to determine 
if the overall recall rates for the same 4-year period (2013-2017) were different 
relative to the type of arbitration used.   Strategies from the survey were classified 
into four groups: a single third reader (n = 10), group consensus (n=32), mixed 
strategies (n=7) and the unknowns (n=31).  As before the same one unit was an 
outlier as assessed by inspection of a boxplot for values greater than 1.5 box-lengths 
from the edge of the box.  The analysis was conducted with and without the outlier 
removed. 
With the outlier removed, data was normally distributed for each group, as assessed 
by the Shapiro-Wilk test (p >.05).  Variances were homogeneous, as assessed by 
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Levene's test for equality of variances (p >0.05). Data are presented as mean ± 
standard deviation (Figure 36). Overall recall rates increased from the unknown 
group (3.6 ± 0.8), to the consensus group review (3.7 ± 0.9), to single third reader 
(4.0 ± 0.8) to the mixed strategies (4.5 ± 0.5) groups, but the differences between 
the arbitration groups were not statistically significant F (3, 75) = 2.589, p = 0.059 
(outlier excluded), F	(3, 76) = 1.801, p = 0.154 (outlier included). 
 
Figure 36.  Histogram showing the Mean +/- SD of 4yr Average Overall Recall Rate Relative to the 
Arbitration Strategy 
7.8.4 Reading Type (blinded, non-blinded, partially blinded) and Four Year 
Average Overall Recall Rates 
Free text comments from the survey highlighted that some respondents felt they 
were influenced by reading practices and the ability to see what the first reader had 
reported.  This is particularly important if units are reviewing only the discordant 
cases as a second reader may be influenced to recall based on the first reader’s 
decision.  Therefore, the data was first analysed with one-way ANOVA to determine 
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if the reading type demonstrated a statistically significant difference on average 
overall recall rates (2013-2017). Reading types were classified into three groups: 
blind reading (n = 4), partially blinded (n=14) and non-blinded (n=31) and the 
unknowns (n=31).  Data was again analysed with and without the outlier unit. 
Data were normally distributed for each group, as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test 
(p >.05) with the outlier excluded. Homogeneity of variance was met (Levene’s test 
p = .286). Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation (Figure 37). Overall 
recall rates increased from the partial blinding (3.5 ± 0.9), to the unknowns (3.6 ± 
0.8), to fully blinded (4.0 ± 0.5) to the non-blinded units (4.0 ± 0.9) groups, but the 
differences between the reading types were not statistically significant, F	 (3, 75) = 
1.984, p = 0.124 (outlier excluded) F	(3, 76) =1.309, p=0.278 (outlier included). 
 
Figure 37.   Histogram showing the Mean +/- SD of 4-Year Average Overall Recall Rate Relative to 




7.9 Two-way ANOVA 
A two-way ANOVA tests for differences in the effects of two nominal independent 
variables on a dependent continuous outcome variable.  Therefore, to examine the 
effects of the reading type (blinded, partially blinded and non-blinded) and the cases 
reviewed (discordant only vs. all recalls) on prevalent overall recall rates (2013-2017) 
a two-way ANOVA was conducted. 
7.9.1  Prevalent Reading Type, Cases Arbitrated and Four Year Average 
Overall Recall Rates 
Residual analysis was performed to test for the assumptions of the two-way ANOVA. 
Outliers were assessed by inspection of a boxplot; normality was assessed using 
Shapiro-Wilk's normality test, and homogeneity of variances was assessed by 
Levene's test. There was one outlier being greater than 1.5 box-lengths from the 
edge of the box in a boxplot. The one outlier was therefore removed, and the 
analysis repeated.  Residuals were normally distributed (p > .05). The assumption of 
homogeneity of variances was violated, as assessed by Levene's test for equality of 
variances, p = .023 based on the mean value. Two-way ANOVA is also stated to be 
rather robust to heterogeneity of variance (Jaccard 1998), and therefore the test 
was still considered appropriate.  
 
Visual inspection of the profile plot gave an initial impression of an interaction 
between the two independent variables.  However, as stated by Fox (1991), profile 
plots cannot determine an interaction effect as they are based on sample	data and 
may reflect a sampling error.  Therefore, statistical significance testing is required to 
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test for the presence of an interaction effect.  These results show the interaction 
effect between reading type and prevalent cases reviewed on overall prevalent 
recall rates was not statistically significant with F (3, 71) = 0.537, p = 0.659, partial 
η2 = .022 or without the outlier unit F	(3, 70) = 0.624, p = 0.602, partial η2 = .026 as 
demonstrated.  The profile plots were then reproduced with standard error (SE) bars 
(Figure 38,39) which demonstrated large error values. 
 





Figure 39.  Estimated Marginal Means of 4-Year Average Prevalent Recall Rates 
 
When there is no statistically significant interaction effect, it is recommended to 
analyse the main effect (Faraway 2014).  Searle (2006) reports that a  
 
‘non-statistically significant interaction effect is not evidence of its absence (i.e., not 
rejecting the null hypothesis does not mean accepting the null hypothesis)’ 
 
This was performed for reading type and indicated there was no statistically 
significant main effect of reading type, or cases reviewed on prevalent recall rates 






Table 38.  Test of Between-Subject Effects.  Dependent Variable 4year average prevalent recall rate 
Outlier Included Outlier Excluded 
Source df F Sig. 
Partial 
Eta 






2 1.725 .186 .046 Reading 
type 
2 2.005 .142 .054 
Cases 
reviewed 
2 .097 .908 .003 Cases 
reviewed 
2 .0113 .893 .003 
Error 71    Error 70    
 
The ‘unknowns’ were also removed from the dataset and the procedure repeated.  
The results (Table 39) still show no main effect for reading type or cases reviewed on 
the four-year average prevalent recall rate. 
Table 39.  Test of Between-Subject Effects.  Unknowns removed.  Dependent Variable 4year 
average prevalent recall rate 
Source df F Sig. Partial Eta Squared 
Reading type 2 1.742 .188 .078 
Cases reviewed 2 .098 .907 .005 
Error 41    
Total 49    
Corrected Total 48    
 
7.9.2 Incident Reading Type, Cases Arbitrated and Four Year Average 
Overall Recall Rates 
A two-way ANOVA was also conducted to examine the effects of the reading type 
(blinded, partially blinded and non-blinded) and the cases reviewed (discordant only 
vs. all recalls) on incident overall recall rates (2013-2017). Again, there was the same 
outlier unit identified, and therefore the analysis was repeated with the outlier 
removed.  Residuals were normally distributed (p > .05). Variances were 
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homogeneous, as assessed by Levene's test for equality of variances, p = .109.  The 
interaction effect between reading type and incident cases reviewed on overall 
incident recall rates was not statistically significant, F (3, 71) = 0.410, p = 0.746, 
partial η2 = .017 (with outlier) with or without the outlier unit F	 (3, 70) = 0.498, p = 
0.685, partial η2 = .021 (outlier removed). The profile plots with standard error (SE) 
bars (Figure 40, 41) again demonstrated the SE bars overlapping, confirming the 
difference between the means is not statistically significant. 
 





Figure 41.  Estimated Marginal Means of 4-Year Average Incident Recall Rates 
Analysis of the main effect was performed for reading type and indicated there was 
no statistically significant main effect, F (2, 71) = 0.084, p = .920, partial η2 = .002 
(outlier included) F (2, 70) = 0.102 p = .904, partial η2 = .003 (outlier excluded).  
Analysis of the main effect for cases reviewed was also not statistically significant F 
(2, 71) = .103, p = .903, partial η2 = .003 on prevalent recall rates (outlier included) F 
(2, 70) = .125, p = .883, partial η2 = .004 (outlier excluded). The ‘unknowns’ were also 
removed from the incident data and the procedure repeated.  The results still show 
no main effect for reading type F (2, 41) = 0.087, p = 0.917, partial η2 = 0.04 or cases 








7.10.1 Radiographer Third Reader Arbitrators and Four Year Average 
Overall Recall Rates 
From the survey responses, some units indicated that Radiographers were currently 
undertaking single third reader arbitration. One-way ANOVA was conducted to 
determine if the overall recall rates for the same 4-year period (2013-2017) were 
different depending upon Radiographers or Radiologists/Breast Clinicians 
undertaking the task.  Survey responses indicating Radiographer arbitration was 
undertaken in their unit were amalgamated to include Advanced Practitioners and 
Consultant Radiographers. Therefore, there were four classified groups: Yes, 
Radiographers undertake third reader arbitration (n = 11), no, Radiographers do not 
undertake third reader arbitration (performed by Radiologists or Breast Clinicians 
n=15), not applicable for units only using group consensus (n=23) and the unknowns 
(n=31).  
With the outlier unit excluded, data was normally distributed for each group, as 
assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test (p >.05).  Homogeneity of variance was met 
(Levene’s test p = .071). Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Overall 
recall rates increased from the unknowns (3.6 ± 0.8), to the N/A (3.7 ± 1.0), to units 
not utilising Radiographer third reader arbitrators (4.0 ± 0.7) to units utilising 
Radiographer arbitrators (4.0 ± 0.8) groups, but the differences between the reading 
types were not statistically significant, F	(3, 75) = 1.022, p = 0.388 (outlier excluded) 





Figure 42.  Histogram showing the Mean +/- SD of 4-Year Average Overall Recall Rate Relative to 
Units Utilising Radiographer Third Reader Arbitration 
7.10.2 Radiographer Leading Consensus and Four Year Average Overall 
Recall Rates  
The survey responses also confirmed that some units utilised Radiographers to 
lead/co-ordinate consensus group reviews.  One-way ANOVA was conducted to 
determine if the overall recall rates were different depending upon Radiographers 
(Advanced Practitioners and Consultant Radiographers) leading consensus 
compared to other professional roles (Radiologists and Breast Clinicians). Some 
survey respondents selected that there was no leader of the consensus.  Therefore, 
there were five classified groups: Yes, Radiographers lead consensus (n = 19), no, 
Radiographers do not lead consensus (n=11), no-lead (n=8), not applicable for units 
only using arbitration (n=11) and the unknowns (n=31). As before, with the outlier 
unit excluded data was normally distributed for each group, as assessed by Shapiro-
Wilk test (p >.05). Homogeneity of variance was met (Levene’s test p = .343). Data 
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are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Overall recall rates increased from the 
unknown group (3.6 ± 0.8), to the no lead group (3.6 ± 1.0), to units utilising 
Radiographers as leads of consensus (3.8 ± 0.7) to units not using consensus (4.0 ± 
0.8) to units using only Radiologists or Breast Clinicians to lead (4.1 ± 1.1).  However, 
the differences between the groups were not statistically significant, F (4, 74) = 
0.962, p = 0.433 (outlier excluded) F (4, 75) = 0.554, p = 0.696 (outlier included) as 
demonstrated in Figure 43.	
	
Figure 43.  Histogram showing the Mean +/- SD of 4-Year Average Overall Recall Rate relative to 
Professionals Leading Consensus Meetings 
7.10.3 Programme Size and Four Year Average Overall Recall Rates  
Results from the Blanks et al. (2002) study implied that performance in smaller 
programmes was slightly inferior compared to medium and large programmes as 
measured by PPV of assessment and cancer detection rates.  PPV is the likelihood of 
invasive cancer being present when recalled for assessment.  As recall rates can be 
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significantly influenced by third reader arbitration or consensus, one-way ANOVA 
was primarily conducted (data 2013-2017) to determine if overall recall rates were 
different with the size of the program.   
Programme size was classified into three groups: small (n = 20), medium (n=40), and 
large (n=20). The one same unit which (small size category) was an extreme outlier 
in the data as assessed by inspection of a boxplot.  The analysis was therefore again 
conducted both with and without this unit included.  Data were normally distributed 
for each group, as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test (p >.05) with the outlier 
excluded.   Variances were homogeneous, as assessed by Levene's test for equality 
of variances (p = .448).  Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Overall 
recall rates increased from the small programmes (3.6 ± 0.7), to the medium 
programmes (3.7 ± 0.9), to large programmes (4.0 ± 0.9), but the differences 
between the programme sizes were not statistically significant, F	(2, 76) = 1.337, p = 
0.269 (outlier excluded) F	 (2, 77) = 0.576, p = 0.564 (outlier included) as 





Figure 44.  Histogram showing the Mean +/- SD of 4 Year Average Overall Recall Rate by 
Programme Size 
 
7.10.4 Programme Size and Four Year Average Prevalent and Incident SDR  
One-way ANOVA was also conducted (data 2013-2017) to determine if prevalent 
and incident SDR were different with the size of the program.  With the same 
programme size classification analysis was conducted both with and without the 
extreme outlier unit included. 
 
Prevalent data was normally distributed for each group, as assessed by the Shapiro-
Wilk test (p >.05) with the outlier excluded.   The assumption of homogeneity of 
variances was violated, as assessed by Levene's test for equality of variances (p = 
.001).  Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Prevalent SDR rates 
increased from the small programmes (1.5 ± 0.3) to the large programmes (1.6 ± 
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0.2), to medium programmes (1.6 ± 0.2), but the differences between the 
programme sizes were not statistically significant, Welch F (2, 34.126) = 0.889, p = 
0.420 (outlier excluded). 
 
Incident data was normally distributed for each group, as assessed by the Shapiro-
Wilk test (p >.05) with the outlier excluded.   Variances were homogeneous as 
assessed by Levene's test for equality of variances (p = .662).  Data are presented as 
mean ± standard deviation. Incident SDR rates increased from the small 
programmes (1.47 ± 0.1), to the large programmes (1.47 ± 0.1), to medium 
programmes (1.48 ± 0.1), but the differences between the programme sizes were 
not statistically significant, F (2, 76) = 0.135, p = 0.874 (outlier excluded). 
7.11 ANCOVA  
The one-way ANCOVA (analysis	 of	 covariance) is considered an extension of 
ANOVA and similarly can be used to ascertain if there are any significant differences 
between two (or more) independent groups on the dependent variable (Leppink 
2018).  Compared to the one-way ANOVA, the one-way ANCOVA allows statistical 
control for a third variable (often termed the confounding variable). This third 
variable that may confound results is called the covariate.  Therefore, to determine 
whether small cancer detection rates and SDR (prevalent and incident screens) 
differed based on the arbitration strategy while controlling for the recall rate, one-




7.11.1 Four Year Average Prevalent Recall Rate, Four Year Average 
Prevalent <15mm CDR’s and Arbitration Strategy 
An ANCOVA was run to determine the effect of the arbitration strategy on prevalent 
small cancer detection rates after controlling for prevalent recall rates.  Figures 45-
48 demonstrate the range of the 4-year average prevalent recall rates (4.19-13.71) 
and the 4-year average prevalent small CDR (0.75-5.20) mapped to the individual 
arbitration strategy.  The R-squared value is < 0.3 for all strategies, which is 
considered a none or very weak effect size. 
 






Figure 46.  Grouped Scatter plot of Prevalent <15mm CDR, Prevalent Recall Rates and Consensus. 
	
	







Figure 48.  Grouped Scatter plot of Prevalent <15mm CDR, Prevalent Recall Rates and All 
Arbitration Strategies (including the unknowns). 
There was homogeneity of regression slopes as the interaction term was not 
statistically significant, F (3, 72) = 0.026, p = 0.994. Standardised residuals for the 
interventions were normally distributed as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk's test (p > 
.05). There was homoscedasticity, as assessed by visual inspection of the 
standardised residuals plotted against the predicted values. Variances were 
homogeneous as assessed by Levene's test of homogeneity of variance (p = 0.291). 
There was one outlier in the data, as assessed by cases with standardised residuals 
greater than ±3 standard deviations. Data are adjusted mean ± standard error. Small 
CDR was greater in the third reader arbitrator group (3.62 ± 0.26) compared to the 
consensus group (3.24 ± 0.15) the unknown group (3.00 ± 0.15) and the mixed 
strategy group (2.91 ± 0.32), respectively.  After adjustment for recall rates, there 
was not a statistically significant difference in small cancer detection rates between 
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the strategies, F (3, 75) = 1.72, p = 0.17, partial η2 = .064.  A one-way ANCOVA was 
rerun without the outlier included in the analysis.  In conclusion, both results show 
no statistically significant difference F (3, 74) = 2.21, p = 0.09, partial η2 = 0.082. 
7.11.2 Four-year Average Prevalent Recall Rate, 4-Year Average Prevalent 
SDR and Arbitration Strategy  
Figures 49-52 demonstrate the range of the 4-year average prevalent recall rates 
(4.19-13.71) and the 4-year average prevalent SDR (0.94-2.15) mapped to the 
individual arbitration strategy.  Again, the R-squared value is < 0.3 for all strategies, 
which is considered a none or very weak effect size. 
 




Figure 50.  Grouped Scatter plot of Prevalent SDR, Prevalent Recall Rates and Consensus 
 
 





Figure 52.		Grouped Scatter of Prevalent SDR, Prevalent Recall Rates and All Arbitration Strategies 
(including the unknowns). 
Analysis of prevalent recall rates and prevalent SDR demonstrated there was 
homogeneity of regression slopes as the interaction term was not statistically 
significant, F (3, 72) = 0.904, p = 0.443. Standardised residuals for the interventions 
were not normally distributed, as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk's test (p < .05) for 
the consensus and mixed strategy groups. However, one-way ANCOVA is reported 
to be reasonably robust to deviations from normality with heterogeneity having a 
more significant effect on F-test robustness than non-normality (Blanca et al. 2017) 
and therefore the test was still considered appropriate.  There was 
homoscedasticity, as assessed by visual inspection of the standardised residuals 
plotted against the predicted values.  There was homogeneity of variances, as 
assessed by Levene's test of homogeneity of variance (p = .090).  There were no 
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outliers in the data, as assessed by no cases with standardised residuals greater than 
±3 standard deviations. 
 
Data are adjusted mean ± standard error. Prevalent SDR was higher in the third 
reader arbitrator group (1.69 ± 0.7) compared to the mixed group (1.63 ± 0.09) the 
consensus group (1.59 ± 0.04) and the unknown strategy group (1.59 ± 0.04), 
respectively.  After adjustment for recall rates, there was no statistically significant 
difference in prevalent SDR between the strategies, F (3, 75) = 0.667, p = 0.58, 
partial η2 = .026 
7.11.3 Four Year Average Incident Recall Rate, Four Year Average Incident 
<15mm CDR’s and Arbitration Strategy 
Data for the same period was run in ANCOVA to determine the effect of the 
arbitration strategy on incident small cancer detection rates after controlling for 
recall rates. Figure 53 demonstrates the range of the 4-year average incident recall 
rates (1.58-5.54) and the 4-year average incident small CDR (2.32-4.43) mapped to 




Figure 53.  Grouped Scatter of Incident <15mm CDR, Incident Recall Rates and Arbitration Strategy 
 
There was homogeneity of regression slopes as the interaction term was not 
statistically significant, F (3, 72) = 1.66, p =0.183.  Standardised residuals for the 
interventions were normally distributed, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk's test (p > .05).  
There was homoscedasticity, as assessed by visual inspection of the standardised 
residuals plotted against the predicted values.  There was homogeneity of variances, 
as assessed by Levene's test of homogeneity of variance (p = .122).  There were no 
outliers in the data, as assessed by no cases with standardised residuals greater than 
±3 standard deviations.  Data are adjusted mean ± standard error. Incident <15mm 
CDR was higher in the consensus group (3.32 ± 0.08) compared to the third reader 
arbitrator group (3.29 ± 0.14) the mixed group (3.18 ± 0.17) and the unknown 
strategy group (3.14 ± 0.08), respectively.  After adjustment for recall rates, there 
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was no statistically significant difference in small cancer detection rates between the 
strategies, F (3, 75) = 0.957, p = 0.418, partial η2 = .037. 
7.11.4 Four Year Average Incident Recall Rate, Four Year Average Incident 
SDR and Arbitration Strategy 
An ANCOVA was initially run to determine the effect of the arbitration strategy on 
incident SDR after controlling for recall rates. Figure 54 demonstrates the range of 
the 4-year average incident recall rates (1.58-5.54) and the 4-year average incident 
SDR (1.21-1.79) mapped to the arbitration strategy.  One of the data assumption 
checks of ANCOVA is that there is no interaction between the covariate (incident 
recall rate) and the independent variable (arbitration strategy) (i.e. the regression 
lines must be parallel having the same slope). The results demonstrated there was a 
statistically significant interaction (p < .05), and therefore the assumption of 
homogeneity of regression slopes was violated, and ANCOVA analysis was not 





Figure 54.  Grouped Scatter of Incident SDR, Incident Recall Rates and Arbitration Strategy 
 
A multiple regression was, therefore, run to determine how much of the variation in 
incident SDR can be explained by the incident recall rates and incident arbitration 
strategy as a whole, but also the relative contribution of each of the independent 
variables in explaining the variance. There was linearity as assessed by partial 
regression plots and a plot of studentised residuals against the predicted values.  
Independence of observations in multiple regression is designed to  
‘test for 1st-order autocorrelation, which means that adjacent observations 




In SPSS, this can be checked using the Durbin-Watson statistic.  This statistic can 
range from 0 to 4, with a value of approximately two signifying that there is no 
correlation between residuals. Residuals were independent as assessed by a Durbin-
Watson statistic of 1.55. There was homoscedasticity, as assessed by visual 
inspection of a plot of studentised residuals versus unstandardised predicted values.  
Multicollinearity occurs when the independent variables are highly correlated, with 
a change in one variable, causing a change in another variable.  This is problematic 
and may cause difficulties in interpretation of the results (biased estimation and the 
statistical power of the regression model may be reduced) (Yoo et al. 2014).  There 
was no evidence of multicollinearity, as assessed by tolerance values greater than 
0.1. There were no outliers (studentised deleted residuals higher than ±3 standard 
deviations). 
The data was also assessed to determine whether any cases exhibited high leverage 
which can influence the regression analysis.  Huber and Ronchetti (2009) consider 
leverage values ‘less than 0.2 as safe, 0.2 to less than 0.5 as risky, and values of 0.5 
and above as dangerous’. In this data set, two units had a 0.2 value.  However, 
Cook's Distance measure, which provides an indication of influence on a data point 
was 0.14.  A Cook’s Distance greater than 0.5 requires further investigation as it may 
be influential (Cook and Weisberg 1982). To run inferential statistics (i.e., determine 
statistical significance), the errors in prediction (residuals) must be normally 
distributed.  The assumption of normality was met, as assessed by a P-P Plot.  
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The multiple regression model statistically significantly predicted incident SDR F (4, 
75) = 4.57, p= 0.002, adj. R2 = .153. All four variables added statistically significantly 
to the prediction, p < .05. Regression coefficients and standard errors can be found 
in Table 40.  This demonstrates that for a 1% increase in incident recall rates there 
was an increase in incident SDR which was greatest for the consensus strategy (0.08) 
and least for the third reader arbitrator (0.05). 





B Std. Error Beta 
 Intercept 1.278 .057  
Unknown strategy .062 .020 .753 
3rd reader arbitrator .050 .021 .436 
Consensus .080 .020 .965 
Mixed strategy .061 .020 .498 
7.12 Correlation of Resources for Consensus Group Review, Third Reader 
Arbitrator (Time, number of cases, number of staff and number of 
sessions) and Four Year Average Overall Recall Rates  
Results from the survey indicated that more units undertake consensus group 
review compared to a single third reader arbitrator.  However, free-text comments 
highlighted that consensus meetings often included one or both of the original 
readers who rarely changed their opinion and subsequently, very few women were 
returned to routine recall. Thematic analysis of free-text comments also emphasised 
that there are limited staffing resources, that group consensus is time-consuming, 
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resource-intensive and may be logistically challenging.  Hence, the data was 
analysed to determine if the time and resources invested in group consensus 
correlated to a reduction in overall recall rates.   
A Pearson's correlation was initially run to assess the relationship between total 
staff minutes (number of staff per meeting multiplied by the time per week) and 4-
year average overall recall rates.   Not all variables were normally distributed, as 
assessed by Shapiro-Wilk's test (p < .05) and therefore, the non-parametric 
Spearman’s rank correlation was also undertaken.  
The results demonstrate there was no statistically significant correlation between 
total staff minutes and overall recall rates, Spearman rs (47) = .239, p = .098.  This 
suggests that increasing time and number of staff spent in reviewing arbitration 
cases does not impact on overall recall rates.  
A Pearson's correlation was also run to assess the relationship between total staff 
minutes (number of staff per meeting multiplied by the time per week) and 4-year 
average prevalent and incident SDR.   Again, not all variables were normally 
distributed, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk's test (p < .05) and therefore, Spearman’s 
rank correlation was performed.  There was no statistically significant correlation 
between total staff minutes and 4-year average prevalent SDR, Spearman rs (47) = -
0.150, p = 0.305.  This was also the case for incident SDR Spearman rs (47) = -
0.072, p = 0.624.  This again suggests that increased resources (time and number of 




In this study, there are variations in the performance parameters reviewed at the 
unit level.  In particular, recall rates, the reasons for which are unclear. Recalling a 
higher proportion of normal women for assessment adds additional pressures to 
services already facing staffing shortages. 
No statistically significant correlation was found between the 4-year average recall 
rates and small (<15mm) cancer detection rates (prevalent and incident). However, 
there was a statistically significant, weak/moderate positive correlation between the 
prevalent/incident recall rates respectively and SDR.  The peak incident SDR in the 
data occurred with a recall rate of 3.781%.   
In this study, there was no difference in mean recall rates between units for the 
cases reviewed; the arbitration strategy; the reading type; professional role 
undertaking the third reader arbitration/leading consensus or programme size. 
There were no statistically significant differences for the four-year average prevalent 
and incident SDR between programme sizes.  In conclusion, overall, there was no 
statistically significant difference between the arbitration strategies for small cancer 
detection rates (prevalent and incident) or SDR (prevalent and incident). 
Increasing time and number of staff spent in reviewing arbitration cases, did not 
impact on overall recall rates or overall SDR. In units with a diminishing workforce 
reverting to a third reader may become more common as consensus group review 
was considered time-consuming by some respondents in the survey.  However, for a 
1% increase in incident recall rates, there was an increase in incident SDR which was 
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greatest for the consensus strategy (0.08) and least for the third reader arbitrator 
strategy (0.05). The slightly higher increase obtained with consensus may reflect 
that a group review makes the most of skill mix and precludes the ‘blind spots’ 
individual to each reader. 
There are several limitations in this study which could affect the results.  The 
individual round length for each unit is unknown and hence any slippage in round 
length (women are screened more than three years since their last screen) could 
affect the units SDR. The KC62 data publicly available does not provide data on non-
invasive or micro-invasive disease for individual units.  It was therefore not possible 
to ascertain if higher recall rates were associated with higher DCIS rates.    
Reading practices, arbitration strategies, and Radiographer arbitration data are only 
available for units that responded to the surveys and therefore, analysis of this data 
for all 80 units may show different and statistically significant results. Some units 
introduced Radiographer arbitration within 2016-2017 and therefore a review of 
national data over an extended period would need to be analysed to ascertain if 
there is any impact on overall recall rates. 
The next chapter builds upon the information obtained from the surveys on current 
reporting/arbitration practices and the limitations of the current decision-making 
strategies. Semi-structured telephone interviews were undertaken to critique the 
PHE arbitration guidance and to explore staff perceptions on the barriers and 
facilitators to implementation.  Also, the interviews were used to explore alternative 
models of service delivery and the future use of AI in breast screening. 
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Chapter 8. Semi-Structured Telephone Interviews 
8.1 Introduction 
The literature review has demonstrated the complexity of human decision-making 
and the dynamics associated with group decision-making.  The survey results in 
Chapter 6 also illustrate national variance in all elements of reporting and arbitration 
practices, with a potential impact on the second reader and recall rates.  However, 
although the KC62 data analysis demonstrated variance in recall rates, this could not 
be attributed to a particular reporting or arbitration strategy.  
This chapter discusses the qualitative research undertaken, using semi-structured 
telephone interviews, offering a rationale for the sample selected from the pre-
determined sampling frame, while critically appraising the data collection method.  
The interviews conducted with the reporting staff aimed to explore further the 
rationale for currently observed variances, and views on the subsequent effects on 
decision-making, recall rates and ultimately CDR and how it might be improved. 
Participants’ views on alternative models of service delivery, and the information 
technology required to support reporting and arbitration practices in the future 
were also sought.  
8.1.1 Rationale  
Qualitative research methods are able to focus on processes and can frequently 
highlight a sense of change (Bryman 2015). Both are relevant to this study following 
the publication of the PHE arbitration guidance. Individual interviews can provide an 
opportunity for in-depth exploration of an individual’s personal views of the topic 
being studied and enable detailed subject coverage (Coolican 2004). Ritchie and 
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Lewis (2003) state that individual interviews are appropriate for research that 
requires an understanding of entrenched or complex systems.  This approach was 
therefore judged appropriate to this study, as Chapter 4 identified that in an NHS 
organisation, systems of work and behaviour can often be embedded, with 
organisational culture being the main factor that inhibits change (Catchpole 2013). 
8.1.2 Research Objectives of Semi-Structured Interviews 
Chapter 6 established that non-blinding reading and arbitration is predominantly 
undertaken (in the respondent units) with potential repercussions on the decision-
making of the second reader and third reader arbitrator (or group).  In-depth 
interviews were therefore conducted to explore the survey data further in order to: 
investigate the limitations of the current reporting/arbitration practices; study staff 
opinions on the content of the PHE arbitration guidance; understand the 
motivations to implement or to negate Radiographer arbitration; explore the 
impacts and outcomes of unit variance and the future use of AI in breast screening. 
8.2 Methods 
8.2.1 Telephone Interviews 
Some social science literature concludes that face-to-face interviews are superior for 
constructing narrative data, with other modes (e.g. telephone) considered inferior 
(Holt 2010, Irvine, Drew, and Sainsbury 2013, Kazmer and Xie 2008).  Key challenges 
described relate to difficulties in establishing a rapport, the inability to react to 
visual cues, and observation of the individual in the work environment; possibly 
diminishing the quality of empirical data collected.  Conversely, Stephens (2007) and 
Cachia and Millward (2011) report telephone interviews are constructive and a valid 
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methodological tool.  Specifically, telephone interviews offer a potential increase in 
participants’ availability, allow targeting of a wide geographical area, reduce 
researcher time and travel costs, and provide greater flexibility for scheduling 
compared to face-to-face interviews. In this study, a representative sample of 
participants throughout England was required, so telephone interviews offered a 
practical solution for interviewing busy staff with clinical and professional priorities.  
Also, several authors (Lechuga 2012, Cachia and Millward 2011, and Stephens 2007) 
emphasise other benefits of telephone interviews which include increased privacy, 
reduced distractions (for interviewees), less self-consciousness during note-taking 
(for interviewers) and perceived anonymity.  Furthermore, the absence of non-visual 
cues can be considered advantageous as the conversation needs to be clearly 
articulated by both individuals and a richer text results from which to commence 
data analysis (Stephens 2007). The power dynamics that may exist in a face-to-face 
interview between the researcher and the interviewee may also be negated 
(Muntanyola Saura and Romero Balsas 2014, Holt 2010).  In this study, staff of 
varying clinical positions were interviewed (senior to the researcher, peers and staff 
of lower clinical grades) but all possessed a shared body of knowledge through their 
related professional roles.  A telephone interview can also be considered less 
intrusive, offering greater control to the participants allowing termination of the 
interview (Muntanyola Saura and Romero Balsas 2014, and Holt 2010).  Therefore, 
given the nature of the participant’s job role, and likely availability, telephone 
interviews were employed as the most pragmatic option.  Participants were not 
offered a face-to-face interview given the geographical distance to be travelled.   
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8.2.2 Semi-Structured Interviews  
Qualitative interviews can be structured, semi-structured, or unstructured, 
depending on the requirements (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2009). Structured 
interviews include a firmly defined set of questions for each interview, with the 
interviewer controlling the conversation to a high degree.  In contrast, unstructured 
interviews contain a limited number of open-ended questions related to the topic 
being examined (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2009), providing the interviewee 
considerable freedom to express their views.  Semi-structured interviews lie 
between the two extremes and are designed with a set of central questions that can 
be adapted appropriately to the situation (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2009). 
Central questions are followed up by prompts allowing the researcher flexibility to 
gain rich descriptive data of the participant’s personal experience while limiting the 
discussion to pertinent issues (Coolican 2004).  Use of semi-structured interviews 
was deemed appropriate for this study as the survey findings had demonstrated 
different reporting and arbitration practices, with an apparent lack of evidence to 
support some of the historical, cultural practices.  Participant views were therefore 
required to explore specific variations and their views on the processes used, PHE 
guidance, and difficulties in defining and monitoring quantitative guidance for 
arbitration. 
8.2.3 Rigour of Qualitative Research 
For quantitative research, there are defined methods for ascertaining the rigour and 
quality of a study (Murphy and Yielder 2010).  Noble and Smith (2015) confirm that 
measures used to authenticate the validity and reliability of quantitative research 
are not relevant to qualitative studies.  Validity refers to research measuring what it 
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actually aims to measure (Roberts, Priest, and Traynor 2006).  Reliability refers to 
how well a test or tool (with no variation in other factors) produces consistent and 
dependable results in different circumstances (Murphy and Yielder 2010). In 
quantitative research, variables are more easily controlled. In qualitative research, 
the researcher may be a variable, and therefore control is more challenging.  
Murphy and Yielder (2010) identify that the fundamental principle of all the above is 
reflexivity.  Reflexivity is the ability of a researcher to understand their position in a 
study and their relationship with participants (Santiago-Delefosse et al. 2016).  
Examples of the strategies used to ensure rigour and reflexivity in this study are 
shown in Table 20 Chapter 5.  
8.2.4 Sample 
Unlike the quantitative study, qualitative research adopts a different paradigm in 
which statistical representation and scale are less consequential (Mason 2017, and 
Patton 2015).  Instead, the population from which the sample is drawn, the ability to 
denote relevant characteristics, and the quality of the information collated 
demonstrate the exactitude and rigour of a sample (Kelly 2012).  
8.2.5 Stratified Purposive Sampling  
Ritchie and Lewis (2003) describe different approaches (Table 41) that can be 
utilised in purposive sampling dependent upon the study aims. In purposive 
sampling, participants are selected based on specific criteria (Mason 2017).  In this 
study, stratified purposive sampling was used to cover the views and experiences of 
different professional roles (Directors, Radiologists, Breast Clinicians, Consultant 
Radiographers and Advanced Practitioners) and allow a comparison of these 
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subgroups. All interviewees had to have completed the survey and indicated in their 
survey response that they were willing to be followed up. 
Table 41.  Varying Approaches to Purposive Sampling  
(Taken from Ritchie and Lewis 2003) 
 
• Homogeneous samples   
Selected to give a comprehensive representation of a specific phenomenon – e.g. 
individuals who possess the same characteristics. Enables detailed exploration in a 
particular context. 
• Heterogeneous samples   
An intentional stratagem to include phenomena with a wide variation. Enables the 
greatest variation in sampling. Aim to identify predominant themes across a variety 
of people. 
• Deviant sampling (extreme cases) 
Cases selected as they are uncommon or remarkable. Theoretically informative, 
learning about the phenomena is enhanced by studying exceptions/extremes.  
• Intensity sampling   
Cases selected which compellingly represent the phenomena of interest. 
• Typical case sampling   
Cases which portray 'normality' are selected to provide detailed depictions (e.g. 
interviewees may be selected from survey responses). 
• Stratified purposive sampling (utilised in this study) 
Groups which exhibit a variation of the phenomena but each of which is relatively 
homogeneous allowing comparison of subgroups. 
• Critical case sampling   
Cases selected based on the logic that they validate the phenomenon and are crucial 
to the interpretation proposed by the research. 
 
 
As stratified purposive sampling entails deliberate selection by the researcher, it is, 
therefore, essential to demonstrate clear objectivity and avoid biased selections 




8.2.6 Justification of the Sample 
A pre-determined sampling frame was constructed based on KC62 unit performance 
data (2015-2016 latest published at the time) and individual characteristics 
(professional role, arbitration strategy). Two criteria were selected for unit 
performance; overall recall rates, and incident small (<15mm) cancer detection rate.  
The overall recall rate was deemed an appropriate measure of unit performance as 
this can be significantly affected by the process of arbitration.  Incident small cancer 
detection rate was used as the second parameter because detection of small 
invasive cancer is expected to reduce breast cancer mortality (Tabàr et al. 1992) 
compared to in situ or large invasive cancers. Larger cancers are less likely to be 
missed by either reader, and discordant cases requiring arbitration review are more 
likely to be small cancers or subtle mammographic abnormalities.  Also, there is less 
likely to be statistical variation in incident cancers as they should mainly be cancers 
that have developed in the three years since the prevalent screen (Duffy and Gabe 
2005).  Appendix 9 demonstrates the 4-year data for these criteria. The purpose of 
this sampling method was to ensure that all professional roles were interviewed 
from a range of units, i.e. high recall rates/high small CDR, high recall rates/low 
small CDR etc.  In each primary sampling cell, the fundamental aim was to ensure 
there was diversity in professional roles and the strategies used to manage 
discordant cases. 
 
In order to do this, overall recall rates were ordered and evenly divided into three 
groupings of low recall rates 1.99 -3.54 (27 units), medium recall rates 3.61-4.10 (26 
units) and high recall rates 4.13 -7.04 (27 units).  The same principle was applied to 
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incident small (<15mm) cancer detection rates, with low CDR categorised as 1.99 -
3.13, medium 3.15-3.66 and high 3.67-5.05.  This data was imported into a 3 x 3 
framework (Table 42) which automatically produced a spread of small, medium and 
large units across the nine cells.  Although it is acknowledged that, for six units, the 
2015-2016 CDR was based on small numbers, averaging the data over four years did 
not affect cell placement. The pre-determined sampling frame also ensured that 
particular strategies had an equal opportunity to be explored.  A review of the 
sampling frame post-survey completion (Table 42) identified that in some specific 
cells, there were limited responses either by professional role or by arbitration 











Table 42.  3 x 3 Sampling Framework.  Size, Strategy and Professional Role of Respondent Units, 
Categorised by Recall Rates and Small CDR. 
Low Recall Rate 
1.99-3.54 
Medium Recall Rate 
3.61-4.10 
High Recall Rate 
4.13-7.04 
 
8 units - 1 small, 5 
medium, 2 large.   
 
Response from 4 units 
(50%) 
3 consensus and 1 mixed 
2 consented to interview 





1 Locum Radiologist 




10 units - 4 small, 3 
medium, 3 large 
 
Response from 3 units 
(30%)  
3 consensus 
3 consented to interview 










9 units –1 small, 4 
medium, 4 large 
 
Response from 6 units 
(67%) 
4 consensus and 2 
arbitration 
Multiple roles consented 




1 Director (consensus)  
(Large unit) 






11 units - 3 small, 6 
medium, 2 large 
 
Response from 7 units 
(64%) 
7 consensus 
Multiple roles consented 





1 Director (consensus) 
(medium unit) 
1 Advanced Practitioner 
(consensus)(small unit) 
10 units - 0 small, 8 
medium, 2 large 
 









1 Director (arbitration) 
(large unit) 
1 Advanced Practitioner 
(consensus)(medium unit) 
5 units - 2 small, 2 
medium, 1 large 
 

















8 - units 5 small, 2 
medium, 1 large 
 




Multiple roles consented 









6 units - 1 small, 2 
medium, 3 large 
 




Multiple roles consented 




1 Director (consensus) 
(large unit) 
1 Breast Clinician 
(arbitration) (large unit) 
13 units-3 small, 8 
medium, 2 large 
 





Multiple roles consented 
to interview  
 
Interviewed 
1 Director (consensus) 
(medium unit) 
1 Radiologist 







Predominantly, survey respondents reported group consensus (32 units) rather than 
a single third person arbitrator (10 units) or mixed strategy responses (7 units).  
Thus, prioritisation was given to ensuring interviews with different professionals 
(Director, Radiologist, Breast Clinician, Consultant Radiographers and Advanced 
Practitioners) followed by the process used (3rd reader arbitration or consensus).  
Since no Director had responded from a unit with a low recall rate/ low <15mm CDR 
category, this limited sampling from this category.  The final interview sample (n=18) 
included 7 Directors, 2 Radiologists, one locum Radiologist (previously Director of 
another unit), 1 Breast Clinician (previously Director), 4 Consultant Radiographers 
and 3 Advanced Practitioner’s/lead Radiographer.  This sample covered eleven units 
which use group consensus, six using a single third reader arbitrator and one mixed 
strategy.  In terms of unit size, there were seven large, eight medium and three 
small size units. 
 
In addition to the stratified interview sample, three semi-structured telephone 
interviews were undertaken to gather further data on: 
 
1.     The historical practice of reporting and arbitration strategies on the National 
Breast Screening System (NBSS).  This interview was undertaken with the previous 
Director of the NHS Cancer Screening Programmes (2015), and current Principal 
Investigator of the breast screening Age Extension trial whom it was considered 




2.    The variance of third reader arbitrators, and the impact on subsequent recall 
rates and CDR.  This interview was undertaken with the Breast Radiologist, who had 
presented data from a regional 5-year arbitration study (Symposium 
Mammographicum 2016).  The Radiologist also sits on the NBSS programme board, 
is the secretary to the BIG 18 radiology group and the NHSBSP Clinical Advisory 
Group (Radiologist 3). 
 
3.     The role of future technology (AI) in breast screening.  This interview was 
conducted with the Clinical Director of a Med Tech company (Consultant 
Radiologist) with research interests in AI as applied to medical imaging and a 
member of the Royal College of Radiologists Informatics Committee & AI Working 
Group (Radiologist 4).  
 
The number of interviewees required was difficult to ascertain as the researcher is 
studying an area that has not been previously explored.  Trotter (2012) defines an 
adequate sample size as sufficient when no new findings are revealed, a concept of 
data saturation. Guest et al. (2006) suggest that this occurs within the first twelve 
interviews and that from the initial six interviews, basic meta-themes are evident. 
The proposed 21 semi-structured interviews were therefore deemed practical with 
the recognition that this might change during data collection and analysis. 
8.2.7 Data Collection Tool 
The interview schedule was comprised of questions that would produce valuable 
and meaningful data. A semi-structured interview guide was developed, which 
comprised of eight primary open-ended questions tailored to explore the survey 
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responses further, with follow-up prompts to advance the enquiry.  These questions 
were developed following analysis of the literature review and survey findings and 
revised after piloting. The interview guide was pilot tested with a research fellow to 
test question comprehension, interview flow and to provide feedback on the 
researcher’s interview technique. An adaptation to the interview technique 
following feedback gave the participant time to think and allowed for silence when 
there was a prolonged pause.    
The pilot interview was quite lengthy (timed at 45 minutes), so a decision was made 
to omit the question on the role of future technology as it was felt this would be 
better answered from the emergent literature and interview with the Clinical 
Director (Consultant Radiologist) of a Med Tech company.  The final semi-structured 
interview guide is presented in Appendix 10; questions were structured around (i) 
reporting and arbitration practices and influences on decision-making, (ii) 
receptiveness to change, and (iii) opinions and implementation of the PHE 
arbitration guidance.  The interview schedule was flexible so that the order of 
questions could be adapted depending upon the responses, and additional prompts 
or questions utilised.   
Kvale and Brinkmann (2014) describe nine types of questions that can be utilised 
when undertaking semi-structured interviews.  For this research, a combination of 
styles was employed in an attempt to elicit adequately detailed information.  All 
nine types of interview questions were used in this study and examples are provided 
in Table 43. 
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Table 43.  Varying Types of Interview Questions  
(Adapted from Kvale and Brinkmann 2014) 
 
1. Type of Interview Question 2. Example used in this study 
Introducing questions: The topic is 
introduced.  
'In the survey, you responded ...?' 
Follow up questions: Allows the researcher 
to expand on an interviewee’s initial 
response  
 'What is your opinion on that...?' 
Probing questions: Direct questioning to 
explore in more detail.  
'So why do you think…' 
Specifying questions: e.g. Can you explain? ‘I am not sure I understand what 
you mean by that.’ 
Direct questions: Receive a yes or no 
response. 
‘Do you use Radiographers to 
undertake third reader arbitration?’ 
Indirect questions: Utilised to gain an 
interviewee's true belief 
‘Is that the way you feel too?’ 
Structuring questions: Progresses the 
interview on to the next topic, e.g. ' 
'OK. Moving on to... 
Silence: Pauses can give the interviewee 
time to think and indicate that you would 
like them to respond 
Periods in the recorded interview of 
silence 
Interpreting questions:  Is that because...?' 
	
8.2.8 Interview Process/Informed Consent/Ethical Considerations 
Glogowska et al. (2011) and Musselwhite et al. (2007) emphasise specific strategies 
to support in-depth telephone interviews. These include the value of advanced 
communications (e.g. letter or e-mail), initial interview communications (e.g. 
interview scripts), communication of the purpose of the research and the 
importance of the participant’s contribution.  Before initiating the telephone 
interview, potential participants were sent an e-mail thanking them for their 
contribution, and a participant information sheet (Appendix 6+7) detailing the 
purpose of the study, ethical approval, and data safeguarding of the interviews.  
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Staff were invited to contact the researcher if they were still interested in taking 
part.  Following a confirmatory e-mail, interviewees were sent the consent form to 
return (Appendix 11), a copy of the PHE guidance and interview topic guide.  
Additional verbal consent was obtained before commencing the interview to 
confirm that participants were agreeable to their interview being audio-recorded.  
Participants were informed that recordings would be anonymised and deleted 
immediately after transcription, but that extracts from their interview might be 
utilised in publications, with any identifying names or places removed but job titles 
remaining (these would not allow identification).  
8.2.9 Interview Process 
All interviews were conducted on a 1:1 basis by the researcher, who is a female 
Consultant Radiographer in Breast Imaging.  Since the researcher was a novice to 
qualitative data collection and analysis, a formal training course was completed (23 
& 24 May 2017) with the International Institute for Qualitative Methodology (IIQM) 
(an interdisciplinary institute based in Canada).  This was followed by a university 
interview simulation and feedback session, an initial pilot interview, and supervisory 
feedback on the first three formal interviews.  
Interviews were undertaken between December 2017 and March 2018.  Participants 
were allowed to select a day and time convenient to them. All interviews were 
conducted during the working week (Monday-Friday), with the majority of subjects 
telephoned at their workplace and four at home. Four interviews had to be re-
scheduled because clinical commitments ran over, or the interviewee had been 
assigned to a different workplace location, or they had forgotten the agreed date 
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and time.  A unique study code was assigned to each interview transcript to ensure 
confidentiality. The interviews ranged from 29 to 50 minutes in length.  
8.2.10 Reflexivity  
Insider Research 
It is important to acknowledge the role of the researcher as an ‘insider’ in this study.  
There are contradictory beliefs about the insider/outsider role in the research 
process (Finefter-Rosenbluh 2017).  Brannick and Coghlan (2007) assert that there is 
an inherent bias in any research, but that an insider-researcher has the advantage of 
inherent knowledge relating to issues of current relevance that an outsider-
researcher does not possess.  This may enhance the collection and analysis of data, 
providing the researcher remains reflexive and reflective during the process.  
Conversely, insider-researchers may find it challenging to separate personal 
experiences from participant experiences and therefore, difficult to provide an 
impartial point of view (Chawla-Duggan 2007).  Thus, researchers are encouraged to 
be reflexive, acknowledging their social position and the impact that their 
experiences and knowledge might have on the research process (Berger 2015). This 
is important when the researcher is embedded in the clinical setting (Sim and Wright 
2000). It is evident that in this study, the researcher shaped the design; the selection 
of interviewees; the questions asked, and the issues probed. During the process of 
sampling for interviews, the researcher could have focused on Consultant 
Radiographers, peers similar to themselves in some respects. Having a sampling 
frame with pre-determined characteristics for maximum diversity helped to address 
this potential bias, and subsequently, only four Consultant Radiographers were 
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interviewed with a higher proportion of Radiologists (eleven).  Two of the 
interviewees were known to the researcher; however, excluding these professionals 
would have limited the sampling frame because there were no comparable 
alternatives. To counteract any potential bias, the researcher remained formal and 
followed the standard procedural guidelines. 
During the interview, individual participants might digress from the question asked, 
e.g. variation in how to report a digital mammogram. In these cases, the researcher 
guided the participant back to the question, while being conscious that 
interviewees’ descriptions are based on their life experiences (Todres and Galvin 
2012).  As Holt (2010: pg 118) states: 
“The success of the telephone narrative interview is likely to depend on the 
telephone skills of the researched as well as the researcher.” 
Confirmation of any discussion was routinely terminated by using the term ‘okay’ as 
‘yes’ may have inferred an agreement with the participant’s views and influenced 
them into thinking that this was what the researcher wanted to hear.  At times, it 
was difficult when the researcher was asked what happened in their own practice as 
it felt like the interviewee was asking for advice.  This was addressed by stating that 
the researcher had experienced a variety of third reader arbitration and group 
consensus processes while working in various departments.  Care was taken not to 
express personal comments for, or against, these processes.  The researcher 
sometimes felt uncomfortable when individual interviewees (Radiologists and 
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Radiographers) expressed strong dissatisfaction with a lack of respect in their teams.  
A Director had also recently left a unit and expressed  
“They had paid a personal price for trying to maintain an excellent quality service 
with insufficient resources”.  
In such a situation, where a Radiologist openly conveyed these feelings, the 
researcher acknowledged that the working environment as described was difficult 
for the individual so that they would continue to give an open and honest account of 
their experience, but remained detached from any discussion of such organisational 
dynamics to avoid influencing.   
Tact and neutrality were also essential when interviewing the Directors, who are 
senior to the researcher, to ascertain why they had not or would not implement 
Radiographer arbitration/lead of consensus in their unit.  This was important so that 
the Directors did not feel the interview was a questioning of their authority, but 
rather establishing what factors had influenced their decision.  Similarly, when 
interviewing Advanced Practitioners, the researcher needed to guard against 
interviewees trying to provide what they perceived to be a correct response.  
Listening to the audio-recordings provided an effective means of reflection on the 
researcher’s interview technique and the quality of the data produced.  The 




8.2.11 Qualitative Analysis  
Thematic analysis (TA) was chosen as the method for analysing the interview 
transcripts.  This research method is used across diverse epistemologies and defined 
as 
“A method for identifying, analysing, organising, describing, and reporting themes.”   
(Clarke and Braun 2013) 
It was considered appropriate for the explanatory nature of the interview study. TA 
is a recursive process, allowing the researcher the flexibility to revisit codes and 
themes to provide a comprehensive account of the data.  The 6-phase guide for TA 
described by Clarke and Braun (2013) was followed in the current study. Themes 
were developed both inductively from the participant interviews (experiences and 
opinions) and deductively from the literature.  Independent coding was undertaken 
by a second researcher on a sample of the interviews to verify the reliability. 
Phase 1: Familiarisation with the data 
Transcription 
Interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim by the researcher for 
analysis.  Bird (2005) states that transcription is a crucial phase for the researcher as 
interpretation commences at this preliminary stage.  Nonverbal communication (e.g. 
laughter) was also noted within the text.  Transcripts were supplemented with notes 
and researcher perceptions taken during and immediately after the interview (see 
Table 44).  
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To facilitate familiarisation with the complete data set, transcripts were re-read, and 
the audio recordings listened back multiple times. Initial impressions were recorded, 
for example, where interviewees expressed strong or opposing views.  In this study, 
the main conflicting views were around the centralisation of arbitration services and 
the appropriateness of complete electronic reporting on NBSS.  Familiarisation via 
listening, reading and note-making supported the researcher in retrieving 
information from pages of transcript during analysis.  
Phase 2: Generating initial codes 
The researcher coded each transcript individually using the CAQDAS package NVivo 
version 11 (QSR International).  Each transcript was methodically evaluated.  Any 
interesting or relevant sections were highlighted to describe the content of each 
passage with a preliminary code, defined by Saldaña (2015) as first cycle coding.  
Passages of text were often assigned more than one code.  Table 44 represents an 
extract of open coding in which the participant (a Radiologist) talks about how non-
blind reading affects the second reader’s decision-making and subsequent personal 
performance.  The primary coding labelled this as ‘conformity of practice’ and notes 






Table 44.  An Extract of Open Coding, with the Researcher’s Initial Perceptions. 












If you can't see what the 
first reader has said and 
you're acting truly 
independently I think 
people would be less likely 
to conform with what the 
first reader has said and I 
know that's certainly true 
of me when I'm reading 
I'm much more likely to 
recall a case that the first 
reader has recalled than I 
am to recall a case without 
an opinion. So, my first 
reading recall rate is lower 
than my second reading 
recall rate. And that 
applies to a large number 
of readers even people 
like me who’ve got quite a 
bit of experience. 
Non-blind reading: 
Conformity of readers – 
negates the purpose of 
double reading. 
? Fully blind reading more 
accurate reader profiles. 
 
Notes – technology, IT 





Memos were used to record a more detailed note or idea, for example, questions to 
consider as the analysis progressed, or thoughts on consistencies or inconsistencies 
within the data (Table 45).  
Table 45.  Example of a Memo Recorded During the Analysis of Interview Transcripts. 
MEMO: ‘Technology of NBSS’ 
Definition 
Ideology versus practicality: Blind reading is professed as desirable in the 
main but challenging to achieve. Practical and safety difficulties (e.g. paper 
system supporting an electronic reporting system, paper as a failsafe 
mechanism) challenge the philosophical ideology underpinning a paperless 
system (complete electronic reporting).  
Codes 
Non-blind reading; Tension for change; Paper system as a failsafe  
The ideology of becoming paperless was contrasted with the practical 
difficulties and safety aspect of ensuring the right results process. So, 
although a complete electronic reporting system was philosophically 
presented as the way forward, the process of actually setting this up in terms 
of IT infrastructure (NBSS) was seen as far more challenging. 
 
A one in five sample (four transcripts) of interviews were coded by an independent 
researcher to verify the reliability of the coding and assess concordance or 
discordance.  After these transcripts had been open coded, the labels allocated to 
the text were discussed in terms of why they were construed noteworthy, what they 
revealed about interviewees’ beliefs and how they might be informative to 
answering the research question.  Generally, the same passages were highlighted as 
significant. However, there were occasional differences in the language used to 
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express the interpretation, although the same principle was recognised.  Following 
this stage, the researcher then independently coded the remaining transcripts, 
noting any new impressions which did not fit existing codes.  
 
Phase 3: Searching for themes 
During this stage, 64 nodes identified were reviewed and grouped into comparable 
categories.  Initial codes were refined with duplications removed and discarded if 
they only contained one comment, e.g. variance in the use of digital tools to report 
mammograms. The next stage of the analysis grouped the remaining 20 codes 
together if conceptually related, into seven preliminary themes from which 
significant patterns could be perceived.  NVivo hierarchical charts (Figure 55 and 
Figure 56), were used during this analysis to visualise how the separate codes were 
associated, connections between themes, and subsequently to create overarching 
and sub-themes.   
 





























Figure 56.  Hierarchical Chart Produced in NVivo Demonstrating how Data were Categorised and 
the Sub-Themes that Contributed to the Primary Themes. 
The interpretation phase involved developing preliminary themes which offered 
possible justification for what was occurring within the data, and not merely a 
narrative of individual cases. 
 
Phase 4: Review of preliminary themes 
The fourth phase involved the refinement of preliminary themes. The NVivo 
software enabled search and retrieval by queries and visualisation tools; and cross-
tabulation of the mixed methods data.  This facilitated practical in-depth analysis of 
large amounts of data to explore associations between study findings and realise 
new directions of investigation.  Subsequently, some data extracts (quotes) were 
transferred into an alternative theme.  Often, excerpts could have been allocated to 
several categories which reflects the inter-relatedness of some themes, e.g. non-
blind reading, limited by technology but mainly an organisational decision.  After this 



























analysis of the twenty-one interviews was completed, it was judged the data was of 
sufficient breadth and depth to address the research question (Jolley 2013), and that 
the thematic map adequately portrayed the data.  
 
Phase 5: Defining and naming themes 
Phase five entailed naming the final five main super-ordinate themes and producing 
an overview which reflected their essence. The narrative needed to depict the 
participants’ views and the principle of the theme concisely and accurately.  A table 
of themes, sub-themes and codes are found in Appendix 12. 
 
Phase 6: Producing the report 
The final phase entailed summarising the interviews in a succinct, consistent and 
rational narrative.  Quotes were selected to capture the inherent nature of each 
theme.  It was important that the narrative was not merely descriptive but 
supported the analysis for each research question. 
 
The next section discusses the findings from the data analysis of the semi-structured 
telephone interviews.    
8.3 Results-Interviews 
Following data analysis, the five main super-ordinate themes generated related to 
organisational factors, technology, clinician factors, teamwork factors and PHE 
guidance factors, within which there were a number of significant sub-themes (Table 
46).  A sub-theme was deemed significant if it occurred more than once in the data 
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Table 46.  Thematic Categories and Associated Sub-Themes from In-Depth Interviews 
Super-Ordinate Theme Descriptor Sub-themes 





Historic cultural elements of reporting and 
arbitration practices 
1.1 Organisational variance and historical, cultural 
elements 
1.2 Conformity of practice 
1.3 Silo working and the concept of centralisation 
2 Technology 
 
Information Technology and infrastructure 
required to support the breast screening system 
 
2.1 Lack of sophistication of technology to support: 
• Blind reading and a paperless system 
• Audit 
2.2 Challenges and prospects of Artificial Intelligence 
3 Clinician factors Performance measures and associated clinician 
factors 
3.1 Meaningful measures of performance  
3.2 Difficulties in defining quantitative guidelines for 
arbitration/selecting individuals 
3.3 Radiographer self-efficacy 
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Super-Ordinate Theme Descriptor Sub-themes 
3.4 Outcome expectancy and Radiographer training 
3.5 Decision-making skills 
4 Teamwork factors 
  
Factors associated with teams which inhibit or 
facilitate group consensus  
4.1 Collaborative working 
4.2 Team dynamics and collegial conflict 
4.3 Accountability 
5 PHE Guidance Factors Factors associated with the PHE arbitration 
guidance which inhibit or facilitate the 
implementation 
5.1 Guideline factors 
• Evidence strength and quality 
• Clarity of the guidance 
 
5.2 Individual professional factors 
• Lack of agreement 
• Inertia of practice 
• Appropriateness 
• Implementation climate/capacity for change 
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8.3.1 Theme 1 - Organisational Factors 
This theme builds on the survey responses which demonstrated disparate practices 
relating to reporting and arbitration and incorporates participant’s views on the 
organisational structures that exist within breast screening services. Three sub-
themes identified were organisational variance and historical, cultural elements; 
conformity of practice; silo working and the concept of centralisation. 
8.3.1.1 Sub-Theme 1.1: Organisational Variance and Historic Cultural Elements 
Although breast screening is a national system, the surveys had highlighted 
organisational variance in all elements of reporting and arbitration practices.  This 
was also corroborated by the interviewees. 
“You think how can it all be different when we are basically doing the same thing, or 
you think we would, but there’s very big differences between places – odd.  Having 
been to (name redacted) for a week and seeing that they do like partnered 
arbitration and then other places do totally other things.  It seems odd to me that 
we don’t all do the same thing but anyway” Radiologist 2 
One Radiologist who undertook regional QA visits stated how the number of 
approaches to arbitration in the country is ‘remarkable’ and how the lack of 
standardisation made them feel uneasy. 
“It inherently makes me twitch whenever people start doing different things 
different ways. Although there might be perfectly valid reasons for it that they will 
argue strongly for and it doesn’t strike me that necessarily the patient or the client 
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is going to understand why we have 100 different ways of dealing with difficult 
cases” Radiologist 3 
A former Director of the NHS Cancer Screening Programmes confirmed that double 
reading had ‘just evolved’ resulting in considerable variation.  There was limited 
evidence that double reading was better than single reading (Blanks, Wallis, and 
Moss 1998), and no further comparison studies had been undertaken.  
“We couldn't really say that method A is better than method B with the evidence 
that we had at the time. And because we didn't have any evidence, and everybody 
was doing it differently and obviously liked what they were doing, we just left it and 
thinking well we will just have to come back to that when we've got some more 
evidence about which is the right way to do it and I don't know whether that time 
has come” Former Director of the NHS Cancer Screening Programmes. 
Participants corroborated survey responses in that organisational variance in 
reporting and arbitration were related to historical, cultural elements (Appendix 13 
Table 47-1A).  It is recognised that units need to be allowed some local initiatives, 
but this has subsequently led to a mushrooming of approaches.   
In accordance with some of the free text survey responses (Chapter 6), Table 47/1A 
(Appendix 13) shows that several participants viewed non-blind reading as 
favourable, professing that it represents a learning opportunity with educational 
benefits, enabling the second reader to consider the first reader’s thought processes, 
and offering reassurance.  Non-blind reading was also felt to be constructive, as 
reporting is not a contest between readers.  One interviewee considered that blind 
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reading placed greater reliance on administrative personnel to segregate arbitration 
cases, rather than the reporters, leading to concerns. 
8.3.1.2 Sub-Theme 1.2: Conformity of Practice 
This was the most frequent sub-theme identified.  The majority of interviewees 
substantiated survey responses that non-blind reading can influence the second 
reader’s decision-making, and many interviewees depicted this as a negative 
influence (Appendix 13 Table 47-1B). This situation was exacerbated in two units 
where the 1st reader annotated on the images the area of concern, which impelled 
the second reader to recall.  
Although one Radiologist described no effect on their performance statistics of 
whether they first or second read, others (Appendix 13 Table 47-1B) stated that 
FRQA data demonstrated that their outcomes (recall rates/CDR) were different.  
“Using FRQA you can see looking across various different regions and by and large 
the 2nd reader will find more cancers than the first ….it can't just be chance it must 
be that some of the cancers they find are you know using the advantage of having 
yet another opinion available to them not just theirs” Radiologist 3 
Interviewees from all professional roles honestly affirmed that there were cancers 
they would have missed as a second reader (if blind read) had they not got the 
opportunity to review the images and change their opinion at the time of reporting 
(Appendix 13 Table 47-1B). One Director considered that introducing blind reading 
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would cause extra work as the cases missed by the second reader would then be an 
arbitration case.  
This concept of ‘following-on’ was deemed to be particularly the case for 
Radiographers and less experienced staff, with the view that some cases would not 
have been recalled if truly independently read (Appendix 13 Table 47-1B).  However, 
an experienced Director also portrayed it as challenging to disregard someone else’s 
opinion and remain objective with non-blinding reading and arbitration. 
“It's really difficult to unlock in your mind the fact that somebody else is concerned 
about it” Radiologist 3 
Significantly, two Advanced Practitioners perceived that non-blind reading incurred 
a potential for error as readers may be focussed by the first reader’s recall and 
possibly miss further foci of disease or a contralateral abnormality (Appendix 13 
Table 47-1B).  Interestingly, one Director described how Consultant Radiographers 
within that unit modified their reading practices dependent upon knowing which 
colleagues they would be reporting against; anticipating a recall by the second 
reader (Appendix 13 Table 47-1B). In this setting, they learnt how colleagues read 
and altered their reading practices rather than developing independent thinking.  
The Director speculated as to whether this also applied to new radiology Consultants 
but that their confidence in decision-making is reinforced with feedback from 
working up cases at assessment; a task not usually performed by Advanced 
Practitioners.  It is important to note that Consultant Radiographers do not run 
assessment clinics in this unit, but this is not the norm nationally. 
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Three interviewees (Director, Radiologist and Advanced Practitioner) revealed that 
this subjectivity was not limited to reading practices, but that third reader 
arbitrators may also be influenced in their decision-making by knowing the names of 
the individuals who initially reported the mammogram.  Rather than voicing an 
independent opinion on a potential abnormality and arbitrating effectively, they 
conveyed their judgement was based on knowing the professional who recalled the 
case.   
“I tend to be selective on who can arbitrate because when they're telling me that 
because of the reader that's reading, they'd recall or even if they disagreed because 
they have more experience that isn't arbitration then” Director 3 
One Radiologist highlighted how this bias could be detrimental with cancers 
dismissed as the credibility of high recall readers is undermined (Appendix 13 Table 
47-1B).  The question remains, therefore, whether NBSS should anonymise the 
readers with unique codes rather than the individual’s initials.  
Overall, there were contrasting views on complete blind reading, with some 
advocates and some in opposition.   
“I would be much happier with a totally blinded system I would rather do it without 
any knowledge of what somebody else has recalled at all. I think it makes you better 
in the long run “Radiologist 2 
“I wouldn't be in favour of that because I actually personally like to have a look and 
see if something, I might have missed something” Director 6 
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It is acknowledged that screen reading is difficult, as discussed in Chapter 2. 
Inherently individuals will miss cancer cases, some of which will present as interval 
cancers.  Interviewees in all professional roles verified that film readers would 
perform alike, as local culture and systems influence reporting practices, and this is 
exacerbated when readers have been taught in-house (Appendix 13 Table 47-1B).  
“I think what’s difficult for us actually as a unit is that most of our film readers are 
home grown if you like most of our Consultants have come through this unit and 
have been trained here and all our film readers have been trained here, we’re all 
very similar.  So, we all report in a similar way” Director 2 
The caveat to blind reading is that it may generate more arbitration cases. 
Interviewees currently reporting non-blinded surmised there would be an increase 
in discrepant reads, and this was supported by units that had implemented blind 
reading (Appendix 13 Table 47-1B).  This supports the theory of biased perspective 
when non- blind reading. 
“We had a significant increase in the number of arbitrations when we turned it over 
to blind reading” Consultant Radiographer 2 
The entire purpose of double reading in breast screening is to obtain two 
independent opinions, and it appears that in some units, the non-blinded reading 
may negate the process. One Director described this as promoting mediocrity, and 




“I think that's important it (non-blind reading) does seem to take away like 90% of 
the point of having two readers really” Director 5 
A further consideration raised by one Consultant Radiographer was the belief that 
blind reading offered greater justification for both readers if they have 
independently concluded a case normal, that subsequently is confirmed cancer; and 
may require disclosure of audit.  
“The thing that I feel quite strongly about now is duty of candour. That I think it’s a 
much much stronger argument for two people to have reached that decision 
completely independently to routine recall. I think it’s a much stronger argument for 
the duty of candour” Consultant Radiographer 2 
8.3.1.3 Sub-Theme 1.3: Silo Working and Centralisation of Services 
The surveys had identified that logistically some units are unable to undertake 
consensus review due to split site working, current workload and staff shortages. 
This was explained in greater detail in the semi-structured interviews, for example: 
“We do arbitration because of workload.  I mean some units do consensus, but you 
know there is just no way in the working week we could get enough people together 
to do consensus” Breast Clinician 1 
“We don't do consensus because we are split site, so that's the reason that we don't 




With a diminishing workforce and loss of experienced staff, there will be increased 
pressures on the system. The concept of centralisation of arbitration (but internal to 
NHSBSP) was explored in the interviews.  A significant sub-theme identified by the 
medics (Radiologists, Directors and Breast Clinicians) was that because services 
operate in silos, exposure to other reporting practices and external arbitration could 
be constructive (Appendix 13 Table 47-1C), with the need to work in partnership and 
support colleagues as desirable. 
“I think you know the more you can interact with other adjacent units or they don't 
have to be adjacent the better, it has to be a good thing I think” Locum Radiologist 
1 
A significant finding identified in this research is the psychological element of 
knowing who has reported or recalled a case, and that remote arbitration would 
provide an independent view.  Cases would be judged entirely on the images, 
resulting in less bias and possibly improved results.  Opinions were mixed on 
external arbitration with interviewees either firmly in favour or opposed.  Those 
interviewees who supported the principle of remote electronic arbitration felt that 
pooling resources was one of the solutions in making the system viable going 
forward; especially for the units with staffing issues. Collaboration with other units 
was considered to allow benchmarking of practices and beneficial to the programme 
as a whole. Centralisation or co-arrangements with a neighbouring unit was also 
considered to offer safer clinical governance on arbitration cases and thought 




“I think centralised arbitration would be good, I think, especially for outliers it gives 
you an idea of what everybody else is doing as well or what' s acceptable to people” 
Radiologist 2 
“I would say that offers much better clinical governance than trying to make the 
decision with one or two people, maybe one of which may have already read the 
films themselves” Director 6 
A future requirement would be a robust electronic infrastructure to support remote 
arbitration, and the system would need to provide all the information required to 
make an adequate read (for example, previous surgery) including the availability of 
previous films.  Many units will now have two screening rounds of digital imaging 
and therefore reviewing of analogue images may only be problematic if a woman 
had not attended the last two screening rounds.  The main issues raised related to 
the logistics of tracking cases. 
“We should be able to do it because it is all image-based, computer-based it should 
be very amenable to being able to do it remotely and having an independent 
external third reader would be a very very viable solution I would definitely be for 
that” Director 5 
“I think that’s the way we are going to have to go in the future, it’s the 
organisation and funding of that, you know pump-priming and piloting it all of 
those things” Locum Radiologist 1 
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Five participants felt that due to the national shortage in breast radiology, pooling of 
resources should not be constrained to arbitration but should be considered for 
reporting of batches of films; either on a regional or country-wide basis (Appendix 
13 Table 47-1C). It was also suggested that pooling of the film reading from four or 
five small units would be beneficial in improving outcomes as this increases the 
diversity of readers, for example:    
“I think in this modern age that’s the kind of thing I think it will happen not only for 
arbitration but for first and second reads. So, I think doing regional reporting; 
country reporting is possible providing that the infrastructure within the trust can 
support it” Director 3 
Two interviewees confirmed that their large unit is currently undertaking reporting 
for a remote service, and if an assessment is required, this is undertaken at the 
original screening location.  Therefore, remote reading is possible and thus supports 
the opportunity of centralisation of arbitration and that the IT issues are not 
insurmountable(NHS England 2019).   
“Well actually we do film reading for (name removed – remote unit) and although 
we had a bit of hassle setting it up in the beginning, it works like clockwork now, so 
we just read them alongside ours. They do the assessments there but yes its 
perfectly doable to read them remotely” Director 5 
The East Midlands Radiology Consortium (EMRAD) pioneered a digital radiology 
system comprising of seven NHS trusts (eleven hospitals) with a cloud-based image-
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sharing system.  This allows the NHS hospitals to easily and promptly share 
diagnostic images.  This revolutionary system has set a   
“national benchmark for a new model of clinical collaboration within radiology 
services in the NHS”  (Morley 2019) 
and demonstrates that new models of service delivery for the NHSBSP are a 
possibility.  Although one Director had no objection with sending arbitration cases to 
services within their region, they felt uncomfortable about them going outside. Two 
Consultant Radiographers felt it was important that arbitrators for the NHSBSP must 
actively be fulfilling the criteria defined within the arbitration guidance, which may 
exempt partially retired Radiologists.  
“I can say this because it's going to be anonymous because I do know Consultant 
Radiologists that possibly they’re active in the screening service, but they sort of 
retire part-time or whatever, but they still maintain their private practice. But 
actually, they're possibly not doing the numbers that they were doing. So, I think 
you'd have to have very strict controls on that” Consultant Radiographer 1 
On the other hand, five staff at all levels voiced opposition to the centralisation of 
arbitration (Appendix 13 Table 47-1C).  They conveyed it may be difficult for staff to 
accept an opinion from an external arbitrator, especially when there was no 
opportunity to discuss and rationalise the decision.  These interviewees regarded 
centralising arbitration services as a lost opportunity to learn, a lack of trust in an 
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unknown third reader, and a sense of inferiority. Segregating arbitration was 
considered by one Director to be detrimental and a barrier to communication. 
“Oh gosh no I would hate that.  Well, we are a very well-performing unit and some 
centres nearby are not so well-performing. When I used to go to the interval cancer 
meetings, we would listen to the presentations of the missed assessments, and I 
would be horrified sometimes at what they were doing. So, to have somebody else 
and it's like a control, I would hate it. I think we're all control freaks anyway, but I 
wouldn't trust somebody else to do it” Advanced Practitioner 3 
Communication between the external arbitrator and assessing team was considered 
crucial to ensure the correct area would be worked-up at assessment, and there was 
an apprehension that another area of concern might be detected.  However, this 
situation can arise with in-house third-person arbitration and review of cases at 
assessment due to the subjective nature of breast reporting.  With digital technology, 
it is possible to annotate the area of concern on the mammograms, and this may be 
revealed after the images have been preliminarily viewed to avoid biasing the 
reporter.  As discussed previously if current practice is homogenising reading in 
some units, external views could be considered educational.  If an individual 
required to work-up a case at assessment disagreed with an externally arbitrated 
view to recall and the abnormality was subsequently proven to be cancer, they will 
acquire knowledge that is unlikely to be derived in-house.  One individual expressed 
the view that staff may lose the skill set and expertise in making decisions on 
difficult cases.   
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“It’s absolutely that I think we are going to have to look at different ways of 
delivering the service and that is most certainly an option and I think it’s a realistic 
option for a good many units, but you don’t want to take the expertise out of the 
bigger picture either do you?” Consultant Radiographer 2  
A further concern raised with external arbitration was the potential of introducing 
an inherent delay into a programme that is tightly governed by time constraints 
(Appendix 13 Table 47-1C). This would therefore need to be a reasonably rapid 
service to avoid external arbitration being counterproductive.  One Radiologist 
voiced that it is inappropriate to oppose external arbitration merely because 
individuals do not feel comfortable with it.  They advocated that the outcome for 
the women is the priority and if a system gives better results, is practical and 
affordable, it should be considered.  External arbitration may potentially reduce the 
variation in recall rates that exists from differences across units, driving improved 
quality through sharing and standardisation.  It may also offer the opportunity to 
maximise workforce expertise.   
“It sort of standardises practice a little bit doesn’t it if you send yours to an external 
third reader then you have an idea about what other people thinks acceptable to 
call back or not to call back” Director 5 
It is recognised that this might require a change in culture and mind-set, that would 
necessitate sensitive handling to avoid people feeling threatened.  The former 
Director of the NHS Cancer Screening Programmes considered centralisation of 
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arbitration was achievable and akin to the French system for second reading; albeit 
a revolution that would require considerable investment.   
“I think you could do that and it’s very similar to what the French do, second 
reading is done centrally at a later date. But for us, I think we would have to have 
everything electronic and all the images held centrally, that’s how we would have to 
do it, which is you know possible but it would be a revolution and would take a lot 
of investment, but then it could be done.  I think it is a possible solution, but you 
would have to have the electronic infrastructure to support it” Former Director of 
the NHS Cancer Screening Programmes. 
8.3.2 Theme 2 - Technology  
Results from the surveys showed only a small number of units (n=4) reporting non-
blinded (14 units partial blind reading).  This theme builds on the survey responses 
and incorporates participant’s views on the information technology and 
infrastructure required to support reporting and arbitration practices in the future.  
Two sub-themes identified were a lack of sophistication of the current technology to 
support blind reading (paperless system) and audit; and the challenges and 
prospects of using Artificial Intelligence in breast screening. 
8.3.2.1 Sub-Theme 2.1: Lack of Sophistication of the Current Technology to 
Support: 
• Blind Reading (paperless system) 
A common theme identified via the surveys was that the current NBSS reporting 
system is heavily dependent on paperwork.  Four interviewees (Radiologist, 
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Directors and Consultant Radiographer) described the paperwork as onerous and 
preventing complete blind reading (Appendix 13 Table 47-2A).  
“Why are we filling out paper assessments though, it makes no sense to me at all 
we should be totally computerised.  I would be much happier with a totally blinded 
system which has no paperwork to it either” Radiologist 2 
A change in the reporting software (NBSS) would be required to facilitate a 
paperless system, and hence opinions were explored regarding the pros and cons of 
developing an electronic proforma that would automatically be generated if a recall 
was selected.  While the majority of staff from all professional roles supported a 
move to a paperless system which would support a more objective approach for the 
second reader (Appendix 13 Table 47-2A), there were polarised opinions.   
“That's part of our work here because we are trying to go paperless within our own 
department and NBSS stops us” Advanced Practitioner 2 
The paperwork was deemed to create inefficiency. One Director that undertakes QA 
visits stated that some units require the reporters to mark the paperwork regardless 
of whether they consider the case normal or abnormal. Concentrating on clerical 
tasks amidst reporting was considered a distraction and reporting normal cases 
should be seamless.  There was clearly a subconscious distinction when recording 
(currently write) information for the recall cases.  The system needs to support the 
reporter in making the clinical decisions rather than being burdened with paperwork 
tasks. A fully electronic system would negate the need to wait for paperwork to 
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arrive from the screening mobiles and would support the option of remote reporting 
and arbitration as discussed previously. 
Three interviewees (Director, Radiologist and Consultant Radiographer) were 
opposed to a fully electronic system as blind reading removed the ability to go back 
and review the 1st reader decisions.  Also, they believed an electronic proforma 
would increase their reading time.  They preferred paper as they ‘liked to draw’ and 
considered it easier to convey and understand a colleagues reasoning in a written 
format. 
“If there was no paperwork at all that makes it completely blind and I wouldn't be in 
favour of that because I actually personally like to have a look and see if something, 
I might have missed something” Director 6 
  “I think that will add time to reading is my concern” Radiologist 1 
They were also not in favour of an electronic proforma as the current diagrams 
within the assessment section of the NBSS system are ‘not ideal’ and a ‘bit clunky’.  
The breast diagrams are split into squares, and therefore it does not allow the 
reporter to document a lesion at the 12, 3, 6 and 9 o’clock position. A concern was 
raised over whether there could be an interpretation error of the correct area to 
assess if using an electronic proforma compared to paper.  In the researcher’s 
practice after the discrepant images have been reviewed at consensus, and there is 
a decision to recall, the area of concern is digitally marked (circled) and saved as a 
separate image to the Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS).  
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Therefore, it is clear for the responsible assessor the area which has been reviewed 
and discussed by the consensus team.   
There is a requirement to be able to access essential information regarding previous 
surgeries, scar sites, patient’s symptoms etc.  However, one Advanced Practitioner 
commented that currently, it is uncertain whether a reporter has recognised and 
reviewed the written comments on the paper proforma (Appendix 13 Table 47-2A). 
The system has an electronic alert that identifies relevant symptoms, for example, 
complaining of a lump, that the Radiographers enter at the time of the screening 
mammogram.  Any alerts must not be distracting to the reporting workflow but 
easily accessible.   
Overall, the NBSS system was deemed to lack sophistication, but it was recognised 
that there was scope for developing an electronic proforma if funding for NBSS 
rewrites can be secured.  The development would, therefore, require breast 
screening reporter input and must be user-friendly.  
“We’ve all been saying it needs to be a pie, a clock face you know type thing. I think 
NBSS online I’m afraid to say is a very, we all know very outdated computer system 
that’s been updated, but really if we had the money, we’d scrap it and start afresh” 
Radiologist 1 
However, the counterargument identified with entering a recall electronically was 
the lack of paper as a failsafe mechanism.  Staff from all professional roles thought 
that an error could be made by selecting the wrong outcome on NBSS. i.e. abnormal 
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when normal and vice versa (Appendix 13 Table 47-2A).  Currently, reporters have to 
actively select the term ‘abnormal’ from a drop-down list.  If an electronic proforma 
were generated on selecting ‘abnormal’, this would prevent the potential error of 
reporters writing the wrong name on a paper record.  However, a more significant 
concern was the ability to select the normal/normal option in error on NBSS when a 
recall is intended.  The current facility to cross-check a paper record with the 
computer entry allows identification of a discrepancy and potential error.   
“If you accidentally put in the wrong patient or something you've got two methods 
of flagging up the abnormal ones so you can't possibly miss anybody. So, if you 
accidentally write down the wrong person's name on the sheet they are still ticked 
as abnormal on NBSS so they will still appear in the consensus list and vice versa if 
you accidentally you know when you're distracted by something, and you write it 
down on your sheet, and then you just go and click normal/normal by mistake 
you’ve got another sort of safety net really” Director 5 
With double reading, it is less likely that both readers would make an entry error on 
the same patient, the only caveat being if only one reader perceived the abnormality 
and incorrectly entered a normal result.   
As raised in the survey responses, participation in specific clinical trials mandates 
blind reading, and therefore some units are having to make changes to their current 
working practices and failsafe for the right results.  However, this change in practice 
is met with hesitancy.  
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“We are moving to blind reading because of the PROSPECTS study.  I'm a bit 
apprehensive about going blinded because I know that that will increase arbitration, 
but I'm also concerned that the learning element goes and that's what the concern 
that I have with that” Director3 
• Audit 
The survey responses (Chapter 6) also highlighted that currently, there is no uniform 
way of recording onto NBSS the individuals present and accountable for the 
outcome of cases at consensus review.  Although this may be evident on a paper 
trail, capturing the personnel present directly on NBSS would potentially facilitate 
more accessible audit and possibly improved consensus statistics.   
“We enter it under the name Arbi and yeah so that's the only identifier on NBSS, we 
do have a paper record of individuals who are that session and that's kept, that's 
kept separately on an A4 sheet, our manager files away I guess, and it’s never 
looked at again I would imagine, but it's there” Locum Radiologist 1 
One Director assigned two-digit codes to all readers generating a four-digit code for 
consensus (first reader’s digits and then the second reader’s digits).  This was a large 
unit, and hence this generated a vast mix of consensus ID’s.  The Director described 
how analysis of this data was ‘painful in the extreme’.  If NBSS were updated to 
incorporate an option to select consensus or third reader specifically and enter the 
individual(s) present (initials or anonymised code), it would provide a more reliable 
method for data analysis.  Amalgamating several years’ worth of data would 
generate more substantial numbers of arbitration cases and facilitate an output 
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from the pairs/group combinations and allow the analysis of specificity, recall rates, 
CDR which could inform optimal structuring (staffing levels permitting).   
“If NBSS just allowed you to say these people are in the room during this you know 
during this session then it makes more sense” Director 1 
The PHE arbitration guidance states regular audit (personal and team results) and 
reflective learning as one of the recommended requirements. The importance of 
audit and feedback in terms of being able to review images and the individual’s 
decision-making is considered imperative if readers are to improve.  The crucial 
factor identified was learning from the review and people changing their practice 
accordingly. It is acknowledged that it may be difficult discussing how individuals are 
performing between peers as it is not easy for people to expose their weaknesses to 
others. The survey responses highlighted that in some units, there are no processes 
in place for feedback from consensus meetings and interviewees reported varying 
levels of opportunities to undertake this.   
“I think auditing consensus would be, it’s something we don’t do, and I think it’s 
something we should do because it’s really important that we know if patients 
who’ve been recalled by one or more readers and then been routine recalled at 
consensus” Advanced Practitioner 1 
With increasing staffing shortages and rising clinical demand, there was a concern 
that audit, and reflective practice opportunities may diminish. Although units will 
have systems in place to review interval cancers (including arbitrated interval 
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cancers) and false-negative assessment’s, auditing practice is variable (Appendix 13 
Table 47-2A). The ability to collate and review a larger number of cases is more likely 
to identify if there are particular patterns or individual trends and provide the 
opportunity for people to change their approach to assessment. 
“So, what we need is ideally at the end of the year NBSS would do exactly what I did 
very manually. Here’s the list you press the button it comes up on PACS, these are 
the ones that pertain to you, but this is all of them. All that data should come up at 
the press of a finger. You know if we arbitrated it last time was that a little cancer 
and it’s now a bigger cancer.  You know NBSS makes it so difficult to do all of that” 
Director 1 
Overall, team members have limited time and supporting tools or the infrastructure 
to evaluate and reflect on their performance efficiently.   
8.3.2.2 Sub-Theme 2.2: Challenges and Prospects of Artificial Intelligence 
The combination of ‘big data’ and Artificial Intelligence (AI), represents a revolution 
in medical imaging.  Radiology must strategically plan for a future in which AI is part 
of health care delivery.  Although this was not explicitly included in the staff 
interviews, it was raised by two participants with differing opinions, one arguing that 
AI is not the solution for substituting a second reader, with the other thinking that AI 
would be a valuable decision-making tool on discrepant cases. 
“Maybe you could have CAD arbitration how about that. You could just leave it to a 
computer to make the final decision” Advanced Practitioner 1 
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“I know there’s experimenting with CAD and single reader and so on, but I am not 
sure it’s the answer.  I am sure we can all find cases that would challenge or defeat 
an AI system you know” Locum Radiologist 1 
With the shortage of breast Consultant Radiologists predicted to increase over the 
next five years, human resources to double read may prove problematic. An 
interview with the Clinical Director (Consultant Radiologist) of a Med-Tech company 
was undertaken to understand the challenges and prospects for using AI in the 
breast screening setting.  The interviewee anticipated that deep learning can 
potentially massively improve the decision-making process as compared to 
traditional CAD software which is not very specific.  The Med Tech company’s 
algorithm has been implemented in hospitals this year, but in a research capacity 
(18-month Wave 2 Testbed project), rather than clinical practice. The company 
undertook an independent multi-centre clinical study to evaluate their software’s 
performance before submission for CE marking.  The retrospective study results are 
awaiting publication.  Hence, exact figures were not disclosed, but on a case-wise 
basis, the interviewee stated that the software has a sensitivity and specificity higher 
than any existing CAD and stronger than a single expert breast Radiologist.  The 
inference is that this particular AI will be able to differentiate benign from malignant 
findings better than a single human can, but as of yet the system has not been 
tested against standard UK practice of double reading and consensus. The 
interviewee considered it realistic that in the UK breast screening programme, we 
may in the future have single reading supported with AI. Returning to a single read 
would be worrisome to some staff because of the risk of litigation, and the number 
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of cancers that are only detected by one of the readers.  Double reading confers a 
safety net.  
“Systemically at the end of every year once the KC62 was closed I would pull all my 
single reader cancers which is about 25% of the cancers” Director 1  
“With reading as it stands at the minute, and this might change if they did go back 
to single reading, is that you are always hidden behind somebody else. It’s never a 
lone decision ever” Consultant Radiographer 2 
The concept of using AI as a learning tool, a platform to help individuals improve 
their reading practice was also explored.  It was confirmed that AI could support 
individuals in either a prospective or retrospective review of cases.   
“Absolutely one of our intended uses is quality control and training of Radiologists. 
So, either you just show me a case you make a decision and then we show you what 
we thought it was, so that’s one way of doing it…… we can look at your last 1000 
mammograms, and we can show you how much we agree with you or disagree, or 
the ones you may potentially have got wrong” Radiologist 4 
At the time of the interview obtaining regulatory clearance was described as the 
next main hurdle (subsequently European CE approved independent second reader, 
FDA underway) following which collaborative working with clinical partners would 
be required to test the software.  Reporters in the NHSBSP are required to 
undertake the PERFORMS test (Gale 2010) set of difficult cases.  The ability of an AI 
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system to read these cases would provide interesting results and may instil 
confidence and trust if results were on par with reporters nationally.   
“So, you know it's a long process, all of that stuff, data gathering labelling the data, 
regulatory clearance, running trials it's three or four years at least” Radiologist 4 
8.3.3 Results Theme 3 - Clinician Factors  
This theme builds on the survey responses which demonstrated variable 
professional roles undertaking arbitration and incorporates participant’s views on 
clinician characteristics pertinent to reporting and arbitration practices. Participants 
were asked what they classified as an ‘experienced’ reader, how they selected 
arbitrators, and how to define quantitative guidelines for new arbitrators.  The five 
sub-themes are I) meaningful measures of performance, II) difficulties in defining 
quantitative guidelines for arbitration/selecting individuals, III) Radiographer self-
efficacy, IV) outcome expectancy and Radiographer training and V) decision-making 
skills. 
8.3.3.1 Sub-Theme 3.1: A Meaningful Measure of Performance 
Although the PHE arbitration guidance recognises the skills to undertake third 
reader arbitration, or to coordinate/lead a consensus review, are not necessarily 
related to the professional role, the quantified metrics relate to film reading 
numbers. 





   ‘be an experienced film reader > 2 years in breast screening’.  
The surveys had highlighted that the classification of ‘experienced’ was highly 
variable. This was corroborated by the interviewees.  The predominant view was 
that the phrase ‘experienced’ is meaningless, particularly regarding years and 
number of films read.  The breadth of exposure was considered an essential factor, 
which can increase an individual’s knowledge in a shorter period.  The inference is 
that there is a requirement to introduce some philosophies where status depends 
on proven competence. Competency would be defined by an individual’s 
sensitivity/specificity, recall rates and subsequent PPV. Competence rather than 
professional role and years of experience would better define individuals suitable to 
undertake third reader arbitration or lead consensus reviews (Appendix 13 Table 47-
3A).   
“I think that you should get rid of the phrase experienced and inexperienced and say 
proven, proven level talk about proven levels of sensitivity and specificity to 
categorise people on what they have actually shown they can do. You know you can 
be bad 20 years down the line, I might be bad twenty years down the line, I know 
I’m not particularly good 20 years down the line” Director 1 
A Radiologist who was consulted on the draft guidance clarified that the two years 
of experience stipulated, primarily was a conservative way of stating it should not be 
‘rookies’ undertaking the task.  However, it was acknowledged that there might be 
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exceptional cases.  The rationale for two years relates to the view that data for less 
than two years is considered insufficient to review an individual’s performance.  One 
Director voiced a strong exception to the NHSBSP standard for the volume of films 
required to be read, saying this was excessive, not an indicator of performance, and 
believing the ‘American studies’ suggesting 2000 mammograms a year is sufficient. 
“Do you want one of my biggest bugbears of all one of my biggest bugbears of all is 
-volume of films read because it is no measure of a reader’s competency and 
actually because of the problems in the unit I was in I often read 15 to 20 thousand 
in a year, but I wouldn’t read them very well you know I would read them fast and 
my recall rate was low, but my cancer detection rate was nothing to be proud of.  It 
was fine I was within parameters, but I think volume read is no measure of 
competency at all and I actually feel worked up about it as you might guess” 
Director 1 
8.3.3.2 Sub-Theme 3.2: Difficulties in Defining Quantitative Guidelines for 
Arbitration/Selecting Individuals 
As discussed in Chapter 2, all readers have weaknesses in screen reading, and 
therefore this provides justification for distributing single third reader arbitration 
over as many individuals as possible to minimise personal blind spots.  The 
counterargument is that numbers are then so small that the figures become less 
significant and less informative.  Although third reader statistics can be obtained by 
running FRQA reports, two participants stated that little consideration is given to 
them.   
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   “But I never know what to make of the 3rd reader outcome” Radiologist  
 “Yes, we’ve got that PPV value anyway in the FRQA don’t we for first, second and 
third reader and the problem is people don’t pay much notice to it” Director 3    
Third reader statistics are disregarded in BSIS, for a valid reason.  The problem in 
defining quantitative guidance for arbitration is that these are a subset of cases, not 
the general screening population.  Therefore, it is not possible to compare sets of 
arbitration cases between units as the cases sent for review will depend entirely 
upon the characteristics of the readers within individual units, and local reporting 
protocols, for example, recall of well-defined solitary masses.   
“If you're working in a unit where you know somebody recalls every single well 
defined rounded mass be it single or whatever even if they are multiple, if you're 
then third reading theirs, you're gonna say you know, no to a lot of them, and that's 
your job as the 3rd reader” Radiologist 1 
If there are extremely conforming readers and automatic recall when both readers 
agree, there will be a minimum number of cases requiring arbitration.  Conversely, if 
there are nonconforming readers, this will generate a more significant amount 
requiring arbitration. The sensitivity and specificity of the reader combination will 
also determine if there will be a higher proportion of cancers in the arbitration 
group. If reader profiles are similar (high or low), there will be a low threshold of 
cancers at arbitration.  Hence, it is challenging to determine how success in 
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arbitration can be measured.  One Radiologist suggested that a way to define it 
would be to: 
“Look in a unit at paired readers, so reader A and reader B and then take out of the 
pile that they arbitrate, if they are regular arbitrators, all cases where either A and 
B have had anything to say.  If you do that, then you’re only dealing with the same 
cases, in theory, so the mix should be the same, and their Cancer detection then 
should be the same. If you find one’s got a much higher or lower cancer detection 
than the other, that would tell you something that would be useful” Radiologist 3 
An alternative is to review the positive predictive value from arbitration, as there 
will be a higher proportion of cancers in an arbitration pile compared to a standard 
reporting batch. Although not directly comparable, the PPV should approximately be 
the same across all arbitrators and could provide a reference to assess if there is a 
significant disparity between individuals. However, with individuals only arbitrating 
small numbers of cases, the statistics can be misleading.  One interviewee stated 
that as linkage of the cancer data registry with the screening history has improved, 
over time it will be possible to segregate the cancers which have been arbitrated 
back to routine recall, providing another way to look at performance in arbitration. 
“I suppose the objective way of looking at it is to see what their interval cancer 
rates are isn’t it, and in those units that have a higher interval cancer rate you can 
try and match that to arbitrated cases then you know that might be a way of 
determining whether it’s practice which is deemed acceptable or practice which is 
outside of what you would expect” Locum Radiologist 1 
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The interviews highlighted that how sensitive and specific the third reader should be 
has never been specified, but participants acknowledged that there would be 
considerable variation between individuals undertaking the task (Appendix 13 Table 
47-3B). Subsequently, this impacts on the capacity required for assessment clinics 
and ultimately, the number of cancers detected.  This was supported by three 
Radiologists describing the data they had reviewed within their region. 
“I know from our practice that those of us who arbitrate that the recall rates differ 
widely for arbitration so that we’ve got some people who recall about 1/3 of the 
cases they arbitrate and other people who its nearer to 2/3 and you know 
somebody else is about 50%. I can’t remember them precisely, but there is variation 
there” Director 2 
In a unit with a high prevalent recall rate, the Director described how they actively 
circulated individual and unit performance data to allow comparison with peers and 
the review of linear data to evaluate trends. Even though this feedback stabilised 
recall rates, it did not achieve the desired reduction in recalls.  Two interviewees 
described that their unit had selected arbitrators based on known performance data, 
which had a dramatic effect in one unit’s recall rate (40%).  This was stated to 
initiate a change in all the reader's practice and consequently had a long-term 
benefit. 
“So, all of the prevalent get arbitrated by either a group of people or a single 
arbitrator but the two single arbitrators that are allowed to do it have been selected 
based on their first and second reading characteristics” Radiologist 3 
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Although the performance of readers with high sensitivity and high specificity at first 
reading may not translate directly to third reader arbitration, BSIS data identifying 
individuals in that quadrant may potentially inform who the best readers would be 
to undertake the task. It was considered that, as the BSIS system will provide more 
information and a visual aid (a graphical representation of sensitivity/specificity) of 
which quadrant individuals are in, it may encourage people to think about it. This 
data may also be useful in determining individuals that might not be considered, for 
example, individuals who may have a low recall rate but also a relatively low cancer 
detection rate.   
“If they are somebody who perhaps has a relatively low cancer detection rate, they 
maybe have a tendency to normalise things” Director 2  
The interviews highlighted that third reader arbitration is a significant element of 
the service that has had little consideration. One Radiologist stated that it would not 
necessarily be in the consciousness of most Directors to think about how the 
arbitration process might be quality assured because the statistics make this a 
complicated process. 
“I think it's hidden, ……but it’s in danger of it being a really key part of the service 
that we don’t pay any attention to. There has never been that much work done 
even when I was inspecting I never did that much work asking the unit Director. In 
fact, to be honest, it wasn't even one of my questions, it should have been. Asking 
the unit Director how do you choose who arbitrates are you happy with that? How 
do you monitor the outcome of that? Radiologist 3 
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One interviewee suggested a trial of arbitration cases as a means of assessing 
performance for potential arbitrators.  There would need to be the correct incidence 
of cancer in those groups as performance cannot be judged if it is too artificial.  One 
Radiologist also suggested the more radical proposal that instead of film reading for 
the breast screening programme, certain individuals become arbitrators.  It was 
considered that true independent arbitration could be a powerful tool for 
normalising arbitration across the country and would make it possible for sufficient 
arbitrations to be carried out by one person so that performance could be 
continuously monitored. 
“If your job is actually, I arbitrate for the NHSBSP; you don't read films anymore; 
you are now an arbitrator, you could then do 5000 arbitrations. That would be 
really hard work, but the upside of that would be maybe better arbitration, better 
learning for units, better monitoring of how arbitration works, and a system that 
just plain works better “Radiologist 3 
8.3.3.3 Sub-Theme 3.3: Radiographer Self-Efficacy 
The surveys had identified a 23% agreement with the statement ‘Radiographers in 
the unit do not want to undertake this role (third reader/lead consensus)’. This was 
explored in greater detail in the semi-structured interviews.  Interviewees of all 
professional roles reported Radiographers not feeling confident or wanting the 
responsibility of undertaking an individual third read (Appendix 13 Table 47-3C).  
Given the risk of dismissing cancer, and the possibility that such an oversight could 
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lead to litigation, may explain some Radiographers’ reluctance to undertake third 
reader arbitration or to practice defensively, recalling a higher proportion of cases. 
“We allow them to do it. They choose not to do it. …. I think they feel very 
vulnerable”. Breast Clinician 1 
In contrast, three Advanced Practitioners showed enthusiasm for the extended role 
and were convinced in their ability to perform on par with colleagues and make 
judgements to override a recall and return a woman to routine screening (Appendix 
13 Table 47-3C).   
“So, I think if we're able to film read and ……. and if your standards are equal to 
everyone else in that field, you know within your cohort. Then if you’re all at the 
same level, reading at the same level. Why shouldn't you be able to do it?” 
Advanced Practitioner 2 
The concept of a transition period for people new to undertaking third reader 
arbitration was raised by a Consultant Radiographer and Radiologist, not only for 
Radiographers but for Radiologists new to breast screening.  The ability to actively 
review outcomes against their judgement had helped a Consultant Radiographer to 
develop self-confidence in their decision-making on discrepant cases (Appendix 13 
Table 47-3C).  Although a Director in another unit offered this supportive feedback, 
the Radiographers opted out. 
“When I was Director that was something I did suggest, you know, perhaps they 
wanted to try it, and put what they thought but leave it back on the arbitration pile 
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then we would then do the official arbitration, but no they, they have chosen not to 
do it” Breast Clinician 1 
8.3.3.4 Sub-Theme 3.4: Outcome Expectancy and Radiographer Training 
Outcome expectancy is defined as an expectation that adhering to guideline 
recommendations will result in better patient outcomes.  The negative comments 
regarding Radiographer third reader arbitration related to reduced outcome 
expectancy, in terms of higher recall rates.  Radiologists and Directors justified not 
delegating the task because Radiographers were considered too inexperienced or 
had unstable or high recall rates (not necessarily associated with higher detection 
rates) (Appendix 13 Table 47-3D).   
“The Consultant Radiographer......they are now in their third year of film reading, 
and the Advanced Practitioner one has had more than three years of experience, 
and the other one is in her second year, so they are relatively inexperienced, but 
also their recall rates are higher.  So, none of them are arbitrating because their 
recall rates haven’t been steady and low over a consistent period “Director 3 
Three Directors and a Radiologist highlighted a distinction between Radiographer 
and medical training, with Radiographer training reliant upon protocol-based 
practice, risk aversion and subsequently uncertainty in decision-making (Appendix 
13 Table 47-3D).  This may reflect the disparity in the time required to become an 
arbitrator expressed by some Radiologists, with two years considered insufficient for 
an Advanced Practitioner, but not for a Consultant. 
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“Doctors are trained throughout their training to make decisions and to take 
responsibility for decisions, and that is the big thing that Radiographers and other 
paramedical staff generally are not, you know their training is different your 
training is much more about protocols and following protocols and things.  So, 
there's actually a whole different kind of change in ethos and thinking. So, I don't 
think two years is enough for you to feel like you'd have enough experience of 
screen reading to be a third reader. I think I'd want five” Radiologist 1 
Radiographers at Advanced and Consultant level acknowledged that they might 
overcall, and a significant factor appears to be the personality of the individual 
regardless of their level of advanced practice (Appendix 13 Table 47-3D).  The main 
characteristics related to lack of confidence and assertiveness; which was depicted 
as a lack of willingness to speak up in consensus or to have ‘courage in their 
convictions’ 
“Yes, we might end up over calling. That's the danger, but some Consultants might 
overcall as well” Advanced Practitioner 2 
“Consultant mammographers ……. and actually, their role in arbitration ermm 
depended on their personalities, not the fact that they were Consultant 
Mammographers. So, you know some of them were good at this, and some of 
them were not so good at making the decisions” Director 1  
In one unit, utilising Radiographer arbitration, a lack of decisiveness predictably 
resulted in recalls, but this was supported rather than incurring breaches.  From the 
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researcher’s perspective, this is questionable as the ramifications of a recall for the 
individual can be significant, and it appears that achieving the NHSBSP standard was 
considered the priority. Arbitration is only worthwhile if whoever is undertaking the 
task is prepared to make negative decisions. 
“What was better was it almost inevitably going to be recalled because they would 
always air on the side of caution an additional recall or to have it breach. You 
know as a unit we had to weigh up the pros and cons and we would rather that we 
just kept things moving from the screening point of view than ermm have this poor 
packet just sitting waiting for you know somebody with the alleged appropriate 
expertise to be on-site” Director 2 
8.3.3.5 Sub-Theme 3.5: Decision-Making Skills 
The PHE guidance states that the ‘arbitration process requires different 
competencies to those of film reading’, especially ‘decision-making skills with good 
specificity’.  This was corroborated by several interviewees who supported the view 
that it is a different decision-making process to ‘sifting through a load of normal 
mammograms’ (Appendix 13 Table 47-3E).  It is not only the ability to detect a 
potential abnormality but, crucially, assessing the likelihood of it being a malignancy. 
Regardless of the process (third reader arbitration or group review), comments 
made by three Consultant-level staff related to the film reader’s (Advanced 
Practitioners) lack of appreciation of the assessment process (Appendix 13 Table 47-
3E).  The implications of decisions they make were expressed, especially to the 
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women recalled; and in some cases, it was unfeasible to obtain a definitive diagnosis 
and might subsequently result in short-term recall.   
“I know this is where they said that Radiographers can arbitrate provided that they 
are involved in the assessment setting, and I think that's important because I think 
unless you know the consequences of what you are recalling I don't think you 
understand the importance of making the decisions and people would say oh we 
couldn't ignore that it's a definite abnormality, but when you think about the 
impact it’s had on the lady for a Fibroadenoma or a cyst you're more comfortable 
saying that doesn't need to come back” Director 3 
Therefore, the ability to work-up cases at assessments was viewed as a distinct 
advantage.  This process was deemed to provide gradual assimilation of information 
and continuous learning.  A Consultant Radiographer confirmed that, before 
undertaking this role, she had a lower threshold for reporting cases as 
normal/benign.  This suggests that there may be a transition of knowledge when 
working at the responsible assessor level.    
“Yes, before I started to do the assessments myself ermm I think I was, I would 
probably argue more for someone coming back than not coming back” Consultant 
Radiographer 3 
The question remains therefore whether film reading alone, as an area of advanced 
practice, may not be optimal.  Advanced Practitioners who also undertake biopsies 
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may have a greater appreciation of what they recall, with potentially improved 
clinical judgements. 
One Consultant Radiographer broached the opinion that it was not only 
Radiographers who needed to be actively undertaking decision-making in the 
assessment and MDT, but it was perceived that there had been a behaviour change 
in locum and semi-retired Radiologists.  Although they confirmed it was a subjective 
opinion, they had observed these individuals were recalling more cases and 
demonstrating more cautious behaviour, which they deemed was due to concern 
over missing a cancer and being criticised by colleagues.  
“It’s about whoever is doing it. I am not that keen on locums arbitrating; I don’t 
want people who have drifted out of the service arbitrating.   I’ve got to admit this 
is anecdotal, but I would say their specificity goes down, they start calling more. I 
would say with the two people that have retired (in inverted commas), I have 
noticed a change in the way they arbitrate…. they call more back” Consultant 
Radiographer 2 
Currently, due to staffing shortages, services are utilising staff to undertake third 
reads/lead consensus who may no longer attend MDT’s or actively undertake 
assessments. Radiographer personalities appear to be a significant factor 
differentiating individuals who can translate the knowledge and skills acquired into 
effective clinical judgment and decision-making.  A lack of confidence and 
decisiveness have been identified as issues with Radiographer arbitration.  Therefore, 
this study’s findings indicate that to develop Radiographers as autonomous decision-
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makers, the training programmes need to ensure they are developing the skills 
(intellectual and cognitive) required to manage difficult cases and to make definitive 
judgements. 
The concept of aptitude tests was raised by two Radiologists when selecting 
Radiographers as film readers.  There was a suggestion that Loughborough 
University who provide the PERFORMS test could produce a test to assess a novice’s 
ability in decision-making.  There is currently an IMPROVE (Gale 2010) scheme 
administered through some of the UK breast screening training centres, but this is 
undertaken after individuals have started their training and then towards the end.  
“Is there a way somehow of determining that beforehand and maybe if 
Loughborough could devise a test to assess somebody's screen reading ability from 
a greenhorn who's not done anything or very little that would maybe be a useful 
tool if someone wants to go down the path of screen reading as a Radiographer” 
Locum Radiologist 1 
Although PERFORMS is an educational self-assessment and training scheme, a 
Radiologist who has been undertaking breast screening for many years, reported 
being a soft outlier in the recent test and described a subsequent lack of help, and 
limited resources for readers to improve.  It was considered that the current 
PERFORMS is used as a measure of performance, with follow up actions for 
individuals who are considered as under-performers.  It was suggested that, 
alongside the current scheme, a separate set with more education included could 
optimise reporting skills (Appendix 13 Table 47-3E). 
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“Maybe the other PERFORMS we do should be an education thing and maybe they 
could actually concentrate you know actually do one that is heavily weighted to 
calc or distortion, you're not judged on it, it's for your feedback and then maybe if 
you got your feedback, and it said you missed particularly the calc then you could 
access online help for you know reviewing some cases” Radiologist 1 
8.3.4 Results Theme 4 - Teamwork Factors 
The surveys had demonstrated that staff attitudes towards consensus meetings and 
third reader arbitration might differ in the organisation. The interview questions 
encouraged further exploration in order to understand the team dynamics and 
subsequent effect on decision-making within a consensus group.  Three sub-themes 
are identified from the interviews: collaborative working, team dynamics/collegial 
conflict and accountability. 
8.3.4.1 Sub-Theme 4.1: Collaborative Working 
In accordance with several survey responses, interviewees from all professional 
roles voiced a positive attitude to consensus group review, describing the process as 
valuable and conducive to learning as shown in Table 47-4A (Appendix 13). In 
specific units, consensus was portrayed as a collaborative process providing an 
educational opportunity; allowing discussion of difficult cases with peers, and a 
means of disseminating experience to team members and forming departmental 
policies.    
 
“Most of our arbitration is done as a group to make it an educational and so I 
think it’s you know it’s an interesting exercise doing arbitration and ermm but it’s 
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time-consuming, (laughter) and to do it as an educational exercise is quite time-
consuming but I think that’s where you learn the most from it whatever your level 
of expertise because it’s good to hear you know and to look at what other people 
call back you know, we all know that we’ve got strengths and weaknesses as  film 
readers” Director 2 
 
Participants from all professional groups highlighted the importance of having an 
open, supportive, and respectful team in which to voice their opinion (Appendix 13 
Table 47-4A). It was considered that consensus meetings should be facilitated rather 
than led, which would promote equity across a team, an appreciation of everyone's 
view and subsequently improve teamwork. 
 
“We've got two film readers and only one Radiologist, and we go we don't need 
that back, he'll say that's fine. You know, and he accepts us for the experience that 
we have, which is really quite nice. Whereas I know in other units you wouldn't be 
accepted quite the same, you know” Advanced Practitioner 2 
 
“We certainly do want to take aboard the opinion of all the film readers we don't 
just make the decision ourselves if there's anything where it’s a little bit uncertain 
we will ask; I will ask if anybody has a view contrary to what we are entering” 
Director 6 
 
It was acknowledged that consensus might also allow poor judgements to be 
circulated amongst a team (Appendix 13 Table 47-4A). However, it was considered 
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that attention would be drawn more promptly to inferior judgements broadcast via 
a consensus approach and therefore be less likely to result in maverick practice, 
representing a potential point of failure, than might occur with a single third reader 
arbitrator. 
 
“Then that bad thought might stand out more quickly ermm. So, ermm certainly 
when I visit places it's really difficult to say to places that don't really have much 
consensus that you're not doing the right job, but I fundamentally believe that 
talking about difficult cases is best for the whole team” Director 1 
 
8.3.4.2 Sub-Theme 4.2: Team Dynamics and Collegial Conflict 
In contrast to individuals working in collaborative teams, some staff in all 
professional roles described consensus meetings in environments that are closed 
and objectionable, with a lack of respect for colleague’s opinions. 
“Well you might call it consensus, but I don't think I would, I hate it. …. It’s alright if 
you work in a fair department where everybody’s views are respected, but this is 
not the way ours works at all” Radiologist 2 
“There's one Radiologist that stands there, and she doesn't really say very much, 
but she just harrumphs when she thinks that she might have to look at, see a 
patient that she doesn't agree with coming back” Consultant Radiographer 3 
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“Sometimes you know even in an assessment clinic you hear comments about why 
has this been recalled and you, you know sometimes there isn't enough respect for 
other people’s opinion, and that's why it's easier for us here to have arbitration you 
know one third reader who makes that decision” Director 4 
In these environments, all professional groups identified dominant personalities as 
an underpinning factor and collegial conflict as a critical source of dissatisfaction 
with consensus group review (Appendix 13 Table 47-4B).  As a consequence, there 
were weak team interactions with a lack of consultation and discussion. This likely 
reflects why some survey respondents scored teamwork and group interaction low 
in the survey. 
“We had a very dominant unit Director in breast screening whose opinion was - yes, 
very yeah, worth a lot more than anyone else's and basically the meeting was a bit 
of a sham” Radiologist 1 
“It's particularly difficult we did use to have some real, real personality problems a 
few years ago in our department. And it got very bad indeed where there were you 
know, every consensus meeting we had on a particular day of the week which had a 
particular group of people working together was an out and out battle…. but then it 
got to the insulting stage where insults were thrown around ……and the trouble is 
the actual practice that is threatened by these sort of bad relationships within a 




The pressure exerted by dominant individuals who are unwilling to change their 
view negates the process of consensus (Appendix 13 Table 47-4B).  One Radiologist 
reported they were unable to make an independent judgement and felt compelled 
into making decisions they do not necessarily agree with  
“The person behind me will be on my shoulder saying I wanted to bring this back 
because of this and I really think that, and you haven't even had a chance to look at 
the pictures, and so they're already getting their opinion in there, and it's  really 
difficult to put that aside and think what would I have recalled, would I have 
recalled this and it's very difficult to make a non, you know make your proper 
decision with the rest of the  group when somebody is in your ear saying I think that 
should come back and I’m really worried about that, when actually nobody else 
agrees with them, but you know it's a difficult position to be in” Radiologist 2 
The tensions reported related to power politics or decision power and control within 
the team.  Four interviewees (all professional roles) described these power battles 
as relatively well-entrenched and almost accepted, if begrudgingly.  Furthermore, 
significant authority battles were described not only between different professional 
roles but within them (Appendix 13 Table 47-4B).  
“There’s too much people, sort of trying to; it’s a power struggle, you know.  
Perhaps it’s perhaps just the environment that I work in, but it is a bit of a power 
struggle Radiologists against Radiographers and Radiologists against Radiologists 
and all trying to use their little bit of power to decide what happens” Advanced 
Practitioner 1  
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Hierarchy was also mentioned as concerning in the culture of some units; all of these 
comments were negative and affected the voice behaviours of both Radiologists and 
Radiographers (Appendix 13 Table 47-4B). 
“That’s particularly true of film reading Radiographers. In one centre I visited as an 
inspector they didn’t actually get to give an opinion.  That wasn’t their role; they 
were there to learn they were told” Radiologist 3 
“My concern would be that in places where certain you know maybe a very 
dominant unit Director said oh no, we have arbitration meetings and they work very 
well for us thank you and other people are sitting there silently thinking no they 
don't. How do we hear that?”  Radiologist 2 
Participants also reported having their decisions undermined or overturned. 
Instances of being ignored or disregarded and experiences of being disrespected 
have resulted in some film readers being hesitant to speak up.  Instead of engaging 
proactively in the decision-making process, they resort to quiet speech and asking 
colleagues to ‘speak-up’ on their behalf (Appendix 13 Table 47-4B).  A Consultant 
Radiographer described how the Advanced Practitioners hope to secure her support 
for their decision in advance of the group discussion. 
“I know the other two Radiographers they find it quite hard to make their voice 
heard and they can get trampled all over.   They tend to hang back, or they will talk 
to me before we go into consensus. Oh, I’ve put this lady down, I really want her to 
come back, so if she, when we talk about her can you back me up. Well I am 
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thinking I won’t back you up unless I actually agree with what you’re saying, and so 
that can put me in an awkward position because they are like desperately wanting 
me to say, but I keep saying to them you’ve got to speak up for yourself, you know, 
this is your opinion that’s going down and you need to have, find your own voice 
and say what you think. Consultant Radiographer 3 
Interestingly, this Consultant Radiographer conveyed that she was able to defend 
her decision to recall, and not be overridden on a case, as she could specifically 
allocate the recall to her assessment clinic for workup; a facility that Advanced 
Practitioners do not have.   
One Radiologist stated how individuals with high sensitivity and specificity (several 
standard deviations away from the centre on the BSIS graph) must not be 
intimidated by colleagues as their judgement is probably correct and they are a 
valuable person from whom to learn. 
“I always tell people know which quadrant you’re in, if you’re in this quadrant let 
everyone know and don’t give way you know hold on to what you know because 
you’re right, so don’t be cowed down by people who are saying I don’t agree” 
Radiologist 3 
Two interviewees (Director and Radiologist) expressed that their consensus review 
meetings were now more democratic, and this was achieved by introducing a 
‘golden recall alarm’ or ‘joker card’.  These systems were implemented when an 
individual felt strongly that a case should be recalled, but their decision was in the 
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minority (Appendix 13 Table 47-4B).  It was considered to support staff, avoiding the 
need to verbalise their justification. 
“We used to have a lead, but now people can play a joker card (laughter). If one 
individual wants to call and no-one else does, they can use their joker card” Director 
7 
A more egalitarian approach in consensus meetings was also taken, but it was 
acknowledged that this process requires individuals to be willing to change their 
opinion (Appendix 13 Table 47-4B).   
“I've had lots of cases where I've called it normal, and arbitration has called it back, 
and I put my name at review to calling it back” Locum Radiologist 1 
An important issue raised was that, in order to form an independent opinion on a 
case, individuals require time for contemplation and a physical environment that is 
conducive to supporting the diagnostic process.  In units that involve large group 
numbers, this was reported as difficult to achieve (Appendix 13 Table 47-4B). 
“But before you can have a voice in a consensus meeting you’ve got to have time to 





Therefore, two interviewees questioned how effective consensus meetings are with 
their internal group dynamics.  This was felt to reinforce recall of benign lesions in 
one unit; and considered ‘disastrous’ if the dominant voice is an over caller, 
particularly if a unit is trying to reduce their recall rate.  The issue of cost-
effectiveness, associated with the resources (time and people) to convene the 
meetings, was also raised. 
“And it’s expensive too by the time you’ve got eight people in a room if each one of 
them is going to wait for the other seven to have time to form an opinion it’s going 
to cost you a great deal of money and a great deal of reading time to get that job 
done” Radiologist 3 
8.3.4.3 Sub-Theme 4.3: Accountability  
Analysis of survey responses identified that consensus review is being used for 
protected learning and education, with collaborative decision-making.  Interviewees 
in all professional roles reinforced these concepts, as demonstrated in Table 47-4A 
(Appendix 13), but self-assurance was also a predominant factor (Appendix 13 Table 
47 -4B).  Three participants (Director, Consultant Radiographer and Advanced 
Practitioner) confirmed that readers are encouraged to recall cases for discussion, 
and subsequently, a relatively large proportion are returned to routine screening 
following review.  Although the belief is that there is no impact on the units recall 
rates, it will, however, be reflected in an individual’s performance report on BSIS.  
Hence, these individuals may have high recall rates relative to peers; this is 
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important as recall rates is one of the performance metrics on which a reader is 
judged.    
“I guess it depends if your normal practise is to bring lots back to consensus like 
ours, is bring lots back to consensus and then chuck lots out …we probably chuck 
out more than half of them.  So, anything we've got the slightest concern about 
really or that we just want to discuss with someone else so it's not like if we put it 
down it must come back.  I think we probably review more because I think people 
have the confidence to put things down” Director 5 
One free text comment in the survey raised the fact that a group consensus review 
devolved responsibility.  This perception was also repeated in the interviews by 
three Consultant Radiographers, remarking that consensus relieves the burden from 
one individual and shares the accountability (Appendix 13 Table 47-4C). 
“I've had the luxury of always being part of a team, so it's always being discussions 
with that, so I've never had that single responsibility” Consultant Radiographer 1 
One Breast Clinician reported Radiologist colleagues’ avoidance of arbitration 
because ‘they don't want to make the final decision’.  Staff who are undertaking a 
third read arbitration have ultimate responsibility, and this was deemed stressful 
and a higher risk to the individual. Conversely, one Radiologist considered a third 
read was equivalent to a group review representing ‘just another opinion’ but 




“Obviously your decision is more on one person but why that should be any different 
to a group thing.  You are not going to get them all right, that’s the point of double 
reading because it difficult, it’s not easy is it.  So, it’s more a risk to the one person 
who’s deciding, but I think it's a better system” Radiologist 2 
Assumptions about legal litigation being greater in breast compared to other 
radiology specialities were described and highlighted by one Director.  This Director 
considered that, from a medico-legal perspective, a group review of cases offered 
safer practice.  
“I think it’s better from a medico-legal perspective to have, if something should 
subsequently turn out to be a cancer, then it’s better to have five people looking at 
that film than one. You know, so that is another consideration to think of” Director 
6 
The potential of litigation was also expressed as an area of concern for Radiographer 
third reader arbitration, with the belief that Radiographers would find a lawsuit 
tougher to cope with compared to medics who were considered to be more 
accustomed to this throughout their career.  A Consultant Radiographer believed 
that the public did not perceive parity between allied health professionals and 
medics and was concerned that inadvertently returning a discrepant cancer case to 
routine recall is an area that would be pursued legally (Appendix 13 Table 47-4C). 
“Unfortunately, breast radiology is one of the ones where it’s actually; you get more 
claims than other areas. Doctors live with it, they know about it, it's an extremely 
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unpleasant situation to go through, and I'm just, I’m very personally concerned that 
I don't want any of my film readers to go through that situation and it's certainly 
not something to dismiss. It really is a very serious thing to have somebody bringing 
a medico Legal litigation against you” Director 6 
The interviews have revealed that team dynamics are complex and a crucial factor in 
the success or failure of group consensus review. As discussed earlier in this chapter, 
external arbitration may assist with normalising consensus nationally and can 
provide an alternative in maintaining opinion diversity.  A further option is an 
independent review of the discrepant films by several reporters, with the results 
aggregated to inform the final outcome.  Potentially, this may be more time efficient 
as there is no requirement to convene a meeting with multiple attendees; images 
could be independently reviewed in such a reporting session.  The potential role of 
AI as a second or even third reader is discussed in the following Chapter (9).   
8.3.5 Theme 5 - PHE Guidance Factors  
The survey responses demonstrated that only a small number of units were 
implementing Radiographer third reader arbitration/lead of consensus following the 
publication of the PHE arbitration guidance.  Theme 5 builds on those responses and 
incorporates participants’ views on the content of this guidance, recommendations 
for improvements and perceived barriers/facilitators to implementation.  Thematic 
analysis revealed that these factors were either related to the guidelines themselves 
or were individual professional factors.  Guideline factors incorporated the following 
themes; evidence strength and quality, and the clarity of the guidance.  Individual 
professional factors included a lack of agreement with elements of the guidance, the 
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inertia of practice, appropriateness of the guidance, and the implementation 
climate/capacity for change. 
8.3.5.1 Sub-Theme 5.1: Guideline Factors 
Although the PHE guidance was sent to participants before the interview, two 
current and one former Director indicated a lack of awareness in general or 
unfamiliarity with the guidance criteria (Appendix 13 Table 47-5A).   
  “To be honest, I cannot picture what that guidance says at all” Director 1 
• Evidence Strength and Quality 
Interviewees in all professional roles had divergent views on the PHE arbitration 
guidance overall, some describing it as vague, nebulous, lacking evidence and detail 
(Appendix 13 Table 47-5A). 
“The evidence seems very weak in it to me. This is very generic; this is not saying, 
this is not looking at your, there is nothing in there that shows you are performing 
to a high standard. You are just ticking the boxes; you are reading the required 
number of films” Consultant Radiographer 2 
Conversely, others considered that it should not be too dictatorial (Appendix 13 
Table 47-5A): 
“I always like the guidance to be much more black and white, but they can’t do that 
because unless you, unless you get to the point of dictating to everybody screening 
how they should screen read particularly” Breast Clinician 1 
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One Director believed that the guidance would be more useful if it specified blind 
reading, which was considered to make a point of difference, and there was an 
expression of wanting arbitration practices to be more comparable between units 
(Appendix 13 Table 47-5A). 
“I think the guidance could be more helpful in that sense as in being sort of 
prescriptive about things like reading, reading blindly I think maybe they should bite 
the bullet and specify that” Director 5 
A Director emphasised that the guidance lacked specific advice on how to select 
individuals for third reader arbitration or the composition of a consensus group. 
“I think the arbitration guidance is a little bit; it’s unclear because it says that you 
could choose to do consensus, but it doesn’t then state whether it suggests that 
somebody who is an experienced film reader, but it doesn’t insist there should be an 
experienced film reader present and it also doesn’t say what if the experienced film 
reader who is present at consensus happens to be one of the, has already read 
those films so has already expressed their opinion” Director 2 
However, as discussed previously, there are no evidence-based metrics upon which 
to measure arbitration performance. Hence, it was acknowledged that the guidance 
is constructed on expert opinion.   
“There’s always a reservation about doing that making a statement you know 
that’s not evidence-based.  Well you might say well lots of it isn’t, but there’s lots of 
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it saying this is the best advice that we can give based on what we know” 
Radiologist 3 
• Clarity of the Guidance 
Interviewees in all professional roles identified some ambiguity in the guidance, and 
subsequently variation in the interpretation, which mainly related to two statements 
(Appendix 13 Table 47-5A).  The first statement: 
 
Participate fully in assessment clinics including decision-making (working to 
Consultant Practitioner level) 
 
“How I would interpret that guidance, that those people, those retired people if 
they are not doing assessment clinics now, then they are not really eligible 
according to those guidelines” Director 6 
 
One Director described how, after reading the guidance, she had taken a very ‘safe 
approach’ and had stopped Advanced Practitioners and an experienced Radiologist 
from arbitrating.  Although the Radiographers were taking part in assessment clinics, 
they were not responsible assessors who could make the ultimate decisions on 
patient management.  The guidance was, therefore considered counter-productive 
in this unit, resulting in a loss of flexibility. 
 
“Prior to the arbitration guidance being brought out we used to have our 
Radiographer film readers would arbitrate…...but when the arbitration guidance 
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came out because it says that they must take full part in an assessment clinic 
including decision-making, which isn’t something that our film readers do currently, 
so we had to stop them arbitrating.  I also had to stop a very experienced 
Radiologist who’s retired and now just does film reading, she could no longer 
arbitrate because she does not take part in assessment clinics” Director 2  
 
The Director expressed the opinion that because the unit was imminently due a QA 
visit she therefore felt she had to implement the guidance to avoid criticism from 
the review team, but ‘putting hurdles in the way’ was restrictive and the guidance 
was considered ‘a slightly blunt instrument’.  The resulting implications of this 
change in practice were negative, with the possibility of arbitration cases breaching 
the two-week standard for results and the three-week standard for assessment. 
 
“There’s a case sitting waiting to be arbitrated; you know particularly in holiday 
periods. You’ve got experienced film readers, but they don’t fulfil the criteria to be 
an arbitrator so that case just has to breach because there’s nobody here that can 
arbitrate it” Director 2 
 
A Radiologist involved in the consultation process for the guidance clarified that 
initial discussions had included whether Consultant Radiographers should be 
allowed to arbitrate, which was deemed ‘radical’.  
 
“It was pretty much earlier on agreed, not by me actually, but that Advanced 
Practitioners probably weren't the right people to arbitrate, and that was partly 
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because they thought it might be tricky politics in units etcetera and so it seems a 
radical departure to actually be adding in Consultant Radiographers to the mix” 
Radiologist 3 
 
The same member of the consultation group raised the point that some Advanced 
Practitioners were undertaking Consultant level duties but did not have the 
Consultant title.   
 
“Some people didn't get the title Consultant but were still doing all the Consultant 
activities like attending assessment etc. that we should say that if they're at the 
level of a consultant practitioner that's ok and leave it to the discretion of the 
Director of screening, but that was the intention and the background to why it says 
what it says” Radiologist 3 
 
From the researcher’s perspective, this implies a lack of understanding about 
Consultant and Advanced Practitioner roles as the Consultant Radiographer role is 
not purely based on autonomous expert clinical practice but incorporates three 
other domains (professional leadership, service development; research and 
evaluation and education and professional development). 
 
The second statement considered ambiguous by the interviewees was: 
The Society and College of Radiographers (SCoR) can provide accreditation of 
Advanced and Consultant Practitioners regarding the four pillars of practice which 
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include: leadership, CPD and education, clinical practice and audit/research 
capabilities 
 
Seven interviewees (all professional roles) commented that they did not understand 
the context of the accreditation reference within the document or that the 
information was contradictory regarding advanced practice (Appendix 13 Table 47-
5A). 
 
“There's just this weird statement about the society can provide accreditation. I 
don't know it seems out of place that sentence hmm because it sort of specifically 
says accreditation of Advanced and Consultant Practitioners but then above it's 
fairly specific that only referring to Consultant Practitioners, and Advanced 
Practitioners are not, yes it seems a little bit out of place, doesn't it? Why does it 
say, because you could be an accredited Advanced Practitioner, but then you still 
can't arbitrate it seems a very out of place statement, doesn't it?” Director 5 
 
The value of Radiographer accreditation with relevance to arbitration was therefore 
considered by these interviewees as superfluous and of no tangible benefit, as 
Trusts indemnify individuals for undertaking the extended scope of practice 
(Appendix 13 Table 47-5A).   
 
“I personally wouldn't want to go through accreditation. Ermm I am happy with 
what I am doing, and the trust are happy with what I am doing I don't feel that I 
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need, and I've got a masters. I don't feel like I need to put myself through all of that 
box-ticking” Consultant Radiographer 3  
 
8.3.5.2 Sub-Theme 5.2: Individual Professional Factors 
• Lack of Agreement  
Six interviewees identified several attitude-related barriers. There was a lack of 
agreement with more guidance in general, with the belief of too much bureaucracy 
already. 
“We’re just trying to make it too complicated there are so many protocols already 
regarding breast and just having another one for arbitration I think it would just be 
a negative impact really” Director 4 
There was also a lack of agreement with specific aspects of the guidance relating to 
professional factors, which included working at a Consultant level, accreditation, and 
the perceived lack of applicability to individual clinical situations.  The restriction of 
staff working at a ‘Consultant level’ was criticised and deemed by two Radiologists 
to be a negative and offensive statement (Appendix 13 Table 47-5B). 
“I think that’s what pisses me off about kind of very prescriptive things from NBSS 
saying you can’t have them (Advanced Practitioners) do it you must have them do it.  
So, I think it’s a bit insulting really to the Advanced Practitioners who are 
experienced.  Well, then that would mean that our Advanced Practitioner couldn't. I 
think then you're limiting yourself to a handful of Radiographer Consultants 
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throughout the country. Well, I think that statement is unhelpful, I would say.  So, if 
you had a retired Consultant who is screen reading but never attended you know 
the MDT, I would have a problem with that, and they probably shouldn't third read” 
Radiologist 1 
Advanced and Consultant Practitioner accreditation is currently voluntary, and 
therefore one Radiologist considered this should not sit within national guidance.   
“So they need to decide is accreditation desirable, essential, if it is then everybody 
has to do it they're on a list and then you know there is criteria for being on that list 
and then you know so if it's ad hoc at the moment being on that list you can't then 
put that into guidance. It doesn't seem to be relevant.” Radiologist 1 
A Radiologist involved in the consultation document clarified that the purpose was 
to direct people to the society’s website and how accreditation can be achieved. 
“So, it's stuck in there to make sure those people are saying well you are talking 
about ermm Consultant Practitioners, but they can't become those because that's 
difficult there is a link to how you get to be one” Radiologist 3 
• Inertia of Practice  
A further perceived attitude-related barrier was the inertia of practice (Appendix 13 
Table 47-5B). An Advanced Practitioner reported difficulties in changing 
professionals’ reporting habits and procedures, and that implementation of a 
change only occurs when there is a staffing crisis.  Apathy to implementing change 
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was professed to be a protectiveness of professional roles. Conversely, one 
Radiologist considered that the organisational culture, rather than professionals, 
influences the willingness to change.  
“It’s likely that we are dealing with cultural stuff that's now stuck and I think that's 
what we've got. I think when something is completely new it’s easier to fix it when 
people have been doing it one way for a while some other way its rather more 
challenging” Radiologist 3 
• Appropriateness 
There was also a lack of agreement with the guidance regarding its applicability and 
timeliness (Appendix 13 Table 47-5B). One Radiologist reflected that local 
arrangements had developed in advance of the guidance because of the pressures 
on services, or third reader arbitration was automatically assumed when 
Radiographers qualified as a film reader.  In this unit, there was no minimum period 
or professional role stipulated before undertaking the function.  
“No, it didn't have any effect on us at all, we just carried on doing what we were 
doing.  Ermm it was just always like that right from the word go as soon as (name 
redacted) she was our first Radiographer film reader, and it was just taken as read 
that she would do it, I don’t even think there was a discussion, it just happened so 
when the other girl qualified she started to do it and as soon as I qualified I was 
doing it as well.  So, we didn't have the like you have to be doing it for two years 
before you can actually arbitrate as a third, we just did it as soon as we qualified” 
Consultant Radiographer 3 
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Additionally, a constraint on applicability was expressed because interviewees 
thought that the guidance was explicitly tailored to third reader arbitration and not 
encompassing of the characteristics and variance in a unit’s practice (Appendix 13 
Table 47-5B). 
“The group that’s written this will they know there is such variation in practice they 
seem to have written for a very specific situation where there's a single independent 
third reader arbitrating; perhaps they didn't appreciate there’s such a huge range, 
huge difference in practices and to a lot of units such as us it wasn't helpful or it 
didn't really mean much as it didn't relate at all to what we were already doing” 
Director 5 
• Implementation Climate/Capacity for Change 
In three units, the guidance had supported the implementation of Radiographers as 
sole third reader arbitrators or leads of consensus review meetings. In accordance 
with the survey responses, the key driver for implementation was a service need 
due to the lack of Radiologists and the inability to recruit to vacant posts (Appendix 
13 Table 47-5B).  
   “Because we're short-staffed” Advanced Practitioner 1 
Delegation had increased the workforce able to undertake the task, with the main 
benefit that cases requiring review were now dealt with promptly, avoiding delays 
and potential breaches (Appendix 13 Table 47-5B).   
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“With the new practice, it just meant that we weren’t have to wait because 
sometimes the Radiologists aren’t around on a Friday. So, if they weren’t around 
you couldn’t do it” Consultant Radiographer 1 
In another unit, Radiologists primarily undertook the third read and Radiographer 
arbitration was only utilised as a necessity. 
“We have one Consultant Radiographer who can, who does do arbitration but not 
very often and it's only really like today she did it because the other two people that 
were there had read the films, so she had to do it” Radiologist 2 
The interviews revealed that, in reality, some units are using semi-retired 
Radiologists (no longer actively undertaking assessments) and Advanced 
Practitioners to undertake arbitration, which illustrates a significant shortage of 
qualified personnel in the breast screening programme. 
“People are being dragged in from retirement, and people who wouldn’t normally 
be involved in the process are being involved in the process” Director 6 
The interviews indicate a need for leeway in not working exclusively according to 
guidance, as flexibility is required in the current staffing climate (Chapter 1 & 6).  As 
indicated, individual units are using a combination of what works, and what is 
needed, based on the staff they have. One Radiologist explained that when she was 
Director of the unit, the visiting QA team raised the issue of the unit utilising 
Advanced Practitioners as arbitrators.  However, this is a small unit, and 
discontinuing this would have resulted in failed NHSBSP standards. 
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“QA visits did question us on it because I was unit Director at that point and I was 
like do you know what we haven’t got a hope of making any targets if we stop that 
because if you think about it almost every week in the year one of us is away study-
leave annual leave you know four people so that’s like 25% of our screening 
workforce gone and there wouldn’t be somebody to do the 3rd reads if we relied on 
a Consultant only… we've got what we've got you know; we wouldn't be able to 
change” Radiologist 1 
As discussed in section 8.3.3.2 of this chapter, it may be that in time the review of 
film reader statistics via BSIS will be able to demonstrate individuals who are 
consistently not only sensitive but specific in film reading, and Trusts will continue to 
indemnify varying professional roles as arbitrators.  Overall, barriers to Radiographer 
arbitration were identified by participants at both an individual and organisational 
levels.  It is acknowledged that these results are from a cross-section of time and 









Table 48.  An Overview of the Perceived Barriers to Using the PHE Arbitration Guidance 
1. Knowledge-related barriers 
- Unfamiliarity with the guidance 
- Lack of knowledge of content (recommendations for delegation) 
2. Attitude-related barriers 
Lack of agreement with the notion of more guidance – too much 
bureaucracy 
Lack of agreement with this specific guidance: - 
- Appropriateness – lack of applicability in some units, not encompassing 
of unit variance and characteristics.  Timeliness - produced too late, units 
have implemented local strategies. 
- Evidence strength and Quality –perceiving them as too vague, lacking 
detail or too prescriptive to apply, not practical and limiting flexibility 
- Lack of clarity - ambiguity in the interpretation of i) Participate fully in 
assessment clinics including decision-making (working to Consultant 
Practitioner level), ii) SCoR accreditation  
- Lack of self-efficacy (Radiographers) – fear of litigation 
- Lack of outcome expectancy – increased recall rates without an 
associated increase in CDR 
3. Organisational barriers 
- Organisational constraints – policies on reporting practices, inertia of 
practice - difficulties with changing habits and procedures 
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8.4 Summary of Findings  
The interviews show that historical, cultural elements dictate the current variation in 
reporting and arbitration practices.  In some units, in-house training and non-blind 
reading/arbitration are resulting in conformity of practice and potentially biased 
decision-making. There is a potential need for change with some clinical trials 
mandating blind reading, but the ideology of becoming paperless was contrasted 
with the practical difficulties and safety aspect of ensuring the right results process.  
Although many interviewees theoretically supported a complete electronic reporting 
system as the way forward to support blind reading/arbitration and ease of audit, 
the practical process of actually setting this up in terms of IT infrastructure (NBSS) 
was seen as far more challenging. 
 
To date, little consideration has been given to how the arbitration process may be 
quality assured because of the statistical difficulties.  BSIS performance data may 
help inform which individuals within a unit are best suited to undertaking solitary 
third reads or lead consensus group review.  For some smaller units, the concept of 
external arbitration provides an alternative option.  Although many participants 
could see the potential benefit to this, those who defended maintaining current 
practice highlighted a potential delay in results. 
 
Personalities emerge as a dominant factor, not only in consensus group review but 
also in the decision-making aptitude of Radiographers, potentially preventing 
delegation of third reader arbitration.  A further barrier to delegation is 




The next and final chapter aims to synthesis the results of the different elements of 
the study.  This is achieved via triangulation of the findings from the literature 
review, survey data, KC62 performance data.  The chapter will also highlight 





Chapter 9. Integrating Evaluation, Discussion, Conclusions and	
Recommendations 
This thesis aimed to develop a broad and in-depth understanding of reporting and 
arbitration practices within breast screening in England and to investigate to what 
extent specific systems have worked better in differing units. This final chapter 
attempts to triangulate the research findings described in earlier chapters, 
highlighting methodological issues and exploring the strengths and limitations of the 
research. Consideration is then given to the implications of the study findings for 
policy and practice and how these might influence future service provision, followed 
by consideration of the potential impact of future advances in technology on breast 
screen reporting and arbitration. The chapter concludes with suggestions for future 
research. 
The study used methodological triangulation (as described in Chapter 5.3) to 
integrate data from the literature review, survey data, KC62 data and interviews to 
corroborate observations, highlighting any similarities and disparities in findings.   
Section 1: Triangulation of the Research Findings 
 
Several interacting issues were identified.  The first key issue of service variation 
emerged from the integration of both quantitative and qualitative data 
demonstrating variance in all elements of reporting and arbitration practices as well 




9.1 Issue 1.  Service Variation  
• Reporting Practices 
Quantitative data (survey responses Chapter 6.9.4.2) reveals that although double 
Radiographer reporting is the norm in some units, described by interviewees as an 
evolution of practice, in other units reporting restrictions are present.  The pairing of 
film readers is predominantly based on professional role, with one reader being a 
physician or Radiologist. Only a few respondent units paired on reader performance 
measures (recall rates and cancer detection rates) as advised in the NHSBSP Quality 
Assurance (QA) guidelines (Public Health England and PHE 2011). 
Performance of individual reporters has been stated as the leading cause of 
variation in the accuracy of screening mammography (Miglioretti et al. 2007, Elmore 
et al. 2009, Skaane et al. 2008, Duijm et al. 2009). Age, years of experience, and the 
number of yearly mammograms read are classed as contributory factors. Variation 
in the age of the reporter and years of experience is inevitable, but a central finding 
highlighted by interviewees in this study is that age and years of experience do not 
necessarily correlate to high performance. Scott and Gale (2007) have suggested 
that years of experience and reporting volume determine sensitivity, rather than 
specificity measures. For arbitration, specificity is required, and interestingly Scott 
and Gale (2007) identify that reporters with 1-5 years' and 6-10 years' experience 
performed significantly better in terms of specificity than those with 11 years and 




Recommended annual reading volumes vary internationally. In the US, single 
reading or single reading with CAD remains conventional practice, with a 
requirement to read a minimum of 480 mammograms (screening and diagnostic) 
per year (960 in 2 years) (Mammography Quality Standards Act Regulations; FDA 
2019). High annual reading volumes in the US and Canada are defined as 2,000-
3,000. Several European programmes advocate an annual minimum of 5,000 
mammograms per reporter to maintain high performance (Perry et al. 2007, Public 
Health England 2011, European Commission Initiative on Breast Cancer 2019). 
However, these figures are based on independent double reading with consensus, 
but this study demonstrates that the majority of survey respondents (63% -31 units) 
read non blinded, and this may, therefore, influence the association between 
reading volume and reading performance. There is a requirement in the NHSBSP to 
first read 1,500 films which then reflects an accurate profile of an individual reporter. 
In this study, the number of years of reading of the varying professional roles was 
recorded, but not the volume of reporting. 
Generally, observational studies (using non-blinded reading) have not demonstrated 
a clinically relevant association between the volume of films read and sensitivity nor 
CDR (Buist et al. 2011, Théberge et al. 2014, Duncan and Scott 2011, Cornford et al. 
2011). However, although the association between reading volume and specificity is 
inconsistent (Buist et al. 2011, Théberge et al. 2014, Duncan and Scott 2011, 
Cornford et al. 2011, Alberdi et al. 2011) the majority state a higher specificity with 
more films read (Smith-Bindman et al. 2003, Théberge et al. 2014, Alberdi et al. 
2011). Hoff et al. (2019) demonstrated a decrease in sensitivity when annual reading 
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volumes exceed 10,000 and Cornford et al. (2011), suggested an upper limit of 
25,000 over three years. This differs from the Duncan and Scott (2011) study that 
did not support a drop in reader performance at this volume of reading. Hoff et al. 
(2019) is the only study to date analysing the effect of reading volume on 
performance with blind reading of digital mammograms and consensus. Their study 
suggests optimum performance could be attained with annual reading volumes of 
4000–10,000 mammograms.  
An important finding from Hoff et al. (2019) was that more cases were dismissed at 
a consensus that had been recalled by low-volume readers compared to high-
volume readers. Consequently, they conclude that units with low-volume readers 
may have more arbitration cases, but this is based on independent (blinded) reading. 
Hoff et al. (2019) also endorse that for consensus to improve consistency and 
performance (lower FPR), at least one high volume reader (Radiologist) is present. 
These findings support the PHE arbitration guidance, which states that staff 
undertaking arbitrations should read >5000 films per year mammograms.  
With the increased reader profile information now obtainable from BSIS, if units 
have the capacity of pairing, it may be more effectual to base pairing on 
performance parameters, and volumes of films read rather than job roles. With a 
decreasing number of staff available to report, optimal reading volumes may 






• Arbitration practices 
Capacity is an issue affecting the scheduling of arbitration review, which is often ad-
hoc, time- pressured and governed by workload pressures and logistics.  Integration 
of both types of data (survey data chapter 6.9.5.2 and qualitative data chapter 
8.3.1.3) demonstrate that units swap processes (from the third reader to group 
consensus or vice versa) based on a desire to balance performance statistics with 
staffing levels and resources.  Both processes are known to reduce recall rates, 
thereby improving the specificity of a programme. In the literature, 39–50% relative 
reductions are reported with consensus recall policies (Brown, Bryan, and Warren 
1996, Anttinen et al. 1993, Hofvind et al. 2009, Dinnes et al. 2001), and 25-32% 
reductions with arbitration (Ciatto et al. 2005, Duijm et al. 2004). These figures 
would be in keeping with interviewees stating that about 50% of cases are returned 
to routine recall at consensus review. Analysis of KC62 data showed that there is no 
statistically significant difference in mean overall recall rates dependent upon the 
arbitration type, or cases arbitrated (discordant and/or concordant) for both 
prevalent and incident screens.  These results are in keeping with past research 
(Blanks, Wallis, and Moss 1998). 
Quorum requirements for consensus and the decision-making process (majority, 
experience weighted, profession weighted) are also variable.  Interview data 
corroborated that the lack of standardisation is a result of historical-cultural 
practices, with organisational or professional culture defining departmental 
processes, policy, norms, and tasks.  Over time, units develop a specific culture, with 
attitudes, standpoints and work methodologies, which contribute to the 
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establishment and consolidation of these identities and cultures (Diamond and 
Allcorn 2009).  
• Recall Rates and Cancer Detection Rates 
Recall rates are one of the main performance parameters used to determine the 
overall accuracy of the breast screening programme (Gur et al. 2004, Yankaskas et al. 
2001a, Otten et al. 2005, Smith-Bindman et al. 2003). The literature review 
undertaken highlighted that there are difficulties in establishing an optimal recall 
rate as there is a balance between the benefit of detecting a small number of 
additional cancers relative to the increased number of false-positive recalls (Schell et 
al. 2007, Mohd Norsuddin et al. 2015). International variance in recall rates and 
related performance measures (Elmore et al. 2003, Roman et al. 2013, Hofvind, S et 
al. 2012), is commonly explained by differences in the screening interval, reporting 
procedures, differing recall policies, and legal significances. However, within the 
NHSBSP, all units operate according to the same guidance, and therefore, the 
variances should be minimised. In the current study, performance metrics were 
analysed to map consistency across units. Analysis of the KC62 four-year data 
demonstrated significant differences between the 80 screening units for both SDR 
and recall rates. Average overall recall rates ranged from 2.14% to 6.92%, but in 
particular, there was a more significant variance in prevalent recall rates ranging 
from 4.2% to 13.7%. The reasons for this remain unclear. Although units with a low 
PPV and a low SDR may be considered a poor performer, there are multiple 
contributory factors, not all of which are in the unit’s control (Bennett and Blanks 
2007). A degree of variation is due to differences in the population being screened 
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(population change, age distribution, private screening concurrent with NHS 
screening) (Carney et al. 2003, Kavanagh et al. 2000). Further differences in the 
population screened may include the use of HRT, presence of symptoms and breast 
density. As discussed in Chapter 2 (2.3.4) breast density affects mammography 
performance, (Carney et al. 2003) and should, therefore, be considered when 
comparing performance measures, but it is not currently a requirement within the 
NHSBSP to record breast density. 
The conceptual diagram (Chapter 2, Figure 3) demonstrated the complexity of 
factors that can affect recall rates. In the literature review, several studies (Elmore 
et al. 2003, Yankaskas et al. 2001a, Otten et al. 2005, Schell et al. 2007) reported 
that increases in recall rates were not directly associated with improved CDR. In 
contrast to this was the USA study by Grabler and colleagues (2017) which reported 
that a recall range of 12%- 14% would provide optimal cancer detection rates. 
Analysis of KC62 data in the current study found no statistically significant 
correlation between the 4-year average recall rates and small (<15mm) cancer 
detection rates (prevalent and incident). However, there was a statistically 
significant, weak/moderate positive correlation between the prevalent/incident 
recall rates respectively and SDR. The peak incident SDR in the data occurred with a 
recall rate of 3.781%. Although the location of the cut point should not be over-
interpreted, the data in Graph 22 (Chapter 7.7.4) demonstrated that the sensitivity 
did not increase beyond this rate.  
Notwithstanding its limitations, this study’s results concur with the recent analysis of 
more than 11.3 million breast screening exams from the English Breast Screening 
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Programme which concluded that there is an optimum range for recall (Prevalent 
4.6% to 7%, Incident 2.6% to 4%) to maximise the detection of life-threatening 
cancers and minimise the harm from excess false positives  (Blanks et al. 2019).  The 
results presented in this thesis emphasise the potential to improve effectiveness in 
some units by reducing recalls and false positives while maintaining acceptable CDR. 
However, Burnside et al. (2018) propose that a minimum recall rate should be 
implemented for the NHSBSP as the authors established a statistically significant 
negative association of recall rates and interval cancers; if too low the benefits of 
screening are diminished.  
The four-year average SDR rates analysed in the present study demonstrated a 2.26-
fold variation (0.93 – 2.1) for prevalent SDR with a smaller 1.47-fold variation for 
incident SDR (1.21-1.78). However, when the 80 units were ranked in ascending 
order, there was considerable variation in a unit's position with data influenced by 
extreme values in single years. Conversely, consistent patterns in recall rates 
whether high or low were demonstrated over the four years, and this therefore 
likely reflects the cultural norms developed in reading and arbitration practices in 
the individual units as described by the interviewees. However, analysis of the 
arbitration strategy demonstrated no statistically significant difference in unit recall 
rates for <15mm CDR and SDR for both prevalent and incident screens.  This was 
irrespective of programme size. This differs from the study of Blanks et al. (2002) 
which stated a lower SDR for the small programmes and suggested that 
performance (PPV and CDR) was marginally poorer compared to medium or large-
sized units.  
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• Double Reading/Blind Reading 
There is convincing evidence that double reading increases sensitivity and CDR, with 
the literature reporting 9- 25% of cancers detected by only one reader (Euler-
Chelpin et al. 2018, Taylor-Phillips et al. 2018, Liston and Dall 2003). Within the 
present study, two Directors stated that single reader cancer rates were about 25% 
in their unit. However, since the introduction of digital mammography, the value of 
double reporting is often questioned in terms of the cost, infrastructure and time 
implications (Posso et al. 2016).  As single reader cancers tend to be smaller and less 
advanced (Taylor-Phillips et al. 2018, Dinnes et al. 2001) any extra expenditure 
should be offset against the costs of treating late-stage disease (Dinnes et al. 2001, 
Duijm et al. 2004).  Conversely, opponents to breast screening would suggest the 
non-invasive and small, low-grade disease represent overdiagnosis. Although all 
units in the NHSBSP currently double read, it is evident from this research study that 
the variation in reading practices and culture of units greatly influence the number 
of cases recalled to assessment.  
Survey results (chapter 6.9.4.1) revealed that the majority of respondent units read 
non-blinded, which again was stated to be historical practice.  It is evident that some 
interviewees perceive a change to fully blind reading as ‘a bit of a culture shock’, but 
if introduced this may negate the requirement for readers (in some units) with 
higher recall rates to be limited to the first reading. FRQA data for second reads 
would also then be useful, as they are currently less reliable because of the multiple 
variables described (See Chapter 2).  A predominant theme identified in the 
interviews (Chapter 8.3.1.2) was the concept of following on; which was deemed 
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especially applicable to newly qualified film readers. In theory, if readers are not 
unduly influenced, their recall rate should be similar for first and second reads.  
Analysis via BSIS may inform if the second reader’s performance would be inferior 
with blind reading, as suggested by one Director (in the current study) and would 
provide a more accurate profile of an individual’s reading performance.   
It is unclear whether complete blind reading would expose more significant 
differences in reader ability. Analysis of quantitative data (KC62) has demonstrated 
no difference in mean recall rates between units based on reading type (blinded vs 
non-blinded), but it is unknown how many cases are subsequently dismissed 
(returned to routine recall) at the review. However, with fully blind reading, there 
are several essential issues to consider. Firstly, there is limited literature in this field. 
Klompenhouwer et al. (2015a) stated that, in the Netherlands, blind reading almost 
doubled the proportion of discrepant cases. In this setting, there was an associated 
significant higher recall rate, but there was no arbitration, all cases with discrepant 
readings were referred for further assessment. Qualitative data in this study confirm 
that there was a significant increase in the number of arbitration cases when blind 
reading was implemented. This supports the theory of a biased perspective when 
not blind reading. However, of more considerable significance is that 
Klompenhouwer et al. (2015) reported a higher, although not statistically significant 
difference, in CDR (7.4 versus 6.5), but also that less invasive interval cancers were 
detected with blind double reading compared to non-blinded reading. Interval 
cancers (Fong et al. 2012, Bellio et al. 2017) have worse survival than screen-
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detected cancers; therefore, Klompenhouwer et al. (2015) advocated the use of 
blind reading.  
Overall, the results from this study indicate that perceptions of the optimal method 
of reading (blind vs non-blind) appear to be heavily dependent upon staff 
personalities and whether there are dominant individuals within a team who 
influence others.  With the majority of respondent units reporting they do not 
undertake blind reading; consideration should be given to standardising reading 
practices nationally to fully blind reading if this has the potential to improve the 
sensitivity of a programme. 
With the expansion of the NHSBSP (age extension trial), it is imperative to maximise 
the effectiveness of both the film reading and arbitration process. The consequences 
of such variation in practice can result in a higher number of false positives, which 
have significant implications from an economic perspective, and adverse 
psychological effects upon the women recalled (Hofvind, Solveig et al. 2012, 
Brodersen and Siersma 2013, Kopans, Smith, and Duffy 2011). Discordant results, 
and how they are handled, is important. A recent study by Houssami et al. (2017) 
reported that discordant recalls were confirmed to be malignant in 10% of women, 
and Hofvind et al. (2009) reported interval cancers were higher in the cohort of 
discordant reads that were not recalled. Taylor-Phillips et al. (2018) also reported 
higher CDR on arbitrated cases that were returned to a routine screening on the 
previous round. Some of these cases would have been true interval cancers and 
others, cancers which were missed by arbitration, giving a range of 8.9%-10.3%. 
However, the authors assumed independent second reading and the present 
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research study demonstrates that blind reading and blind arbitration does not occur 
in many units.  
While there is a recent focus on improving reader performance via BSIS feedback, 
little is currently done to QA the arbitration process. The difficulties associated with 
this were described in Chapter 8 (3.3.2) and corroborated by qualitative data. As a 
solitary third reader, variation in unit performance will depend upon the reporter's 
predisposition to detecting every cancer (reflected in their sensitivity) and 
acceptance of false-positive recalls (reflected in their specificity /PPV). However, 
information obtained via BSIS may facilitate performance-based selection of 
individuals to undertake the third read or the optimal composition of groups for 
consensus review, but another level of re-organisation may be difficult in busy 
environments.  
9.2 Issue 2.   Decision-Making and Radiographer Self-efficacy 
Two key issues identified in the present study by integrating quantitative and 
qualitative data were decision-making and self-efficacy. 
• Decision-Making 
Third reader arbitration or leading a consensus group review requires decisive 
decision-making skills.  Free text survey comments (chapter 6.9.4) and qualitative 
interview data (chapter 8 sub-theme 3.4) identify that some Radiographers might be 
indecisive and display more cautious decision-making than Radiologists and Breast 
Clinicians. The literature regarding ‘confidence' in advanced and Consultant 
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Radiographers emphasises that personalities are concomitant with assertiveness. 
Price and Edwards (2008) assert that competence and confidence are entwined 
personal qualities requiring a double stratagem for development. The authors 
termed self-belief and confidence as ‘soft' skills and, although they recognise that 
individuals must inherently possess these attributes, they suggest these skills could 
be improved with assertiveness training and unified organisational support. They 
also suggest that competence is improved with feedback, review of performance 
analysis and leadership training. As discussed in Chapter 2 (2.5.4), NHSBSP film 
readers are provided with performance statistics and opportunities to review 
interval cancer, allowing evaluation of any cancers that were dismissed at 
arbitration. The findings would seem to indicate that other elements such as 
assertiveness, leadership and organisational support may be lacking. However, this 
study did highlight that variable practice exists in terms of feedback and survey 
respondents gave very low scores for having mechanisms in place to monitor the 
outcome of consensus. The practice of not reviewing the routine recall cases may 
reinforce a pattern of recalling the same type of false-positive cases. Hence, 
feedback is essential for advising individuals and teams about their diagnostic 
performance (diagnostic error) and can benefit clinicians in modifying 
overconfidence and reducing the chance of repeated errors (Croskerry and Nimmo 
2011, Schiff et al. 2009). In units where there is a limited group discussion of cases, 
separate educational sessions with a review of arbitration cases with known 
outcomes may prove beneficial, especially if there is a dominant leader who is a high 
or low recaller. Qualitative data confirms time constraints and workload pressures as 
factors that prevent team review.  
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Yeung and Summerfield (2012), in discussing expertise and self-efficacy, describe a 
‘first-order confidence' which is associated with making a decision. In terms of 
screen reading, this relates to determining that an abnormality is present. The 
authors also describe a ‘second-order confidence' which refers to the probability of 
the decision causing favourable (correct) or unfavourable (incorrect) outcomes. This 
second-order confidence requires a breast screen reporter to differentiate the 
benign from the potentially malignant and is particularly relevant to arbitration 
cases where the aim is to increase the specificity. In contrast, Boldt et al. (2019) 
maintain that confidence is not necessarily associated with favourable outcomes, 
but the ability to make a decision and deal with the consequences whatever the 
outcome. This is in keeping with a barrier identified in the present study; the fear of 
liability and litigation linked to Radiographer arbitration. This is a common finding in 
upskilling in other AHP areas when the task-shifting involves more complexity 
(Colvin et al. 2013, Bhutta, Lassi, and Mansoor 2011). According to McMurray (1992), 
educational factors, personal factors, and experience affect expertise, and the 
author goes on to state that experts may be individuals who maintain a sense of 
perspective about themselves. To overcome the barrier of a lack of efficacy, a period 
of mentorship was recommended by two interviewees as a potential solution. In 
conjunction with the review of performance data from BSIS, this may give 
confidence to individuals to perform arbitration.  
The literature review in Chapter 3 (3.4) also highlighted that, although humans 
consider their decision-making as logical, the reality is that a multitude of biases can 
distort an individual's perception resulting in irrational decision-making (Blumenthal-
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Barby and Krieger 2015, Kahneman and Klein 2009, Elstein, Schwartz, and Schwarz 
2002). These perceived misinterpretations can result in an overestimation or 
underestimation of the disease, which has significant consequences for diagnostic 
decision-making. Chapter 2 (2.7) discussed interpretative errors when an 
abnormality is identified but misinterpreted (Wadhwa, Sullivan, and Gonyo 2016).   
This applies explicitly to arbitration cases as the potential area of concern is evident 
to the third person arbitrator.  Collaborative team-based diagnosis is advocated to 
avoid personal blind spots and biases (Balogh et al. 2015). Although a team-based 
diagnosis may be considered superior as a means of reducing diagnostic error, there 
is a lack of evidence to demonstrate an associated improvement in diagnostic 
accuracy in a clinical setting (Balogh et al. 2015). The present study did not aim to 
investigate the interval or missed cancer rates. 
The concept of collective intelligence was discussed in Chapter 4 (4.5.1), with studies 
from non-medical domains (business, politics and economics) reporting an increased 
prominence of situations in which CI is valuable (Arrow et al. 2008, Koriat 2012, 
Woolley et al. 2010) with groups (individuals but acting independently) stated to 
outperform single individuals (Balogh et al. 2015). However, diagnostic accuracy 
studies demonstrate conflicting results (Wolf et al. 2015, Kurvers et al. 2015, Hautz 
et al. 2015, Kattan et al. 2016, Kee, Owen, and Leathem 2004, Christensen et al. 
2000). Nevertheless, the use of algorithmic CI rules could be advantageous in 
specific breast screening units. If staffing levels preclude consensus meetings, 
individuals could individually report the arbitration cases during their regular 
reading session, with the results aggregated into an outcome. Also, this system 
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could prevent the sociological biases (groupthink and conflict evasion) as discussed 
in Chapter 4 (4.5.1), where individuals refrain from constructively expressing 
viewpoints (Lighthall and Vazquez-Guillamet 2015), the result of which can be a 
conformity of practice, as confirmed by interviewees in the current study (Chapter 
8.3.1.2). A significant novel finding in the current study was interviewees 
acknowledging bias of their judgement based on knowing who has recalled the case. 
This was not only when second reading but also when undertaking arbitration and 
group consensus review. In this study, individuals describe learning to recall like 
peers, modifying their recall behaviour, which in turn can lead to mediocrity. 
However, further research would be required to evaluate this method in a real-
world clinical environment and to develop optimal rules for combining opinions to 
reach an unbiased decision. 
Mahmoodi et al. (2015) also describe an equality bias in group decision-making. 
Individuals have differing levels of competence and, although theory indicates that 
the opinion of individual members should be weighted by reliability (Bovens and 
Hartmann 2003, Owen 1989), empirical research acknowledges that this can be 
challenging. Markers of reliability are influenced by numerous characteristics, which 
include confidence, personality (Campbell, Goodie, and Foster 2004), gender 
(Hannagan and Larimer 2010) and culture (Mann et al. 1998). To reach a sound 
decision, it may be necessary to discard the view of a less proficient reader which 
can be challenging. Equality biases are also stated to be more problematic with small 
groups (Mahmoodi et al. 2015). Considering every one of equal ability and thus 
allocating an equal weight to each opinion may decrease the accuracy of the group 
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decision (Mahmoodi et al. 2015). However, Koriat (2012) also describes the problem 
of subjective confidence, which assesses the unanimity of the group rather than the 
accuracy of the decision. In situations when the majority of the group are in error, 
decisions dominated by the most confident individual yielded worse decisions than 
those of the best individual.  
The literature review also highlighted that individuals could grossly misjudge their 
own level of competence, and their level in comparison to peers (Gigerenzer, 
Hoffrage, and Kleinbölting 1991, Soll 1985). To what extent these individual 
differences in competence are accounted for in breast consensus decision-making is 
unknown. As discussed previously, BSIS data will provide information on a unit’s 
most sensitive and specific readers and this could inform the optimal group 
composition for group arbitration, which could take into consideration differences in 
ability. This raises several questions for future research. Would a more formalised 
approach to consensus group composition result in improved unit performance 
metrics? Could algorithmic CI rules improve the collective intelligence of the 
consensus group? The risk of conformity could be avoided by anonymity, which 
would require changes to the NBSS system. However, would the anonymity of the 
recaller improve the outcomes of consensus groups? 
9.3 Issue 3:  Culture and Implementation Climate  
The integration of qualitative data from the surveys and interviews (Chapter 6 6.9.10, 
6.10.5.1 and Chapter 8 sub-themes 1.2, 4.2, 5.2) demonstrated that a key issue was 
the culture and implementation climate of units. 
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• Task Shifting  
Chapter 1 (1.1) highlighted the current diminishing Radiology workforce in breast 
screening.  A fundamental approach historically utilised to address chronic shortages 
in the health workforce is the redistribution of tasks between different professions 
(Colvin et al. 2013). Task shifting is evident in other areas of AHP practice, intending 
to optimise the effectiveness and efficiencies of skill mix (Colvin et al. 2013).  
The PHE arbitration document provides guidance for the delegation of arbitration to 
individuals who may act as a single arbitrator (third reader) or in consensus act as 
the coordinator/lead. Integration of quantitative data (Table 30 Chapter 6.9.10) and 
interview data emphasise that organisational culture and difficulties with changing 
habits are the main factors inhibiting implementation, which concurs with the 
theory of planned behaviour proposed by Catchpole (2013). The culture of an 
organisation is founded on behavioural practices that collectively result in the ‘way 
things get done around here' (Senior and Swailes 2016). Many barriers are 
entrenched, as a result of historical methods of training and a change in professional 
identities, that have added to conflicting approaches to communication and 
hierarchical relationships. These findings are consistent with those identified in a 
systematic review of task-shifting in midwifery (Colvin et al. 2013).  Attempting to 
influence change within the multi-faceted, and varied dynamics that exist in 
healthcare teams is a more extensive undertaking (Braithwaite 2018).  
Cabana et al. (2001) characterised three main groups of barriers to guideline 
adherence: 1. Knowledge-related barriers, 2. Attitude-related barriers, and 3. 
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External barriers.  In the current study, both data types identified knowledge-related 
and attitude-related barriers, but the third category related to organisational 
constraints rather than external barriers.   
Quantitative data suggest that PHE guidance has had minimal impact on introducing 
Radiographer as third reader arbitrators or lead of consensus.  However, qualitative 
data reveals valid reasons for non-delegation in specific units. Several requirements 
in the guidance are not currently met by Radiographers (Advanced Practitioners and 
Consultant Radiographers), such as autonomous decision-making in assessment 
clinics and actively participating in decision-making and subsequent patient 
management within MDT’S.  In several units, the PHE guidance was considered 
restrictive and counterproductive, demonstrating that in reality, it may not be 
appropriate for every clinical setting.   
It may be that responses would have been different from non-respondent units, and 
therefore, this may not represent an accurate national picture. Although there are 
only a small number of units utilising Radiographers to undertake third reader 
arbitration, quantitative analysis (KC62 data) showed no statistically significant 
difference in four-year average overall recall rates dependent upon the professional 
role (Chapter 7.10). This supports the statement in the PHE arbitration guidance that 
the skills required (decision-making with excellent specificity) are not necessarily 
associated with the profession of the arbitrator.  
The AGREE Collaboration (2003) (Appraisal of Guidelines, REsearch and Evaluation) 
assert that guidelines should explain how new evidence will be monitored and 
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recommendations updated, if required. However, this prerequisite is infrequently 
performed (AGREE Collaboration 2003). To date, there has been no published follow 
up to determine the impact of the PHE NHSBSP guidance.  
• Collaborative Teamwork 
Collaborative teamwork is intrinsically a complex phenomenon, involving multiple 
factors (group size and diversity, professional roles, decision-making rules, group 
dynamics) which will determine the effectiveness of group decision-making. The 
benefits of consensus are reported to extend beyond improved diagnostic 
effectiveness, offering an educational process (Pow, Mello-Thoms, and Brennan 
2016). This concurs with qualitative and quantitative data (team dynamics table) in 
this study. However, this is not a unanimous viewpoint.  Integration of both data 
types reveals that teams exhibit a combination of positive influences (e.g. trust, 
openness, respect) and negative/constraining influences (e.g. disrespect, a rigid 
culture prohibiting open discussion). The predominant factor emphasised is that of 
the personalities and attitudes of individuals. Despite group consensus being the 
approach adopted by the majority of units, there was nothing identified by the 
literature review that related to team dynamics within a breast screening setting. 
The team dynamics model produced by Song et al. (2015) emphasises the principal 
factors that support teamwork are accountability, communication and conflict 
resolution. Quantitative results reflect polar scoring in these factors by varying 
professional roles. Although these findings demonstrate an overall positive level of 
team dynamics, the statement ‘considering all points of view' before deciding on the 
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outcome was scored at the two extremes by some individuals. In the current study, 
this was confirmed in the qualitative data with a pressure to conform mentioned, 
and a high dependency on decisions from senior staff members. 69.4% of 
respondent units use a majority vote as the primary decision-making method 
(Chapter 6.9.9). Bang and Frith (2017) report that utilising a system that creates a 
majority and a minority vote can cultivate conflict and distrust. The qualitative data 
also corroborated this with several interviewees describing conceding to the 
majority decision, and, in situations where this occurred continually, people felt 
disempowered by the process.  
In August 2019, the National Breast Imaging Academy programme inaugurated 
(National Breast Imaging Academy n.d.) an interprofessional breast education 
model, which may help to break down professional silos. Providing individuals with 
respect and constructive attitudes to work in a culture of interprofessional 
collaboration could alleviate traditional hierarchies (Green et al. 2017). While a 
vision of the NHS long term plan (NHS 2019) is a new leadership code that will 
cherish the required cultural values and behaviours, it is acknowledged that 
currently this is not established in some parts of the NHS. The results presented here 
suggest that in specific breast screening units there are unhealthy practice cultures 
(characterised by the absence of collegial support) and that hierarchical gradients, 
whether perceived or real, exist between the different professions.  
The findings provide an insight into how and why guideline implementation might 
succeed in some settings and not in others. Future evaluation of all performance 
metrics with a uniform recording of third-person arbitrators (to include professional 
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role) and composition of group consensus may determine if there is a statistically 
significant difference dependent on these factors. 
9.4 Issue 4.  Planning the Service/Standardisation 
A further issue identified from data triangulation in the current study was the 
concept of service planning and standardisation. Participants from all professional 
roles identified factors relating to the structure and design of services as a potential 
barrier to sustaining current performance outcomes. The most notable sub-theme 
was ‘silo' working, as multiple interviewees identified this, and it was additionally 
conveyed in free text survey comments. Fenwick, Seville, and Brunsdon (2009) 
concludes that silos have their origin in human behaviour. The healthcare landscape 
is radically changing, and as the breast radiology workforce is diminishing, it may be 
necessary to consider delivery of the national breast screening service using a 
different approach. The concept of centralisation/external arbitration was explored, 
to gain opinions on the benefits and disadvantages of an enhanced collaborative 
process. Instead of working in silos, several interviewees proposed a more inclusive 
approach which would work not only for arbitration cases but for the batch reading 
of screening mammograms to improve the use of existing resources. An approach 
which optimises services for a population rather than individual units may face some 
opposition, but this could offer a solution to units with a shortage of film readers. 
One of the most significant barriers when trying to break down silos is the mindset 
of healthcare professionals (Vatanpour, Khorramnia, and Forutan 2013). 
Interviewees expressed polarised views on external arbitration, and any suggested 
changes were often met with tentativeness and apprehension (Chapter 8.3.1.3). 
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Closer joint working at a regional and national level, with centralisation or 
collaboration of film reading/arbitration, may improve the quality of care, 
standardising practice and allowing units to benefit from each other's strengths. To 
create a more open mindset, it would be important that departments can see the 
advantages of a change in the infrastructure. 
9.5 Issue 5 Digital infrastructure/ current technology  
The final issue identified from integrating survey comments and qualitative 
interview data is a requirement for the existing technology to be updated and the 
prospects of new technology to deliver the transformational requirements of a 
modern health care system (NHS 2019). 
The current NBSS reporting system is reported to be inflexible, creating inefficiency 
due to the reliance on paperwork. Functional deficiencies mean that there is a 
limited recording of data with no standardised way of documenting onto the system 
the people present during consensus (paper-trail). The most recent updates released 
in September 2019 include details of the type of abnormality for which a reader has 
recalled (mass, asymmetric density, microcalcification) and this information, in 
conjunction with known arbitrators, could help inform the ‘blind-spots' to which 
individual readers are prone. The laborious task of manually analysing combinations 
of consensus pair outcomes was described by respondents, and a system that could 
generate this information automatically may again help to define which 
combinations are optimal.  
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The proposition of a completely paperless system was explored with interviewees in 
the current study, with resulting divergent views. Topol (2019) states that: 
‘resistance to change and scepticism about technology are well-recognised barriers 
to progress." 
Changes to the NBSS system that could facilitate a fully electronic system would 
need to be intuitive and straightforward. Interviewees stated that an electronic 
proforma would need to enhance and streamline the clinical workflow rather than 
adding to the work burden. This is in keeping with Moacdieh and Sarter (2015) who 
report that health IT tools which are not designed and employed to support the 
diagnostic process can detract from the clinician’s reasoning activities, creating a 
cognitive burden and susceptibility to error. A potential area for future research is to 
investigate how AI algorithms can aid the identification of arbitration cancers by 
analysing large quantities of data to discover associations and trends in both reader 
performance and the type of mammographic abnormality that may not be apparent 
otherwise. 
9.6 The Potential Role of New Technology 
The final objective of this study was to comprehend the future role of new 
technology in breast screening reporting and arbitration practices.  The findings 
presented here are a result of the integration of the literature and qualitative data. 
9.6.1  Artificial Intelligence 
A potential solution that may offset the human weaknesses in decision-making is to 
utilise the ability of computers and deep learning. Artificial Intelligence is an 
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emergent field, and therefore, there is a lack of literature regarding the clinical 
performance of these systems in a prospective clinical setting. There is a substantial 
potential risk associated with an AI algorithm as proven with the IBM Watson Health 
oncology algorithm, where numerous recommendations for treatment were 
incorrect (Quach 2018).  
However, AI is increasingly recognised as having the promise to support and 
improve diagnostic performance, with the possibility of reducing diagnostic errors 
(El-Kareh, Hasan, and Schiff 2013). As the complexity of health care increases, 
radiology staff are subject to increasing amounts of data and volumes of images 
which some have argued may soon exceed human cognitive capacity (El-Kareh, 
Hasan, and Schiff 2013). With staffing shortages and increasing workloads, (The 
Royal College of Radiologists 2020) this is even more challenging.  Error rates vary 
between individuals and may be due to a flawed human memory, variable disease 
presentation, and the heuristics and biases discussed in Chapter 3. Sokolovskaya et 
al. (2015) also state that as reporters are pressurised to work faster, there is an 
associated significant increase in the average interpretation error rate.  In everyday 
clinical practice, high workloads may also be associated with distractions and 
interruptions, which are not conducive to effective perception (Waite et al. 2017, 
Donald and Barnard 2012). 
AI is a disruptive technology that may improve productivity and confer economic 
benefits to deliver an NHS fit for the future (Topol, 2019). Although AI was not a 
specific focus within the interviews of the NHSBSP reporting staff in the current 
study, two interviewees raised this subject with opposing views. One deeming there 
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would be cases to challenge or defeat any AI system and the other proposing the 
use of an AI system to arbitrate.  
Breast cancer screening represents an ideal application for AI as there are large 
datasets available for algorithm training and testing, and information (known 
outcomes) for validating clinical endpoints.  The literature review and qualitative 
data (Clinical Director of a Med Tech company, Chapter 8.3.2.2) highlighted the 
substantial improvements over time in AI with deep learning algorithms. Early 
results using AI in other clinical settings such as retinal assessment (Gulshan et al. 
2016), skin lesion analysis (Esteva et al. 2017, Phillips et al. 2019) and CT head scans 
(Chilamkurthy et al. 2018) demonstrate systems performing at a human specialist 
level capability. Kooi et al. (2017) report that breast cancer detection performance 
of AI systems are currently comparable to an average breast Radiologist, which may 
result in an improvement in the performance of breast cancer screening 
programmes (Trister, Buist, and Lee 2017).  Conversely, Rodríguez-Ruiz et al. (2019) 
found that AI performed consistently lower than the best Radiologists in all datasets 
in their study.  This is supported by a recent diagnostic accuracy study of screening 
mammograms (Schaffter et al. 2020) which found that while no solitary AI algorithm 
surpassed the Radiologists, a collective of AI algorithms with a single reader 
(Radiologist) demonstrated an increase in overall accuracy.  Importantly, with 
double-reading and consensus as employed in many European countries, the 
authors report that the “addition of AI may not have as great an effect on improving 
overall diagnostic accuracy”, but future research is required to train the AI 
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algorithms with consensus assessments which could improve consensus decisions 
alone.  
More recently, McKinney and colleagues (2020) report the results from a deep 
learning AI system which correctly identified cancers with a similar degree of 
accuracy to expert Radiologists in screening mammograms. The authors also report 
a reduction of 5.7% and 1.2% (USA and UK, respectively) in false positives, and a 
decrease of 9.4% and 2.7% (USA and UK, respectively) in false negatives.  The AI 
system was evaluated using a large-scale database of digital images (26,000 
women/80,000 images) extracted from the UK NBSS, and a large enriched dataset 
from the USA (3,000 women).  The authors undertook a simulation study utilising 
the AI system in the double-reading process and state that the  
“AI system maintained non-inferior performance and reduced the workload of the 
second reader by 88%.” 
However, this was a research study, not a clinical study.  The results are from images 
obtained mainly from a single manufacturer, and although the US readers may have 
utilised tomosynthesis, the results for each technology are not individually reported. 
The only demographic detail incorporated in the study is the age of the population, 
and Pisano (2020) states that the performance of an AI algorithms can be extremely 
reliant upon the population utilised in the training sets. 
To date, there has been a narrow body of work comparing AI performance directly 
with humans.  However, a study just published (Salim et al. 2020) is an external 
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evaluation of three commercially available AI CAD algorithms as independent 
mammography readers and assessed the screening performance when combined 
with radiologists. However, the AI CAD algorithms have not yet been approved by 
the US FDA to be used as an independent reader, and the vendors are unknown.   
The progression of AI algorithms justifies the optimism that these systems can 
potentially aid reporters in several ways. Utilising the power of AI has the potential 
to tackle some of the current challenges in breast screening, including improving the 
accuracy of detection, the potential to increase efficiency, and expedite the 
detection of early cancers. 
9.6.2 Role of AI in Detection and Decision Support.  
Qualitative data (interview with the Med Tech Director, Chapter 8.3.2.2) disclosed 
that their software has a sensitivity and specificity higher than any existing 
Computer-Aided Detection (CAD) and stronger than a single expert breast 
Radiologist. A recent study (Rodríguez-Ruiz et al. 2019) compared the performance 
of Radiologists (breast cancer detection) reading unaided versus reading with an AI 
system and found that support from an AI system improved performance (measured 
by the area under the ROC curve), with no detrimental effect on reading times per 
case. However, this study was performed on a data set with a high proportion of 
cancers and therefore, not directly comparable with reporting in standard screening 
practice.  
The most recent external validation study (Salim et al. 2020) used a screening 
mammography database (739 mammograms with breast cancer and 8066 randomly 
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sampled mammograms negative for breast cancer)  to assess the performance of 
three AI algorithms in various settings.  The number of true negative cases was 
increased (112 914) to give a rate of 6.5 cancers per 1000 when comparing the AI 
model performance with or without first and second readers, simulating a double-
reading set-up.   The authors conclude that  
“Combining the first reader with the best algorithm identified more cancer cases 
than combining the first and second readers”.    
One of the algorithms is reported to demonstrate a diagnostic performance at the 
level of, or exceeding that of radiologists, with no marked benefit in performance 
when combining the three algorithms compared to using the best alone. Cancer 
detection rates were estimated to increase by 8% when added to the first reader 
result, but there was also an increase in the number of cases considered abnormal 
by 77% (true positives and false positives).  Therefore, the benefit of replacing one 
human reader would result in a much larger number of cases and workload 
requiring arbitration review by a third human reader or consensus group.  
Interestingly, this study demonstrated that two human readers showed greater 
concordance (abnormal readings and false positives) than a human reader with an 
algorithm.  This potentially supports the findings in the current study of bias when 
non-blind reading (Chapter 6.9.4.1 and Chapter 8.3.1.2). 
Although the BSIS system may help to demonstrate specific strengths of readers, 
aiding optimal reader pairings, the present study’s findings demonstrate that units 
do not necessarily have the luxury of sufficient staff to facilitate this. The distinct 
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advantage of an AI system to change the recall decision threshold by altering the 
operating point on the ROC curve is that this could be tailored to an individual 
reader's performance, allowing a high recaller to be paired with a low recall version 
of the algorithm. Importantly, (Rodriguez-Ruiz et al. 2019)stated that improved 
performance was attributed to an increase in the middle part of the ROC curve, 
implying that AI can enhance evaluation of indeterminate cases. This is significant 
clinically as the majority of arbitration cases are more likely to be equivocal. 
Rodríguez-Ruiz et al. (2019) also reported that the improvement in performance was 
greater for less experienced readers, but in the study by Watanabe et al. (2019) the 
very senior Radiologist who had the most mediocre results (CDR) showed the most 
improvement. Again, this represents a significant clinical finding as, with AI, newly 
qualified staff will not be influenced by dominant or senior individuals and pressure 
to concur with cultural norms, as found in the qualitative data presented this thesis. 
Qualitative interview data emphasised that one concern of NBSS becoming a fully 
blind and paperless system was the potential for a reporter to inadvertently enter a 
normal/normal result when a recall was intended. AI systems can be set up to make 
a recall suggestion known (exam score and area marked); therefore, this has the 
potential to act as a safety net in this scenario. 
An aim of The Five-Year Forward View (NHS 2014) was to reduce the care and 
quality gap striving to standardise high-quality care. The variability in current reader 
performance was highlighted as an issue in Chapter 2 (2.6.4). The use of AI 
algorithms could potentially augment poorer performance, reducing the variation in 
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the quality of decision-making, providing a more standardised service to women 
(Bell 2017). 
 
9.6.3 Role of AI in Optimising Reading Strategies.  
Qualitative analysis of survey responses (Chapter 6.9.5.1) demonstrates the 
variation in stratifying of cases dependent upon the level of suspicion of the 
abnormality. In some units, cases classified as suspicious are second read and 
automatically recalled for further assessment. Given the high workload and lack of 
experienced readers, the continued cost-effectiveness of double reading may in 
future be questioned. In particular, its value in cases when the first reporter has 
graded an abnormality as definitely malignant. 
AI systems can indicate the risk of a cancer being present, based on a suspicion 
scoring of 1 - 10, with 10 representing a high risk of malignancy. This quantitative 
indicator may be useful in triaging and prioritising the worklist, with readers 
choosing to read the potential cancer cases first, to ensure timely recall to 
assessment. With no reported increase in reading time or even a potential decrease 
(Rodríguez-Ruiz et al. 2019), the benefits of AI support may enable more efficient 
reading. If readers are reassured when there is a low-risk score, they may spend less 
time on these cases and give more time to the most suspicious examinations.  
A recent study by Lång et al. (2019), based on data from a sub-cohort of the Malmö 
Breast Tomosynthesis Screening Trial, assessed the performance of an AI algorithm 
in screening to determine if normal exams can be excluded, and the types of cancers 
the AI system did not detect. Seven invasive cancers were missed by the AI system, 
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six of which were visible by the assessing Radiologists. However, (Lång et al. 2019) 
demonstrated that: 
· 19% of screening mammograms with a risk score of one or two could be removed 
from human screen reading without missing cancer. Furthermore, this reduced 5% 
of the false-positive cases.  
· 69% of the screening mammograms were allocated a risk score of three to nine, 
with 31% confirmed as cancer. It was proposed that these could be single-read 
mammograms 
· 12% of the screening mammograms were given a risk score of 10, and 69% of these 
were cancer. It was proposed that these are the examinations requiring a double 
read. 
The above reading stratification resulted in a 54% reduction in workload. Rodríguez-
Ruiz et al. (2019) offer an alternative proposition of a 50/50 pre-selection split with 
the 50% least suspicious read with one reader and AI and double reading for the 
50% most suspicious cases. As there is an immediate second report, rather than 
waiting for the images to be second read by a human reader (later that day or 
another day), this offers the potential to speed up results.  
McKinney et al. (2020), also explored how their AI system performed as a triage tool, 
using high-confidence operating points to automatically discard low-risk cases, to 
reduce the workload for reporters. Although the authors emphasised the potential 
of AI to sustain screening services in the face of workforce shortages, prospective 
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clinical trials will be required to benchmark and monitor performance and to 
evaluate in full the cost-effectiveness and extent of benefit to women in terms of 
longer-term outcomes.  In an era where AI systems are coming close to performing 
human tasks, defining the level of human regulation required over an algorithm 
(based on the risk level) will be necessary, but foremost technology introduction will 
have to surmount concerns from healthcare professionals and the public (Johnson 
2016). Introducing AI, as a stand-alone reader has yet to be studied, and regulations 
around the medicolegal consequences, if an AI system failed, would need to be 
established.  Future studies in an actual screening scenario will validate and assess 
the real effect of AI support and will determine if an interactive system results in 
equivalence or improvements in reader performance (diagnostic performance and 
efficiency) and financial outcomes (Topol 2019). If there is equivalence and the cost 
is lower, and reporting is faster, then AI will be the ’dominant’ technology. 
9.6.4 AI as an Arbitrator  
Gubern-Mérida (2019) has suggested that double reporting by humans continue and 
that AI be used as the third reader arbitrator. This represents an attractive proposal 
because AI algorithms could also offer a score on the likelihood of a lesion being 
cancer. The consensus group dynamic issues discussed in Chapter 4 (4.5) would be 
avoided, as would the inherent biases of an individual human reader. Potentially, 
this could help to reduce the false-positive rates and improve capacity on 
assessment clinics, although it would raise costs.  
Overall, the prospects of AI in breast screening are considerable.  Valuable 
consultant reading time could then be transferred to assessment clinics, follow-up 
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ultrasound scans following MRI findings, and Vacuum Excision Biopsies.  At present, 
it is unknown if reporting and arbitration with an AI system would translate to fewer 
missed cancers and earlier diagnosis. Salim et al. (2020) report that in the analysis of 
interval cancers (diagnosed within 12 months of a negative screening mammogram) 
the best AI algorithm in their study achieved an area under the receiver operating 
characteristic curve (AUC) of 0.810.  The authors, therefore, conclude that many of 
the prior mammograms will have malignant features present and that AI algorithms 
may aid earlier detection. 
Conversely, the cost of the AI software and integration into the Picture Archiving 
and Communication System (PACS) workflow has to be considered.  Potentially, if AI 
systems are used to augment a reader, there may be a potential increase in the 
number of assessment cases requiring consultant work-up.  However, if the 
increased cases are true positives, this may save costs down the line by preventing 
more expensive treatment and increase the number of years of life, and, therefore, 
be cost-effective. 
 
9.6.5 Further Potential Benefits of AI  
Chapter 2 (2.8.1) emphasised that the use of DBT can increase the CDR of screening 
programmes, but this modality requires many images to be read; increasing the 
reading time by a factor of two (Gubern-Mérida 2019).  If screening with DBT were 
to be implemented in the future, it would be imperative that the intelligent 
algorithms can constructively aid the reporter, by acting as a second reader (Harvey 
et al. 2019: 187).  Marinovich et al. (2018) undertook a meta-analysis of thirteen 
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American studies and reported that the overall recall rate was 2.2% lower with DBT 
compared to DM examinations, with an associated increase in CDR of 1.1 per 1000 
examinations.  However, a significant finding from a recent US study (Sprague et al. 
2020) is the considerable variability in results (CDR and recall rates) amongst 
Radiologists indicating that improvements in these performance metrics with DBT is 
not unanimous.  The authors conclude that further research is required to assess the 
variability in Radiologist DBT screening performance. Future prospective studies may 
inform if 2D-mammography and AI have any clinical impact on the use of DBT, or 
whether AI trained on DBT images can increase the diagnostic performance further 
(Salim et al. 2020). 
Also, discussed in Chapter 2 (2.3.4) was the impact of breast density as a risk factor, 
and the fact that the current BI-RADS breast density classification undertaken by 
reporters is subjective and hence variable. An algorithm capable of providing 
reproducible breast density measurements would be beneficial when exploring 
breast density to predict cancer risk. A recent study by Yala et al. (2019) reports the 
results of a mammography-based deep learning (DL) breast cancer risk model; the 
authors found that a hybrid model of mammograms in combination with traditional 
risk factors produced substantially improved risk prediction compared with the 
Tyrer-Cuzick model alone (version 8 which includes breast density). The ability to 
incorporate risk factors into the algorithms, for example, family history, and breast 
density was also confirmed by the Clinical Director of a Med Tech company, 
particularly when amalgamated with genomic data. 
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“So that is the next thing we are moving onto is breast density, and we already have 
a risk stratification algorithm much like Volpara, but we actually use that to actually 
inform our final call back decision” (Radiologist 4 Clinical Director of a Med Tech 
company). 
AI models may, therefore, lead the way in potentially differentiating aggressive from 
indolent screen-detected cancers and thereby lessening the risk of over-diagnosis 
(Tice et al. 2005). Bahl et al. (2018) report a machine learning model that utilises 
established risk factors, text from the histology report, and results from a needle 
core biopsy to stratify patients diagnosed with a High-Risk Lesion (HRL).  This offers 
the potential to differentiate HRL’s that need a surgical excision and those (low risk 
of upgrade) that may require surveillance only, reducing unnecessary treatments.  
This possibility offers an opportunity for greater informed decision- making between 
the patient and the clinician and may assist in more personalised and precision 
patient care.  
Gillies, Kinahan, and Hricak (2016) state that the future of radiology is the potential 
to transform a speciality of   
“qualitative interpretation to one of quantitative analysis”. 
The incorporation of radiomics (quantitative measures of image texture) (Parekh 
and Jacobs 2017) to improve clinical decision-making could further pave the way to 
personalised precision health (Castaneda et al. 2015). However, research into this 
will require developing models that link a combination of imaging phenotypes from 
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large mammography datasets and genomic-level variables (Radio-genomics) 
(Houssami et al. 2017).  Radio-genomics may uncover specific imaging biomarkers 
that could potentially help detect tumours that are often missed at mammography, 
such as diffuse invasive lobular cancers which often only exhibit subtle architectural 
distortions. 
9.6.6 Current AI Activities Relevant to Breast Screening 
In 2018, the East Midlands Radiology Consortium EMRAD created a partnership with 
two UK-based AI companies, to improve the development, testing and deployment 
of AI tools in the NHSBSP. The Test Bed project incorporates both clinical and 
operational processes aiming to  
• optimise clinical service capacity 
• improve patient care  
• increase confidence in the use of machine learning tools. 
The way AI is envisaged to work is as a first reader, then when the human reads, the 
AI opinion is available (the equivalent to non-blinded second reading).   
An interview with the EMRAD Project Manager Simon Harris confirmed that the AI 
tool had been calibrated at two NHS sites, and the aim is to test the generalisability 
of the new deep learning mammography software.  Simon is hoping to have 
completed the validation of the AI tool by the end of September 2020.  The plan to 
move into prospective (real-world testing) is being drawn up.  The tool will be 
implemented into the clinical workflow alongside the current double reading (for 
those women who have consented to have their mammograms read by AI).  There 
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will be no change in their treatment, just an additional AI read in the background.  At 
this stage, the AI outcomes will not be shared with the reporters. However, the data 
will be reviewed to ascertain if there is agreement or disagreement with the readers 
and to prove the accuracy of the tool.  If the case goes to arbitration, the pilot will 
assess the AI result.  The project team hope to conclude that their model is suitable 
for consideration as an independent reader in double-read screening programmes.  
Early results are reported to be ‘really exciting’ (Harris 2019). However, the ‘holy 
grail’ of a validated deep learning system that accurately makes recall decisions on 
par with, or superior to, human double-reading, while delivering explainable and 
interpretable results if required, may be some time away (Lehman 2020).  
The critical dependency highlighted by Simon Harris is not to interrupt the clinical 
workflow. There are ongoing discussions with Hitachi who develop the NBSS 
software to ascertain how they can integrate this tool, together with PACs vendors 
regarding the imaging aspect.  For AI to scale and spread throughout the breast 
screening units requires formal PHE agreement as safe practice. Simon Harris stated 
that ‘getting through the regulations is the tricky part’. 
 
9.6.7 AI as an Administrative Optimisation Tool 
As discussed in Chapter 8 (8.3.1.3), breast screening sites currently operate in silos. 
AI-powered intelligent administrative systems could confer benefits to the breast 
screening programme through integration and improved planning, for instance, 
scheduling of clinics and staff resourcing.  Capacity and demand planners may help 
to provide detailed forecasts and identify ways to alleviate these pressures.  A 
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forewarning of increases in demand for cases to be recalled for assessment may 
help in proactively scheduling extra clinics before the peak in demand.  The ability to 
estimate the impact of unplanned equipment downtime or workforce changes may 
help to reduce round length slippage. The facility to identify the optimal and less 
efficiently used clinics may also aid the planning of limited staff resources (Joshi and 
Morley 2019).  
AI tools may also assist in the possibility of improving on patient DNA predictions 
which could be utilised to control ‘smart clinic’ features in NBSS. Joshi and Morley 
(2019) propose that similar methods may help to identify appointment slots which a 
client is most likely to accept, with the potential to increase first-time attendance 
rates, and thereby reduce the administration associated with clients re-booking their 
appointments for a more suitable time.  
As considered in Chapter 8 (8.3.2.1), if the breast screening programmes 
specification and IT infrastructure evolved to support reporting and arbitration from 
other sites, further opportunities exist for client appointments.  The utilisation of AI 
tools in this scenario could theoretically allow women to be screened at a location 
that incurs minimal travel time, such as closer to work, and the available service 
capacity.  AI tools may also confer global benefits (Lehman 2020).  The interview 
with the Clinical Director of a Med Tech company raised that opportunities could 
exist for countries that do not have breast screening resources.  
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“Third world countries for instance for us to just leapfrog them straight into having 
AI basic provisions and they're quite happy to do that because you know anything is 
better than nothing you know really in those countries”.   
This view is supported by a recent journal commentary, (Lehman 2020) stating that 
if AI models can differentiate between mammograms with and without cancer 
present,   
“Screening can be made available and affordable to a large population of women 
who currently have no access to the life-saving potential of quality screening”. 
9.7 Evaluation of the Research Approach 
The current research employed a mixed-methods approach to accomplish the aims, 
with the integration of the quantitative and qualitative data at multiple levels. 
Applying a mixed-methods approach in a unique setting was challenging to an early 
career researcher and required engaged and continuous analysis to identify and 
track outcomes from the literature (Lau and Kuziemsky 2017) with this research's 
empirical evidence. The limitations of the methods were explored in the respective 
chapters (5, 6 and 8). A strength of the study is that integration through the design 
was achieved via an explanatory sequential study. Methodological integration 
occurred through the process of connecting, in which the sampling frame for the 
interviews was selected from survey respondents ranked into high medium and low-
performance parameters, and professional roles. Integration was also achieved at 
the interpretation and reporting stage with the quantitative and qualitative findings 
synthesised through this narrative using a weaving approach. 
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Although considerable research has been devoted to breast screening performance-
based studies, these have used a purely quantitative approach (Taylor-Phillips et al. 
2018, Blanks, Wallis, and Moss 1998, Bennett and Blanks 2007, Blanks et al. 2002, 
Burnside et al. 2018).  Rather less attention has been paid to qualitative work, and 
this is the first study, to the researcher's knowledge, that has integrated quantitative 
and qualitative data on reporting/arbitration practices relating to breast screening.  
Using a mixed-methods approach in this setting was, therefore, highly novel and 
allowed an exploration of aspects which may have been missed using a purely 
quantitative approach.  
 
9.7.1 Limitations of Methodology and Study Overall 
A response from each breast screening unit was sought, but not every unit was 
represented. The findings are considered valuable regardless of being partial (for 
England), providing a foundation for accrual of further knowledge (Pawson 2013). 
Although the study had a broad geographical reach, the representativeness was 
most limited from the London region (33%). However, this did not limit the 
interview selection, as there were responses from each cell in the pre-determined 
sampling frame. It is acknowledged that the interviewees were respondents of the 
surveys, and although staff from all professional groups were included, it cannot be 
presumed that findings would be generalisable to all of the groups represented in 
the study. However, the results are still considered valid as in qualitative research; 
generalisability is not the ultimate aim (Scragg et al. 2017). This study revealed a lack 
of clarity in what participants classed to be arbitration or consensus. Hence although 
describing a group process, some respondents did not complete the team dynamics 
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element of the survey, resulting in a smaller sample of data (Burmeister and Aitken 
2012). Survey respondents and non-respondents might have varied in ways that 
influence their team dynamics. However, this small sample demonstrated an 
understanding of the dynamics in breast consensus groups and revealed differences 
in perceptions amongst the varying professional roles.  
The study provided an overview of barriers to implementation of the PHE guidance, 
but it is acknowledged that these may change over time. Nevertheless, this provides 
a valuable foundation from which to compare changes in future practice.  
Further limitations of this study are identified, which could affect the results. 
Regarding the performance data; the individual round length for each unit is 
unknown, and hence any slippage could affect a units SDR. The KC62 data (publicly 
available) utilised for this study does not provide data on non-invasive or micro-
invasive disease for individual units. It was therefore not possible to ascertain if 
higher recall rates were associated with higher DCIS rates. The reading practices, 
arbitration strategies and Radiographer arbitration data could only be analysed for 
the 49/80 (61%) of respondent units. An analysis of data for all 80 units may show 
different and statistically significant results. Some units introduced Radiographer 
arbitration within 2016-2017 and therefore a review of national data over an 
extended period would need to be evaluated to ascertain if there is any impact on 
overall recall rates.  
The qualitative findings presented in this thesis are a result of data analysis and 
interpretation by an individual researcher. It is recognised that there are issues of 
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validity and reliability in qualitative research (Noble and Smith 2015).  The study 
design mitigated against these where possible by checking face validity and, where 
possible, interpretation with a second independent researcher.  
Section 2: Implications of the study findings  
The findings of this research have led to the following key organisational and 
national recommendations.  
9.8 Recommendations 
Recommendation 1: Blinded Double Reading 
Blind independent double reading should be considered to obtain the best insight 
into individual reader performance and standardisation of practice.  
Analysis of qualitative data (Chapter 6.9.4.1 survey comments and Chapter 8.3.1.2) 
reveals the concept of ‘following-on’ for some newly qualified readers with a 
modification of their reporting practices and a subsequent homogenisation of 
reading.  True blind second reading would allow improved monitoring of readers as 
this will provide more substantial amounts of unbiased data. There is limited 
literature in this field, but with less invasive interval cancers and a slightly higher 
CDR detected with blind double reading compared to non-blinded reading 
(Klompenhouwer et al. 2015a) a change in practice may have the potential to 
improve the sensitivity of a programme. The caveat is that true blind reading may 
increase the number of cases requiring arbitration.  
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Recommendation 2: Blinded Arbitration/Consensus 
To obtain independent non-biased opinions on arbitration cases consideration 
should be given to anonymisation of which individuals have reported/recalled the 
case.  
Analysis of qualitative data (survey comments Chapter 6.9.4.1 and Chapter 8.3.1.2) 
reveals in some units a biased perspective in arbitration.  Rather than making an 
independent opinion on a potential abnormality and arbitrating effectively, some 
individuals conveyed their judgement was based on knowing the professional who 
recalled the case.  Anonymised arbitration or consensus (individual identities are not 
known) would reduce several biases and may have the potential to reduce recall 
rates in some units where dominant individuals who are a high recaller control 
practice. Conversely, it may prevent erroneous dismissal of a positive case when the 
credibility of high recaller is overridden. The literature review highlighted that 
prestige and dominant hierarchies develop over time within groups and may be 
difficult to change.  Human decision-making is susceptible to psychological biases, 
the impact of which may be considerable.  Triangulation of qualitative data and the 
literature indicates that the application of Artificial Intelligence has the potential to 
support and improve clinical decision-making both within the reporting and 





Recommendation 3: Careful Selection of Arbitrators 
Directors of breast screening should consider using the BSIS data to support 
delegation of solitary third reader arbitration/lead of consensus review meetings. 
Analysis of qualitative data (Chapter 6 survey comments 6.9.4.2 and Chapter 8, sub-
theme 3.1) emphasises that expertise in screen reading is characterised by the 
sensitivity and specificity of the reporter. Although first/second reader BSIS data 
may not transfer directly to arbitration, selecting individuals with the highest 
sensitivity and specificity may be more effective compared to the current situation, 
where the task is predominantly based on professional role. Substantiation of third 
reader outcome measures by professional role would be a valuable extension of the 
study.  
Qualitative findings (Survey comments Chapter 6.9.10 and Chapter 8 sub-theme 2.1, 
3.2, and 3.3) also reinforce that feedback on performance (true positive and false 
negative cases) is integral in developing expertise, inducing reflective learning, 
corroborating accurate reasoning and developing confidence. This is in keeping with 
the substantive theory proposed by  Ericsson (2004) regarding expert ‘deliberate 
practice’ as a method which could improve the reasoning processes of 
Radiographers as they progress from a novice to an expert practitioner.  
Developing clinical reasoning skills are essential for reporters who have completed 
the trainee phase, and continuing education can be leveraged to progress these 
skills as a core aim (Cruz, Pimenta, and Lunney 2009).  Until recently, the non-
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technical skills of performance, for instance, clinical leadership were not focused on 
in the curricula and training for radiographers.  As a result, there will be experienced 
advanced and consultant practitioners who have not been equipped with the 
expertise or feel empowered to undertake leadership roles.  Preceptorship periods 
may be useful for individuals lacking confidence in undertaking the role.  The caveat 
is that delegation to specific individuals may create unease between peers and 
different professional roles. 
Qualitative survey comments (Chapter 6.9.10) also indicate that there are limited 
opportunities for feedback on arbitration performance in some units.  NHSBSP 
reporters previously attended regional interval cancer reviews, but these are no 
longer provided.  A potential area for future research would be to develop an 
electronic (web-based) programme to review cancers that were arbitrated to 
routine recall.  Analysis of the imaging characteristics (mammographic abnormality 
and visualisation), review of prior mammography, and discrepant reads would be a 
valuable educational tool.  A web-based programme would allow accessibility and 
participation from a wider staff cohort, providing a forum for continuous learning.  
Reporters will review their local interval cancers (including arbitrated interval 
cancers) and false-negative cases and may be fixated on the missed cancers.  
However, it is also essential to review cases that are recalled and subsequently 
returned to routine recall at arbitration or assessment.  A review of these cases may 
have a more significant impact on reducing the recall rate.  In a learning healthcare 
system, it is recommended that organisations adopt policies and practices to deliver 
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systematic feedback and open discussion in a non-punitive culture for service 
improvement. 
Recommendation 4: Software Design/Update 
Consideration should be given to secure funding for rewrites within the National 
Breast Screening Computer System (NBSS) to improve usability, enable optimisation 
of consensus groups and to facilitate true blind reading/arbitration.  
Analysis of qualitative data (Chapter 6.9.4.1 survey comments and Chapter 8.3.2.1 
interview data) highlights that the current reporting system is deemed by all 
professional roles to be suboptimal, lacking sophistication and reliant upon 
paperwork. Specific clinical trials (PROSPECTS) require blind reading but a transition 
to a paperless system would be necessary to support this wholeheartedly (requiring 
anonymisation of results and readers with an electronic recall proforma). Design 
recommendations would need to be explored to support this as the system must not 
detract from clinical efficiency.  
The findings from this study suggest that in the main, an electronic recall proforma 
would be well received, but there is caution regarding losing a paper system that 
currently acts as a safety net.  Therefore, further development and research is 
required to explore this potential.  Hitachi the health IT vendor for NBSS would need 
to collaborate with users to identify optimal practices in the design and 




Recommendation 5: Centralisation/Independent Arbitration 
Consideration should be given to independent (but internal to the NHSBSP) 
arbitration or consensus.  
Triangulation of qualitative, quantitative data and the literature has demonstrated 
the difficulties in defining performance metrics for arbitration as currently, the 
numbers generated in a year are too small to judge. However, qualitative data 
(Chapter 8, sub-theme 1.3) reveals that centralisation could be a powerful tool for 
normalising arbitration across the country.  It would make it possible, for the first 
time, for enough arbitrations to be performed by an individual to allow performance 
to be monitored more accurately. Analysis of qualitative data and the literature 
review (Buist et al. 2014, Carney et al. 2013, Miglioretti et al. 2007, and Steel 2016) 
emphasised the current variability (regional variation quoted as 25%-75% of 
arbitrations recalled for the same client) in individual third reader performance and 
the issue in specific units of consensus with dominant individuals overriding.  This 
could be problematic if the reader is not specific as this will impact on the recall rate.  
With further progression of AI, it may also be possible to look at variation research 
in datasets to identify inconsistencies across regions and explore undetected trends.   
The caveat to independent arbitration is that a robust electronic infrastructure 
would be required to support remote arbitration. There would be a requirement for 
the IT systems to support efficient and effective transfer of client information across 
units to facilitate the diagnostic process (with no unanticipated downtime) to avoid 
introducing a delay into a programme that is tightly governed by time constraints.  
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As IT is progressively incorporated into health care, clinicians will have the potential 
to facilitate external diagnostic decision-making, communication and collaboration 
with peers (Thibault 2013).  However, qualitative findings highlight that some staff 
might perceive they are losing the skill set and expertise of decision-making in 
challenging cases or find it difficult to accept an opinion from an external arbitrator. 
Nevertheless, if collaborative practice models can provide an efficient, reliable 
system that leads to improved patient outcomes they should be considered.  
Section 3: Suggestions for Further research 
While this research addressed the study aims, it has created several additional 
research questions. 
9.9 Further Evaluation. 
One output from this research was the analysis of performance metrics based on the 
professional role of the arbitrator. It would be valuable to establish the impact of 
third reader arbitration on a broader scale (all 80 units in the country); in particular, 
to measure quantitative outcomes.  A uniform recording of third-person arbitrators 
(to include professional role) and composition of group consensus may determine if 
there is a statistically significant difference dependent on these factors.  The 
following research questions need to be answered: Is there any effect on the 
performance metrics in units where Radiographers are undertaking third reader 
arbitration? Do Radiographers initiate more recalls to assessments than Radiologists 
in this setting? 
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The current thesis has suggested that arbitration is a vital part of the service that 
little attention is paid to, specifically in choosing who arbitrates and how units 
monitor the outcomes. Given the potential number of cancers in an arbitration pile, 
it is an important question. A trial study (with the true incidence of cancer) to 
evaluate individual performance may help to inform the selection of third reader 
arbitrators. Re-assessment every few years would be required, but this would 
provide sufficient numbers to allow continuous monitoring of how third reader 
arbitration works and potentially improved outcomes, and improved learning for 
units.  However, it is acknowledged that there is contradictory evidence on whether 
performance in reading test sets correlates to clinical performance (Scott et al. 2009, 
Rutter and Taplin 2000, Soh et al. 2015).  The current PERFORMS test does not 
include prior imaging. An arbitration test set with previous mammograms (if an 
incident screen) would better replicate the clinical screening setting, and the 
potential to use adaptive tests Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) using iterative 
algorithms may be useful as the level of difficulty of subsequent cases are based on 
correct or incorrect decisions on the prior case.   
As proposed by Wolf et al. (2015) and Barnett et al. (2019) a collective intelligence 
study in which several independent decisions on a case are pooled could provide a 
constructive approach to consensus negating the adverse outcomes associated with 
group dominance. The accuracy in a clinical setting is unknown but could warrant 
further study to establish the impact on recall rates and CDR.  
To establish the benefits of complete blind reading versus non-blind reading would 
first require updates to the NBSS reporting system. A randomised controlled trial 
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may then establish the impact on the number of arbitration cases and may establish 
more significant differences in reading ability. 
No previous studies were identified that addressed how teamwork or the 
organisational environment impacts on the clinical decision-making strategies in 
breast screening. This study provided new information on the impact of 
organisational culture on team decision-making, and the data suggests that there is 
the potential for improvement in some units. As the results did not demonstrate an 
association between mean recall rates, four-year average SDR (prevalent and 
incident) and small cancer detection rates (prevalent and incident) for all variables, 
this may suggest that human factors explain the variation in unit performance.  
Human factor characteristics associated with performance include leadership, 
communication, decision making, teamwork and workload management (Catchpole 
2013). Future research efforts could help to understand these complex relationships 
and power structures. 
A research study mapping the ‘perfect team’ based on low recall rates and high CDR 
may help understand the complex inter-relationship between the staff (people and 
culture) and the organisational context (systems and processes).   This may identify 
ways of working that can influence quality improvement in teams, support cultural 
change, and optimise the process.  Human factor analysis within these teams may 
help to elucidate the limitations and unreliability of human performance.  Exploring 
current practice's reliability and efficiency may improve the human clinical potential 
and the contribution that standardisation of practice could bring in this setting.  A 
more specific focused tool may be valuable in evaluating team dynamics and 
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determining cultural and organisational characteristics that improve diagnosis, 
support effective teamwork and help to identify best practices. 
This literature review also identified that there is an ongoing international 
consideration surrounding the cost-effectiveness of double reading since the 
transition to digital mammography. This is particularly pertinent if, as this study 
implies, non-blinded reading/arbitration is the norm, with the associated decision-
making biases. Taylor-Phillips and colleagues (2018) state that a randomised 
controlled trial would be necessary to comprehend any differences in outcomes 
between single reading and double reading programmes.  If AI is introduced to 
support single reading, future research may provide an understanding of the 
human-automation interaction assessing any improvements in reader performance, 
or reader errors which may have been influenced by erroneous scores from the AI 
system.  
9.10 Overall Conclusions and Contributions to the Existing Literature  
There is a paucity of research studies within breast screening arbitration practices. 
The complexities and multiple variations discussed have subsequently made it 
problematic to establish an evidence base for best practice.  
The quality of breast cancer diagnosis may differ with factors such as the volume of 
mammograms reported, experience, workload and time pressures. As discussed in 
Chapter 8 strategies that may improve patient outcomes include (i) access to 
expertise and technologies (AI), (ii) improved education and peer learning, and (iii) 
innovative models of service delivery. 
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In summary, this thesis has consequently produced the following original 
contributions:  
1. A detailed understanding of current reporting and arbitration processes in breast 
screening with identification and analysis of factors relative to specific performance 
metrics. 
2. Practice recommendations regarding blind reading/arbitration to provide 
improved film reader data profiles and standardisation  
3. Recommendations surrounding updates to the national breast screening 
reporting system (NBSS) to facilitate blind reading/arbitration and a transition to a 
paperless system 
4. Exploration of the PHE arbitration guidance and its impact on respondent units; 
highlighting some differences between practicalities and aspirations.  
5. Provided considerations surrounding alternative models of service delivery. 
9.11 Concluding Remarks 
This research has demonstrated the complexity of factors associated with reporting 
and arbitration practices in a breast screening setting. A greater understanding of 
how these various factors influence the recall rate is fundamental in optimising 
clinical practice.  
A quote from a participant summarises the current situation on arbitration 
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   "I think it's hidden, but it's in danger of it being a really key part of the service that 
we don't pay any attention to. There has never been that much work done… and it's 
something that to some extent we should really be turning our attention to". 
Behaviour change is recognised as the most significant challenge when attempting 
to influence a change in a current healthcare system (Braithwaite 2018). Human 
decision-making will always have associated flaws (El-Kareh, Hasan, and Schiff 2013, 
Schiff et al. 2009). The use of future technology and innovative models of service 
delivery may help to standardise practice and improve outcomes.  
The breast cancer screening programme was mainly suspended in the UK by the 
coronavirus pandemic.  With the possibility of further waves of COVID-19 cases, it is 
essential for units to continually adapt to keep services running as much as possible 
whilst maintaining safety.  Before the COVID-19 crisis, there were unfilled breast 
screening posts across the country, and this will become more pressing during the 
pandemic.   Services will have to plan how they will catch up the backlog, and the 
capacity they will need.  While staff are vital to the recovery, the crisis has also 
compelled services to find new and innovative ways of working, by modifying 
workflow and adopting technology, for example, Multidisciplinary meetings 
performed online.  AI could potentially tackle some of the current challenges in 
breast screening, but further research is needed on optimising human/AI decision-
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The process of arbitration occurs when 2 or more image readers do not 
reach consensus on the future management of the patient. This means 
that there are differing opinions as to whether a woman should be recalled 
to an assessment clinic or returned to routine screening in 3 years time, 
due to a perceived abnormality based on the interpretation of the images. 
The gold standard is for units to undertake arbitration of these cases. 
Breast screening services undertake arbitration in different ways. 
Sometimes a third image reader will make a definitive decision to either 
recall a woman to assessment or return them to routine screening. Other 
services may convene a small group or panel of image readers to arbitrate 
on these cases. In situations where both readers have identified an 
abnormality, these cases may also be arbitrated/discussed according to 
the method of reading used by the service. 
This document is based on expert opinion and gives guidance on who 




This guidance is designed to assist the director of screening as to the 
suitability of a member of their team as a single arbitrator (or third reader) 
of screening mammograms for their programme. In those services where 
there is consensus, or team review of mammograms, this individual might 
also be the co-ordinator/lead of such a group, especially if new or 
inexperienced film reading staff are participating. 
The arbitration process requires different competencies to those of film 
reading, especially decision making skills with good specificity. This skill 
set comes with experience, continuous feedback from clinical 
involvement and decision making in the assessment clinic, along with 
participation in audit, continuous professional development (CPD) and 
case review such as interval cancers. Clearly, the arbitrator cannot 
increase the sensitivity of the screen reading but can increase specificity 
and reduce the recall rate. These skills are not necessarily related to the 
profession of the arbitrator. 
Recommended requirements for undertaking arbitration 
Staff undertaking arbitration should: 
 be a fully qualified film reader meeting the appropriate standards 
including suitable training, reading >5000 films per year including 
1500 first reads, 4000 screening mammograms 
  
 be an experienced film reader, >2 years in breast screening; if a 
new consultant radiologist, then full appropriate training must have 
been completed, with >5000 films read as a trainee, and ideally 
additional experience such as a breast fellowship post 
  
 participate fully in assessment clinics including decision 
making (working to consultant practitioner level) 
  
 regularly attend and participate at multi disciplinary team 
meetings (MDT). Minimum standard: “Colleagues involved in 
decision making and further diagnostic procedures (US and 
biopsy) should attend MDT meetings at which screening cases 
are discussed (twice per month on average) and/or should 
ensure that a formal process is in place for auditing their practice 
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and outcomes”. NHSBSP Publication Number 49: Clinical 
Guidelines for Breast Cancer Screening Assessment 2010. 
Desirable standard: >20 per year 
 
 regularly audit and review personal and team results, with evidence 
of reflective learning, including: review of interval cancers, 
previously assessed intervals and screen detected cancers, and 
participation in Personal Performance in Mammographic Screening 
(PERFORMS) 
  
 participate in ongoing professional development and annual 
appraisal 
 
The director of screening should agree that an individual is suitable for the 
role of arbitration and document this locally. The results of the individual 
and unit should be reviewed annually as part of local audit, clinical 
governance and the appraisal process. The Society and College of 
Radiographers (SCoR) can provide accreditation of advanced and 
consultant practitioners regarding the 4 pillars of practice which include: 
leadership, CPD and education, clinical practice and audit/research 




Appendix 2. The TNM Classification for Breast Cancer 
Primary tumour (T) 
TX Primary tumour cannot be assessed 
T0 No evidence of primary tumour 
Tis Carcinoma in situ 
Tis (DCIS) Ductal carcinoma in situ 
Tis (LCIS) Lobular carcinoma in situ 
Tis (Paget) 
Paget disease of the nipple NOT associated with invasive carcinoma and/or 
carcinoma in situ (DCIS and/or LCIS) in the underlying breast parenchyma. 
Carcinomas in the breast parenchyma associated with Paget disease are 
categorized based on the size and characteristics of the parenchymal disease, 
although the presence of Paget disease should still be noted 
T1 Tumour ≤ 20 mm in greatest dimension 
T1mi Tumour ≤ 1 mm in greatest dimension 
T1a Tumour > 1 mm but ≤ 5 mm in greatest dimension 
T1b Tumour > 5 mm but ≤ 10 mm in greatest dimension 
T1c Tumour > 10 mm but ≤ 20 mm in greatest dimension 
T2 Tumour > 20 mm but ≤ 50 mm in greatest dimension 
T3 Tumour > 50 mm in greatest dimension 
T4 
Tumour of any size with direct extension to the chest wall and/or to the skin 
(ulceration or skin nodules) 
T4a Extension to chest wall, not including only pectoralis muscle adherence/invasion 
T4b 
Ulceration and/or ipsilateral satellite nodules and/or oedema (including peau 
d’orange) of the skin, which do not meet the criteria for inflammatory carcinoma 
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T4c Both T4a and T4b 
T4d Inflammatory carcinoma 
Regional lymph nodes (N) 
Clinical 
NX Regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed (eg, previously removed) 
N0 No regional lymph node metastasis 
N1 Metastasis to movable ipsilateral level I, II axillary lymph node(s) 
N2 
Metastases in ipsilateral level I, II axillary lymph nodes that are clinically fixed or 
matted or in clinically detected* ipsilateral internal mammary nodes in 
the absence of clinically evident axillary lymph node metastasis 
N2a 
Metastases in ipsilateral level I, II axillary lymph nodes fixed to one another 
(matted) or to other structures 
N2b 
Metastases only in clinically detected* ipsilateral internal mammary nodes and in 
the absence of clinically evident level I, II axillary lymph node metastases 
N3 
Metastases in ipsilateral infraclavicular (level III axillary) lymph node(s), with or 
without level I, II axillary node involvement, or in clinically detected * ipsilateral 
internal mammary lymph node(s) and in the presence of clinically evident level I, 
II axillary lymph node metastasis; or metastasis in ipsilateral supraclavicular lymph 
node(s), with or without axillary or internal mammary lymph node involvement 
N3a Metastasis in ipsilateral infraclavicular lymph node(s) 
N3b 
Metastasis in ipsilateral internal mammary lymph node(s) and axillary lymph 
node(s) 
N3c Metastasis in ipsilateral supraclavicular lymph node(s) 
*"Clinically detected" is defined as detected by imaging studies (excluding lymphoscintigraphy) or by 
clinical examination and having characteristics highly suspicious for malignancy or a presumed 






Regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed (for example, previously removed, or not 
removed for pathologic study) 
pN0 
No regional lymph node metastasis identified histologically. Note: Isolated tumour 
cell clusters (ITCs) are defined as small clusters of cells ≤ 0.2 mm, or single tumour 
cells, or a cluster of < 200 cells in a single histologic cross-section; ITCs may be 
detected by routine histology or by immunohistochemical (IHC) methods; nodes 
containing only ITCs are excluded from the total positive node count for purposes 
of N classification but should be included in the total number of nodes evaluated 
pN0(i-) No regional lymph node metastases histologically, negative IHC 
pN0(i+) 
Malignant cells in regional lymph node(s) ≤ 0.2 mm (detected by hematoxylin-eosin 
[H&E] stain or IHC, including ITC) 
pN0(mol-) 
No regional lymph node metastases histologically, negative molecular findings 
(reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction [RT-PCR]) 
pN0(mol+) 
Positive molecular findings (RT-PCR) but no regional lymph node metastases 
detected by histology or IHC 
pN1 
Micrometastases; or metastases in 1-3 axillary lymph nodes and/or in internal 
mammary nodes, with metastases detected by sentinel lymph node biopsy but not 
clinically detected† 
pN1mi Micrometastases (> 0.2 mm and/or > 200 cells, but none > 2.0 mm) 
pN1a Metastases in 1-3 axillary lymph nodes (at least 1 metastasis > 2.0 mm) 
pN1b 
Metastases in internal mammary nodes, with micrometastases or 
macrometastases detected by sentinel lymph node biopsy but not clinically 
detected† 
pN1c 
Metastases in 1-3 axillary lymph nodes and in internal mammary lymph nodes, 
with micrometastases or macrometastases detected by sentinel lymph node biopsy 
but not clinically detected† 
pN2 
Metastases in 4-9 axillary lymph nodes or in clinically detected‡ internal mammary 
lymph nodes in the absence of axillary lymph node metastases 
pN2a Metastases in 4-9 axillary lymph nodes (at least 1 tumour deposit > 2.0 mm) 
pN2b 
Metastases in clinically detected‡ internal mammary lymph nodes in the absence 




Metastases in ≥ 10 axillary lymph nodes; or in infraclavicular (level III axillary) 
lymph nodes; or in clinically detected‡ ipsilateral internal mammary lymph nodes 
in the presence of ≥ 1 positive level I, II axillary lymph nodes; or in > 3 axillary 
lymph nodes and in internal mammary lymph nodes, with micrometastases or 
macrometastases detected by sentinel lymph node biopsy but not clinically 
detected†; or in ipsilateral supraclavicular lymph nodes 
pN3a 
Metastases in ≥ 10 axillary lymph nodes (at least 1 tumour deposit > 2.0 mm); or 
metastases to the infraclavicular (level III axillary lymph) nodes 
pN3b 
Metastases in clinically detected‡ ipsilateral internal mammary lymph nodes in the 
presence of ≥ 1 positive axillary lymph nodes; or in > 3 axillary lymph nodes and in 
internal mammary lymph nodes, with micrometastases or macrometastases 
detected by sentinel lymph node biopsy but not clinically detected† 
pN3c Metastases in ipsilateral supraclavicular lymph nodes 
*Classification is based on axillary lymph node dissection, with or without sentinel lymph node 
biopsy. Classification based solely on sentinel lymph node biopsy without subsequent axillary lymph 
node dissection is designated (sn) for "sentinel node"—for example, pN0(sn).  
 
† "Not clinically detected" is defined as not detected by imaging studies (excluding 
lymphoscintigraphy) or not detected by clinical examination.  
 
‡ "Clinically detected" is defined as detected by imaging studies (excluding lymphoscintigraphy) or 
by clinical examination and having characteristics highly suspicious for malignancy or a presumed 
pathologic macrometastasis on the basis of FNA biopsy with cytologic examination.  
Distant metastasis (M) 
M0 No clinical or radiographic evidence of distant metastasis 
cM0(i+) 
No clinical or radiographic evidence of distant metastases, but deposits of 
molecularly or microscopically detected tumour cells in circulating blood, bone 
marrow, or other non regional nodal tissue that are no larger than 0.2 mm in a 
patient without symptoms or signs of metastases 
M1 
Distant detectable metastases as determined by classic clinical and radiographic 





Appendix 3. Consolidated Standards for NHS Breast Screening 
Programme April 2017 
BSP Standard 1  Inform: timely invitation letter sent to eligible women  
Rationale  A key objective of the programme is to give women sufficient notice to be able to 
attend screening appointments allowing practical arrangements to be made to enable 
attendance and giving time for women to make an informed choice of whether to take 
up the offer of screening  
Objective  To ensure that an appropriate timely and accessible screening invitation is sent to all 
eligible women  
Criteria  The percentage of screening invitation letters giving at least two weeks’ notice of the 
appointment date  
Definitions  Numerator: Number of first offered invitations with ≥ 2 weeks before appointment date 
(50-70)  
Denominator: Total first offered invitations sent out to eligible screening population 
(50-70)  
(both within defined period expressed as a percentage)  
This excludes self and GP referrals  
Performance 
thresholds  
Acceptable ≥95%  




Reporting  Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS (to be developed)  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Reporting period: Monthly (4 weeks in arrears)  
Quarterly (4 weeks in arrears  
 
BSP Standard 2  Coverage: eligible population identified and invited  
Rationale  This standard is needed to ensure that the eligible population previously invited aged 53 
to 70 has been adequately identified and invited by the screening programme  
Objective  To maximise timely attendance within 36 months of screening in the eligible population  
Criteria  The proportion of women eligible for screening who have had a test with a recorded 
result at least once in the previous 36 months  
Definitions  Numerator: Number of eligible women aged 53-70 registered with a GP with a 
screening test result recorded in the past 36 months  
Denominator: Number of eligible women aged 53-70 registered with a GP  
(both within defined period expressed as a percentage)  
Women who are ineligible for screening due to having previously had a bi-lateral 
mastectomy, women who are ceased from the programme based on a “best interests” 
decision under the Mental Capacity Act 2005 or women who make an informed decision 
to remove themselves from the screening programme will be removed from the 
numerator and denominator  
There are a number of categories of women in the eligible age range who are not 
registered with a GP and subsequently not called for screening as they are not on the 
Breast Screening Select database. Screening units have a responsibility to maximise 
coverage of eligible women in their target population and should therefore be 




Acceptable >70%  
Achievable >80%  
Mitigations All screening programmes should have the outcomes of women recorded and finalised 
within 6 months of their screening episode. If this is not done, it will adversely impact 
on rates of coverage.  
Screening services may have large numbers of women populating screening batches (for 
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example with confederated GP groups) which may mean that closing screening episodes 
within the required 6-month interval is difficult.  
Some patient treatment regimes may expand beyond 6 months (egg, where neo-
adjuvant therapies administered) which will mean some patient episodes will not be 
closed within 6 months.  
If screening programmes have any screening slippage (all women not invited within 36 
months of their previous screen), it will adversely impact on rates of coverage. Further, 
it will invalidate many performance measures which are based on a 36-month screening 
interval.  
Reporting  Reporting focus: Local Authority  
Data source: Breast Screening Select  
Responsible for submission: Exeter, NHS Digital  
Monthly and annual reporting schedules (6 months in arrears)  
 
BSP Standard 3  Maximising effectiveness of the screening programme: Uptake rates  
Rationale  The expected effectiveness of the breast screening programme in reducing breast 
cancer mortality requires uptake to be maximised.  
Objective  To maximise uptake in the eligible population who are fully informed and wish to 
participate in the screening programme  
Criteria  The percentage of eligible women invited who attend for screening  
Definitions  Numerator: Total eligible women attending screening (within 6 months of data of first 
offered appointment  
Denominator; Total eligible women with date of first offered appointment within the 
period  
(both within defined period expressed as a percentage)  
The uptake standard counts appointments not women. If a woman is invited more than 
once during a year, she will have more than one screening episode counted during the 
period. Second timed appointments are not counted as a second screening episode  
Performance 
thresholds  
Acceptable >70%  
Achievable >80%  
Mitigations N/A  
 
Reporting  Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS (KC62 report: Tables A-C2 aged 50-70)  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Data on this indicator will only be accurate 6 months after the end of the reporting 
period. Care should be taken when reviewing provisional quarterly data due to the 
proportion of open episodes where women have yet to attend an appointment.  
Quarterly (provisional data produced 4 weeks in arrears)  
Annual (definitive data produced 6 months in arrears)  
Equity impact  
 
Hard to reach and vulnerable groups may be the least likely to attend. Programmes 
should work to ensure that their local population demographics are known and that all 
women have equal opportunity to make an informed choice and have access to the 
service via local health promotion initiatives. Analysis of uptake rates by GP screening 
practice are recommended.  
 
BSP Standard 4 Uptake: Maintaining screening round length  
Rationale  Delivering and maintaining round length is important to help achieve the desired 
mortality reduction. This is achieved by detecting incident screen cancers as early as 
possible and minimising interval cancers (cancers presenting in between screening 
episodes) and reducing the negative consequences of inviting women too frequently  
Objective  To ensure that women are recalled for screening at 36 month intervals  
Criteria  The percentage of eligible women whose date of first offered appointment is within 36 
months of their previous screen. Women being screening for the first time will not be 
included in screening round length statistics  
Definitions  Numerator: Number of eligible women aged 50-70yrs with date of first offered 
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appointment within 36 months of their previous screen within the report period  
Denominator: Total number of eligible women (50-70 yrs.) screened  
(both within defined period expressed as a percentage)  
This excludes self and GP referrals  
Performance 
thresholds  
Acceptable ≥90%  
Achievable 100%  
Mitigations Breast Screening select was introduced in July 2016. This has replaced NHAIS to 
facilitate call and recall. The transition away from NHAIS has resulted in the removal of 
area code as a method to select screening batches and GP out code has taken its place 
(this is available on the spine). This could cause screening slippage at some services as 
the cohort definition has now been changed. This effect could be felt for the 36 months 




Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Monthly and quarterly (produced 4 weeks in arrears)  
 
BSP Standard 5  Test and minimising harm: Repeat examination rate  
Rationale  There is a balance between radiation dose and image quality. Services should aim to 
deliver the optimum image quality with as low a radiation dose as possible. To ensure 
good quality practice the number of repeat examinations is monitored.  
Objective  To minimise the number of women undergoing repeat examinations to minimise 
anxiety and exposure to radiation  
Criteria  The proportion of repeat examinations (due to technical recalls or technical repeats) by 
service (also recommended by practitioner)  
Definitions  Numerator: Total number of women requiring repeat examinations  
Denominator: Total number of women attending screening  
(both within defined period expressed as a percentage)  
The measure is calculated with the trainee film readers  
Repeat mammography rates may be higher for trainee mammographers or assistant 
practitioners than trained staff. It is advisable to calculate the rates both including and 
excluding trainees.  
Performance 
thresholds  
Acceptable <3%  
Achievable <2%  




Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Monthly and quarterly (produced 4 weeks in arrears)  
 
BSP Standard 6  Minimising harm: recording appropriate radiation dose  
Rationale  To ensure that the radiation dose from the mammograms used for screening and 
assessment is as low as possible and to ensure the minimum harm to women from the 
radiation used, whilst providing sufficient image quality for cancer detection.  
Objective  To limit the amount of radiation dose to the glandular tissues of the breast from 
mammograms  
Criteria  Mean glandular dose (MGD) per view for a standard breast in clinical settings  
Definitions  The method of estimating the mean glandular dose to a standard breast using a 45mm 
thick Perspex (PMMA) phantom is described in “Commissioning and routine testing of 




Performance Acceptable ≤2.5mGy  
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Reporting focus: screening service digital mammography (2-D) equipment  
Data source: screening service physics survey report  
Responsible for submission: screening unit physics service  
The MGD to the standard breast for each mammography system used in the NHSBSP is 
measured by a medical physics service routinely every 6 months and after major 
changes to the equipment and reported through the Quality Control system.  
 
BSP Standard 7  Minimising harm and diagnosis: image quality  
Rationale  This standard is to ensure the technical image quality of mammograms used for 
screening and assessment is sufficient to achieve the objectives of cancer detection  
Objective  To maximise the numbers of cancers detected  
Criteria  Threshold gold thickness measured using the CDMAM test object  
Definitions  The method of measuring threshold gold thickness is described in “Commissioning and 




Software is provided by the NHSBSP to automate the analysis of CDMAM images for 0.1 
to 1.0 mm detail sizes.  
Performance 
thresholds  















1 ≤0.091 ≤0.056 
0.5 ≤0.150 ≤0.103 
0.25 ≤0.352 ≤0.244 
0.1 ≤1.68 ≤1.10 
  
* Lower values of threshold gold thickness 
indicate better image quality  
 




If a measurement appears to be above the standard, the CDMAM test object should be 
considered as there is some variability in measurement between test objects  
Reporting  
 
Reporting focus: screening service digital mammography (2-D) equipment  
Data source: NBSS  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
The image quality for each mammography system used in the NHSBSP is measured by a 
medical physics service every 6 months and reported through the Quality Control 
system  
 
BSP Standard 8  Minimising harm: receipt of screening results  
Rationale It is essential that women receive the results of screening in a timely manner to ensure 
those who require further tests and those who do not are informed at the earliest 
opportunity  
Objective To minimise anxiety for women who are awaiting the results of screening  
Criteria The proportion of women who are sent their result within two weeks of an adequate 
screen  
Definitions Numerator: Total adequately screened women sent results within 2 weeks  
Denominator: Total adequately screened women sent results  





Acceptable ≥95%  






Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Monthly and quarterly (produced 4 weeks in arrears)  
 
BSP Standard 9 Minimising harm: referral to assessment rates  
Rationale To encourage high specificity and should be examined together with cancer detection 
rates to ensure that both screening specificity and sensitivity are maximised. Those 
responsible for interpreting the images from breast screening need to ensure that they 
are recalling the right women with abnormalities which require further investigation 
whilst not recalling too many women where no abnormalities are subsequently found.  
Objective To minimise the number of women screened who are referred for further tests whilst 
trying to minimise false negative rates  
Criteria The proportion of eligible women with a technically adequate screen who are referred 
for assessment  
 
Definitions Numerator: Number of adequately screened women referred for assessment  
Denominator: Total number of eligible women with a technically adequate screen  




Acceptable < 10% (prevalent screen) < 7% (incident screen)  
Achievable <7% (prevalent screen), <5% (incident screen)  
Mitigations Screening services may not always seek to reduce recall rates depending on levels of 
cancer detection.  
Where particularly high cancer detection rates are found it may not always be feasible 
to reduce referral for assessment rates. New image readers are expected to have higher 
rates of referral on average than experienced readers.  
Reporting Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS (KC62 report)  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Quarterly (6 weeks in arrears), and annually (definitive data 6 months in arrears)  
Prevalent screen includes women aged 45-52 (from KC62 Table A)  
Incident screen includes women aged 50-70 (from KC62 Table C1)  
 
BSP Standard 10 Minimising harm: short-term recall rates  
Rationale Every effort should be made to obtain a definitive diagnosis at initial assessment and 
short-term recall should be used only in exceptional circumstances and with informed 
consent, as it is associated with significant anxiety  
Objective To minimise the number of women who are recalled for further tests one year after 
previous assessment  
Criteria The percentage of women screened who are placed on short term recall  
Definitions Numerator: Number of eligible women screened given short-term recall appointment  
Denominator: Number of eligible women adequately screened  
(both within defined period expressed as a percentage)  
Performance 
Thresholds 
Acceptable <0.25%  
Achievable <0.12%  
There are rare occurrences when a short-term recall may be justified but women should 
not receive more than one short-term recall outcome within a normal three yearly 
screening episode  
Mitigations N/a 
Reporting Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS (KC62, table T, aged 50-70)  
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Responsible for submission: screening service  
Quarterly (6 weeks in arrears), and annually (definitive data 6 months in arrears)  
 
BSP Standard 11  Minimising harm: time to first offered appointment for assessment  
Rationale It is important to minimise anxiety in women who need to attend for further screening 
tests to obtain a definitive malignant, benign or normal diagnosis  
Objective To minimise the interval from the screening mammogram to assessment  
Criteria The percentage of women who are offered an appointment at an assessment centre 
within three weeks of attendance for the screening mammogram  
Definitions Numerator: Number of eligible women whose first offered appointment for assessment 
is within 3 weeks of an initial adequate screen  
Denominator: Number of eligible women referred for assessment  
(both within defined period expressed as a percentage)  
Performance 
thresholds 
Acceptable >98%  
Achievable 100%  
Mitigations N/a 
Reporting Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Monthly and quarterly (6 weeks in areas)  
 
BSP standard 12  Minimising harm: number of assessment visits to obtain a definitive diagnosis  
Rationale It is important to reduce anxiety in women by aiming to minimise the number of 
assessment visits required in order to obtain a definitive diagnosis. An early non-
operative diagnosis of malignancy is highly desirable as it allows informed pre-
treatment counselling of the patient and facilitates one-stage treatment thus ensuring 
that anxiety is minimised.  
Objective The number of diagnostic assessment visits needed to achieve a definitive outcome 
should be as low as possible.  
Criteria The minimum standard is that 95% of women should require no more than 3 separate 
visits for diagnostic assessment (including visits to receive results). The number of visits 
will depend on the structure of the assessment process; however, no more than 2 
needle biopsy procedures carried out on separate occasions should normally be needed 
to achieve a non-operative diagnosis.  
Definitions Numerator: Number of women with ≤3 visits for diagnostic assessment and results 
appointments  
Denominator: Number of eligible women attending assessment  
(both within defined period expressed as a percentage)  
Performance 
thresholds 
Acceptable ≥95%  
 
Mitigations In some circumstances, repeated visits may be necessary where difficult to diagnose 
lesions are found to be multi-focal or the MDT requires further investigations to be 
undertaken.  
Some services may not have the resources to allow all investigations to be undertaken 
in one visit. This may lead to more than two visits for further diagnostic tests on 
occasion.  
Reporting Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Annually as part of the Association of Breast Surgeons audit  
 
BSP 
Standard 13  
 
 
Minimising harm: benign biopsies rates 
Rationale To minimise unnecessary surgery as the number of open surgical biopsies performed as 
a result of screening that prove to be benign should be as low as possible given high 
rates of non-operative diagnosis in the Programme  
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Objective To minimise the number of unnecessary operative procedures  
Criteria To minimise the rate of surgical benign biopsies  
Definitions Numerator: Number of surgical biopsies with a benign or normal histological outcome  
Denominator: Number of eligible women with a technically adequate screen  
(both within defined period expressed as a rate per 1000 screened)  
Performance 
thresholds 
Acceptable < 1.5/1000 (prevalent screen) < 1.0/1000 (incident screen)  
Achievable <1/1000 (prevalent screen), <0.75/1000 (incident screen)  
Mitigations Lack of availability or access to vacuum assisted biopsy could impact on the number of 
women referred onwards to open surgical biopsy.  
Reporting Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS (KC62)  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
6 monthly (provisional data), annually (definitive data) 6 months in arrears  
Prevalent screen includes women aged 45-52 (from KC62 Table A)  
Incident screen includes women aged 50-70 (from KC62 Table C1)  
 
BSP Standard 14  Diagnose: rates of non-operative diagnosis  
Rationale It is important to minimise the number of operative procedures necessary and to enable 
treatment planning in advance of surgery  
Objective To ensure that the majority of cancers, both palpable and impalpable receive a non-
operative tissue diagnosis of cancer  
Criteria The number of women who have a non-operative diagnosis of cancer by needle 
histology or cytology after a maximum of two visits expressed as a proportion of all 
women screened diagnosed with breast cancer  
Definitions Numerator: Number of women with non-operative diagnosis (within 2 visits to 
assessment)  
Denominator: Number of women diagnosed with breast cancer  
(both within defined period expressed as a percentage)  
Performance 
thresholds 
Acceptable ≥90% (invasive disease), >=85% (non-invasive disease)  
Achievable ≥ 95% (invasive disease), >= 90% (non-invasive disease)  
Mitigations Services should report non-invasive diagnosis rates both with and without lobular 
carcinoma in situ (LCIS) as this will impact on non-operative diagnosis rates achievable.  
Reporting Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS (KC62, table T, 50-70) and ABS audit for information on with/without 
LCIS  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Bi-annually (provisional data), annually (6 months in arrears-definitive data)  
 
BSP Standard 15  Diagnose: age standardised detection ratios (SDRs for invasive cancers)  
Rationale It is important to compare cancer detection between screening services with differing 
mean ages of screening populations, as the age of women screened is a major 
determinant of cancer detection rates. This is corrected for by using a standardised 
detection rate which allows the observed invasive cancers to be compared to the 
expected number of invasive cancers, given the age distribution of the population 
screened  
Objective To maximise the numbers of invasive cancers detected  
Criteria The SDR is the ratio of the observed number of invasive cancers to the expected 
number in the eligible population invited and screened  
Definitions Numerator: Number of women with invasive cancer in eligible women screened  
Denominator: The expected number of invasive cancers in eligible women screened  
(both within defined period)  
The expected number of cancers is based on applying criteria from the Swedish Two 
Counties randomised control trial which is used as a comparator of performance  
Performance 
thresholds 
Acceptable 1.00  
Achievable 1.40  
Mitigations The reporting breast screening service may refer women for treatment to alternative 
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providers. Sometimes it can be difficult to obtain the pathology and treatment details 
accurately for entry onto NBSS which may mean that cancers may be under-reported by 
the host service where the woman was initially screened.  
Reporting Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Bi-annually (provisional data), annually (6 months in arrears-definitive data)  
Prevalent screen includes women aged 45-70 (from KC62 Table A + B)  
Incident screen includes women aged 50-70 (from KC62 Table C1)  
 
BSP Standard 16  Diagnose: small cancer age standardised detection ratios (invasive cancers)  
Rationale To achieve a significant reduction in breast cancer mortality it is of significant 
importance that small invasive breast cancers (< 15 mm diameter) are detected.  
Objective To maximise the numbers of small cancers detected  
Criteria The standardised detection ration (SDR) is the ratio of the observed number of invasive 
cancers to the expected number in the eligible population invited and screened. Small 
cancers (<15mm in diameter) should be 55% of the expected overall number of invasive 
cancers.  
Definitions Numerator: Number of women with invasive cancer diagnosed <15mm in diameter  
Denominator: The expected number of invasive cancers diagnosed <15mm in diameter  
(both within defined period)  
Performance 
thresholds 
Acceptable 1.00  
Achievable 1.40  
Mitigations The size distribution of all invasive cancers should be examined to establish whether 
there is any “rounding up” of cancers measuring between 14mm and 15mm by 
pathologists. If this is shown, it may reduce the numbers of small cancers detected  
Host screening services may refer women for treatment to alternative providers. 
Sometimes it can be difficult to obtain the pathology and treatment details accurately 
for entry onto NBSS which may mean that cancers may be under-reported by the host 
service where the woman was initially screened  
Reporting Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS (KC62,)  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Bi-annually (provisional data), annually (6 months in arrears-definitive data)  
All screens aged 45-70 (from KC62 Tables A+B+C1)  
 
BSP Standard 17 Diagnose: non-invasive cancer detection rates  
Rationale Detection of non-invasive cancer at screening (predominantly ductal carcinoma in situ 
(DCIS), particularly high-grade types, is assumed to be a factor contributing to long-term 
reduction in mortality although no firm scientific evidence currently exists to confirm 
this. The majority of DCIS detected at screening is of the high-risk type. It is believed to 
be good practice to detect and treat DCIS  
Objective To ensure that the rate of non-invasive cancer is maximised (particularly high grade 
disease)  
Criteria The rate of cancers detected that are non-invasive (in situ) carcinoma  
Definitions Numerator: Number of women with non and micro-invasive cancers  
Denominator: Number of eligible women with a technically adequate screen  
(both within defined period expressed as a rate per 1000 screened)  
Performance 
thresholds 
Acceptable ≥0.5/1000 (prevalent screen), >=0.6/1000 (incident screen)  
Achievable n/a  
Some experts have argued that detection of this stage of breast carcinoma may 
represent over diagnosis (detecting disease which would never become clinically 
apparent or threaten life) and causes anxiety and physical harm (unnecessary surgery). 
Others suggest that detection of DCIS is important because they believe that it is a 
precursor of invasive carcinoma. Until the Sloane Study can give definitive evidence, 
Programme advice is to maximise detection of non-invasive cancer (particularly high 
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grade disease).  
Mitigations N/a 
Reporting Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS (KC62)  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Bi-annually (provisional data), annually (6 months in arrears-definitive data)  
Prevalent screen includes women aged 45-70 (from KC62 Table A)  
Incident screen includes women aged 50-70 (from KC62 Table C1)  
 
BSP Standard 18 Diagnose: staging of the axilla  
Rationale  It is important to allow planning for appropriate patient management at the earliest 
opportunity if suspected or diagnosed cancer has spread to the axilla.  
 
Objective  To ensure adequate staging of the axilla in patients with invasive breast cancer.  
 
Criteria  Patients treated surgically for early invasive breast cancer should have an axillary 
staging procedure carried out if metastatic nodal metastasis is not confirmed non-
operatively  
 
Definitions  Numerator: Number of women with invasive breast cancer with an axillary staging 
procedure  
Denominator: Number of women with invasive breast cancer  
(both within defined period expressed as a percentage)  
Performance 
thresholds  
 Acceptable: >90%  
Achievable 100%  
Mitigations  N/a 
Reporting  Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS  
Responsible for submission: screening service  
Annually all ages as part of the Association of Breast Surgeons audit   
 
BSP Standard 19  Outcomes: rates of interval cancers  
Rationale  Cancers that are detected between screens (Interval Cancers) decrease the likelihood of 
reducing mortality in the eligible screening population.  
Objective  To minimise the number of interval cancers presenting between screening episodes  
Criteria  The number of interval cancers per 1000 women screened  
Definitions  Numerator: Number of women eligible for screening presenting with interval cancers 
within 36 months of a previous screen  
Denominator: Total number of eligible women screened  
(Number of women screened within a screening year and interval cancers arising within 
36 months of the specified period expressed as a rate per 1000 screened)  
Performance 
thresholds  
Acceptable: <0.65/1000 diagnosed <12 months of the previous screen  
<1.40/1000 diagnosed between 12 and <24 months of the previous screen  
<1.65/1000 diagnosed between 24 and <36 months of the previous screen 
Achievable: n/a  
Analysis of interval cancer data should take place at screening service level aggregating 
several years’ performance, as the number of interval cancers occurring in individual 
screening units each year is relatively small and analysis of them is likely to be 
meaningful only when several years’ data are available.  
Interval cancers should be examined alongside other screening  
data (such as SDRs) when considering the performance of a breast screening 
programme as failure to achieve interval cancer targets may coincide with high rates of 
cancer detection and may reflect higher than expected rates of cancer prevalence in the 




Reporting Reporting focus: screening service  
Data source: NBSS & Screening Histories Information Management system (SHIM)  
Responsible for submission: screening service  





Appendix 4. Table 10.  Studies exploring the association between recall rates and performance measures 
1. Yankaskas et al. (2001) USA    
Research 
question/aim 
Study design Method 
Data Collection 
Sample size 
Data Analysis/Metrics Main findings/results 















January 1994 - June 
1998 
Reduced monotonic 
regression analysis to 
model PPV and 
sensitivity rates as 




analysis to examine the 
association of recall 
rates with sensitivity and 
PPV (adjustments for 
relevant Covariates). 
 
overall recall rate = 
6.3%.  Highest recall= 
13.6% and the lowest 
2.4% 
 
Sensitivity was inversely 
related to recall rates for 
age.  The same inverse 
relationship (decrease in 
recall rate and increase 
in sensitivity) was seen 
for a decrease in breast 
Practices with recall rates between 4.9% and 5.5% achieved the best 
trade-off of sensitivity and PPV. 
1-year cancer detection rate was 3.5 per 1000 mammograms 
Recall rates decreased with increasing practice volume 
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density, for a personal 
history of breast cancer, 
for a history of breast 
surgery, and for the 
presence of breast 
symptoms. 
 
PPV was inversely 
related to recall rate for 
age, an increase in 
breast density and an 
increase in the time 
elapsed since previous 
mammography.  
 
2. Gur et al. (2004) USA  
Research 
question/aim 
Study design Method 
Data Collection 
Sample size 

















A wide range of recall rates (range, 7.7–17.2%) and detection rates 
(range,2.6 –5.4 per 1000 mammograms) 
 
Linear fit between recall rates and CDR (p < 0.05) 
 
Higher recall rates =higher detection rates. Increase in detection rate 
extended beyond the recommended practice 









3. Yankaskas et al.  (2004) USA    
Research 
question/aim 
Study design Method 
Data Collection 
Sample size 
Data Analysis/Metrics Main findings/results 
To assess the 
comparability of 
recall rates and 
PPV 




3 phase project 
Phase 1-an 
assessment 






data related to 
recall was 
collected.  
2 - data 
collected for 
calculation of 
recall rates and 
PPV 

















Wide variation in recall 
rates – 1.4-15.1% 
 
USA= highest recall rates 
(15%) and lowest in the 
Netherlands (1.4%).  
 
PPV rates range 5–37.5% 
Increasing recall rate= decreasing PPV 
 
CDR showed less variation than recall and PPV rates,  
CDR per 1000 ranged from 3.9–10.6. 
Netherlands = low recall rate + high PPV= CDR  
of 5.3/1000. 
 
No direct relationship of recall to cancer incidence 
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4. Otten et al.  (2005) Netherlands 
Research 
question/aim 
Study design Method 
Data Collection 
Sample size 
Data Analysis/Metrics Main findings/results 
To estimate the 
effect of changes 
in recall rate on 
earlier detection 




495 sets of screen-
negative 
mammograms. 




1997 – 1999 
 

















Breast cancer can be detected earlier by 
especially for recall rates of 
1% – 4%. Above 4% CDR levels off with a disproportionate increase of 
false-positive rates. 
5. Schell et al. (2007) USA 
Research 
question/aim 
Study design Method 
Data Collection 
Sample size 
Data Analysis/Metrics Main findings/results 
Identify target 











1.  Isotonic regression 
analysis 
2.  Reduced monotonic 
regression 
3.  Reduced monotonic 
regression model 
4.  Concave fit 
 
Recommend recall rates of 10.0% for prevalent and 6.7% for incident 
screens based on additional workups 





6. Grabler et al. (2017) USA   
Research 
question/aim 
Study design Method 
Data Collection 
Sample size 










Linear regression with 
bootstrap bias correction 
to assess changes in CDR 
with increases in the 
recall rate. 
 
“sweet spot” for optimal cancer detection is in the recall range 12-
14%.  Incremental benefit above this is relatively small.  A recall rate 
less than 10% may be too low. 
 
 
7. Mullen et al.  (2017) USA   
Research 
question/aim 
Study design Method 
Data Collection 
Sample size 














– 2 stage design 




FFDM and DBT  
 
1st intervention - 
readers reviewed 







double reading of 
all recalls, 3rd 
reader arbitrator 
 
Pearson two-tailed chi 
squared 
tests to determine the 
effect of each 
intervention on recall 
rates and performance 
metrics compared to the 
baseline. 
 
Data stratified by age 
groups to assess 
whether trends were 
uniformly seen across 
the study population 
The baseline recall rate, cancer detection rate, and PPV1 were 11.1%, 
3.8/1000, and 3.4%, respectively, for FFDM, and 7.6%,4.8/1000, and 
6.0%, respectively, for DBT.  
 
Recall rates decreased significantly to 9.2% for FFDM and to 6.6% for 
DBT after the 1st intervention as well as to 9.9% for FFDM after the 
second intervention.  
 
PPV1 increased significantly to 5.7% for FFDM and to 9.0% for DBT 
after the second intervention. Cancer detection rate did not 
significantly change with either intervention. An average of 2.3 
minutes was spent consulting for each recall. 
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8.  Taylor-Phillips et al. (2017) UK 
Research 
question/aim 
Study design Method 
Data Collection 
Sample size 
Data Analysis/Metrics Main findings/results 
Investigate the 
effect of double 
readings by a 
second 
radiologist 




of cancers  
Retrospective 
analysis 
805 206 women 
evaluated 
through screening 
and diagnostic test 
results - 1 year of 
routine data from 
33 English breast 
screening centres 
the test for equality of 
proportions, the x2 test 
for independence, and 
the t test. 
Double reading with arbitration reduces recall and increases cancer 
detection compared with single reading. 
Cancers detected only by the second reader were smaller, of lower 
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The final document set assessed and approved by HRA Approval is listed below.    
 Document    Version    Date    
Confirmation of any other Regulatory Approvals (e.g. 
NIGB) and all correspondence [Coventry University Phase 
1 Ethics Certificate]   
V1      
Confirmation of any other Regulatory Approvals (e.g. 
NIGB) and all correspondence [Coventry University Phase 
2 ethics certificate]   
V1      
Confirmation of any other Regulatory Approvals (e.g. 
NIGB) and all correspondence [CU review document]   
V1   26 May 2017   
Contract/Study Agreement [Indemnity]   V1   26 May 2017   
Copies of advertisement materials for research 
participants [BSBR newsletter advertisement]   
V2   21 March 2017   
Copies of advertisement materials for research 
participants [Journal Advert]   
V3   20 April 2017   
Copies of advertisement materials for research 
participants [Twitter Advert]   
V1   21 March 2017   
Evidence of Sponsor insurance or indemnity (non NHS  
Sponsors only) [Liability]   
V1   26 May 2017   
HRA Schedule of Events [hra-schedule-events-
exceltemplate-3 (8) Interviews (Dated)]   
1.0   19 July 2017   
HRA Schedule of Events [hra-schedule-events-
exceltemplate-3 (Survey) Dated]   
1.0   19 July 2017   
HRA Statement of Activities [statement-activities-
telephone interview Dated]   
1.0   19 July 2017   
HRA Statement of Activities [statement-activities-survey 
Dated]   
1.0   19 July 2017   
Interview schedules or topic guides for participants 
[Telephone interview schedule]   
V2   02 May 2017   
IRAS Application Form [IRAS_Form_07062017]      07 June 2017   
Letter from funder [CU letter]   V1   26 May 2017   
Letter from sponsor [Sponsor letter]   V1   26 May 2017   
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letter]   
V1   21 April 2017   
Non-validated questionnaire [Film reader survey]   V10   26 May 2017   
Non-validated questionnaire [Director Survey]   V10   26 May 2017   
Participant information sheet (PIS) [PIS for telephone 
interviews]   
V2   04 November 
2016   
Participant information sheet (PIS) [PIS Film reader 
survey]   
V5   04 November  
2016   
Participant information sheet (PIS) [PIS Director survey]   V5   04 November 
2016   
Participant information sheet (PIS) [Director PIS IRAS]   5   04 November 
2016   
Participant information sheet (PIS) [Film Reader PIS IRAS]   5   04 November 
2016   
Participant information sheet (PIS) 
[PIS_for_semistructured_interviews_IRAS]   
2   04 November 
2016   
Research protocol or project proposal [Study protocol]   V1   26 April 2017   
Summary CV for Chief Investigator (CI) [CV]   V1   26 May 2017   
Summary CV for student [Summary CV]   V1   26 May 2017   
Summary CV for supervisor (student research) 
[Supervisor CV]   
V1   01 February 
2017  
Summary, synopsis or diagram (flowchart) of protocol in 
non technical language [Flow chart of study]   
V1   19 April 2017   
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Appendix 6 Director of Breast Screening Survey 





IRAS Project ID: 228030 
 
“A survey to explore reporting and arbitration/consensus 
processes within Breast Screening Units in England.” 
 
You are invited to take part in the above-named research study. Please read 
the following information sheet that explains about the study before you 
decide if you wish to participate.  
No individual or unit will be identified in the report. 
 
My professional background is a Consultant radiographer in breast 
imaging. This study is part of a PhD supported by a Coventry University 
studentship. 
 
The study involves an online survey containing questions relating to 
reporting and arbitration/consensus review meetings in breast screening. 
There are six sections relating to the workforce, reporting practices, 
arbitration and consensus practice, and Public Health England arbitration 
guidance. It is anticipated that the survey should take less than 20 
minutes to complete. 
 
Purpose of the Study 
 
The purpose of this study is to map current reporting and arbitration practices 
within breast screening units in England. Questionnaire information will 
complement published (KC62) data to establish if certain strategies function 
better in differing units. The survey aims to investigate the use of 
radiographers as 3rd reader arbitrators (or lead of consensus meetings) and 
to identify any associated barriers. 
 
The breast screening reporter survey also aims to determine if radiographers 
participating in the survey meet the recommended requirements for 








results will be kept confidential, PHE and trusts will not have access to any 
individual data. 
Who is doing the study? 
 
This study is being conducted by Lisa Hackney, Consultant Radiographer and PhD 
student at Coventry University. Lisa Hackney is being supervised by Professor Derek 
Renshaw, Professor Ala Szczepura, Dr Louise Moody, and Becky Whiteman and has 
received a Coventry University Studentship to support her PhD study and this research 
project. 
 
Who is being asked to participate? 
 
Directors of breast screening units within England are being invited to participate in 
the study. 
 
A supplementary survey is available for Radiologists, Radiographers, Breast Clinicians 
and other staff who are currently reporting in breast screening services. 
 
Do I have to take part? 
 
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary, and you do not have to give 
reasons for not participating. However, your support in providing the information will 
be greatly appreciated as this will portray a comprehensive representation of current 
practice in England. 
 
What will be involved if I take part in this study? 
 
You will be asked to complete an online questionnaire. We anticipate that the survey 
should take less than 20 minutes to complete. The survey includes factors relating to 
the workforce, reporting practices, arbitration and consensus practice, and Public Health 
England arbitration guidance. 
 
How will consent be obtained? 
 
After reading the online information page and before commencing the questionnaire 
you will be required to answer a mandatory question “Do you agree to take part in 
this study”, Yes or No. 
 




If you decline to take part you will automatically be directed to the end, therefore 
being unable to view or complete the questionnaire. 
 
What are the risks associated with this project? 
 
We believe that there are no risks associated with completing or not completing the 
questionnaire. 
 
What are the benefits of taking part? 
 
There are no immediate benefits to you as an individual if you take part in the study. 
However, there is a lack of published literature relating to arbitration and consensus 
processes within breast screening. Within England, there is a wide variation in recall 
rates (particularly for prevalent screens) with a number of units not achieving the 
NHSBSP standards for assessment recall (minimum of <10% with a target of <7%) and 
arbitration/consensus can be integral in achieving this. Therefore, you will be 
contributing to data that will help us to evaluate and analyse variations in practice. It is 
essential to gather information from as many units as possible to portray a 
representative and comprehensive ‘snap shot’ of existing and planned practice. 
 
Can I withdraw from the study at any time? 
 
If you decide not to complete the survey the partial information you have entered will 
not be used. You do not have to give reasons for non-completion. If you fully complete 
and submit the survey, it will not be possible to extract your data. Therefore, withdrawal 
after submission is not possible. 
 
Will the information I give be kept confidential? 
 
Study data will be handled in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 and 
Coventry University safeguarding data policy. Findings will not be identifiable by you 
or your unit but may be grouped via QA regions. All data will be retained on password 
protected computers and encrypted data sticks. All study data will be destroyed three 
years after the PhD has been completed. 
 
What will happen to the results of the study? 
 
Please note that no breast unit response will be identifiable in any final report. 
Once the survey is complete, we will send you a summary of responses to the 




University, and no individual or unit data will be shared with anyone (including PHE). 
The results of the study will be submitted to Coventry University as part of Lisa 
Hackney’s PhD award, and will also be utilised to form the basis of papers and posters 
submitted to national and international conferences and peer-reviewed journals. A 
summary report of overall results will be produced for PHE. 
 
Who has reviewed this study? 
 
Ethical approval for this study has been granted by Coventry University Research Ethics 
and Governance Committee (reference: P45921) on 6th February 2017, and the Health  
Research Authority (IRAS: 228030) on 31st July 2017. The study questionnaire has 
been reviewed and piloted by experienced academics and clinical professionals. 
 
What if I want to complain? 
 
 






















































This questionnaire has been divided into six sections relating to reporting and 
arbitration/ consensus processes within breast screening. Dependent upon responses, 
some sections/questions will not require completion. If you are unable to complete 
elements of the questionnaire, please forward to a member of your breast radiology 
team who will be able to provide the relevant information. It is anticipated that the 
survey should take less than 20 minutes to complete. 
 
For this survey, arbitration is classified as either by a solitary 3rd reader who 
makes the final decision on their own 
 
Consensus is defined as a pair or group (2 or more individuals) decision-making 
process. Group members discuss and agree to support a decision even if not 
the "preferent" of each individual. 
 
Section 1- Workforce 
 
Section 2 – Reporting Practice 
 
Section 3 - Current Arbitration/Consensus practice 
 
Section 4 – Scheduling 
 
Section 5 - Consensus Practice 
 








This online document can be accessed at various time intervals prior to 
submission; previously entered data will be automatically saved between 
pages. 
 





Please provide the full name of your breast screening unit. We will not publish 
this information. The information will be used to group unit responses into 
geographical regions and to complement published (KC62) data. Findings will not 




Section 1: Workforce 
 
 
How many years of experience do you have in breast screen reading?  
Required   
 







Please state the number (Headcount) of professionals currently undertaking 















Locum Advanced Practitioner  
Radiographer 
 
Locum Consultant Radiographer 
 










In your unit, please specify which professionals currently make the final decision on 
their own (solitary 3rd reader) on arbitration cases? (Please tick for all that apply) 
Required  
 




 Advanced Practitioner Radiographer 
 
 Consultant Radiographer 
 
 Breast Clinician 
 
 Locum Radiologist 
 
 Locum Advanced Practitioner Radiographer 
 
 Locum Consultant Radiographer 
 



















In your unit, please specify which professionals currently take the lead in consensus 
meetings (responsible for the final report on NBSS)? Please tick for all that apply 
Required   
 
 Not applicable - consensus not used 
 









 Consultant Radiographer 
 
 Breast Clinician 
 
 Locum Radiologist 
 Locum Advanced Practitioner 
Radiographer 
  Locum Consultant Radiographer 




















Section 2: Reporting Practice 
 
 
Does your unit restrict reporters reading together in any way? (e.g. based on 























Does your unit use double radiographer reporting (both first and second readers 
are radiographers)? Required   
 
 Yes, routine practice 
 








Please indicate which of the following represents reporting practice at your unit. 
(Please select only one option) Required  
 
 Blinded double reading (the second reader cannot see the first reader’s decision 





 Blinded double reading (the second reader cannot see the first reader’s decision 
on the computer software but can by looking at the assessment paperwork) 
























Section 3: Current Arbitration/Consensus practice 
 
 
Prevalent screening - which cases does your unit arbitrate or review at 
consensus meetings? (Please select only one option) Required  
 
 All recalled cases (concordant and discordant 
recalls) 
  Disagreement only cases (discordant recalls)  
Other 
 













Incident screening - which cases does your unit arbitrate or review at 
consensus meetings? (Please select only one option) Required  
 
 All recalled cases (concordant and discordant 
recalls)  















Is there any difference in the cases you arbitrate or send for consensus review if the 
reporting was undertaken by two radiographers, as opposed to one (or both) 



























Please select which strategy your unit uses to resolve discordant prevalent 
screening cases. (Please select all that apply) Required  
 
 Automatically recall if 1 reader specifies 
 
 3rd Reader Arbitrator has the final decision 
 
 Consensus pair (2 readers different from the original reporters) 
 
 Consensus pair (2 readers - 1 of which may be an original reporter) 
 
 Consensus group (3 or more readers different from the original reporters) 
 
 Consensus group (3 or more readers including one or both of the original 
reporters) 
  Other 
 
 




















Please select which strategy your unit uses to resolve discordant incident 
screening cases? (Please select all that apply) Required  
 
 Automatically recall if 1 reader specifies 
 
 3rd Reader Arbitrator has the final decision 
 
 Consensus pair (2 readers different from the original reporters) 
 
 Consensus pair (2 readers - 1 of which may be an original reporter) 
 
 Consensus group (3 or more readers different from the original reporters) 
 
 Consensus group (3 or more readers including one or both of the original 
reporters) 
  Other 
 
 

























In your opinion, what were the main reasons your current strategies (to resolve 












Please describe any data that was used to support the system your unit implemented 






Does your unit adhere to written protocols (SOPS) for resolving arbitration/consensus 











Has your unit sent cases externally (to another breast screening service) 





























Has your unit failed screen to routine recall and/or screen to assessment targets as a 
result of cases awaiting arbitration/consensus review? Required   
 
 Yes -only in 2017 
 
 Yes – on occasion within the last 5 years 
 










Section 4: Scheduling 
 
 
Does your unit undertake single 3rd reader arbitration or consensus review meetings 








Please explain what determines when (day(s)/time of day) single 3rd reader arbitration 










In an average working week, how many arbitration sessions and/or consensus meetings 









In an average consensus meeting, how many staff participate? If single 3rd 













In an average working week, please estimate the amount of time (minutes) 










In an average working week, please estimate the number of cases arbitrated 










Please include any additional comments regarding the scheduling of 




Section 5: Consensus 
 
 
This section is only relevant if your unit performs some form of consensus review 
(for concordant and/or discordant cases). Therefore, if you automatically recall if 1 







Does your unit undertake any form of consensus (pair or group) review for recalled 







Does your unit specify a minimum (Quorum) membership (grade and/or a number of 




























At consensus meetings which strategy does your unit use to make the final decision 
on a case? (Please select only 1 option) Required   
 
 Recall if any individual specifies 
 
 Majority decision (equal skills assumed) 
 
 Decision weighted by experience 
 












Within your unit please rate the following statements regarding the consensus 
group. (Please choose only one option per statement) Required 
 
 








    
 Agree agree nor Disagree   A gree D isag ree     d isagree          
       
Membership of the       
consensus group       
changes frequently       
so there isn’t a set       
team       
       
The consensus       
group has the right       
“mix” of staff—a       
group of people who       
bring different       
clinical perspectives       
and experiences to       
the discussion       
       
There is a real       
desire among team       
members in the       
consensus group to       
work collaboratively       
       
Each group       
member shares       
accountability for       
consensus group       
decisions and       
outcomes       





Please don't select more than 1 answer(s) per row. 
 
Consensus       
meetings provide an       
open, comfortable,       
safe place to       
discuss cases       










Section 6: Guidance and Implementation 
 
 
Has your unit ever utilised radiographers as single 3rd reader arbitrators making the 










What grades were the radiographers?   
 
 Advanced Practitioner Radiographer (qualified film reader) 
 




















If within the last 5 years please state the time period/s (month/year) when this was 












Please state what criteria your unit used to determine a radiographer within your team 
was suitable to perform single 3rd reader arbitration, making the final decision on 










Has your unit ever utilised radiographers as the lead for consensus meetings 










What grades were the radiographers?   
 
 Advanced Practitioner Radiographer (qualified film reader) 
 


















If within the last 5 years, please state the time period/s (month/year) when this 








Please state what criteria your unit used to determine a radiographer within your team 
was suitable to take the lead of consensus review meetings (responsible for the final 











Will (or has) the Public Health England 2016 screening guidance on arbitration change(d) 






 I don't know 
 










In your opinion, please rate the following statements as to why solitary 3rd reader 
radiographer arbitration (radiographer lead of consensus) may not be implemented in 
your unit. Required 
 
Please don't select more than 1 answer(s) per row. 
 








    
 Agree agree nor Disagree   
A gree D isag ree  
 
  
d isagree  
  
      
       
The unit has a       
sufficient number of       
Radiologists to       
undertake solitary       
3rd reader       
arbitration (or lead       
consensus       
meetings)       
       
No Radiographers       
in the unit meet the       
recommended       
requirements within       
the PHE guidance       
       
There is no       
organisational       
support to delegate       
arbitration (lead       
consensus) to       
radiographers       
       
Concern that recall       
rates may increase       
with radiographer       
arbitration       





Concern that cancer       
detection rates may       
decrease with       
radiographer       
arbitration       
       
 
Radiographers in  
the unit do not have  
the leadership skills  
to co-ordinate a  
consensus meeting 
 
Radiographers in  
the unit do not want  
to undertake this  
role 
 
The organisational  
culture means it  




Radiologists are  
resistant to change 
 
Radiologists feel  
threatened by task  
shifting  
(radiographer  
arbitration/lead of  
consensus) 
 
There is no good  
reason not to  
implement  
radiographer  





Other constraints/challenges to implementing radiographer arbitration/lead of 












Final Survey Comments 
 
 
Please provide any additional feedback on your views/experiences of arbitration or 






Thank you very much for participating 
 
 
Thank you very much for your valuable contribution to this study. We may wish to 
contact you for further details following this questionnaire. Please state whether you are 
willing to participate in a telephone interview (all data would be confidential and 








Please provide your contact details - e-mail address (this will not be retained after 
the study is complete)   
 










For further information, please contact Lisa Hackney 
(https://coventry.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/breast-screening-reporter-survey) to all 
professional groups that report breast screening within your unit (Radiologists, 
Radiographers, Breast Clinicians etc.) 
Content removed on data protection grounds
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Appendix 7 Breast Screening Reporter Survey 





IRAS Project ID: 228030 
 
“A survey to explore reporting and arbitration/consensus 
processes within Breast Screening Units in England.” 
 
You are invited to take part in the above-named research study. Please read 
the following information sheet that explains about the study before you 
decide if you wish to participate.  
No individual or unit will be identified in the report. 
 
My professional background is a Consultant radiographer in breast 
imaging. This study is part of a PhD supported by a Coventry University 
studentship. 
 
The study involves an online survey containing questions relating to 
reporting and arbitration/consensus review meetings in breast screening. 
There are six sections relating to the workforce, reporting practices, 
arbitration and consensus practice, and Public Health England arbitration 
guidance. It is anticipated that the survey should take less than 20 
minutes to complete. 
 
Purpose of the Study 
 
The purpose of this study is to map current reporting and arbitration practices 
within breast screening units in England. Questionnaire information will 
complement published (KC62) data to establish if certain strategies function 
better in differing units. The survey aims to investigate the use of 
radiographers as 3rd reader arbitrators (or lead of consensus meetings) and 
to identify any associated barriers. 
 
The breast screening reporter survey also aims to determine if radiographers 
participating in the survey meet the recommended requirements for 








results will be kept confidential, PHE and trusts will not have access to any 
individual data. 
Who is doing the study? 
 
This study is being conducted by Lisa Hackney, Consultant Radiographer and PhD 
student at Coventry University. Lisa Hackney is being supervised by Professor Derek 
Renshaw, Professor Ala Szczepura, Dr Louise Moody, and Becky Whiteman and has 
received a Coventry University Studentship to support her PhD study and this research 
project. 
 
Who is being asked to participate? 
 
Directors of breast screening units within England are being invited to participate in 
the study. 
 
A supplementary survey is available for Radiologists, Radiographers, Breast Clinicians 
and other staff who are currently reporting in breast screening services. 
 
Do I have to take part? 
 
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary, and you do not have to give 
reasons for not participating. However, your support in providing the information will 
be greatly appreciated as this will portray a comprehensive representation of current 
practice in England. 
 
What will be involved if I take part in this study? 
 
You will be asked to complete an online questionnaire. We anticipate that the survey 
should take less than 20 minutes to complete. The survey includes factors relating to 
the workforce, reporting practices, arbitration and consensus practice, and Public Health 
England arbitration guidance. 
 
How will consent be obtained? 
 
After reading the online information page and before commencing the questionnaire 
you will be required to answer a mandatory question “Do you agree to take part in 
this study”, Yes or No. 
 




What are the risks associated with this project? 
 
We believe that there are no risks associated with completing or not completing 
the questionnaire.  
 
What are the benefits of taking part? 
 
There are no immediate benefits to you as an individual if you take part in the study. 
However, there is a lack of published literature relating to arbitration and consensus 
processes within breast screening. Within England, there is a wide variation in recall 
rates (particularly for prevalent screens) with a number of units not achieving the 
NHSBSP standards for assessment recall (minimum of <10% with a target of <7%) and 
arbitration/consensus can be integral in achieving this. Therefore, you will be 
contributing to data that will help us to evaluate and analyse variations in practice. It is 
essential to gather information from as many units as possible to portray a 
representative and comprehensive ‘snap shot’ of existing and planned practice. 
 
Can I withdraw from the study at any time? 
 
If you decide not to complete the survey the partial information you have entered will 
not be used. You do not have to give reasons for non-completion. If you fully complete 
and submit the survey, it will not be possible to extract your data. Therefore, withdrawal 
after submission is not possible. 
 
Will the information I give be kept confidential? 
 
Study data will be handled in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 and 
Coventry University safeguarding data policy. Findings will not be identifiable by you 
or your unit but may be grouped via QA regions. All data will be retained on password 
protected computers and encrypted data sticks. All study data will be destroyed three 
years after the PhD has been completed 
 
What will happen to the results of the study? 
 
Please note that no breast unit response will be identifiable in any final report. 
Your responses go directly to Lisa Hackney at Coventry University, and no individual or 
unit data will be shared with anyone (including PHE). The results of the study will be 
submitted to Coventry University as part of Lisa Hackney’s PhD award, and will also be 




conferences and peer-reviewed journals. A summary report of overall results will be 
produced for PHE. 
 
Who has reviewed this study? 
 
Ethical approval for this study has been granted by Coventry University Research 
Ethics and Governance Committee (reference: P45921) on 6th February 2017, and the 
Health Research Authority (IRAS: 228030) on 31st July 2017. The study questionnaire 
has been reviewed and piloted by experienced academics and clinical professionals.  
 
What if I want to complain? 









Do you agree to take part in this study? Required   











This questionnaire has been divided into six sections relating to reporting and 
arbitration/ consensus processes within breast screening. Dependent upon responses, 
some sections/questions will not require completion. It is anticipated that the survey 
should take less than 20 minutes to complete. 
 
For this survey, arbitration is classified as either a solitary 3rd reader who makes 
the final decision on their own. 
 
Consensus is defined as a pair or group (2 or more individuals) decision-making 
process. Group members discuss and agree to support a decision even if not the 
"preferent" of each individual. 
 
Section 1- Workforce 
 
Section 2 – Reporting Practice 
 
Section 3 - Current Arbitration/Consensus practice 
 
Section 4 – Scheduling 
 
Section 5 - Consensus Practice 
 
Section 6 – Guidance/Implementation 
 
This online document can be accessed at various time intervals prior to 
submission; previously entered data will be automatically saved between pages. 
 





Please provide the full name of your breast screening unit. We will not publish this 
information. The information will be used to group unit responses into geographical 
regions and to complement published (KC62) data. Findings will not be identifiable by 





Section 1: Workforce 
 
 
How many years of experience do you have in breast screen reading?   
 









In your unit, please specify which professionals currently make the final decision on 








 Advanced Practitioner Radiographer 
 
 Consultant Radiographer 
 
 Breast Clinician 
 
 Locum Radiologist 
 
 Locum Advanced Practitioner Radiographer 
 
 Locum Consultant Radiographer 
 





















In your unit, please specify which professionals currently take the lead in 
consensus meetings (responsible for the final report on NBSS)? Please tick 
for all that apply Required 
 
 Not applicable - consensus not used 
 




 Advanced Practitioner Radiographer 
 
 Consultant Radiographer 
 
 Breast Clinician 
 
 Locum Radiologist 
 
 Locum Advanced Practitioner Radiographer 
 
 Locum Consultant Radiographer 
 





















Section 2: Reporting Practice 
 
 
Does your unit restrict reporters reading together in any way? (e.g. based on 

























Does your unit use double radiographer reporting (both first and second 
readers are radiographers)? Required   
 
 Yes, routine practice 
 









Please indicate which of the following represents reporting practice at your unit. 
(Please select only one option) Required 
 
 
 Blinded double reading (the second reader cannot see the first reader’s 





 Blinded double reading (the second reader cannot see the first reader’s 
decision on the computer software but can by looking at the assessment 
paperwork)  
 























Section 3: Current Arbitration/Consensus practice 
 
 
Prevalent screening - which cases does your unit arbitrate or review at 
consensus meetings? (Please select only one option) Required 
 
 
 All recalled cases (concordant and discordant 
recalls) 


















Incident screening - which cases does your unit arbitrate or review at 
consensus meetings? (Please select only one option) Required 
 
 
 All recalled cases (concordant and discordant 
recalls) 














Is there any difference in the cases you arbitrate or send for consensus review if the 
reporting was undertaken by two radiographers, as opposed to one (or both) reporter/s 























Please select which strategy your unit uses to resolve discordant prevalent 
screening cases. (Please tick all that apply) Required  
 
 Automatically recall if 1 reader specifies 
 
 3rd Reader Arbitrator has the final decision 
 
 Consensus pair (2 readers different from the original reporters) 
 
 Consensus pair (2 readers - 1 of which may be an original reporter) 
 
 Consensus group (3 or more readers different from the original reporters) 
 























Please select which strategy your unit uses to resolve discordant incident 
screening cases? (Please tick for all that apply) Required 
 
 
 Automatically recall if 1 reader specifies 
 
 3rd Reader Arbitrator has the final decision 
 
 Consensus pair (2 readers different from the original reporters) 
 
 Consensus pair (2 readers - 1 of which may be an original reporter) 
 
 Consensus group (3 or more readers different from the original reporters) 
 
 Consensus group (3 or more readers including one or both of the original 
reporters) 
  Other 
 
 
















In your opinion, what were the main reasons your current strategies (to resolve 









Does your unit adhere to written protocols (SOPS) for resolving 















Section 4: Scheduling 
 
 
Does your unit undertake single 3rd reader arbitration or consensus review 









Please explain what determines when (day(s)/time of day) single 3rd reader 













In an average working week, how many arbitration sessions and/or consensus 










In an average consensus meeting, how many staff participate? If single 3rd 













In an average working week, please estimate the amount of time (minutes) 










In an average working week, please estimate the number of cases arbitrated 











Please include any additional comments regarding the scheduling of 





Section 5: Consensus 
 
 
This section is only relevant if your unit performs some form of consensus 
review (for concordant and/or discordant cases). Therefore, if you 
automatically recall if 1 reader specifies or undertake solitary 3rd reader 






Does your unit undertake any form of consensus (pair or group) review for 







Does your unit specify a minimum (Quorum) membership (grade and/or a 
number of staff) required for the consensus review meeting to go ahead? 
























At consensus meetings which strategy does your unit use to make the final 
decision on a case? (Please select only 1 option) Required   
 
 Recall if any individual specifies 
 
 Majority decision (equal skills assumed) 
 
 Decision weighted by experience 
 
















Within your unit please rate the following statements regarding the consensus 
group. (Please choose only one option per statement) Required 
 
Please don't select more than 1 answer(s) per row. 
 








    
 Agree agree nor Disagree   Agree D isagree    disagree         
       
Membership of the       
consensus group       
changes frequently       
so there isn’t a set       
team       
       
The consensus       
group has the right       
“mix” of staff—a       
group of people who       
bring different       
clinical perspectives       
and experiences to       
the discussion       
       
There is a real       
desire among team       
members in the       
consensus group to       
work collaboratively       
       
Each group       
member shares       
accountability for       
consensus group       
decisions and       
outcomes       





Consensus       
meetings provide an       
open, comfortable,       
safe place to       
discuss cases       


















 Advanced Practitioner Radiographer 
 
 Consultant Radiographer 
 
 Breast Clinician 
 
 Locum Radiologist 
 
 Locum Advanced Practitioner Radiographer 
 
 Locum Consultant Radiographer 
 











Section 6: Guidance and Implementation 
 
 
Has your unit ever utilised radiographers as single 3rd reader arbitrators making 










What grades were the radiographers?   
 
 Advanced practitioners (qualified film 
reader) 
  Consultant Radiographer 
  Other 
 
 











If within the last 5 years, please state the time period/s (month/year) when this 





Has your unit ever utilised radiographers as the lead for consensus meetings 










What grades were the radiographers?   
 
 Advanced Practitioner Radiographer (qualified film reader) 
 


















If within the last 5 years, please state the time period/s (month/year) when this was 












Do you (personally) currently undertake single 3rd reader of arbitration cases, making 








Please state what criteria was used to determine your suitability to perform 

















Do you (personally) currently take the lead of consensus review meetings, 









Please state what criteria was used to determine your suitability to lead 






Will (or has) the Public Health England 2016 screening guidance on arbitration 






 I don't know 
 






Please specify - what grades of staff has (is) the director delegated 





In your opinion, please rate the following statements as to why solitary 3rd reader 
radiographer arbitration (radiographer lead of consensus) may not be implemented in 
your unit. Required 
 
Please don't select more than 1 answer(s) per row. 
 








    
 Agree agree nor Disagree   
A gree D isag ree  
 
  
d isagree  
  
      
       
The unit has a       
sufficient number of       
Radiologists to       
undertake solitary       
3rd reader       
arbitration (or lead       
consensus       
meetings)       
       
No Radiographers       
in the unit meet the       
recommended       
requirements within       
the PHE guidance       
       
There is no       
organisational       
support to delegate       
arbitration (lead       
consensus) to       
radiographers       
       
Concern that recall       
rates may increase       
with radiographer       
arbitration       





Concern that cancer       
detection rates may       
decrease with       
radiographer       
arbitration       
       
 
Radiographers in  
the unit do not have  
the leadership skills  
to co-ordinate a  
consensus meeting 
 
Radiographers in  
the unit do not want  
to undertake this  
role 
 
The organisational  
culture means it  




Radiologists are  
resistant to change 
 
Radiologists feel  
threatened by task  
shifting  
(radiographer  
arbitration/lead of  
consensus) 
 
There is no good  
reason not to  
implement  
radiographer  





Other constraints/challenges to implementing radiographer arbitration/lead of 










Please rate how often you have…… Required 
 
Please don't select more than 1 answer(s) per row. 
 
Please select at least 4 answer(s).  
 
Never Occasionally (intermittent Annually 
  years)   
Read > 5000 films per annum 
 
First read 1500 screening films  
per annum 
 
Participated in PERFORMS 
 





Please state if you meet the following criteria…… Required 
 
Please don't select more than 1 answer(s) per row. 
 
Please select at least 5 answer(s). 
 
  
Yes No working 
                                                             towards   
Undertake autonomous decision making in  
assessment clinics 
 
Contribute to decision-making (not just attend)  
at MDT meetings 
 
Undertake regular audit and review of 
personal reading results 
 
Undertake regular audit and review of team  
results 
 
Evidence reflective learning from review of 
interval cancers, previously assessed 





Are you accredited with The Society and College of Radiographers (SCoR) as 
an advanced or consultant practitioner? (Please select only one option) 
Required  
 Yes, currently 
 
 No, but previously have been accredited 
 




Final Survey Comments 
 
 
Please provide any additional feedback on your views/experiences of 
arbitration or consensus that has not already been included in this 






Thank you very much for participating 
 
 
Thank you very much for your valuable contribution to this study. We may 
wish to contact you for further details following this questionnaire. Please state 
whether you are willing to participate in a telephone interview (all data would 








Please provide your contact details - e-mail address (this will not be retained 
after the study is complete)   
 










For further information, please contact Lisa Hackney 
Content removed on data protection grounds
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Appendix 8.  Table 28-1A Free Text Survey Comments  
6.9.4.1: Blinded vs non-blinded reading 
“The second read is supposed to be blind, but the paperwork can easily be seen – it is stamped ‘RECALL’ by the first 
and this can be seen”  
Film reader 10 – 
Consultant 
radiographer 
“Blinding on software optional but not enforced – variable practice”  Film reader 15 –
Consultant 
radiographer 
“Personally, I don't look at the decision of another reader if available on screen until I have made my own regardless of 
reading first or second”  
Director 11 
 
“I personally prefer to use blind data entry on NBSS but do not think my colleagues do”  Director 3 
“We use in-house screening forms that are designed to convey information clearly and tend to note our thoughts 
when we have spent some time looking at an area, whether we recall it or note.  I believe this helps to share 







Table 28-1B Free Text Survey Comments 6.9.4.2 Reporting restrictions 
 
“Radiographers have to read with a radiologist and cannot read together”  Director 10 
 
 “At least one of the two readers is always a radiologist”  Director 17 
“Radiographers – advanced and consultant are not allowed to read together”  Director 27 
 





“Radiographer film readers third read as a trainee until they have completed 5000 reads. After that, they first read 
only and not with another Radiographer film reader”  
Film reader 49 – 
Advanced 
Practitioner 
“Newly qualified readers only read first, not second for their first 5,000 sets of mammograms”  Director 9 
“Newly qualified reader (< 2 years’ experience) can only read with a more experienced (> 2 years’ experience) reader”  Director 24 
 
“We do try and pair certain readers, but it is not always possible to adhere to this based on film reader data sent to 
clinical director”  
Film reader 55 – 
Consultant 
Radiographer 
“Advised certain pairs not to read, e.g. if both have a high recall rate”  
 









Table 28-1C Free Text Survey Comments 6.9.5.1 Strategies to resolve discordant cases 
 
“Availability of staff. Consensus meeting performed with whichever film readers available”  Director 23 
“Third reader arbitration used only rarely when there is not enough staff”  Director 12 
 
“Depends on staffing levels leave etc. as to which is possible without delaying woman's result/recall”  Film reader 8 – 
Consultant 
Radiographer 
“Depends who/how many people are available.  Try not to use original reporters, but sometimes they're all that are Film reader 2 – 
 
 579 
available”  Advanced 
Practitioner 
“Our routine practice is to arbitrate, but if staffing allows, we take the opportunity to consensus with whoever is 
available”  
Film reader 35 – 
Consultant 
Radiographer 





Table 28-1D Free Text Survey Comments 6.9.5.2 Rationale/data to support strategy used 
 
“We learn from each other continually”  Director 7 
“More opinions is hopefully the best option”  Film reader 44 – 
Advanced 
Practitioner 
“Don't like group arbitration and it is a confrontational, negative way to start the day”  Film reader 12 - 
Radiologist 
“Radiologists frequently dismiss subtle findings that are picked up by Radiographers. The units recall rate is low and 
recalling these subtle areas may increase our cancer detection. We have (rarely) had interval cancers present where a 
radiographer had recalled but consensus was RR”  
Film reader 4 – 
Advanced 
Practitioner 
“An element of discomfort in the consensus meeting had helped reduce recall rates in the past”  Director 9 
 










Table 28-1E Free Text Survey Comments 6.9.7 Scheduling of Arbitration/Consensus meetings 
 
“Random depends on who is film reading”  
 
Film reader 15 - 
Radiologist 
“Ad-hoc arbitration meetings are held approximately twice per week”  
 
Film reader 54 - 
Radiologist 
“As and when required”  
 
Film reader 33 –
Consultant 
Radiographer 
“Sometimes will be done between clinics”  Film reader 5 – 
Advanced 
Practitioner 
“No set time or day”  Director 25 
“Attempt to perform daily when staff available”  Director 15 
“Whenever readers are available to meet”  Film reader 52 – 
Consultant 
Radiographer 
“When we can meet up…”  Director 18 
 
“During lunchtimes or any time when there are sufficient staff free”  Director 16 
“General workload”  Director 7 
“When clinical commitments permit”  Director 26 
“Usually before MDT but not always possible depending on clinic workload.”  Film reader 22 - 
Radiologist 





“Usually rushed, interrupted sessions during lunch or after work”  Film reader 52 – 
Consultant 
Radiographer 
“Extremely challenging - we hold these meetings between clinics or at the end of the day if clinics finish early’  Director 24 
 







Table 28-1F Free Text Survey Comments 6.9.8 Consensus practice 
 
“At least one radiologist/clinician was required”  Film reader 2 – 
Advanced 
Practitioner 
“At least two readers, neither of whom should be the original readers. Original readers may be involved if there are 
more readers present for discussion”  
Director 9 
“If the film reader has recalled and is part of the consensus group, they would refrain from giving an opinion on that 
case”  














Table 28-1G Free Text Survey Comments 6.9.9. Decision making strategy at a consensus 
 
“Recall if both agree If not, then sent to arbitration the following day”  
 
Film reader 29 – 
Radiologist 
“Majority decision, but will recall if one individual feels very strongly”  Director 3 
“SOPS for consensus are that the recalling radiologist states level of concern 1-5 and also draws the site of concern and 
feature type. At consensus it is useful to know, and we do pay attention”  
Film reader 20 – 
Radiologist 
 







Table 28-1H Free Text Survey Comments 6.9.10 Team dynamics within consensus groups 
 
“We have an excellent team approach”  Film reader 14 – 
Advanced 
Practitioner 
“Decision used to be made by Radiologists alone within consensus setting. With introduction of radiographer film 
reading, decision now ultimately heavily influenced by Consultant Radiologist/Radiographer opinion”  










“Sometimes one person with a strong personality can dominate the meeting if not careful; this can cause a problem”  Film reader 46 – 
Advanced 
Practitioner 
“Radiologist often overrules if their option differs from the rest of the consensus group”  Film reader 57 – 
Advanced 
Practitioner 
“Despite FRQA results which show our radiographers to be as at least as good as and, in many cases, more accurate 
image readers, radiologists and the consultant radiographer still overrule the opinions and concerns of advanced 
practitioners simply because they can. Pt safety is not considered when discharging patients who have indeterminate 
features”  




“Strength of personality of other members of the group may influence a decision to discharge by the lead, but this often 
becomes a professional disagreement between APs and radiologist and many APs will not contradict regardless of their 
level of suspicion”  









Table 28-1I Free Text Survey Comments 6.10.2 Professionals currently co-ordinating/leading consensus meetings 
 
“There is no lead of consensus; all members are equal”  Director 23 
“No one person is taking the lead”  Film reader 61 – 
Consultant 
Radiographer 
“Put in under CON”  Film reader 16 – 
Consultant 
radiographer 




“Goes under Radiologist code”  
 
Director 25 











Table 28-1J Free Text Survey Comments 6.10.3 Timeframe for Radiographer arbitration/lead of consensus 
 
“Commenced approximately four years ago. I do not have the exact date”  Director 5 
 
“More than five years ago.  Though only performed by radiographers with at least one year’s film reading experience, 
post-qualification, and approved by the clinical director”  
Film reader 25 – 
Advanced 
Practitioner 
“More than three years ago”  Film reader 16 – 
Consultant 
Radiographer 
“More than five years ago    Consultant radiographer does perform this task”  
 






Appendix 9. KC62 4-Year Data reviewed. 
  
Unit Name overall recall rate  2013-2014 overall recall rate  2014-2015 overall recall rate  2015-2016 overall recall rate  2016-2017 4 yr Average overall recall rate prevalent recall rate 2013-2104 prevalent recall rate 2014-2105 prevalent recall rate 2015-2106 prevalent recall rate 2016-2017 4 yr average prevalent recall
4.4 5.6 5.0 4.2 4.8 9.7 10.7 11.7 9.6 10.4
3.7 4.2 5.0 4.2 4.3 7.3 8.3 9.3 8.1 8.2
5.2 5.8 5.2 5.2 5.3 8.9 9.9 10.9 9.1 9.7
3.7 2.9 3.7 3.0 3.3 7.3 8.3 9.3 5.2 7.5
3.9 4.2 3.9 3.4 3.9 8.6 9.6 10.6 7.8 9.2
4.0 4.2 3.8 4.5 4.1 9.2 10.2 11.2 10.1 10.2
2.7 2.4 3.8 4.2 3.3 5.0 6.0 7.0 7.8 6.5
3.6 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.8 8.6 9.6 10.6 8.3 9.3
4.9 3.9 4.1 5.2 4.5 9.2 10.2 11.2 10.4 10.3
4.3 3.8 4.5 4.4 4.2 7.9 8.9 9.9 7.3 8.5
3.4 2.7 2.5 2.5 2.8 8.6 9.6 10.6 6.1 8.7
2.5 2.2 2.5 2.6 2.5 5.2 6.2 7.2 6.5 6.3
4.3 4.1 4.3 4.2 4.2 7.8 8.8 9.8 8.2 8.7
4.4 4.0 3.7 3.7 3.9 9.6 10.6 11.6 6.8 9.7
2.5 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.5 5.3 6.3 7.3 5.9 6.2
4.6 3.0 2.7 2.7 3.3 7.9 8.9 9.9 6.1 8.2
5.0 5.2 5.0 5.5 5.2 8.9 9.9 10.9 10.5 10.0
4.2 4.3 4.7 5.1 4.6 8.3 9.3 10.3 10.7 9.7
3.7 3.9 4.5 4.9 4.3 6.8 7.8 8.8 10.8 8.5
4.1 3.9 4.7 4.5 4.3 6.7 7.7 8.7 8.6 8.0
3.4 3.7 4.5 4.0 3.9 6.0 7.0 8.0 6.4 6.9
2.3 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.1 6.3 7.3 8.3 5.3 6.8
3.4 3.1 3.2 3.0 3.2 6.1 7.1 8.1 6.7 7.0
2.9 3.3 2.5 2.9 2.9 5.9 6.9 7.9 4.6 6.3
2.7 2.9 2.9 3.1 2.9 7.0 8.0 9.0 7.3 7.8
3.8 4.1 4.1 3.8 3.9 8.0 9.0 10.0 8.0 8.8
4.7 4.5 3.9 3.1 4.1 9.1 10.1 11.1 6.0 9.0
5.7 4.8 4.8 4.9 5.0 13.2 14.2 15.2 11.0 13.4
2.5 2.1 2.1 2.5 2.3 5.1 6.1 7.1 4.4 5.6
2.9 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.9 4.4 5.4 6.4 3.5 4.9
5.4 5.2 4.6 4.5 4.9 14.6 15.6 16.6 8.8 13.9
4.9 4.1 3.4 3.2 3.9 16.7 17.7 18.7 8.0 15.3
2.9 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.4 5.0 6.0 7.0 4.9 5.8
3.8 3.5 3.1 3.6 3.5 12.4 13.4 14.4 7.0 11.8
4.5 4.3 4.1 4.9 4.5 9.3 10.3 11.3 9.5 10.1
3.7 3.9 3.6 3.3 3.6 5.9 6.9 7.9 5.5 6.5
3.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 6.4 7.4 8.4 7.5 7.4
3.8 4.1 4.0 3.7 3.9 6.8 7.8 8.8 7.5 7.8
4.8 5.0 5.0 4.3 4.8 10.9 11.9 12.9 7.9 10.9
4.9 5.6 4.5 4.0 4.7 10.7 11.7 12.7 7.7 10.7
3.5 3.9 4.1 4.4 4.0 6.3 7.3 8.3 8.8 7.7
4.0 3.8 3.6 3.4 3.7 6.7 7.7 8.7 6.3 7.4
2.1 2.3 2.1 2.4 2.2 4.4 5.4 6.4 5.9 5.5
4.3 4.0 4.4 4.4 4.3 8.1 9.1 10.1 10.8 9.5
4.9 3.4 4.0 4.1 4.1 11.5 12.5 13.5 8.7 11.6
4.5 3.6 3.7 3.4 3.8 10.1 11.1 12.1 6.9 10.0
3.0 2.8 2.6 2.5 2.7 6.0 7.0 8.0 5.0 6.5
4.7 4.7 4.1 3.3 4.2 10.0 11.0 12.0 6.9 10.0
4.9 4.9 4.9 4.6 4.8 9.5 10.5 11.5 9.4 10.2
2.7 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.7 4.7 5.7 6.7 5.7 5.7
4.0 4.2 5.2 4.6 4.5 9.1 10.1 11.1 12.2 10.6
3.5 3.1 2.3 2.5 2.9 6.5 7.5 8.5 5.4 7.0
3.7 3.5 3.8 4.0 3.7 7.3 8.3 9.3 9.1 8.5
3.1 4.1 4.0 3.7 3.7 5.0 6.0 7.0 7.4 6.4
2.4 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.5 5.0 6.0 7.0 5.0 5.7
4.3 5.5 4.0 3.9 4.4 9.0 10.0 11.0 8.5 9.6
4.3 3.6 3.9 3.9 3.9 7.4 8.4 9.4 6.6 7.9
3.7 3.3 3.5 3.6 3.5 7.1 8.1 9.1 9.9 8.6
5.0 4.9 3.9 4.4 4.5 11.2 12.2 13.2 10.8 11.9
3.5 3.8 3.7 4.8 3.9 5.2 6.2 7.2 8.0 6.7
3.1 2.4 2.7 3.1 2.8 6.9 7.9 8.9 7.5 7.8
3.9 2.9 3.1 3.0 3.2 9.9 10.9 11.9 8.1 10.2
2.5 2.0 2.4 2.5 2.3 5.2 6.2 7.2 5.8 6.1
4.3 3.8 4.3 3.7 4.0 9.7 10.7 11.7 7.8 10.0
5.1 5.3 4.3 4.2 4.7 11.3 12.3 13.3 7.9 11.2
3.4 3.0 3.6 3.7 3.5 7.0 8.0 9.0 7.8 7.9
2.1 2.2 2.5 2.2 2.2 4.5 5.5 6.5 3.8 5.1
4.1 5.2 4.2 4.8 4.6 9.1 10.1 11.1 10.6 10.2
2.9 3.4 3.7 3.5 3.4 5.7 6.7 7.7 6.5 6.6
5.3 5.8 5.7 4.9 5.4 9.7 10.7 11.7 9.6 10.5
4.7 4.3 4.7 5.2 4.7 10.4 11.4 12.4 10.5 11.2
4.9 4.6 4.2 4.6 4.6 9.8 10.8 11.8 9.5 10.4
3.8 4.5 4.2 3.4 4.0 7.7 8.7 9.7 6.6 8.2
3.5 2.4 2.7 2.8 2.8 7.6 8.6 9.6 6.4 8.1
4.6 5.2 4.9 5.9 5.2 10.2 11.2 12.2 12.8 11.6
4.4 4.2 4.7 4.4 4.4 8.5 9.5 10.5 8.8 9.3
3.5 3.8 3.0 2.7 3.2 6.8 7.8 8.8 7.4 7.7
3.1 2.9 2.7 2.9 2.9 6.3 7.3 8.3 6.1 7.0
6.1 7.5 7.0 7.0 6.9 12.1 13.1 14.1 14.7 13.5




incident recall 2013-2014 incident recall 2014-2015 incident recall 2015-2016 incident recall 2016-2017 4 yr avearge incident recall prevalent <15mm 2013-2014 prevalent <15mm 2014-2015 prevalent <15mm 2015-2016 prevalent <15mm 2016-2017 4 yr average prevalent <15mm
3.3 4.0 4.2 3.5 3.7 2.1 4.2 3.4 5.9 3.9
2.8 3.7 4.2 3.4 3.5 1.7 3.0 3.7 3.6 3.0
4.0 4.4 4.2 4.3 4.2 2.4 1.7 2.7 2.2 2.3
3.0 2.3 3.1 2.7 2.8 1.3 2.6 1.9 2.4 2.1
2.8 3.0 3.1 2.8 2.9 2.0 2.8 2.6 1.7 2.3
3.1 3.4 3.0 3.6 3.3 3.1 4.4 2.9 5.3 3.9
1.9 1.8 3.4 3.9 2.8 2.4 2.4 7.1 3.3 3.8
3.0 3.3 3.0 3.1 3.1 5.4 2.5 3.7 2.3 3.5
3.2 2.5 3.0 3.2 3.0 2.5 2.4 2.7 2.4 2.5
3.5 3.0 3.6 3.8 3.5 3.2 7.7 1.4 5.1 4.3
2.3 2.1 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.0 3.5 2.2 3.2 2.7
1.9 1.6 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.5 1.2 1.2 3.1 1.7
3.2 3.4 3.7 3.8 3.5 2.2 3.4 5.9 3.4 3.7
3.3 3.2 3.2 2.9 3.2 2.7 0.9 2.1 3.3 2.2
1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.0 2.4 2.3 4.4 2.8 2.9
3.4 2.8 2.1 2.1 2.6 3.1 1.1 2.0 4.2 2.6
3.9 4.1 4.1 4.6 4.2 3.1 4.7 3.5 2.2 3.4
2.9 3.5 4.0 4.1 3.6 3.7 3.4 2.0 4.5 3.4
2.9 3.2 3.5 3.8 3.4 3.8 2.6 3.1 1.7 2.8
3.5 3.2 4.3 3.8 3.7 1.8 3.1 4.1 4.8 3.5
2.8 3.1 4.1 3.6 3.4 4.0 2.9 3.7 3.6 3.6
1.9 2.1 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.3 1.6 3.7 1.6 2.3
2.4 2.3 2.6 2.4 2.4 3.6 2.4 1.5 3.4 2.7
2.1 2.6 1.9 2.4 2.2 4.6 2.6 4.2 1.7 3.3
2.3 2.6 2.6 2.8 2.6 2.2 4.2 5.2 5.6 4.3
3.1 3.4 3.2 3.2 3.2 2.1 3.4 2.1 1.8 2.4
3.3 3.3 3.0 2.3 3.0 4.2 3.8 4.3 4.8 4.3
4.4 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.9 3.3 5.0 5.2 4.3
1.9 1.7 1.6 2.1 1.8 2.9 2.7 2.5 3.4 2.9
2.2 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.5 5.0 2.8 3.4 1.6 3.2
4.6 4.6 4.0 3.6 4.2 4.7 - 3.2 6.5 3.6
4.1 3.7 3.1 2.8 3.4 - 3.0 6.3 4.5 3.4
2.4 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.0 3.0 3.6 2.3 3.7 3.1
3.1 3.2 2.9 3.3 3.1 11.2 - 5.7 2.5 4.9
3.4 3.5 3.4 4.1 3.6 4.7 6.4 4.5 4.1 4.9
3.0 3.0 3.1 2.9 3.0 2.7 4.8 2.9 3.9 3.6
2.5 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.4 3.7 3.4 3.3 3.4 3.5
2.8 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.3 2.9 1.6 3.5 2.6
3.8 3.9 4.0 3.4 3.8 2.5 4.5 1.9 4.2 3.3
4.2 4.7 3.6 3.3 3.9 4.1 2.9 2.3 1.5 2.7
2.5 3.0 3.6 3.6 3.2 2.4 4.4 4.8 4.6 4.0
3.1 3.1 3.0 2.8 3.0 3.8 3.9 2.9 4.7 3.8
1.9 2.1 1.9 2.2 2.0 1.6 2.4 1.8 2.1 2.0
3.6 3.3 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.7 2.6 6.6 6.1 4.8
3.3 2.2 2.6 3.4 2.9 3.5 2.9 2.4 4.4 3.3
3.1 2.6 2.9 2.5 2.8 4.2 0.9 4.3 1.9 2.8
2.5 2.3 2.3 2.1 2.3 1.8 1.3 2.1 1.3 1.7
3.4 3.4 3.0 2.7 3.1 2.6 4.4 2.5 1.4 2.7
3.8 3.5 3.7 3.5 3.6 1.8 2.5 1.3 2.3 2.0
2.1 2.4 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.3 2.0 2.9 0.9 2.0
2.7 3.6 4.1 3.4 3.4 2.0 4.6 1.6 5.9 3.5
2.7 2.6 2.0 2.1 2.3 1.7 3.3 3.0 4.6 3.2
2.8 3.1 3.4 3.3 3.2 2.5 3.2 2.4 2.2 2.6
2.7 3.5 3.4 3.2 3.2 2.7 5.8 2.7 5.6 4.2
1.8 2.0 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.2 3.8 3.7 2.9 3.2
3.0 4.0 3.2 2.9 3.3 2.5 5.8 2.0 4.1 3.6
3.3 2.9 3.2 3.3 3.2 4.6 3.4 2.6 2.3 3.2
2.6 2.8 3.2 3.0 2.9 2.6 3.2 4.9 3.0 3.4
3.5 3.4 2.8 3.2 3.2 4.9 3.8 3.9 3.7 4.1
3.2 3.0 3.5 4.3 3.5 1.7 4.5 4.5 4.4 3.8
2.2 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.2 4.7 2.4 2.2 4.4 3.4
2.7 2.2 2.3 2.0 2.3 4.4 3.3 5.1 3.8 4.1
1.7 1.6 1.9 2.1 1.8 4.2 3.2 2.9 7.1 4.3
3.4 2.9 3.3 2.7 3.1 2.4 2.0 1.1 3.1 2.1
3.8 4.0 3.6 3.5 3.7 6.3 2.7 7.6 4.3 5.2
2.3 2.2 2.5 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.7 2.2 2.6 2.4
1.3 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.6 2.0 1.3 3.8 3.1 2.5
2.9 4.0 3.3 3.8 3.5 1.2 3.1 7.4 4.0 3.9
2.2 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.6 4.7 3.1 3.5 2.5 3.5
3.8 3.8 3.6 3.2 3.6 3.8 2.6 1.8 2.2 2.6
3.1 3.1 3.7 4.2 3.5 3.4 3.4 4.1 3.2 3.5
3.6 3.5 3.3 3.7 3.6 1.8 0.4 2.2 1.9 1.6
3.0 3.8 3.5 2.9 3.3 3.7 2.9 5.0 1.8 3.3
2.3 1.6 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.5 2.1 4.4 1.1 2.5
3.6 4.3 4.1 5.2 4.3 1.7 3.4 4.5 1.5 2.8
3.1 2.9 3.4 3.3 3.1 2.0 2.1 2.8 1.6 2.1
2.9 3.3 2.4 2.4 2.8 1.4 - 1.6 - 0.7
2.2 2.3 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.4 2.9 2.1 6.1 3.3
4.7 6.1 5.6 5.8 5.5 2.5 3.0 4.1 2.9 3.1




prevalent SDR 2013-2104 prevalent SDR 2014-2015 prevalent SDR 2015-2016 prevalent SDR 2016-2017 4 yr average prevalent SDR Incident <15mm 2013 2014 Incident <15mm 2014- 2015 Incident <15mm 2015- 2016 Incident <15mm 2016- 2017 4 yr average incident <15mm
1.54 1.85 1.50 2.11 1.75 3.6 3.5 3.7 3.5 3.6
1.34 1.34 1.79 1.40 1.47 3.2 3.7 3.8 2.8 3.4
1.40 1.41 1.37 0.95 1.28 2.6 2.9 2.6 2.6 2.7
1.58 1.57 0.47 1.45 1.27 2.9 4.3 2.7 2.8 3.2
1.62 1.49 1.37 1.60 1.52 2.4 2.1 2.7 2.9 2.6
1.83 2.46 1.40 1.83 1.88 2.2 4.2 3.4 4.5 3.6
1.60 0.99 2.03 1.37 1.50 2.3 3.5 3.6 4.2 3.4
2.29 1.87 2.21 1.21 1.89 2.7 3.5 3.7 4.7 3.7
1.32 1.30 1.26 1.45 1.33 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.0 2.9
1.34 1.83 1.31 3.16 1.91 3.9 2.9 4.7 2.7 3.5
1.68 1.91 1.23 1.93 1.69 2.5 2.7 2.7 3.3 2.8
1.43 1.69 1.14 1.54 1.45 2.5 3.1 3.4 2.4 2.9
1.48 1.67 2.12 1.27 1.63 3.9 3.9 3.4 3.5 3.7
1.91 0.84 1.78 0.77 1.33 2.3 2.9 2.2 3.1 2.6
1.42 2.11 1.75 1.67 1.74 2.4 3.3 3.2 3.0 3.0
1.72 1.27 1.75 1.76 1.62 4.3 3.9 3.1 4.2 3.9
1.64 2.07 1.80 1.56 1.77 2.4 4.1 3.5 3.7 3.4
1.86 1.36 1.30 2.18 1.67 3.7 4.5 4.0 3.4 3.9
1.73 1.81 1.84 1.29 1.67 3.1 4.2 2.4 3.0 3.2
1.58 2.08 1.11 1.65 1.61 3.7 3.6 3.8 3.4 3.6
1.89 1.49 1.39 1.90 1.67 2.3 3.2 4.9 3.8 3.6
0.46 1.72 1.47 1.25 1.23 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.5
2.17 1.99 1.16 2.10 1.86 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.9
2.35 1.31 2.52 0.68 1.72 1.9 4.0 4.1 4.2 3.6
0.98 1.22 1.80 2.00 1.50 2.6 3.7 3.6 3.1 3.3
1.49 2.04 1.35 1.43 1.58 1.4 3.0 3.2 3.3 2.7
1.75 1.91 1.74 1.92 1.83 4.6 4.2 5.1 3.6 4.4
1.64 1.49 1.91 2.00 1.76 4.0 4.0 4.4 3.9 4.1
1.48 1.76 1.53 1.87 1.66 2.3 3.1 3.8 3.5 3.2
1.97 1.31 1.55 0.78 1.40 2.7 2.8 3.6 3.8 3.2
2.21 1.50 1.77 2.14 1.90 3.6 2.7 3.1 1.8 2.8
1.39 1.82 1.32 1.35 1.47 2.1 3.7 4.3 2.8 3.2
1.98 2.21 1.98 1.67 1.96 3.1 3.0 3.2 3.0 3.1
3.84 0.45 1.58 1.52 1.85 2.3 3.4 4.2 3.8 3.4
1.90 2.19 1.70 1.53 1.83 2.6 3.2 3.4 3.9 3.3
1.35 2.08 1.42 1.65 1.63 3.1 3.3 4.5 3.8 3.7
1.64 1.51 1.49 2.05 1.67 3.6 2.9 3.5 3.8 3.4
1.77 1.73 1.49 2.04 1.76 2.6 3.3 2.7 2.6 2.8
0.94 1.96 1.47 2.22 1.65 2.9 3.2 4.0 4.0 3.5
1.76 1.75 2.16 1.05 1.68 2.6 3.0 3.7 3.2 3.1
1.53 2.01 1.63 1.65 1.71 2.9 1.8 3.5 3.6 3.0
1.63 1.78 1.83 2.38 1.90 3.7 3.8 3.3 2.9 3.4
0.98 1.68 1.71 1.98 1.59 2.6 3.1 2.8 3.0 2.9
1.37 1.03 2.24 2.21 1.71 2.2 2.9 2.7 2.9 2.6
1.71 1.69 1.51 1.85 1.69 3.0 2.7 2.9 3.3 3.0
1.84 1.47 2.15 0.93 1.60 2.1 3.7 3.7 2.8 3.1
0.92 0.66 1.35 1.48 1.10 2.9 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.3
1.78 1.93 1.49 1.40 1.65 2.4 3.5 3.2 3.6 3.2
1.48 1.45 0.77 1.25 1.24 1.6 2.5 2.8 2.4 2.3
1.17 1.23 1.62 0.63 1.16 4.1 4.1 2.0 2.9 3.3
1.24 1.41 1.43 2.06 1.54 2.9 3.2 3.9 3.6 3.4
1.70 1.69 1.27 1.64 1.57 2.6 2.8 3.2 3.1 2.9
1.14 1.76 1.30 1.32 1.38 2.6 3.7 3.4 3.2 3.2
1.31 1.70 1.30 2.55 1.72 1.9 3.1 3.1 4.0 3.0
1.19 1.36 1.34 1.57 1.36 3.3 3.8 4.3 4.4 3.9
1.35 1.93 0.95 1.62 1.46 3.2 3.3 3.5 2.9 3.2
1.62 1.41 1.56 0.96 1.39 3.5 3.0 3.7 3.5 3.4
1.00 1.66 1.26 1.19 1.28 2.1 3.8 3.9 3.1 3.2
2.46 1.84 1.77 2.52 2.15 2.1 3.8 3.2 2.4 2.9
0.89 1.87 1.74 1.39 1.47 2.3 3.9 2.5 4.7 3.4
2.20 1.53 1.31 2.26 1.83 3.1 2.6 3.6 3.5 3.2
2.15 1.39 2.34 1.56 1.86 2.1 3.5 4.1 3.0 3.2
1.50 1.62 1.47 2.04 1.66 2.7 2.9 3.3 4.2 3.3
2.40 1.41 0.78 1.43 1.51 2.0 2.3 4.0 3.0 2.8
1.92 1.81 2.78 1.93 2.11 3.3 3.2 5.0 2.9 3.6
1.74 1.16 1.02 1.35 1.32 1.9 3.6 2.7 2.9 2.8
1.21 0.86 1.78 1.47 1.33 1.8 2.9 2.9 3.6 2.8
1.28 2.10 2.27 1.71 1.84 3.2 3.9 3.7 3.6 3.6
2.27 1.53 2.01 1.25 1.76 3.7 4.4 3.7 4.0 3.9
2.11 1.83 1.45 1.64 1.76 2.3 3.1 3.0 3.2 2.9
1.96 1.52 1.76 2.03 1.82 3.7 3.5 4.8 4.8 4.2
1.67 1.16 1.46 1.58 1.47 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.8 2.5
2.00 1.31 2.11 1.28 1.68 2.6 2.9 3.0 2.9 2.8
0.91 1.64 1.48 1.12 1.29 2.7 3.1 2.2 2.5 2.7
1.42 2.20 1.52 1.55 1.67 3.5 3.2 3.6 2.9 3.3
1.10 1.04 1.35 1.31 1.20 2.3 2.8 2.2 2.4 2.4
1.00 - 1.02 1.74 0.94 3.5 4.5 4.6 5.2 4.4
1.65 1.36 0.85 2.29 1.54 2.3 3.4 3.0 3.2 3.0
1.89 1.72 1.79 2.24 1.91 2.0 3.8 3.3 4.1 3.3
1.97 1.63 1.35 1.13 1.52 3.8 3.5 3.1 3.8 3.5
 
 588  
Incident SDR 2013 2014 Incident SDR 2014- 2015 Incident SDR 2015- 2016 Incident SDR 2016- 2017 4 yr average incident SDR
1.55 1.65 1.84 1.57 1.65
1.32 1.73 1.87 1.29 1.55
1.23 1.66 1.41 1.19 1.37
1.28 1.55 1.63 1.22 1.42
1.33 1.34 1.47 1.46 1.40
1.16 1.75 1.38 1.64 1.49
1.05 1.40 1.40 1.55 1.35
1.37 1.55 1.68 1.95 1.64
1.31 1.34 1.47 1.33 1.36
1.67 1.82 1.84 1.82 1.79
1.29 1.34 1.35 1.47 1.36
1.36 1.34 1.51 1.29 1.38
1.50 1.45 1.43 1.47 1.46
1.50 1.50 1.15 1.26 1.35
1.33 1.51 1.54 1.44 1.45
1.72 1.51 1.50 1.58 1.58
1.20 1.60 1.63 1.60 1.51
1.70 1.90 1.83 1.61 1.76
1.47 2.06 1.57 1.47 1.64
1.60 1.66 1.68 1.79 1.68
1.33 1.33 1.81 1.86 1.58
1.49 1.62 1.28 1.44 1.46
1.59 1.55 1.66 1.23 1.51
1.25 1.92 1.82 1.72 1.68
1.30 1.44 1.56 1.42 1.43
1.08 1.65 1.67 1.70 1.52
1.89 1.68 2.02 1.46 1.76
1.62 1.66 1.86 1.69 1.71
1.20 1.46 1.44 1.57 1.42
1.08 1.32 1.41 1.51 1.33
1.37 1.66 1.68 1.29 1.50
1.49 1.70 1.57 1.12 1.47
1.51 1.62 1.66 1.40 1.55
1.52 1.55 1.82 1.49 1.60
1.30 1.37 1.32 1.62 1.40
1.40 1.43 1.58 1.50 1.48
1.51 1.34 1.54 1.49 1.47
1.40 1.54 1.52 1.40 1.46
1.41 1.56 1.75 1.72 1.61
1.20 1.50 1.73 1.54 1.49
1.43 1.12 1.66 1.67 1.47
1.81 1.65 1.59 1.38 1.61
1.26 1.48 1.23 1.42 1.35
0.99 1.39 1.24 1.23 1.21
1.46 1.19 1.12 1.40 1.29
1.12 1.42 1.30 1.10 1.23
1.25 1.20 1.48 1.51 1.36
1.27 1.57 1.53 1.76 1.53
1.12 1.43 1.48 1.36 1.35
1.34 1.79 1.07 1.24 1.36
1.19 1.14 1.57 1.48 1.35
1.39 1.38 1.45 1.42 1.41
1.20 1.60 1.63 1.50 1.48
1.22 1.29 1.52 1.72 1.44
1.19 1.62 1.52 1.57 1.47
1.66 1.61 1.35 1.22 1.46
1.41 1.35 1.50 1.53 1.45
1.37 1.48 1.65 1.27 1.44
1.48 1.88 1.52 1.31 1.55
1.00 1.57 1.04 1.95 1.39
1.39 1.27 1.51 1.80 1.49
1.20 1.58 1.74 1.47 1.50
1.27 1.08 1.36 1.78 1.37
1.39 1.32 1.59 1.49 1.45
1.41 1.25 1.74 1.31 1.43
1.09 1.52 1.20 1.32 1.28
0.87 1.29 1.31 1.53 1.25
1.63 1.66 1.56 1.37 1.56
1.60 1.61 1.50 1.74 1.61
1.37 1.63 1.50 1.48 1.50
1.43 1.60 1.83 2.04 1.72
1.41 1.40 1.50 1.55 1.47
1.54 1.64 1.60 1.64 1.60
1.51 1.39 1.40 1.41 1.43
1.50 1.36 1.63 1.34 1.46
1.29 1.51 1.25 1.34 1.35
1.45 1.63 1.55 1.62 1.56
1.33 1.43 1.69 1.38 1.45
1.42 1.88 1.68 1.87 1.71
1.60 1.45 1.54 1.48 1.52
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Interview topics  Questions  
Reporting practice/arbitration practice 
history.  
Non-blinded reading/arbitration and effects on decision 
making. Effect of reading type on the number of 
arbitration cases.  Team dynamics within consensus 
groups 
Receptiveness to change  
Opinions on fully blind reading and a paperless system – 
benefits/disadvantages 
Defining an experienced 
reader/arbitrator 
What would you class as an experienced reader? What 
are the criteria?  How do you select an arbitrator? 
PHE arbitration guidance What is your opinion on the content of the guidance?  
Recommendations for improvement 
of the guidance Is there anything you think would improve the guidance?  
Quantitative guidance for new 
arbitrators 
How would you define quantitative guidelines for new 
arbitrators? 
Implementation of the guidance.  
Effect of the guidance 
Barriers/facilitators to implementation 
 
Centralisation of arbitration services 
What are your thoughts on consolidating expertise for 






Appendix 11.  Participant Informed Consent Form 
  
Title of Study:  A study to explore arbitration and consensus processes within Breast 




agreement to the 
statements by 
putting your 
initials in  
the box below 
 
 I confirm that I have read and understood the Participant Information Sheet 
for the above study and have had the opportunity to consider the information, 








I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw 






I understand that all the information I provide will be treated as confidential, 
will be fully anonymised and stored securely. 
 
 








Participant Signature …………………………………………………………                       Date  
 
 
Name of Participant   
 
 
Researcher Signature ………………………………………………………..                       Date  
 
 
Name of Researcher 
 
Appendix 12.  A table of themes, sub-themes and codes 














Evolution of practice -double reading practice, blind vs non-blind reading, double radiographer 
reporting, third reader arbitrator or consensus group review. Working styles presently occurring 




Perceptions and rationale of non-blind reading, the justification for current practice. 
Conformity of 
practice 
Following on Conformity of readers, the act of changing their decision, the objectivity of non-blinded 










Bias, attitudes, personality, cognitive factors, and behaviour.  Outcome on individual and unit 
performance statistics. 
In-house training Training in-house, diversity (or lack) of reader profiles. 
 
Silo working and 




Split site working Individuals or teams are working in co-located settings, e.g. working in different geographical 








 Perception of 
external 
arbitration 
Opinions on external arbitration – positive and negative perceptions, achieving NHSBSP targets, 
electronic infrastructure to support external arbitration 
Silo working Screening services operating as separate units, lack of exposure to other units reading and 






Partnership working with other units/trusts.  Improving standards through sharing of film 













Compatibility of a 
fully electronic 
system 
The degree to how a fully electronic system fits with existing workflows, negative and positive 
comments.  The level of compatibility of an electronic system with organisational values and 
work processes. Blind reading and paperwork (did not) need to be adapted as evidence of 
compatibility or lack of compatibility.  
 
Paper system as a 
failsafe 
 





Reporters are completing paperwork, correlating numbers in film batches, separating recall 




The degree to which participants perceive NBSS requires a change.  
 
A strong need that the current system is untenable, e.g., statements that the IT infrastructure 



























as a safety net 





Regulatory clearance, access to data, availability of AI, limitations of AI, trust and integration 
with existing systems 
 
Perceived 
Benefits of AI 
Improved efficiency and effectiveness, and work processes.  Technology that is compatible with 


































the task  
 
The complexity of defining sensitivity and specificity of third reads, reflected by them being a 
sub-set of cases (small numbers of cases). 
 
Suggestions for measuring arbitration outcomes 
 
Pairing of readers The degree to which reader combination impacts on recalled cases and subsequent assessment 
numbers. 
 
Variance in recall 
rates 













Low or high confidence.  Individuals believe in their capabilities to undertake third reader 









Training Professional development training.  Protocol-based practice, learning style.  New or improved 
existing skills. 
 




Managing and using FRQA data to enable individuals or teams to gain an understanding of their 




























Adequate time and space for reflective thinking and evaluation. Collaboration for formal and 
informal learning – learn from each other, increased knowledge via consensus discussion, 
learning from missed cases to improve future outcomes. 
 




A climate in which consensus leads/ third reader arbitrators express their fallibility, the value of 
team members’ input; team members feel valued in the decision-making process.  An 









A climate in which individuals do not feel valued or have the opportunity to voice their opinions.  
Opinions are constantly over-ridden. 
 
Relationships Group dynamics – personal relationships within the team to include mutual respect, 
interpersonal cohesion.  Dynamics affected by power relations within the group- positive or 
negative. 
 
Communication Communication and the quality of communication between staff, poor communication, 
communication problems, good communication 
 
Group processes Social and psychological interactions affecting behaviour, team decision making (rational and 
non-rational) and effectiveness. Hierarchical relationships allowed (or not) to constrain 
collaborative working. 
   
Confrontation/ 
conflict 
Disagreements, arguments, confrontations or conflicts with colleagues 
Group 
composition 
Factors which influence consensus practice, positive or negative - Group size, experience, 
professional roles, dominant personalities, groupthink. 
 
Accountability Self-assurance Confidence or lack of confidence in decision making at film reading.  Peer support to 
confirm/negate the decision to recall. 
 
Responsibility Diffusion of responsibility for the final decision on cases – positive or negative comments.  
Individuals (not) contributing to the same degree as if they were undertaking third reader duties 
 




Guideline factors Knowledge about 
the guidance 
Individuals’ familiarity with the criteria and principles. 
 Evidence 
Strength & 
Quality of the 
evidence 
Staff perceptions of the quality and validity of evidence supporting the guidance. Awareness of 
the strength and quality of evidence, as well as the absence of evidence or a desire for different 
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Quality types of evidence. 
 
 Clarity of the 
guidance 
Clearness of the 
statements 










Staff attitudes toward the guidance positive or negative, role ambiguity. 
 




Individuals’ perception of the importance of the guidance within their organisation.  
  Organisational 
culture 
The willingness to change practice  
 











Radiographer arbitration/consensus lead improved existing practice. 
 
  Putting the 
guidance into 
practice 
The capacity for change, support within the organisation, the general level of receptivity to 
implementing the guidance 
 
  Back-up 
behaviour 
Resorting to radiographer arbitration in times of high demand to ensure performance (screen to 





Appendix 13.  Table 47-1A Interviewee Quotes  
Sub-Theme 1.1: Organisational Variance and Historic Cultural Elements 
“some of the approaches…have really worried me because there was one unit, it doesn't do it anymore, that 
used to deliberately not write their real opinion as second reader in order to ensure it got to the arbitration pile 
automatically. So, if the first person had recalled, because they wanted all cancers to be discussed, the rule was 




“I don't know whether it's just habit and because we haven't been told that we have to read blinded. It isn't a 




“It's just the way we’ve done it and nobody’s, nobody in authority has made a decision to change it” Advanced 
Practitioner 3 
“It's the only way we've ever reported” Director 3 
“I suppose it’s because that’s the way NBSS was set up for us and nobody’s ever suggested that we would read 
blinded. I think it was suggested once when they were doing that reverse trial where they turn the direction 





“I think if we go back many years ago when we first started consensus, we did have two very new consultants 
and it was a high recall rate, so I think we did decide to do it that way round and we just stuck with it really. 





“There’s never really been a need, they would be quite happy for me to read against one of the film reading 
radiographers, but there’s never been a need, so we don’t do it….so we are quite happy just going along the 
way that we’re doing.   I don’t think they would allow the other two radiographers to do it (read together), 







“I think it does influence your decision, but in a way, it can be positive, especially if it's a new reader because 
there's sort of a learning skill with that. Because they have seen what an experienced reader has called and 




“I think, to some extent, it does influence decision making.  I think that that is a learning, that the benefit of 
learning from that because in particular, I know that the less experienced readers will take into account what 





“If you didn't see something and you see that the first person did, you can learn from that on the spot” Consultant 
Radiographer 4 
“I think it's useful in many respects to be honest because film readings not a competition in terms of you know, 
I missed more than you or I've found more than you sort of thing” 
Locum Radiologist 
1 
“If you know what the first reader has said if they have recalled, and you choose not to recall, you know that 
you need to put that case out for arbitration or consensus, if you don't know what they've said then you might 
put it in the wrong pile, you might put it back to routine recall. So, it relies on having an office that is good at 
sorting out what the readers have said and never making a mistake with that, for the right results to go ahead 




“I guess the QA visitor people must notice how we do quite different things even those there’s guidance, but I 
guess arbitration is just one of those things that is done very differently in lots of different places. You think 
how can it all be different when we basically doing the same thing or you think we would but there's very big 








Table 47-1B Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 1.2:  Conformity of practice 
 
“Personally, I think it has quite a big impact.  I think it puts you under quite a lot of pressure to make the call to 
recall it, and it has the potential for dominant people to influence recall rates one way or the other” 
Consultant 
Radiographer 2 
“I'm sure that it does affect it (decision making), so I think it increases your recall rate and not necessarily in a 
good way” 
Radiologist 2 
“If you’re the first reader then everybody else sees what you’ve done so they can be guided by that” Advanced 
Practitioner 2 




“So things that I probably wouldn't have even perceived has suddenly got big arrows on and I think that you 
then you start to see them in a different way, so things that I wouldn't even notice, it's then like oh yeah might 




“I think it can affect the second reader if they’re not blinded erm when you look at my statistics for cancer 
detection rates actually I have a lower cancer detection rate when I am second reading which sort of suggests 
that I am influenced by the first reader and may dismiss cases that I would otherwise have called back if I had 
been the first reader’ 
Director 6 
 
“I'm much more likely to recall a case that the first reader has recalled than I am to recall a case without an 
opinion. So, my first reading recall rate is lower than my second reading recall rate” 
Radiologist 3 
 
“So yes, there are times when I’ve gone oh gosh yes, I can see it now, and I agree yes that's a cancer that I 
would have missed had I been the first reader” 
Advanced 
Practitioner 3 
“If you don't recall it, and then you realise at the end oh I have disagreed with somebody unknowingly you go 
back and look at it, and you might think oh right I just didn't see that so I think there would be some, where you 





“To be honest if I think oh god there's you know I had my eyes shut during one of them or whatever it's silly to 
put it through to a 3rd reader if I totally agree with the first reader but we don't have a unit policy you know to 
say we will have it blinded” 
Radiologist 1 
 
“When you are looking at things at assessments… I would say that I do not believe that both people saw the 
abnormality and I think it’s the fact that they have been directed to this area that I just don’t believe that two 




“At the moment if there’s doubt for a, not an experienced, a junior reader sometimes the fall-back is to go and 
see if somebody else has recalled it and if they haven’t then follow suit and not to recall it” 
Director 4 
 
“The younger ones the one’s that perhaps haven’t been qualified so long might be inclined to just go along with 
what somebody else has said, but then you could say that's just perhaps they are being influenced by 




“I know the other radiographer reporters they always say that it's so much quicker to second read because if 
you're on the fence and you see that someone else has put it, I think you would, you naturally would just put 




“I think when you do the meetings as a group, you can be swayed a little bit because almost like you would be 
if you’re non blinded second reading. So as soon as someone says oh that’s there, you go oh yeah, yeah. I think 




“Sometimes they are influenced by the experience of that reader, so they don't stick to their sort of original 
decision making, and they change their mind to coincide with a more experienced reader” 
Director 3 
 
“I do think there is a tendency with some other readers to perhaps take a slightly lazy route. If they see that 
somebody else has abnormaled something, they just go straight to the proforma ….and think oh yeah, I’ll agree 
with that and then they don't bother really reading the images at all they just agree with person number one. 
Which you know it's not very good really because of course, we know for a fact that sometimes you can be 
distracted from a second abnormality or something on the other side by concentrating too much on the one 










“I was speaking to the consultant radiographers, and what they told me, one of the things that influences 
whether they are going to recall somebody or not is dependent upon who are they going to read with which I 
found really interesting because I didn't even consider that. So, because we all have set days for film reading 
what they said is if they knew they were going to read with a certain person they were more likely to recall 
things that they might dismiss.  So instead of having that as a case where they didn't recall it, they will recall it 




“I wonder maybe that's happening with the newer sort of consultants that are starting maybe they are being 
influenced in this way as well. And maybe over time because they do assessment clinics, they then have the 




“I noticed that some would recall all the cases and others would make the decision. So I went round and asked 
each of the individual radiologists that if you were put in a situation of having to recall, a third opinion, if you 
disagreed you wouldn't recall it, and half of the team told me they would, and the other half said they wouldn't 
because they would base it on the readers that recalled.  So, when they said that they wouldn't stick by what 




“but on times arbitration you would then probably consider who's recalled it, you know your own film readers” Advanced 
Practitioner 2 
“I have worked with colleagues with a very high recall rate and what tends to happen then, I think you can run 
the risk of missing cancers because you think oh this is so and so, so they have over-recalled this so you know 





“I think it's good practice” (blinded). 
 
Breast Clinician 1 
 
 602 
“I wouldn’t want it completely blinded I don’t think” Consultant 
Radiographer 1 
“I think ideally we should read fully blinded” Consultant 
Radiographer 2 
“I’ve just been looking at BSIS for (area removed) I do know that when you look at the profiles, some of them 
look like fields of sheep they’ve got individuals all over the place and the others of the units look like shoals of 
fish where they’re all closely packed in one area and interestingly the shoals of fish if you look at the unit data, 
the overall outcomes don’t do as well as the fields of sheep”  
 
Director 1 
“If it was truly blinded, I think it would increase the arbitration rates”  
 
Director 4 
“I am convinced it would because if ermm if you can’t see what the first reader has said”  
 
Radiologist 3 
“Yes, I think it would slightly because we’re all going to miss something aren’t we, I think it would increase 




“I think it would make them increase” Radiologist 2 
“Because we read sort of blind read, so sometimes we get annoyed that they only include first reads cause as 
far as we are concerned, we would like it to include all our reads because otherwise we only get stats from half 









Table 47-1C Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 1.3 Silo working and centralisation of services 
 
“We are teetering on the edge we do appreciate that”  Advanced 
Practitioner 2 
“Golly, yes. Well I mean I had not thought of sending stuff out, but I appreciate there is a real manpower issue” Breast Clinician 1 
 
“So, to actually send out through another screening service, if NBSS can be that clever and I think that would 
probably, everyone would put their hand up and say, oh thank God for that”  
Advanced 
Practitioner 2  
 
“You could argue that small units would be the ones to offer outside arbitration to because otherwise do they 
do everything by consensus, or do they take a cautious approach and if one reader calls it gets called back” 
Breast Clinician 1 
 
“And so you're not in your own little unit bubble, and it does get quite insular doesn't it because you have a few 
dominant senior people who are training the newer people coming in and people sort of converge to a fairly 





“I think that has to be the case. I don’t see how small units can manage otherwise and a single practice 
radiology or even dual practice is not uncommon, and then if you start to cut corners when people are away, 
there are going to be errors. So yes, if there was some sort of central system where people could get films read 





“Some radiologists might vent well I wouldn't have called that back, you know, so ermm rather than criticising 




“because we’re quite insular apart from the QA visit”  Radiologist 2 
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“I think the way it would work is very close ties between trusts, it being of mutual benefit so, if you had I would 
actually say it was best if you link up small units with each other so it’s as much in their interest to do the 
reviews as they will then benefit from others reviewing theirs, that kind of arrangement” 
 
Radiologist 1 
“I think small units you are going to end up with a unit that has little, a particular flavour and you know if 
you've got two superb radiologists you're going to have an absolutely brilliant because you're not going to 
have anybody else dragging them down, but on the other hand if you've got two mediocre radiologists you're 





“I think I would find it quite difficult if I hadn't actually have been at the consensus meeting and, if it was 






“As long as they’ve got the 5,000 film reads in their pocket and everything” Consultant 
Radiographer 4 
“It would be nice to be able to send images or batches of images to other places, so you know if you have lots 




“We are sort of coping here, but we can see that it would be nice to have a system where you could, support 




“I don't know, I mean who’s to say that necessarily, they would, why would we do that? in a suggestion that 




“I think it might be useful for our department, but I think people would find it difficult to accept somebody 





“I do feel strongly about this I think it’s much easier to deal with a case within the same unit than somebody 
else outside of the unit arbitrating. A) they might not arbitrate what everybody else is, and then you’ve got 
then another problem. You know they pick up something else, or they are concerned or whatever but also it’s 
much easier to feel confident about something that’s you can follow the pathway, I suppose you could argue 
even if you farm out you could still follow the pathway. There is just something slightly uncomfortable it’s a bit 
like trying to do somebody else’s assessment from a different unit, but I suppose with arbitration you could 
argue that that’s already had one read within the unit.  Perhaps it wouldn’t have the same impact, yes yes I’ve 
just not thought about it” 
 
Breast Clinician 1 
 
“I would not split the arbitration from the film reading. I think it's really important that you keep those in the 
same pool, and you want to maintain communication within that pool”  
 
Director 1 
“If you're then sending images off to ermm to a consensus arbitration decision and you know, everything's 
target driven isn't it, with NBSS updates. You have to meet this, that and everything else. So, I don't know; it’s 





“I think I think it would; it's going to hold up the patient pathway a bit isn't it if you do that. We are already 
struggling because we are threatening to breach on a regular basis just trying to keep up with our reading but 

















Table 47-2A Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 2.1 Lack of sophistication of the current technology 
 
“You know maybe we’re all clinging onto bits of paper as a sort of comfort blanket but ermm So somebody will 
have completed the number of films to be read, and then we fill in whether we have requested previous 
images, whether we have done if there are any TRs, and then the recalls and then the arbitrations and you 
know and do a bit of maths and then we also fill in a list with the names of the patients in each category and 
their numbers you know their screening numbers so that everybody can be certain what is happening with the 




“I have the pieces of paper in front of me and, and I try not to look at what the answer at what somebody else 
has given. I think that’s the way it should be; I'd rather not see what somebody else thinks because it's my 




“I try and put my arm over what might be written and look at just the patient demographics from an 
identification point, to make sure I'm reading the right ones, and then look at them, make my decision, and 





“at a recent Q&A visit they were saying there’s all those mistakes where the readers don't sign their names, 
and you are thinking why are you nagging the readers to sign their names when they don't want to do 
anything further with this case…. the audit person was saying ooh and I have to keep going back to them 
because they haven't signed the paperwork and the radiologist saying it's a complete nightmare I have to sign 




“Yes, I could well see that, I am all for paperless (laughter)”  
 
 
Breast Clinician 1 
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“I have to say if I was designing NBSS and I’ve thought long and hard about it I don't think you should have 
paperwork in front of you when reading at all”  
Director 1 
 
“Well that's how NBSS ought to be, isn't it? True paperless is where we need to be, isn’t it really?  Radiologist 3 
 
“I think it would be advantageous. Yep that’s the way we’re going isn’t it you know paperless, that’s the way 




“Personally, the paperless sort of thing, I think it’s safer to have all your information stored in one place. I’m 
not that confident with bits of paper, duplicating work so that you’ve got information on three or four different 




“No, no, I think it needs both.  Because ermm checking clinic sometimes we’ve had radiologists have written 
the wrong paperwork and the screen and vice versa they’ve written on the paperwork the wrong result against 
NBSS.  You won’t get me to give up paper (laughter) we’ve gone partially paperless, and I hate it paper records 




“It would be very nice being completely electronic rather than having to resort back to paper copies and stuff, it 
seems ridiculous in this day and age really doesn’t it”  
 
Director 5 
“If you're sat there with a whole batch and you're quickly trying to get through them that certainly is going to 
add time on them, on to it compared to a quick cross, calc and an RC”  
 
Breast Clinician 1 








“I think it could be such a powerful tool because the radiographers can indicate a problem.  Which then the 
readers can say, yes, I've seen it because there's no guarantee at the moment that the readers have actually 





“I must admit I do like having my pictures and being able to draw what I want on them rather than what the 
computer will allow you to. Like will there be a facility to put little dots when it’s microcalcification or, we have 
a particular way that we draw a distortion and things like that, but ermm I think we all like our bits of paper. 
Probably stuck in the dark ages (laughter)”  
 
Consultant 
Radiographer 3  
 
“I almost know what they mean when they write things, and I think my worry would be that an electronic form 
I’d be thinking you know they’ve said it’s there, I’m wondering if it’s that, you know what I mean for the subtle 
things I think I would worry it would add to my confusion doing the assessment clinic. I mean but, in a way, it 




“because you can't rely 100% on computer entry. You know if you make a mistake and click one of the drop-




“So, it doesn’t matter if they’ve got 3 years or 10 years’ experience if they won’t change. If by 3 years your film 
reading rate is still high, then even though you’ve had three years of experience which should have brought 




“But it's all very time consuming to go back and look at all your individual disagreements other than the 




“We have a good collaborative interval meeting quarterly, and we all come together we review the cases and 
that's really good, so if I had a bit more time I think it would be nice to have a similar thing for the 3rd read 





“This is probably the thing that we lack more so on than anything, is the auditing of what we actually do”  Advanced 
Practitioner 2 
“I am about to try and audit all of our arbitrations to have a look at things that presented as interval cancers, 




“We currently complete a paper record for each person anyway erm, which is a little bit of overkill”  Locum Radiologist 
1 
“My unit director tells me that she doesn’t like the idea of going paperless because if you make a mistake on 






Table 47-3A Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 3.1 A Meaningful Measure of Performance 
 
“Well I’ve done aptitude tests of film readers every time we’ve employed film reading radiographers, and I 
know from our long-term stats that those aptitude tests are exact or correct and they show me that registrars 
are no more able to read negatively than radiographers or anyone else. They don’t have a particular gift so we 




“I don’t think it would be necessarily years or numbers of films read. Because there are people you might class 






“because experience and being good is two different things, isn’t it? you could be film reading for five years, 




“ I don't think experience in years makes a big difference and in fact I know people sort of can get worse later 
on when they you know, it all depends on family circumstances if you’re having a rubbish time then reading 




“One of our film readers here she’s been brilliant right from the word go from the time that she was a student 
just learning it and I probably consider her opinion above some of the, a couple of the radiologists because she 





“Well I think there's research to show that experience in mammogram reading doesn't make you, it doesn’t 
make you better, so you're either good at mammograms, or you're not, and whether you've had five years or 






“I think the best thing would be for the best reader in your unit to do the arbitrations and I guess there is, you 
could argue what makes the best reader - but your highest detection rate with your lowest recall rate” 
 
Radiologist 2 
“we would say that they should and obviously during those 3 years they should have been reading an adequate 
number of images in the screening programme you know the minimum number of 4000 and five thousand in 
total and also we would say they should have recall rates that are below the minimum to count as an 
experienced film reader” 
 
Director 2 
“lot of it is down to individuals and their own perception because someone can be absolutely, you know, has 10 




“I think if you're not learning, if by 3 years your film reading rate is still high then even though you've had three 
years of experience which should have brought your film Reading rate down and it hasn't then that sort of 
implies to me that they are not learning, so it doesn't matter if they've got 3 years or 10 years’ experience they 
won't change. So, I think for me experience is the number of years but also looking at the FRQA to show 
evidence that their recall rate is reasonable” 
 
Director 3 
“There's two things I will consider here certainly the number of years that you've been doing it and that's 
essentially the same as the volume of mammograms that you've reported. But there's also an element of 
confidence as well  because erm, I don't know if that's quite the same as, I mean you can have an experienced  
reader that isn't actually particularly confident, lacks a bit of self-confidence, lacks a bit of what's the word erm 
they can be easily influenced perhaps, or more easily influenced perhaps than others. It is quite a long process I 
think becoming an experienced radiologist, breast screening radiologist and it's at least several years. I would 







“I think it would be hard to put figures on it wouldn't it, FRQA wise as in a certain recall rate or cancer 




“5 years and reading the required number of films, undertaking assessments and PERFORMS” 
 
Director 7 
“I would say you probably need 5 years of pretty continuous reading with no major career breaks to be classed 
as an experienced reader to get that breadth of experience…. somebody who has good performance data, 








“For the experience it’s almost, it isn’t really a time thing, more a confidence in their own ability and to be able 




“I don't think it's determined on either the number of cases you've read or the time that you've been doing it, 







Table 47-3B Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 3.2 Difficulties in defining quantitative guidelines for arbitration/selecting individuals 
 
“I don't think there's even a consensus view in the country about what you want an arbitrator to do. I know it 




“I think it should be taken with your performance and what your sensitivity, specificity is and things because 
again, you could be film reading for five years, but you could be, have a 15 percent TR rate and a tiny cancer 
detection rate. So that doesn't necessarily, and then if you are arbitrating, you'd be calling everybody back and 
nothing would, you wouldn't actually increase your cancer detection rate. So, I think, I haven't got an opinion 
of what those rates should be specifically” 
Consultant 
Radiographer 4 
“I think the stats across the (name removed) when I looked at them the range of cases that were brought back 
varied from 25% of those sent to arbitration to over 70% of the same client. So, you’re looking at that thinking 
well that sounds like there’s a very big difference in the effect of arbitration in one unit from another. I think 
it’s somewhere around 15% of the cancers a bit less than that, that end up in that arbitration pile that we 
eventually find and so I think it matters”  
Radiologist 3 
 
“You and I might argue that across the nation and given the number of cancers in the arbitration pile it is 
actually a question that matters and something that to some extent we should really be turning our attention 
to. So, I care about it, but I don't have all the answers”  
 
Radiologist 3 
“And I got my particularly good reader, and I just said I just want you to do all the arbitration please and the 
recall rate got cut by about 40% almost overnight. I think that reset the unit recall rate”  
Director 1 
“See what they actually do in practice and then that might tell you who you would really like to be arbitrating 
for you and then after they've got their arbitration licence maybe you check them every few years and let 
them do all the arbitrations”  
Radiologist 3 
“I don't know because I was wondering whether you should have a number that you do. If you've got to read 






Table 47-3C Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 3.3 Radiographer Self-Efficacy 
“Don’t get me wrong I don’t think they liked having to arbitrate, because it’s quite a responsibility and I always 
used to say to them if you’re not sure then just recall it”  
Director 2 
“I think we are all reasonably strong and we are all reasonably, we don't worry too much about saying no I 
disagree I wouldn't bring that back”  
Advanced 
Practitioner 1 
“I'd love to do it, but I'm not going to be allowed to because as I say they (Radiologists) think we would want 
to bring everything back”  
Advanced 
Practitioner 3 
“So, when I started third reading, I did them in tandem to start with. I would do them first, and then somebody 




“We've got a consultant who is about to start training in screening having got a lot of experience in 
symptomatic, and I can see that she might sort of say oh I don't want to do third reads and we'll be saying well 
do them and then you know, one of us will read it as well, and you check back and see what you think”  
Radiologist 1 
 
“There are advanced practitioners who don’t want to do the 3rd reads I’ve heard them say I don’t want that 
responsibility. Now I would talk to them about that if I thought they were good and experienced you know”  
Radiologist 1 
 
“I think it whether as film readers, it would be nice for us to arbitrate on our own. I don't know; I sit on the 
fence I think a little bit, I think because from a recent personal experience. Two radiographers were reporting 
together, and we missed, um, a cancer which came back a few weeks later, ok it was still picked up, but now 
I'm thinking perhaps, with us arbitrating, but then when we evaluated it all, it wasn't a massive barn door 




“It was always a bit that we would ask about or actually for a little while we kept our heads down about it 
because we just figured that if suddenly they decided we could do it, then we'd end up doing all of it 






Table 47-3D Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 3.4 Outcome expectancy and radiographer training 
 
“I don’t think we would consider them (radiographers) I think it would still go to an experienced radiologist 
because when I look at the quadrants the radiographer film readers, they do perform in a slightly different 
manner.  Sometimes they tend to be to, to, they sit in two quadrants either very sensitive but not very specific, 
i.e. pick up cancers but call a huge amount to do that or else they tend to call a lot and miss a lot.  So that 
tends to be the two quadrants they vary generally, but they tend to have recall rates that are probably twice 
that of all of the consultant”  
 
Director 4 
I think she (radiographer)probably does recall slightly more than the rest of us for third read but not to an 
extent where I'd you know be concerned about it”  
 
Radiologist 1 
“I think it’s the way they’ve been trained; I think they are not used to making decisions ermm and having 
necessarily that amount of responsibility for their decisions.  Hmm so they are more likely to air on the side of 
caution whereas doctors are inherently more comfortable with taking risks”  
 
Director 4 
“I think we're a bit more assertive, but in our particular practice, some of the film readers are a little bit 
reluctant to commit. Definitely, they find it; they struggle to make that final decision. Somebody has to make 
it, and we're a bit more decisive I would say the radiologists are a bit more decisive.  I think that doctors in 
general in their training have a bit more of that. So, we have those sorts of qualities perhaps we have a bit 
more of those sort of qualities”  
 
Director 6 
“I think that’s the problem with film readers who are not involved in assessment. They have a sort of training 







“They are a little bit uncertain of themselves, they may be a little bit more introvert or something like that a bit 
more anxious they don't want to make a mistake, and then there are other people who are just quite willing to 




“So, where I worked before, we had a lot more advanced practitioners making, doing reading and my 
perception is a lot of them wouldn't feel confident enough to override some, you know and say RR”  
Radiologist 1 
 
“You know consensus situation it's always been very much a discussion, but I would probably always bring 
them back, and again it would be a question of auditing and just seeing whether you're justified in bringing all 




“Because when I look at a film if it's something absolutely tiny I'll be thinking that is impossible to assess ermm 
and an assessment is not necessarily going to get the answer whereas somebody is just picking up every tiny 




“In order to be able to read against other radiographers, our clinical director said that he would like our 
sensitivity to be 90 percent or higher.  So that was kind of, and that’s an interpretation of whether you're a 








Table 47-3E Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 3.5 Decision-making skills 
 
“I want people who understand and have that accountability for making the decisions not just filtering 
through and going oh well that might be something I’m going to call that back, oh well I can’t say it’s not so I’ll 






“Whereas the film reading radiographers who are radiographers during assessments I think were less specific 
because they didn’t have that intensity of feeling about oh my god, I can’t face assessing that (laughter) which 
is what it’s about really”  
 
Director 1  
 
“I do think  the point, third point about participate fully in assessment clinics including decision making, I think 
that's really important because I do think sometimes things are called and, you know, an advanced 
practitioner, will call them, but actually when you're the person actually doing the assessment, you do think oh 
goodness, how on earth am I going to you know, assess this, it's  going to be, it's really, really tiny, you know, 
and I don't think if they don’t have an appreciation  of the assessment process, they're not the one actually 





“With the locums is if you’re not there all the time and you’re not taking responsibility (so to speak), you tend 
to be more cautious about calling things normal. I think that does happen with people once they retire as well, 
they start to become much more cautious, and they just want to make sure that they don’t miss anything, or 





“If you had an educational sort of bench PERFORMS then I think that would be a much better way of 





“So there’s quite a few cases I've been reading since 2010 and been quite a few cases where I've said, I've been 




“We are very much still leaning on the radiologist because we do the films in clinic, but we will probably help 
discuss sometimes. They'll ask us for our opinion, but they are ultimately, they are the ones with a  




“That's the other problem with the arbitration and also again I think looking at it you know what the first and 




“I think they don't want to make the final decision. Absolutely. Definitely. And it really worries me because it 
means that the people who are doing arbitration and take to some extent (sorry I need to cough). People who 
are doing arbitration then have an ultimate responsibility which can be stressful, and secondly, we all have 
weaknesses in screen reading” 
 
Breast Clinician 1 




“It's two things isn't it, one is picking up something that might be abnormal on the mammogram and the 
second thing is assessing its likelihood of being a cancer you know and obviously you're going to get it wrong 









Table 47-4A Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 4.1 Collaborative working 
“I think arbitration by consensus allows much more dissemination of good practice.”  Director 1 
“It’s educational we often have some non-film reading radiographers in as well you know.  As many as possible 




“We wanted a time when all of us could actually have protected time to look at things and not just do the 
consensus but to do, to look at any interesting intervals or cases that have come up that week, so it seemed 




“I think it is a really good education tool when you can do it as a group; it’s a really good opportunity to see 
what other people’s perception is. I don’t think it matters how experienced you are. I think it’s; you can always 
pick up something new”  
Consultant 
radiographer 4 
“One person acts like Simon Cowell (laughter, and he takes the mouse, and he puts the report in, and we turn 
around and say oi we haven't made a decision, yet we haven't looked at them properly. Well, there's nothing 
there, get back to it. We have got a good enough team relationship to be able to say, go back, you're not just 




“Everybody has an equal say really there's not a lead as such.  So, no we don't really have a lead we kind of 
make a group decision”  
Director 5 
“We don’t segregate radiologists at the front and radiographers at the back”  Director 7 
“They weren’t so worried about consensus meetings when that was written on the grounds that consensus 
meetings, there’s some degree of, well at least its open people can see what’s going on”  
Radiologist 3 
 
“The whole point is that we are all different aren’t we. Some people are good at distortions, some people are 
good at calc, so you want to embrace all those different bits and have, and try and get the best, because it’s a 




Table 47-4B Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 4.2 Team dynamics and collegial conflict 
 
“It's not a learning environment it's quite aggressive at times, I don’t like it”  
 
Radiologist 2 
“Well sometimes you can say it’s consensus, but it’s a single individual that’s making all of the decisions. 
Which, by definition, is not what it is, isn’t it? I think it’s very hard to make sure that doesn’t happen which is 
quite difficult I think you have to make a real conscious effort to make sure that if you’ve got strong 
personalities that they’re going to stay quiet”  
 
Director 3 
“Absolutely I think sometimes people are afraid to give their opinion especially if they've called something they 
are unwilling to back down and the strongest character will win”  
 
Director 4  
 
“At the moment somebody says that should definitely come back and if then they're aggressive about it then 




“It becomes quite unpleasant with some people; it’s kind of an attitude they’ve got because they will you know 
pull rank a lot of the time and say this is for me to decide. With you know some people just wanting to be top 





“We do have a number of staff who are a lot quieter, and you know they do just bow down to the radiologist 




“But it’s a depressing way to start the day if it’s just your opinion gets roughshod over and whoever, you know 
shouts the loudest gets their view across”  
 
Radiologist 2 
“I suggested that what we did was that we had a golden recall alarm a bit of a wacky idea (laughter), but 





So, if they use a golden recall, it doesn’t matter what anyone else says it’s coming back end of story”  
 
“I will take a vote, and I have occasionally put the opinion of the meeting which isn’t necessarily my own 
because I have been outvoted”  
 
Director 2 
“There are a lot of us as well; we have 7, 8, 10 film readers to fit in a small room and look at some pictures on 
one monitor, it’s just not feasible.  Well you can’t have an opinion on something you can’t see so you just sit 




“I think it reinforces increasing your recall rate which in a place that has a high recall rate, it doesn't help us at 




“I know that if I am fighting to get the you know, and they are saying oh no I don't want to see her I don't want 





Table 47-4C Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 4.3 Accountability 
 
“Knowing that it's not going to influence the recall rate necessarily means that they are quite happy to put 
things through for discussion for arbitration, and even if they are not at all sure it's going to be cancer and they 
just really want a bit of confidence”  
 
Director 1 
“I will sometimes call things just to generate a discussion or I won't call things because they have, again to 
generate a discussion again”  
 
Consultant 
Radiographer 1  
“Because a lot of people do recall just because they want another person's opinion. And they’re just perhaps 






“So, I suppose it's like sharing the blame either way, isn't it in a group?”  Consultant 
Radiographer 4 
“I think it will be much more difficult as a third, as a single reader because you are out there on your own”  Consultant 
Radiographer 2 
“And whether you like it or not I think the public’s perception is of still that a doctor is better trained, a better 
person and whether we like it or not, in reality, we are measured in different ways by the public. I would 








Table 47-5A Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 5.1 Guideline Factors 
 
“I'm not fully versed with the document, but I know this is where they said that radiographers can arbitrate 
provided that they are involved in the assessment setting”  
Director 3  
 
“I'm not the unit director anymore I wasn't aware of that guidance”  Radiologist 1 
“It’s not very detailed is it, I mean it just says you can do what you want really”  
 
Radiologist 2 
“Well it's quite brief, isn't it? I think it must be one of the shortest, um, PHE breast screening documents I've 
ever seen”  
Consultant 
Radiographer 4 
“It doesn't say anything about performance though does it -it should do, it should be a no brainer that you get 
your best readers to do your arbitration or if that's how you do it as a single reader 3rd read it should be your 
best person and as a director you should know who your best reader is at that time. Obviously, it will change 




“If there are advanced practitioners undertaking arbitration to arbitrarily stop them from doing that because 
they're not a consultant practitioner well on the basis of no evidence at all seems ridiculous”  
 
Director 5 





“There probably is a better way of doing it, but we don't know what it is exactly, and that's why the guidance 






“I’d like us all to be doing the same thing. It makes it a bit less woolly then, and there’s no, well I think if you’re 
going to have guidelines make them as firm as you can”  
Radiologist 2 
 
“It is a bit vague, isn't it? I interpreted it as actually being an assessor in clinic rather than ermm our advanced 




“This consultant practitioner level so does that mean only consultant practitioners would be able to, I have got 




“Its whether we then kind of encourage them to get accredited as well. But I feel a little bit ermm sheepish 




“Some aspects of it ermm almost feel like they are directed to exclude advanced practitioners doing single read 
arbitration, that justification that you have to work to a consultant practitioner level”  
Director 5 
 




“I'm not sure why it is there because the thing is if they've got the role as a film reader they don't need 
accreditation from the college for that because they've been, they’ve gained that role because they’ve got the 




“It is a controversial statement, and it’s a bit, it may have been added inadvertently really. Maybe they didn’t 
realise the significance to what they were putting in there. I don’t know if anybody has questioned it or 






“Well I have not looked at that link so, so I don't quite know what that means”  
 
Director 2 
“It's a bit ambiguous really ermm accredited, I mean if somebody has an accreditation with their professional 
body I would then think that they you know to do advanced practice they should then be able, I should then be 




“Unless there’s a tangible benefit then I’m not sure why you would need to do that because the ultimate 
responsibility lies with your organisation, because the college won’t turn around and take responsibility”  
Director 3 
 
“Yes, I mean it’s sort of like one of these waffly guidance things that nobody quite knows what to do with and 
causes a lot of heartache. So, it’s either you are accredited to arbitrate, or it’s not necessary because the fact 
that your screen reading to certain standards means you should be able to do all aspects of screen reading”  
 






Table 47-5B Interviewee Quotes from Sub-Theme 5.2 Individual professional factors 
“I think it’s a little bit wishy-washy, you know, for the accreditation because it's because it's not mandatory like 
your HCP registration. You know, I think it’s rather wishy-washy, yes, the society can provide accreditation, and 




“You know there always is; people will jealously guard their own little corner and don't wish to have other 




“I think individual units have probably gone their own way and tried their own with that well before the advice 




“I think it would be very interesting to know I don't feel this Public Health England guidance is very helpful I 
would be interested to know which radiologists and advanced practitioner’s radiographers had been involved 
in setting up the guidance. My strong suspicion is people who don't really understand the way that we work 
has done that guidance”  
 
Radiologist 1 
“We thought it sort of applied 248 more to single arbitrators which we didn't do” 
 
Director 5 
“You see it says here which I thought was a strange thing to put in, if a new consultant radiologist then full 
appropriate training must have been completed. But you see I wouldn’t have said that anybody who was new, 
to a role would be an appropriate person to be undertaking arbitration. I would have thought that it would be 




“Nothing will change since the guidance has been produced” 
 
 
Breast Clinician 1 
 
 627 
“Basically, there has to be a radiologist taking the lead in consensus meetings we don't have consensus 
meetings which are just being conducted by film reading radiographers. So that's the way I look at it I assume 
that would meet those guidelines” 
 
Director 6 
“To be honest I didn't really take that much notice of it, I looked at it and just saw that we were, whatever we 
were doing was within those guidelines as in there is no radiographer arbitration” 
 
Director 4 
“well then that would mean that our advanced practitioner couldn't. I think then you're limiting yourself to a 
handful of radiographer consultants throughout the country. Well I think that statement is unhelpful, I would 
say, I think they need I think they need to attend MDT regularly and see the outcome of you know things that 
they've recalled so I would put more emphasis on MDT attendance” 
 
Radiologist 1 
“It was pretty much that I was employed in place of a consultant radiologist”  Consultant      
Radiographer 2 
“Service need”  Consultant 
Radiographer 4 
“It was causing unnecessary delays within the system if I wasn’t arbitrating”  Consultant 
Radiographer 2 
“When that came out in, yeah that’s when we took it on board and we thought right okay, let’s do this because 




“To me, the criteria that they are using I think should be evidenced by whoever is doing this because I would 
suspect there are some units as well, and we are certainly, where radiologists are not meeting some of this 








“I think in some ways it has taken power; it’s sort of implying that our, for us that our radiographer film readers 
some of whom are extremely good are not as good as radiologists. And I think that's an unfortunate message 




“We had to fight so hard for double radiographer reading. They held off on that for years and wouldn't let us 
do it. But all the research has shown now that you know that you're just as good at the reading.  But because 
of staff shortages, we are doing double reading now and to be quite honest the radiographers are reading 
probably 3/4 of all screen reading because there's a few of us”  
 
Advanced 
practitioner 1 
 
 
 
